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ABSTRACT 

Accordiog to Anishinaabe tradition, the power to promote, restore and prolong iifé was a gift 

which had k e n  given to their forefathers in times past by N411~1bozho when he had taken pity on 

their Sunigs .  Mide elden with speciai heabg powers passed on teachings concerning right 

living, the propeaies of special herbs and mots, and associated prayers, songs and dances to be used 

for ceremonies. Candidates were initiated into the M i d e M n  society in a citual drama which 

centred around the "shooting" of the initiate with a sacred sheU or miigk Mide leaders were 

respected and f m d  by other membeis of the Anishinaabeg since the powers thus obtained could 

be used both to aid and to harm other individuals. 

Euro-American accouats of the Midewiwin, or Grand Medicine Society, have focused 

primarily on the initiation rituals of the ceremony itself. The earliest surviving Wntten accounts were 

created to impress audiences with the exotic nature ofthe rituais, which were ofien felt to be inspired 

by demonic forces. Succeeding g e n d o m  of Euro-Americafls dociuwnted the ceremonies in more 

detail, believing that such "primitive" practices would shortly die out as the Anishinaabeg became 

accultunited. Most Euro-American studies have focused on the Midewiwin as practiced at a 

particular tirne and place, rather than considering the Midewiwin within the wider context of 

Anishinaabe culture. 

This study demonstrates how the conflicting visions of Anishinaabe practitioners and Euro- 

American interpeters have resdted in widely divergent Mews of the same institution. The focus 

is on the Midewiwin as practiced by Ojibwa groups in the nineteenth century, since th is  was the 

formative period for Euro-Amencan betiefs regardhg the Midewiwin. However, the study aiso 

places the Midewiwin within the context of the broader Anishinaabe world-view, and traces some 
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of the changes to the Midewiwin tbat o c c d  both among the Ojibwa and theu Anishinaabe 

neighbours. 

Based on these analyses, it is clear tbat the M i d ' n  is an Aboriginal institution, although 

over the years it has adopted some Euto-American concepts. These adaptations, dong with other 

changes made to meet new situations, reflect new visions, and are consistent with the fact that its 

teachings have beai nonexclusivist and orai in nature. Euro-Amerim attempts to categorize only 

certain Mid'ewnuin beliefs as "onhodox," or seek to identify some "true" Mide beliefs and practices, 

misunderstand the diversity that is at the very heart of the Anishinaabe world-view. 



PREFACE 

Few issues pmvoke as much passion as the question of religious beliefs. Even 

though there would appear to be many contemporary people who cither have never given 

a thought to the meaning of existence, or having done so, believe it to be meaningless, 

most of us attempt to maLe some sense of existence, and to the ben of our abilities, üve 

our Iives on the bais of these beliefs. Probably b u s e  these beliefs upon which we 

base our Lives are at once so fiindamentai, and in many cases, so personal, communication 

with those who do not share our beIiefs becomes diff?cult. We ofien fear that outsiders 

who do not share out beliefs, do not have our faith, will not understand, and thus will 

misconstrue our beliefs, or worse d l ,  Ml heap scom on them. Still others, believing so 

strongly in their own vision, wüi attempt to convince us that their views are the only 

correct views, and that ours are therefore false, or even evil. 

Yeats ago, when 1 was a young Catholic boy growing up in a small, 

predominantly Protestant community, 1 remember trying to explain to my young fiiends 

what 1 did as an aitar boy "serving mass." The CathoIic s e ~ c e  at that time took piace 

entirely in Latin, and was accompanied by the wearing of vestments, the ringing of bells, 

and the use of incense. Each year, many members of a Local Bible College would attend 

Midnight Mass on Christmas Eve, and the Stations of the Cross on Good Friday, sitting 

in the back rows, in order to observe our strange rites and customs, which they believed 

to be the work of the Anti-Christ. How 1 hated this desecration of what was for us, the 

holiest of times, and yet I knew equally little about their beiiefs and ceremonies. 
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Years later, (and no longer a Cathotic) 1 was to be occasionally inviteci by ftiends 

to participate in some of theu reLigious ceremonies: Protestant, Jewish Islamic and 

Hindu, and, in tum, have shared some ofmine with theni, It has been an opportunity to 

sbarr some of theu deepest feelings about orn joint existence, and to reaüze, that beneath 

the extemal dSEerences, we share a cornmon belief in a transcendent reality, even though 

dinerent traditions, conditioned by hikw and circum~taflce, may emphasize different 

means of acquiring knowledge ofthis ultimate tndh. 

Nevertheless, as history reveds, few religïous groups have ken consistently 

willuig to grant that any beliefs other than their own are tme. Christian groups have ken  

particdarly apt to adopt exclusivist positions and proselytke their neighbours, by force 

when persuasion faiied. For this reason, and remembering my own experience as a 

youth, i've always ken  reluctant to attempt any study of NativeAcnericm Indian religious 

traditions and spirituaiity. 

Yet, I came to be Uicreasingly fascinated by the incredible strength and resilence 

of the Ojibwa world view in the face of overwhelming odds during the pst severai 

centuries. Surely there was more to it than the lurid reports of Christian missionaries and 

the esotenc ethnographie studies of social scientists would suggest. Many Ojibwa are 

understandably reluctant to have others undertake to snidy them M e r .  Nevertheless, I 

wanted to find out for m~self: to give M e  to the "dry bones" of history from the 

perspective of a sympathetic outsider, who came not to judge, but to learn, and having 

leamed, to share this knowledge with othen. 



Numemus people bave given me assistance in my work; notably my colleagues at 

work who had to take up the slack M e  1 was on leave; and my wife, who had to ded 

with my daily stniggles with the materiai and with myself. She provided me with 

encouragement when my enthusiasm waned; and valuable assistauce as a proofhader. 

My cornmittee kept me on track, and gave me much needed advice; many coUeagues 

who, knowing my field of interest, provided me with sources, or technical assistance; 

librafians, archivists, and ethnologists at various institutions helped track down elusive 

bits of information. A number of members of the Ojibwa community patientfy tried to 

explain to yet another wqyanbislkiwed their view of  things. 

To all, I Say miigwech, wwhi l e g  full responsibility for everythiag that is 

witten. 1 am sure that there remain erroa in fact and interpretation which 1 have 

inadvertently missed. 1 am equally certain that not di my interpretations will meet with 

acceptance by al1 people since I am dealing with a subject in which there are different 

ways of approaching reality. I have proceeded in good faith, and hope that othea will do 

the same when reading what follows. 

Findly, a word about orthography. Since most practitioners of the Midewiwin 

have been Ojibwe speakers, I have used Ojibwe tenns wherever possible in referring to 

different aspects of the Midewiwin. However, Ojibwe speakers are spread over a wide 

geographic area and speak a variety of related dialects. Moreover, because there is no 

standard orthography for the language, past and present wrîters have used a number of 

different systems in an attempt to represent Ojibwe sounds, a number of which are not 

present in English. 



1 have, therefo ce, ernployed Nichois and Nyhoim's Concise Dictionary of 

[-ta Oiibwc as my guide in spelhg Ojibwe terms used in the dissertation. 

However, I have made a few exceptions to this de. Thus, 1 have foilowed Peen (1994) 

and others in using the term "Ojibwa" d e n  referring to the people. In a few instances, 

where words such as "manitou" have becorne part of the Engiish language, I bave used 

the EnglisIï word rather than the Ojibwe term "manidoo." Where other authors have used 

van*ant spellings I have indicated the spehg they use, followed by Nichols' spelling in 

parentheses. italics have been used for al1 words in languages other than English, except 

where the words have become a reguiar part of the English vocabdary. Ojibwe terms are 

explained in the text the first time that they are used. 
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BACKGROUND AND SOURCES 

"My grandson," said he, "the megis 1 sgoke of, means the Me-da- 
we religion. Our forefatbers, many d g  of lives ago, lived on the shores 
of the Great Salt Water in the east. Here it was, that while con&regated in 
a great town, and whiie they were suffiring the ravages of siclmess and 
death, the Great Spirit, at the intercession of Man-ab-o-sho, the great 
common uacle of the An-ishin-aub-ag, granted them this rite wherewith 
life is restored and prolongeci. ..." 

"This, my grandson, is the meaning of the words you did not 
understand; they have been repeated to us by our fathers for many 
generations" (Wanrn [L 8851 l984:79-80). 

Thus, in 1853, William WarrenL retold in his own words, what was to become one 

of the best known accounts of the origin ofthe Mid&win religion of the Anishinoabe' 

people whom he called the "Ojibway." The Midewiwid even today, remains shrouded in 

mystery and controversy. It is considered by contemporary Ojibwas Basil Johnst~n,~ 

Edward Benton-Banais¶ and Nicolas D e l 4  to be the traditionai religion of the 

Anisbinaabe people, although many Euro-American scholars who have followed the lead 

of Harold Hickersoa7 argue that it is a "crisis cult" or-revitalization movement which 

onginated as a reaction to Euro-Americaa influences. The original meaning of the name 

in Ojibwe has been lost. While the moa common English equivalent bas k e n  "Grand 

Medicine Society" or "Grand Medicine Dance," Ojibwa and Euro-Amencan writen have 

corne up with a host of possible etymological explanations. Nevertheless, it is the origin 

narratives which best provide a quick o v e ~ e w  of the meaning of the Midewiwh. 



Wamn's version of the origin narrative contaias the basic elernents found in such 

narratives: migraiion h m  the land of Anishinaabe forefathers; the quest for a long Me, 

k e  h m  hunger, sickness and enemies; the d e  ofthe mythic figure Nrmrrbozho8 in 

establishing the rituals which conveyed "spirit-power" to adherents; and the teaching 

fünction of the elciers in passing on the beliefs and ceremooies of the Midewiwin. W e  

not ali versions of Midewiwin origin narratives contain al1 these elements, the foregohg 

is a good description of the core of Midewiwn beiiefs as they existed among the rnajority 

of nineteenth cenhiry Ojibwa who continueci to follow traditional beiiefs rather than 

adopting one of the many versions of Christianity practiced by theü Euro-American 

neighbours- 

The Midaviwin has never attracted the attention of Euro-Americans to the same 

extent as revitaikition movements such as those of the Shawnee Prophet among the 

Aigonquians, Handsome Lake among the Iroquois, or the Ghost Dance among several 

Plains groups. Yet, through a combination of circumstances which wiil be elaborated 

upon later, the Midewiwin did corne to exempliQ "Indian Religion" to many nineteenth 

century Em-Americans. As a result of a selective emphasis on particular rituals, taken 

out of theû broader context, the Midewiwin came to symbolize al1 that was strange, 

savage, evil, and potentiaiiy dangerous in Indians who had not become civilized and 

Christianized. Mide pnests, as they were normaily portrayed in words and pictures by 

Ewo-American observe=, became the ultimate "~ther."~ 

What was it about Ojibwa religious beliefs and practices that so fascinated Euro- 

Americans? How couid popular Euro-American conceptions of these beliefs and 
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p d c e s  have been at such odds with how the Ojibwa conceived them to be? Before it is 

possible even to begin to m e r  such questions, it is neceauy to have a basic 

understanding of the Ojibwa and the M i d ' i n .  It is essential that we listen to how they 

viewed themselves and the Midewiwin, even when their perspective of what happened 

does not correspond with our own. At the sanc time, theu versions need to be compared 

with the writings of various groups of Euro-Americans who have attempted to understand 

the Ojibwa and the Mide~iwin.'~ 

Ifpre-contact members of the Ojibwa had been asked how they identifïed 

themselves, they would have replied that they were Anishinaabeg, the "First or True 

People." As such, they shared not only a common linguistic base (Algonquian), but also 

many common beliefs and traditions, including a belief that, as Anishinaabeg, they were 

descendants of the original people, and therefore different fiom other human beings, to 

whom they gave specinc, sometimes derogatory names." 

If asked to identify themselves more narrowly, members of the Anishinaabeg 

would have referred to the s m d  kinship or clan group to which they belongeâ, since this 

was the most sigaificant social group in Anishinaabe society.I2 Perhaps they wouid also 

have referred to the name of the socio-economic unit or band to which they belonged. 

This narne might be taken 6om the n a .  of the leader, fiom the geographical location, or 

perhaps fiom the name of the clan in cases where al1 members were nom the same clan. 

At the point in time when larger groupings began to develop, bands which occupied a 

general geographic area were usually given a name related to the area in which they lived 

(Cleland l992:39-4 1). Thus, for instance, the Anishinaabeg who occupied the northem 
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shores of Lake Superior, were known as m S u g 8 ~ ~ d u g ~ h - ~ i n - i n - e - w ~  (Men of the 

thick fir woods), whom the French were to cal1 "Bois Forts" (Warren 1984:39). The tenn 

"tribe," which came to be used for the larget, socio-politicai units, only begm to be used 

foliowing contact with Euro-Ameri~ans~ and even then, decision-making continwd to be 

dow at the band level. Nevertheles, by the nineteenth eentury, many Anishinaabeg were 

becoming aware of themselves as the Ojibwa tribe or nation, either as a resuit of intemal 

or extemal forces. The formation of the tribes was explained in greater detail in the 

origin narrative recounted by Warren at the beginning of thÏs chapter. Accordhg to this 

oral accomt, the Ojibwa, Ottawa and the Potawatomi were said to have migrated fiom 

the shores of the great water (Atlantic Ocean) and separated into three groupings or tribes 

at the &raits of Michilimackinac sornetime within the last several hundred years (Warren 

l984:8 l).13 

From tirne Mmemorid, during the long winter months, the Anishinaabeg had 

listened to their elders tell narratives such as the one coilected by Warren. These 

audizookmag or "sacred storïes" were passed on orally nom generation to generation 

precisely in order that the Ojibwa would always know who they were, where they had 

corne frorn, how they fitted into the world around them, and how they needed to behave 

Ui order to ensure a long [Xe. Since theh was a world view which prized stability over 

change, aay appearance of change was interpreted as a repetition of old themes (Cleland 

1 992: 3 2-34). These themes, told within the current context, formed the basis of the 

stories told by Anishinaabe elders. 



The aadikookacrnag explaineci the origin of the world, and the behaviour of afi 

things, regardles of their outward fom. They explained the birth of Nanobozho, and his 

role in helping to create a new earth. The A n i s b b e g  learned of the birth of the fïrst 

people, and how their descendants had been taught many things by Nambozho so that 

they wouid be able to survive. They leamed of the power of visions and dreams by which 

they codd commUIUlcate with the rnanito~s~~or spirits, and they learned to pay respect to 

their animal brethren with whom they shared their existence. Among the most important 

of Nanubozho t gifts to the Anishkaabeg was the institution of the Midewiwin since 

practitioners were promised a long Iife if they foUowed its teachings and precepts as 

taught by the Mide elden. 

Other narratives told of their journey westward from the "shores of the great salt 

water," and of the separation of the original group at the Straits of Michilimackinac into 

the three tribes of Ojibwa, Ottawa and Potawatorni. Still othea tell of the M e r  division 

of the Ojibwa into two groups at Bowating (Sault Ste. Marie), one moving westward 

almg the northem shores of Kitchi Garni (Lake Superior) and the other southwest dong 

the southem shores (Warren, 19984:80-83). In these aadizookaanag, or formalized 

stories about the distant past in which the protagonists took both human and animal 

foms, what was important was not historical facts as conceived by Euro-Arnericans, but 

the truths which were implicit in the stories themselves. 

The Anishinaabeg distinguished the audizookaanag from dibaajimowin which 

were chronicles or anecdotes of persona1 experience involving human beings.ls Examples 

of these can be found in the narratives that Warren (1984) collected of exploits of various 
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Ojibwa leaders in their wars with the Sioux and Fox. However, with the passage of the,  

the historical present and the distaat past uitimately merged together, and historical facts 

were transformeci into mythological tmths (Clelland, l992;4,l O)? 

EUZO-Americaas who encountered the Anishimukg attempted to describe and 

interpret the latter in tenns of their own world view, and h m  whatever firslhaad 

knowledge they were able to obtain. Originally this world view was primarily a literate 

one, Christian in nature, aithough there were numerous ciiffierences owing to the large 

number of Christian sec&. Beginnïng in the nineteenth, and continuhg into the twentieth 

century, the world view of many observers tended to have a scientific, rationalkt 

orientation. As will be seen, this has meant that many of the ways of interpreting the 

Ojibwa and other aboriginal people have changed considerably over the .  in contrast to 

the Anishinaabeg, one of the main characteristics of modem Western society has been the 

emphasis on change. The explauation that follows is a rough approximation of the 

curent Euro-Amencan interpretation." 

Aithough they were one of the largest Indian groups in North America during the 

nineteenth ~enniry'~, the Ojibwa never achieved the same recognition fiom the nineteenth 

century Euro-Amencan public as did their neighbours, the Iroquois and Sioux. As 

members of the Algonquian linguistic family, they formed part of a vast body of socio- 

political groups which extended roughly h m  the Atlantic seaboard on the est ,  to the 

eastem dopes of the Rocky Mountains on the West, and fiom the sub-arctic regions of the 

Canadian shield, south to the Ohio Valley. Members of the northeastem divisions of this 

family, of whom the Ojibwa were part, shared not only a common language base, but also 
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a wmmon culture, based to a large extent on the geographical region which they 

inhabiteci. 

OJIB WA TERRITORY IN THE MID-NTNETEENTH CENTURY 

Courtesy of Dr. Wayne Moodie 

Owing to the vast geographical area which they came to occupy, coupled with the 

changing political structure of their society, and changes in Euro-American terminology 

used to descnbe them, the Ojibwa, as they are generally known today, have had a variety 

of names applied to them by Euro-Arnerican observers. Early commentators generally 

made reference to clan names used by particular bands, or later used indigenous names 

for groupings of bands such as the Saulteurs or Mississaugas. Later the name Oj ibwa 
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came to be more genecaiiy use& but in a variety of spehgs: Ojibwa, Ojibway, Ojibwe, 

Otchipwe, or Chippewa Moreover, sub-groups in the nineteenth century and beyond 

continueci to be known as the Mississaugas, Sauiteurs or Sauiteux, and Bungitg To make 

matters more compiicated, many present-day Ojibwa have begun once more to refer to 

themselves as Anishinaiibeg, whüe others continue to prefér to use variants of the 

nineteenth century name. Since there is a strong historicai component to this present 

work, 1 have chosen to use the t em "Ojibwa" for those sections of the work dealing with 

the nineteenth and twentieth century. Nevertheless, two other variants (Ojibway and 

Chippewa) have equal validity for that period; and, 1 can understand, and sympathize 

with those who daim the nght to name themselves Anishïnaabeg. 

Of course, in an an as large as this, there were, and continue to be, numemus 

variations in language and culture. This has created difnculties in establishing a common 

terminology for various aspects of Anishiniiabe religious He, since speiiing and 

pronunciation of names vary considerably h m  region to region. Nevertheless, it 

graduaily became accepted that the Ojibwa shared many aspects of what authropologists 

have generally termed the " Woodlands culture," which was characterized by a hunting, 

fishing, food gathering economy, with some horticulturai practices. Like theû more 

northerly neighbours they iived in smail kinship groups, assembling in larger groups at 

certain times of the year, as part of the annual seasonai cycle. Similady, they shared a 

cornmon world view, which was expressed in the storïes that their elders passed on to 

each generation, and which was lived in the rites of passage and ceremonies which were 

practiced with some variations by most of the Aionquian-speaking peoples. Although 
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these similanties have often caused c6mmentators to lose sight of the ciifferences that did 

exist ammg the different groups, it muid be equally wmng to attempt to study the 

Ojibwa in isolation h m  theu neighbow. in some respects the Midewiwin may have 

been a pecutiarly Ojibwa phenonomen, but it grew out of a shared culture, and its Ojibwa 

manSestations were due in large part to the historiai circumstances in which it emerged 

Euro-Amencan scholars generaiiy agree that the early 0jibwa20 were moa closely 

related to the Ottawa and Potawatomi, with whom they shared a very similar language, 

way of Me, and geographic homeland in the region around the Great Lakes. However, 

the Ojibwa also had relatively close relations with the Winnebago who spoke a Siouan 

language, and the Huron, who spoke an Iroquoian language. The latter were particuiarly 

important to the Ojibwa, owing to their d e  in the eade with the early French settiers, 

and their wars with othet Iroquoian groups-wars in which the Ojibwa became involved. 

Later the Ojibwa were to become involved in equally vicious wars with theù Algoaquian 

neighbours, the Fox (Mascoutens), and various groups of Sioux. With a few minor 

exceptions, however, they engaged in few was with the French, the English or the 

Amencans and Canadians, who fist traded with thern, and then occupied most of the 

lands that had k e n  held by their ancestors. Owing to the crucial geographic location of 

their homeland in the unfolding of recent North Amencan history, the Ojibwa have 

experienced numerous outward changes in their way of Me during the past several 

hundred years. Nevertheless, their traditions have proven far stronger than was ever 

anticipated by nineteenth and early twentieth century Euro-Amencan observecs, who 

predicted the quick demise of the Ojibwa as a distinct people, and the replacement of 
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their religious beliefs and practices by Christian O-. Even many of those Ojibwa who 

have e m b d  Christianity continue to do so withio the context of an Ojibwa world 

view, whiie an increasing number of other Ojibwa either continue to observe the tenets of 

the Mdèwiwin, or have returned to its practices (personal communications). 

W m n  was willing to accept the oral traditions of the Ojibwa regarding the 

MidewMin, but most Euro-Amencan scholars have been reluctant to give credence to the 

historical veracity of these narratives. Mead, most ment scholars have huned to the 

scanty historiai accounts of Euro-American o b ~ e ~ e r ~ ,  in an effort to discover when the 

Midewiwin was first described, and thus could be said to have originated. Relying mainly 

on Euro-Arnerican sources, the majority have accepted Kickerson's conclusion that the 

Midewiwin was a nativistic movement or "cnsis cuit" which emerged in reaction to 

European contact (Hickerson 1963):' Hickersoa's article on the subject of the post- 

contact Midewiwin ongins appean to have convinced the majority of scholars who have 

d e n  on the subject in the past couple of decades. While Hofian (1 89 l), and Kinieu 

(1 947) argued that it predated Christiaaity, and Densrnore 1979 ([1929]) accepted 

Warren's account without comment, others such as Landes (1 968), Dewdney (1 979, 

Blessing (1977), Vecsey (1983), and Harrison (1984) generally accepted Hickerson's 

arguments, although Hamison and Vecsey (1 984) did qualify them somewhat. 

At least one scholar, Howard ([1965] 1977:133), continued to maintain that the 

Midewiwin was rooted in the aboriginal past. Whiie acknowledging that Hickerson's 

argument rnight be vaiid for the 18th and 19th centus) Howard accused Hickenon of 



"throwing out the baby with the bath watern for failing to consider how the Midewiwin 

fitted h o  the Ojibwa worldview. 

Recently, Schlesier (1990) has challengeci severai of Hickerson's assertions, 

although he continues to accept the post-contact thesis. Whereas Hickemn posited a 

hannonious pend of change during which the Ojibwa profitai fkom their middleman 

role in the hu trade, Schfesier (and to a laser extent Hamson) see the seventeenth 

century as a catastrophic petiod in which Ojibwa and other Algonquian societies were 

shattered by Iroquois attacks and Euro-American diseases. Both authors see the 

Midewiwin primarily as a response to these catastrophes. Harrison views the Midewiwin 

in the context of "crisis cults" which developed in response to European pressures. 

According to Schlesier, the rise of the muiti-clan villages was the result of depopdation, 

not the desire of the Ojibwa to be fur-trade middiemen. Moreover, villages such as 

Chequamegon were not simply multi-clan MUages, they were multi-tribal refugee 

villages-an unükely place for tribal identity or tribal reiigious ceremonies to develop. 

Finally, Schlesier suggests, the re-emergence of tribal villages in the latter part of the 

seventeenth century and the westward push of mùced mdti-clan bands suggests that thé 

Ojibwa had returned to patterns which had existed previously. In other words, the early 

Ojibwa that Hickerson saw as king small independent clan-based units, did in fact have 

a tribal identity, according to Schlesier. Recent historical studies such as White's Middle 

Ground ( 199 1 ), would seem to substantiate many of Harrison and Schlesier's arguments 

that Indian societies in the b a t  Lakes region during the late seventeenth century were in 

a state of considerable upheavai. However, White himself does not take direct issue with 
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Hickemn's thesis regarding the ongins of the Midewiwin- Of these ment authors, only 

Harrison has attempted to approafh the question of the MideWiwirt nom an Ojibwa point 

of view. The question, therefore, is fat h m  resolved. 

The Midewiwin bs been viewed, in another wntext, as representing a major shift 

in Ojibwa wodd view. Most of the scholars who have been mentioned, believe that the 

Midewiwin reflected a change fiom a niiance on dreams and visions, to a reliance on 

passed on knowledge, for the acquisition of power. Religious scholars mch as Hultbntz 

(1 979: 1 16-128), and Grim (1983) have argued that the MidewnUin is part of a larger 

cultic movement of senet societies among many North American Indian groups 

representing a shift fiom a shhamanisb'c to a priestiy tradition. However, Hultkrantz is 

careful to limit his observations to those iadividuals who attain the highest ranks in the 

Midewiwin. Since Huitkrantz is most interested in similarities among Indian religious 

movements, he unfortunately tends to over-generalize. Like many Eum-American 

commentators on the Midewiwin, he makes overly rigid distinctions and thus creates 

categories that do not exist in the Ojibwa world view. 

Although Hickerson (1970) would no doubt have agreed with Hultkrantz's general 

observations regarding a shift in the Ojibwa worldview, his emphasis was different. 

From an anthropological perspective, the most sigoincant fact is that the change took 

place b c a w  of a more sedentary Lifestyle. For proof, Hicketson and others point to the 

"fact" that the Midewiwin was most active in the larger centres among the southwestern 

Ojibwa. 



The majority of the aforementioned scholars have celied primariiy on the written 

records ofearly missionaries, traders, govemmnit officiais and traveiiers to determine 

when the Midewiwin originated, when and where it spread, and to predict its deciine and 

eventuai disappearance. This debate wül be considered in more detaü in subsequent 

chapters. Sufnce it to say at this point that such efforts underiine the difflcuities of 

members of a literate culaire attempting to understand an oral culture, using ody the 

tools of the former. h wntrasting orality d üteracy, I am aot making an judgement 

that one has evolved from the other and is thus "better." However, I will attempt to 

demonstrate that many of the difiicuities in understanding the Midewiwin have been the 

result of the different approaches engendered by the spoken and the Mtten word-and the 

faiIure of many Ewo-American commentators to understand these differences? 

There are, of course, a v&ety of other tools by which a scholar can attempt to 

understand a phenonomen such as the Midewiwin. The most obvious is to give more 

weight to the origin narratives of the Ojibwa Following the ground-breaking work of 

Vansina (1 971) on oral tradition as history, sorne scholars have begun to make use of 

origin and migration narratives as a legitimate source, whiie keeping in mind their 

limitations as far as chronolopical history is concerned. While most of the recent 

analytical work relating to Ojibwa sacred narratives (aaduook~nag)~ such as that by 

Overholt and Callicott (1982), Vecsey (1984) and Smith (1995) has ken concerned with 

world view and religion, Vecsey, in particular, demonstrates that narratives can also play 

a role in helping us to understand how the Midewiwin evolved. 



Although nineteenth century observers were aware of the existence of such 

stories, they generally considemxi al1 Ojibwa narratives as fables, and therefore not 

historically valid. Schoolcmft, the earliest and most prolific nineteenth century collecter 

of Ojibwa narratives, failed to see in them anything more tban interesthg fables, which 

illustrated the "savage miad' of the Ojibwa and other northeastern Indians (Schoolcraft 

1 83 9:3 1 43) .  Even Warren, who did quote them, was extremdy careful to wam his 

readers that the narratives must not be taken literally, though he did give them Limited 

historical credence, if they were interpreted correctly. As has been noted, Warren 

appended the "historical narratives" of the Ojibwa battles with the Sioux to his accounts 

of earlier mythh thus bringing the story of the Ojibwa as a people up to the present for his 

readers, and perhaps unconsciously linking the two into a common thread (Warren 1885). 

Twentieth century scholars such Haiiowe11(1960) have analyzed the structure of 

Ojibwa narratives, and Overholt and Caiiicott (1982) and Smith (1995) have analyzed 

them in terms of Ojibwa world Mew, but scholars have been generally unwilling to accept 

the historical veracity of any of the Ojibwa narratives. 

The ongin and migration nanatives also have visual and oral cornterparts in the 

Mide wiigwaas (birchbark scrolls), and the Mide nagarnowin (Midewiwin songs) both of 

which are sacred, but which, Wre the narratives have both religious and secular 

significance. Nineteenth century Em-American observers such as Schoolcrafi (185 1 - 

57), Hofban (1 888, 1 894), and Kohi (1 860 [198S]) were al1 intrigwd with uniocking the 

dues to the mysterious symbois contained on the birchbark scrolls. However, the real 

signif~cance of the Mide songs was not understood until the early part of the twentieth 
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century and the work of Frances Densmore (1910-13). It was well into the second halfof 

the twentieth century before Selwyn Dewdney (1975) and Fred Blessing (1977) began to 

work on a th- that the pictographic symbols on the scroiis were a complex memory 

aid used by Mide officiais. Not ody did scrolls and songs contain information regardhg 

the Midewiwin ceremonies per se, but they were aiso intimately comected with the mide 

songs and mide narratives. It remained for Thomas Vennum (1 978) to bring together 

these components and illustrate how they contained historical and geographical 

information which could heip to illuminate the Ojibwa past. And, in so doing, Vemum 

has provided one more example of how the sacred and secuiar were intimately connected 

in the Ojibwa world view. 

Whether or not precise "facts," dates and places are totally vesable is not as 

important in the end, as what these m t i v e s ,  songs, and scrolls tell us about the Ojibwa 

concepnial system, and how these beliefs afZected the Lives of the Ojibwa people. 

"My&" after all, is nothhg more than "an arrangement of the past, whether real or 

imaginecl, in patterns, that resonate with a culture's deepest values and aspirations. . . . 

They are the maps by which cultures navigate through t h e "  (Wright, 19925). We 

ignore them at our own peril if we want to understand Ojibwa beliefs and rituals. 

Most nineteenth century Em-Americans who left written descriptions of the 

Midewiwin had at least fleeting nist hand knowledge of the ceremonies which n o d l y  

took place in the spring and fa11 of the year. While only members and initiates were 

allowed to attend the full range of ceremonies, many were open to the entke community 

as well as outside observers. Nevertheless, most reports by casual observers provide only 
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cursory descriptions and few, ifany, interpretations of value. Midewiwin ceremonies 

were highly cornplex affairs often Ming a week in Iength, and incorporating many 

different elements. Since many of these elements were cornmon to other Ojibwa 

reiigious ceremoaies, observer$ ofka had f i c d t y  distiaguishing them from one 

another. Dances, songs, and feasts looked and sounded similar, piuticuiarly to those who 

didn't speak the language, and to those who believed that they were the work of the devil. 

Although Schoolcraft (1 856) set out to provide more in-depth descriptions of 

Midewiwin ceremonies as part of his multi-volume work on Amencan indians, the first 

professional studies were completed by Hofian (1 89 1,1896) for the Bureau of 

American Ethnology. Subsequently, a series of ethnologists such as Densmore ( 19 10- 1 3. 

l929), Skinner (191 1.191 5, 1920), Cooper (1928), Coleman (1929), Reagan (1933), 

Ienness (1 93 9, M e t z  (1 947, RitzenthaIer (1 953), Kurath (1 959), Bamouw (1 960) and 

Howard ([1965] 1977) completed in-depth first person reports which focused on the 

Midewiwin among a wide range of Ojibwa, as weil as Ottawa, Menomkee and other 

neighbouring tribes. Their work was augmented by that of BIessing (1973) and Dewdney 

(1 977), two non-ethnologists who also provided detailed information about aspects of the 

Midewiwril. 

Most authors on the subject are ceitallily correct in emphasizing that the central 

rinial of the Midewiwin was a healiog ceremony rneant to protect the Ojibwa (and 

practitioners from neighbouring tnbes) fiom disease and to promote long life. However, 

the ceremony clearly addressed not only the health needs of the cornrnunity, but aiso the 

spiritual and social. in one sense, individual members of the society sought and received 
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"blessings" which gave them power to ensure that their well-king would be g~arauteed?~ 

Whïie such power was personal, the commuaal nature of Ojibwa band society memt that 

the expectation was that it wouid also be useâ for the good of band members in general- 

or it couid be used for evil purposes. Thus, it was oahiral that individuais who had 

received considerable power thtough MidewnVin ceremonies, would also be seen as 

people with socio-political power. It is no surprise then that most of the Ojibwa politicai 

leaders such as Eshkebugechoshe (Flat Mouth), Pizhiki (Great Buffalo), Shingwaukome 

(Little Pine) and Powasaag (Powassan), were aiso Mide shamans, since the s d v a l  of 

the community depended upon the ability of these leaders to deal with the environmental 

and socio-political challenges which faced them. As will be seen, many Midewiwin 

rituals deait not only with the acquisition of blessings, but also related how these powers 

had k e n  used for the benefit of the people as a whole. 

The rituals were also meant to provide an altemate world view to that of the 

missionaries which would permit the Ojibwa and other Indian groups to once again enjoy 

the "good Life". As such, the Midewiwin as it developed in the nineteenth century can 

partially be seen as one of the many "revitalization movements" which arose among 

nurnerous indian peoples as a means of coming to ternis with the effits of Euro- 

Amencan expansion. Like many revitalization movements Midewiwin beliefs and 

ceremonies cut across tribal boundaries in a commoa tesistance to Euro-American ideas 

and practices, whüe at the same tirne they sometimes intensified divisions withia local 

groups, as followea of the Midewiwin vied with other traditional religious figures such as 



îhe Jamakids and W~banos ,  and with leaders of other revitaiization movements such as 

the Shawnee Prophet, for autbority? 

The combative stance towards Christian missionaries and Christianized indiaas 

may have mntnbuted ta many Midewirul'n pfactitionm' adopting a code of secrecy vis-à- 

vis Euro-Americans. Secrecy codes n o d y  surrounded dreams or visions, which couid 

o d y  be shared if they were purchased-thus ensuring that the manitous were not insulted. 

However, secrecy about the Midewiwin went much m e r  than this. Many of the early 

descriptions of Mide rituals were the work of Christian converts such as Petet Jones, 

George Copway and Peter Jacobs, or of Euro-Adcan mwionaries, who were amious 

to paint the ceremonies U1 the blackest possible terms. This, in tum, may have led to 

renewed efforts on the part of Mide practitioners to keep their rituals and beliefs secret, in 

order to actively oppose the efforts of Christian missiomries. Of course, as wiii be seen, 

members of the Anishinaabeg were usually reluctant to share their visions with anyone, 

and the Ojibwa were particularly noted for being suspicious of strangers until they were 

certain that they codd be trusted. 

As Euro-Americans encroached m e r  on Ojibwa lands, and with the signing of 

land treaties in the second haif of the nineteenth century, many Ojibwa were forced to 

corne to temis with a new and potentially p a t e r  catastrophe than the one related in 

Warren's rendition of the Midewiwin myth. Increasing numbers of these Ojibwa again 

sought new ways of dealing with the new ttrreats; new and elaborated Midewiwin 

ceremonies developed, many of them connecteci with what came to be known as "bad 

medicine," or sorcery. Other Ojibwa tumed to alternative religious practices such as the 
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Waubanowiwin, or later to the drum chce which was adopted h m  their former enemies, 

the Siow. Stül others at least outwardly e m b d  Christianity, fitthg its teachhgs and 

practices into the context of their traditionai world Mew. Some members of the 

Midewiwin society began to reveal some of the rituals, songs, and stories of the 

Midewiwin to a succession of outside Euro-American observers such as Hofihan, 

Densmore, Kiaietz, Coleman, Ritzenthakr, Landes, Bamouw, HalloweU, Howard, 

Jemess, Blessing and Dewdney. Aithough a few of the iDformants were converts who 

were willing to share their former secrets, most were practicing Mide members who were 

concemed that there were no new initiates to whom they could pass on their knowledge. 

This willingess to have the oral scriptures m e n  down is a familar theme which has 

fiequently occurred when a religious culture is felt to be threatened by outside forces." 

Therefore, they were williDg to share it with outsiders in the hope that their descendants 

would once again be able to make use of the Mide teachuigs." It is this written material 

which now serves as one of the principai sources of knowledge for non-Ojibwa and 

Ojibwa alike.28 

Although the coilected p ~ t e d  materials reved a considerable variation in 

practices and beliefs, there is an underlying consistency in structure, themes and values. 

Al1 the accounts look upon humans as spirituai beings who can and do communkate with 

the rest of creation. The chief Mide manitou may Vary nom Bear, to Otter, to 

Nwbozho, to the Miigis, but the important thing is that humans seek and receive 

assistance h m  manitous by participating in Midewiwin ceremonies. Al1 the accounts 

present a ceremony which is composed of two elements, an initiation rite which includes 
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a rinial reenactrnent, and a healing caemoay. Most ceremooies were public &airs in 

which new members were initiated, and which amactwl large numb of people over 

extended periods of the. Some were primariiy heaiing ceremonies for iii or dying 

members. Ghost M i d m n  axernonies were also held so those who had already died 

couid be initiated into the society or advance in it through the use of a proxy?O Initiates 

were taught about their commoo Anishinaabe ancestry, the requirements and ntuals for 

Living a good me, and the songs which were to be sung at healing ceremonies. 

The number of historical accounts of the Midewiih h m  the Ojibwa in present- 

day Minnesota would seem to give M e r  credence to the belief that this area became the 

heartland of the MidewMn following the dispersal of many Ojibwa fiom the region 

around Bowating and Chequarnegon. Nevertheless, the existence of the Midewiwh is far 

more widespread and pervasive than scholars originaily beiieved. It is possible that it 

was brought to Georgïan Bay and Manitoulin Island, Walpole Island, and other locations 

by Ojibwa and Potawatomi £kom the lower Michigan peninsula, who took up residence in 

Upper Canada foiiowing the War of 1812, or perhaps it existed among them before. 

There are also fiequent accounts of the Midewiwin among the Ojibwa ranging fiom Red 

River to Lake of the Woods, to Rainy Lake, to Lake Nipigon, to Garden River, to Spanish 

River. Greenberg & Morrison (1982) make the intriguing suggestion that as the 

Midewiwin spread nom Lake W i p e g  into the headwaters of the Albany River it may 

have resulted in many of the different groups in the region beginning to cal1 themselves 

Ojibwa. Just how fat north the society extended is a matter of debate. It certainiy existed 

as far no& as Berens River, though in Hallowell's t h e  (1930s) it was no longer 
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p r a c t i d  by the Ojibwa in the region @-IalloweU 1936). Likewise, the Plains Ojibwa or 

Bungi practised the Midewiwin (oAen dongside the Sun Dance) and records of it exist in 

various locations in Southem Manitoba and Saskatchewan as well as 

As EWO-American society exertcd more and more pressure on the Ojibwa to give 

up their "traditionai" beiiefi, practitionets were increasingly forced to go underground in 

their activities. Gradually &eV numbers decrrased as younger Ojibwa sought other 

means of taking controi of theV iïves, and it became difFicuit to pass on the old lore. in 

many cases there was a blurring of boundaries between the Midewiwin and other Ojibwa 

ceremonies, particularly arnong groups living on the periphery of Ojibwa temtory, while 

in some cases there was evidence of a merging of Midewiwin and Christian beliefs and 

rituals. As wiil be seen, this latter practice was ofken the result of adapting Christian 

beliefs to Midewiwin beliefs as part of a long-practiced strategy of adaptation practiced 

by many aboriginal people. 

Nevertheless, the Midewiwin had become less important in the life of many 

Ojibwa cornmWZities by the end of the nineteenth cenniry. Numerous scrolls, religious 

ceremonid objects and medicine buadles were either destroyed or lost during the 

Midewiwin's decline-largely as a result of the efforts of govemments and Cbrïstian 

religious bodies to destroy ail traces of aboriginal religion. Recently, however, there has 

been a revival in interest in the Midewiwin among many younger Ojibwa who are 

searching for a positive sense of ethnic identity. The works of early recorders such as 

H o f b i n ,  and the ment  works of Basil Johnston (1 976,1982,1995) and Benton-Banai 

(1988) have contnbuted to the "reinvention" of this tradition. The word "reinvention" 
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here refers to the attempt to portray the Mi<-w'it in terms which nineteenth century 

Ojibwa wouid have viewed it, as oppseâ to the view which most EumArnerican 

accounts have porttayed it. If nineteenth century Euro-Americans "invented" the Indian 

in their ternis, it has ban left to twentieth century Indians to "re-invent" themselves on 

their own terms. They have had to reclaim theù identity. 

Hultkrantz (1 98O), in his essay on the study of Native Amencan religions states 

that ". . . It is essentiai that we try to understand Indian religions in their own right, as 

testhnonies of the expression of the human spirit in existentid issues." He goes on to 

point out that we know the myths, the rites, the outer shell, but we lmow üttle of their 

basic religious sentiments and beliefs. 

My goal will be to develop an understanding of what the myths and rituais 

signified for the Ojibwa people in the nineteenth century. This work wiil begin by 

attempting to place the Midewiwin within its historical context in order to determine how 

it developed and changed over tirne. In order to accompiish this, some attention will be 

paid to the development of the Ojibwa nation, in relation to both their Indian and Euro- 

Amencan neighbours. 

My hypothesis is that the nineteenth century was a formative period for the 

development of the Ojibwa as a people, and the Midewiwin played a central role in this 

process. Moreover, it is my conviction that this ethnogenesis did not take place in a 

vacuum, but was infiuenced by events and ideas that aected the Ojibwa, their Indian and 

Euro-American neighbours alike. Since the Ojibwa were a geographicaily scattered and 

culturaily diverse people, the changes and developments took a number of ciifferent 
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forms. Moreover, no single Ojibwa leader arme to lead a reiigious or political protest 

movement as happened with several other Indian groups in aottheastern North America 

during the nineteenth ~entury?~ This ha9 d t e d  in their socio-political ideas not 

receiving the attention that bas ken given to other Ladian religious movements which 

o c c d  during roughly the saw time pt~ïod, since Ew-American history is still 

largely based on individuais. 1 believe tbat the evidence points to considerable religious 

and political ferment among the Ojibwa people during this period. Although it did not 

manifest itself in open rebeflion, their strong tesistance to Christian m ï s s i o ~ e s ,  the 

complex theological and organhtional structure of the Midewiwin, the systematic use of 

scrolls and charts to assist iri the passing on of their traditions, are al1 evidence of a well- 

developed religious belief system which Euro-Americans could not penetrate. It is for 

îhese rasons that 1 have concentrateci on the aineteenth and early twentieth centuries, 

while at the same t h e ,  keeping rny focus on the Midewiwin fairly broad. 

A systematic study of relevant nineteenth century documents has enabled me to 

map the dates and locations of ceferences to the Midewiwin more thomughly and give a 

more accurate pictwe of its distribution, both among the Ojibwa proper and their 

Unmediate neighbours. Similady, 1 have been able to identify a nurnber of prominent 

Mide leaders who in many cases were active in socio-political events afEecting the Ojibwa 

during this period. This information has helped to transfomi what hitherto has been a 

very abstract subject into a more concrete one anchored in time and place-and has 

enabled me to challenge several of the scholarly theories conceming the Midewiwin 

which have relied on isolated documents for proof. 
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The nineteenth centwy world in which the Ojibwa lived and practised the 

Midewiwin was a world in flux-at least h m  an Euro-Amencan point of view. Tm often 

it is a world which has k e n  d d b e d  h m  the viewpoint of the dominant ethnic group- 

the EUCO-Americans, although more recently scholars have atîempted to describe it fiom 

the viewpoint of various indian groups? However, as Richard White has argued it had 

been a "joint Indian-white creation ... and the noal dissolution of this world came when 

indiam ceased to have the power to force whites onto the middle ground" (White 

1991 :xiv-xv). As White so rightly argues, the Iodiam in this drama "... asserted a 

separate identity, but claimed a common humanity in a shared world" (White 199 1 :~civ) .~~ 

It behooves scholars examinllig this period to look at this world as a totality, rather than 

considering isolated aspects of it and over-generalizing fiom these segments. 

If, as White and Greenfield have argueci, nineteenth century Euro-Americans 

"invented Indians and forced Indians to live with the consequences of this invention" 

(Greenfield 1995: 252), then any understaadhg ofthe Midewiwin as it existed at that time 

must incorporate an analysis of the Euro-Amencan documents which describe it. While 

it is necessary to have at least a basic understanding of the socio-political events which 

led to this appropriation, it is even more important to understand the world view of the 

Euro-American participants. Therefore, a considerable amount of attention will be 

devoted to analyzbg the work of the Americans, Schoolcraft, HoBnan; and to a lesser 

extent, the Eutopeans, Nicollet and Kohl; as well as that of Warren, the person who best 

exemplifies those who attempted to maintain the middle ground. 



Central to this analysis is the matter of how nineteenth cenhuy literate Eum- 

Americans attempted to interpret the oral traditions of the Ojibwa, since as Ong, 

Greenblatt, Greenfield and 0th- have atgued, Ianguage and the way it is conveyed has 

far-reaching implications for how humans express theu thoughts, and how ihey behave. 

Eum-Americans, no  le^^ than Ojibwa, were aware of the power inherent in the written 

word, and much of the inteiiectustl intetaction between the two groups centred amund 

"provhg" whether or not the power of the written word was pater  tban the power of the 

vision and oral tradition, 

One of the pitfds into which ethnotiistorians, historiaas of religion, and 

aboriginal scholars all face when studying the Midewiwin, is what has been varïously 

termed "presentism" or "upstreaming." W e  there are differences between the two 

concepts, the probiem &ses fiom ushg ideas and practices of present groups as a means 

of reconstructing the nature of previous societies. Since eighteenth and nineteenth 

century original source materials are iimited, there is a great temptation to rely too 

heavily on materials gleaned fiom twentieth cenhuy field research in reconstructing 

elements of the past Although it is often impossible to reconstruct earlier beliefs and 

practices without making some use of contemporary source materials, every attempt will 

be made to place them in their proper context? 

It is almost a truïsm to Say that in attempting to reconstruct past history and past 

world views one can never accurately represent the society as it was. The very act of 

choosing or rejecting certain materials changes the character of the picture we try to 

compose, yet it is impossible to present a totally inclusive representation. The world 



view of the writer, howevec one may try to be "objective," defines and shapes the finai 

presentation, ui attempting to explore the subject h m  a muitidisciplinary v iewpoi .  I 

have encountered differences in methodologies and world view as wideiy separated as the 

people being studied- 



ENDNOTES 

1. William Wanen was the son of an American &-trader, Lyman Warren who came to 
the Lake Superior region h m  New England in 18 18, and Mery Cadotte, the daughter of 
a French trader and gmnddaughter of White Crane, the hereditary chief of La Pointe 
viiiage. Warren was born in 1825, learned @ i h e  in eady childhood, attended the 
missionary schools at La Pointe and Mackinaw, and I a t n  was sent to New England to 
attend the Oneida Iiistitute where he received the beginnings of a classical education. 
Rehiming home to La Pointe, he served as interpreter there and later at Crow Wmg and 
Guii Lake in Minnesota. He dKd in 1853 foliowing a pmlonged illness, and just shortly 
d e r  completing his book (Warren 118851 1984:9-20). See also the Deasmore Papers, 
Minnesota Historiaai Society Re~eafch Centre which contains an historical account of the 
Warren famiy by Mary Warren English, William's sister, and a later study by Theresa 
Schenck. 

2. Anishinaabeg (various speihgs) is a term which bas been used by Ojibwa to describe 
themselves and their forefathea. According to tradition these forefathers had consisted of 
the Ojibwa, the Ottawa, and the Pottawatomi, although other groups of Algonquian- 
speakhg peoples are sometimes induded. Several meanings have been given for the 
term: the most cornmon was and is "origioal human, person'' (Densmore, 19795; Warren, 
1984:37, etc.) The terni was and is also used by the Ojibwa to describe themselves as 
"Indian" in contrast to the Euro-America11s with whom they came in contact (Baraga, 
1 8; Nichols, 1995). See also the article by Treuer (1 995 20):4348). 

3. While the word is speiied in a number of difFerent wap, depending upon the dialect or 
Ianguage spoken, and the fom of orthography used in printed works, Midewiwin would 
appear to be the most commonly used version. 

4. Johnston is an Ojibwa h m  Cape Croker, Ontario, and was an employee of the Royal 
Ontario Museum who has done much to describe Ojibwa society h m  an emic 

1. 

perspective. See espeçiaiiy his works entitled Qsibw Ce- (1982) and Qiibwa 
H e m  (1 976). 

5. Edward Benai-Benton, an American Ojibwa who resides in Minneapolis and is the 
Voice of a e  0- . . author of TJ i s_Mishomis& is a leading figure in the recent 

revival of the Midewiwin among some Ojibwa in both United States and Canada. 

6. Nicholas Deleary is an Ojibwa scholar at Laurentian University in Sudbury who has 
written an M.A. thesis and an article on the Midewiwin fiom a believer's perspective. 

7. Harold Hickerson was an ethnohistorian specializing in Ojibwa society and history, 
whose theories will be discussed in some detail in the chapter on Midewiwin origins since 
his ideas have influenced a wide range of Ew-Amencan scholars witing about the 
Mide wiwin. 



8. Nanabozho is the name of the Ojibwe culture h m  and trickster. It is tmascribed in 
varipus ways: Wenabozho, Wenaposo, Man-absho, Minabozho, Manabus, Nanabush, 
Nansb'oozoo, etc-, and is telated to other north-eastern Algonquian figures such as 
Gloscap (Gluskabe) mong the Micmac and Penobsmt, or Wee-suck-a-jock 
(Wisahkechek) among the Cree. 1 have adopted what seems to me to be a good 
compromise. 

9. Early French Jesuits such as Ailouez fur traders such Pemt, clencal explorers such as 
Hennepin, aii pmvided descriptions of Lndian "jugglers," "sorcerers," "Wizatds," as did 
their English counterparts such as Alexander Henry, Wïam Keating and others. It was 
only in the nineteenth centuryy with the "rientinc" attempt to understand the Indian 
minci, that efforts werr made to name and d d b e  them using indigenous t e m .  

10.1 am indebted to Charles Cleland (1992) for bis excelient presentation of Ojibwa and 
Euro-Amencan versions of history and culture in &&es of Co-- While my 
interpretation m e r s  in many respects h m  his, he demonstrated how it could be done. 

1 1. For instance, the Iroquois were t e d  Naudoways or "Adders" and the Dakota 
(Sioux) were termed either Naudowasewug whkh again refers to adders, or Aboinug 
which means "roasters" (Warren l984:83 ,36). 

12. The controversy among contempotary scholars surroundhg the possible origins of 
clans among the Anishinaabeg wili be treated more fully in a later section of the 
dissertation. 

13. Warren's rendition of oral history was echoed by various literate Ojibwa such as 
Andrew Blackbird (1 887) George Copway ([1850] 1972) and Peter Jones (186 l), but has 
generdy ken discounted by Euro-American scholars. Fixico (1 994) has attempted to 
demonstrate that the three groups continued to maintain an alliance of Three Fires into the 
nineteenth century. His argument implies that Anishinaabe tribal identities existed in the 
early seventeenth century. 

14.1 have opted to use the common English spelling of the word, manitou, instead of 
manidoo. 

15. The spelling of these two tenns varies considerably in the various accounts, but the 
concept is relatively constant, Nevertheles, as will be seen, following contact with Euro- 
Amencans, aadizoohnag among some groups blended with European fairy tales told to 
the Ojibwa See for, instance, Deasmore (1929: 104-106). Jennifer Brown has a good, 
concise explmation of the two concepts of history in her article on the Northem 
Algonquians in Momson and Wdson (1986:225-227). 

1 6. Chute (1 986: 1 5). 4 her study of the Ojibwa leader, S hingwauk~nse~ relates that 
current elders make reference to him in their teiling of adisoknn (aadizookaana@-thus 



indicating how the historical aad mythic past can corne together. 

17. My intention throughout my dissertation wüi be to examine and illustrate how 
previous and some cunent attempts to understand the Ojibwa and Midewiwin have been 
coloured by the world view of the authors. 

18. Warren (198438) estimates that there were 9,000 Ojibwa in the United States in 
1850. Schmalz (1 99 1 : 1 76-8) cites a figure h m  a 1846 GaPtteer of approximately 2,400 
in Southem Ontario south of Georgian Bay area where close to 2,000 more dwelt While 
no figures exin for the numerou bands in northwestem Ontario, Manitoba and 
Saskatchewan, they must have numbered at least several thousand more. 

19. The most straightforward exploration of this plethora of names is given by Lam .. 
Peers in her ne Q- C- 1780-1 870 (1994:~~-XVÜ). Other synonyms 
are provided in volumes 6 and 15 of nie-can m- 
20. The whole question of the nature of these early Ojibwa, and the academic controversy 
smounding it, will be explored more fuliy in the next chapter. 

21. Interestingly enough, Brown and Peers, in their revised and expanded edition of 
Hickerson's ne Chippewa and Ne- which includes a chapter on the ongin 
of the Midewiwn, question a number of Hickersods arguments and suggest some 
altemate interpretations (Hickerson [1970] 1988: 142-3). 

22. The literature surrounding the concepts of oraiity and literacy is far beyond the scope 
of this work Suffice it to Say that Ong (1982) rernains a standard work on the subject. 
Coward (1989) provides a good introduction to the spiritual power of both oral and 
written scnpture, while indicating their ciifferences. Illich and Sauders (1988) while 
writing about "the aiphabetiZatiod8 of the popular [Western] minci, present a more 
traditional evolutionary view of the differences between orality and üteracy. 

23. The Ojibwa language has a specific word for the type of tales or stories to which I am 
ceferring. This WU be discussed at greater length in a later chapter. 

24. Black's (1 967) article on Ojibwa ontology and world view regarding the Ojibwa 
concept of "power" will be discussed in more detail in cbapter two. 

25. There are a number of fust person reports of such conflicts, such as the one related by 
John Tanner in his authobiography (Tanner [183O] 19%). These will be dealt with in 
more detail in fbture chapters. 

26. Harold Coward provides a good introduction to the different concept and powers of 
oral and written scriptures, and describes some of the rrasons for the transition to the 
written in Coward (1 989: 122- 123) 



27. It is a hope that is king di&. hcreasing numbers of Ojibwa h m  aU walks of He 
have begun to retum to the teachhgs of the Midewiwln during the last decade, following 
its nadir in the 1940s and 1950s when only a few eiderly Mide priests cemained. 

28. In my own Iimited experience, I have shared HofEnanls account with a number of 
Ojibwa members of the Midauiwin since mtil recently there were few high tanking Mide 
elders who c d d  pass on the knowledge. 

29. Such as that held for Niganlibiaes (Flaî Mouth Jr.), the nineteenth cenairy hereditary 
chief of the Pillager band of Lee& Lake Ojibwa (Deosmore 19 105 1-55). 

30. Landes (1968: 189-206) gives the most thorough exposition of this variation, although 
the= are many references to it among later sources. 

3 1. This can be substantiated by brief ceferences found in accounts of early Euro- 
American obsemers, as weii as b m  Midewiwin d a c t s  which date nom the nineteenth 
and twentieth centuries. See also Peers' (1994:148-53) comments regarding the 
reputation of the Ojibwa throughout the west for thet strong "medicine" powers. 

32. Although Harrison (1984) considers the Midewiwin a "crisis cult", few othea have 
categorized it as such. Although it does have some cornmon characteristics with other 
"revitaikation cults," 1 dl attempt to demonstrate that it does not fit within the same 
b e w o r k  as other such cults that were prominent during the nineteenth century. 

. . 
33. See, for instance, Gregory Dowd's aSpLated R e s m  (1 992) an excellent study of 
religio-political movements among the Delaware, Shawnee, Cherokee and Creek which 
he views in the context of a "retigiously charged stniggle" to renew the sacred sources of 
power. 

34. White was speaking only of the area immediately around the Great Lakes, but his 
comments apply equally well to those Ojibwa who lived outside these geographical 
boundaries. 

35. White (1991:x.i~) provides a more complete discussion of the dangers involved in the 
ethnological technique of upsaeaming. While he raises vdid points? 1 believe that some 
forms of upstreaming are necessary in deaihg with pre-contact oral cultures, as Long as 
scholars remember that the people they are studying are not objects, but people. 



ANfSHINALBE RELIGION AND SOCIETY 

IN TEE PRE AND EARLY CONTACT PERIOD 

The pmto-Ojibwa,' or the Anishinasibeg' as they caiied themselves, had a number 

of explanations of how the earth came to be, how human beings were created, and the 

origin of death, In one such story told to Frances Densnore in the late 1800s, Odhigun, 

an elder fiom the White Earth Remation, related the foliowing account of the fk t  

earth: 

The tirst earth was d e d  Ca'ca. It was in this part of the country. The 
people who Lived here were not wise. They had no clothing, but sat around 
and did nothing. Then the spint of the creator sent a man to teach them. This 
man was calIed ockabe'wis [messenger, accorcüng to Denanore] .... The nrst 
thing he taught them was how to make a fire by means of a bow and stick and 
a bit of decayed wood Then he taught them how to cook m a t  by the fire. 
They had no axes, but he took a pole and bumed it over the fire.... This was 
long before Winabojo [ ' a b o z h o ]  (Jlensmore [1929] 1979:98). 

Sacred stories such as this were told in order to instnict the listeners how humans 

leamed to look &er themselves. ûther narratives might stress dii3erent aspects, 

concentrating on the creation story itself, or the actors might m e r .  The Aadizookaanag 

or onginal people in these narratives (often termed "Our Grandfathers") behaved like 

human beings, although they dso performed extraordinary feats of spirituai power. It 

was also during this tirne that the story of the tnckster/transformer figure emerges.' For 

instance, in many creation stories, Nanabozho the messenger referred to in the story by 



Odinigw~ Sometirnes the point of the story might be easy to cumprehend, but often it 

was ciifficuit to determine, and it wodd be only with repeated tellings, sometimes with 

additions, that the story wouid begin to make sense.' 

Although there are many di&rent versions of the creation of the new earth (or 

earth-diver story as it is sometimes known), most of them appmximate the foilowing 

outline. In the fkst part of the story, Nmabozh went hunting with a group of wolves, one 

of.whom was or became bis grandson, ~hibiabos: as he was caüed in many versions of 

this taie, stayed with him when the others went oE However, some evil serpents (water 

monsters) became jealous and decided to kill Chibiabos. Nanaborho had a dream, and 

tned to wam the young woif not to cross a certain lake when he went out hunting. 

However, Chiaiabos did anyway, feii in, and was murdered by the serpents. Nanaborho 

blackened his face and fasted for several days in mouming; then set out in search o f  his 

grandson. A kingfisher told him where the evil serpents came out of the Iake to suri 

themselves. He went there, and shot the leader of the serpents. The others began to 

pumie him, so he headed for the highest mountain, where he cümbed a tall tree. To his 

horror he saw that waters had covered the land and were graduaily rising. He addressed 

the tree, telling it to stretch itseif, which it did. Finally the waters stopped, just as they 

reached his chin: 

He then cast his eyes around the illimitable expanse, and spied a loon. "Dive 
down, my brother," he said to him, "fetch up some e h ,  so that 1 can make 
a new earth." The bird obeyeâ, but rose up to the surface a lifeess fom. He 
then saw a muskrat "Dive!" said he, "and ifyou ~cceecl, you may hereafter 
live either on land or water, as you please; or 1 will give you a chah of 
beautifhl lakes, surrounded with rushes, to inhabit." He dove down, but he 



floated up senseless. He [Nanabozho] took the body and breathed in his 
nostds, wtiich restored him to He. "Try again," said he. The muslwt did 
so. He came up senseless the second tirne, but clutched a little earth in one 
of his paws, h m  &ch, togethet with the camus of the dead 100s he 
created a new earth as large as the former had ken, with all living animais, 
fowIs, and plants. (Schoolcraft Reprint 199 1 :77)6 

Although the partïcuiars of these origin narratives varid according to the ciicum~fatlm 

of the teiier, the basic story he, characters, a d  message of the narratives have remained 

remarkably constant up untii the present &y. Many foikiorists and ethnologists have 

spent a considerable amount of time searching for "authentic, traditional" narratives 

which have been "uncompted" by Euro-Arnerican influences, so that they c m  uncover a 

"pure" Anishinaabe world view. However, I would argue that al1 narratives toId by elders 

are authentic, for the world view expressed by the narratives results fiom an oral tradition 

whose texts are not locked in time in the same way as those of the religions "of the book." 

The Anishinaiibe tradition was a living tradition which adapted the incidentals of the 

narratives to the new circumstances in which they found themselves. They adopted some 

versions fiom neighbouring groups of friendly Indians, and even former enemies, such as 

the Sioux. That they should adopt and adapt some Euro-American concepts (in the same 

way that they adopted and adapted materiai goods) into their world view is neither 

surprising, nor indicative that they were on the road to assimilation. 

in this chapter, the emphasis will be on highlighting those elements of the 

narratives which appear to have remained constant; in the next chapter the emphasis will 

be more on some of the changes that have occurred in the past few centuries, particularly 



with the introduction of literacy among the latter &y Ojibwa, and the development of a 

canon of stories based to a great extent on stories coliected by Em-Americans. 

While few of the wllected narratives of the A n i s m g  pre-date the early 

nineteenth century, it was clear to the eady collectors such as Schoolcraft that such 

narratives were part of an oral tradition which had been handed down fiom previous 

generations of Anishinaabe elders. Passing references of earlier Euro-Americari 

observers to various Anishinaabe practices and beliefs also reinforce the argument that 

the beliefs exempüfied by these narratives were an inûinsic part of the Anishhaabe world 

view long before they came to be coiiected in p ~ t e d  form by Euro-Americans. The real 

danger in using these narratives is in distinguishing which narratives have a modicum of 

authenticity in the sense that they represent Anishinaabe beliefs, rather than those of their 

interpreters. While Schoolcraft's versions are usually considered to be among the most 

reliable of the early compilations, there can be iittle doubt that he reshaped them to 

conforni to his own literary style, sometimes distorting Anishinaabe beliefs beyond 

recognition (Clements IWO). 

There is also a problem with interpreting these early narratives using venions 

which have corne from contemporary Ojibwa While such a process aliows one to obtain 

the narratives fim hand, there is a considerable danger that the narratives will have 

changed over the. Nevertheless, it can be argued that a remarkable continuity of 

essential concepts exists in the world view of Anishioaabeg and their Ojibwa 

descendants. Thus, for instance, not o d y  do we h d  correspondences between the world 



view of early twentieth century Ojibwa at Benns River, Manitoba (Hdoweii 1960) and 

mid-twentieth cenhiry Chippewa (Ojibwa) in northem Minnesota (Black-Rogers 1977), 

but it is also possible to trace many of these concepts back to the earlier ethnographie 

work Camed out in the nineteenth centuty in Minnesota, Wisconsin and Michigan and 

Ontario. Selywn Dewdney, in his introduction to Nowa1 Morrisseau's book, came to a 

similar conclusion h m  a somewhat düiieient perspective (Morrisseau 1965:xx-A). He 

ciairned that he found in his research that oral traditions couid be simiiar as far apart as 

Lake Nipissing and Lac La Ronge, but Vary considerably in the same community. in 

these, as in other instances, many of the characters, locations, and tenninology in the 

narratives ciiffer, but the world view remained remarkably similar. 

Anisbaabe World View or Co- 7 

The world view descnbcd in these narratives is radically different nom the world 

view held by s e c u l h d  North Amencans today since the Anishinaabeg believed that 

there was more to existence than the physical world of perception. Anishinaabe 

traditions, like the traditions of other religions, describe a reaüty which takes into 

account, but encompasses more than the material world. It was, above dl, a "peopled 

cosmos", which as Hdlowell(1934) has emphasized, was controlled by the actions of 

persons, human or othenvise, and which could be venfied by empûical means. As such, 

the world view expressed in these early narratives, like those of many other North 

American Indian groups, was radically difEerent fiom the world view of the Euro- 

Amencans who fi.rst encountered them. 



The most important categorid distinction made by the Anishinaabeg, and 

illustrateci, not ody in the narratives, but also in the grammatical structure of thek 

language, was that between &te and hanhate, berneen living and non-Iiving things. 

However, not only were the A n i s b b e g  (human beings), animais, and plants aiive, but 

so were ~ p m e  naturai and m a n - d e  objects such as specific Stones, locations, dolls, etc. 

Al1 such beings or creatures, not just humaus, were considered to have what in English is 

termed a soul, and thus to be alive, and have power? Also living in the universe were a 

group of spintuai beings which the Anishinaabeg caiied maitous. The word manitou has 

been the subject of considerable acadernic discussion and m u e n t  misrepresentations, 

since, as William Jones long ago remarked, the term referred both to an object or spirit, 

and to a quaiity or property (Wm. Jones 1905). The Ojibwa, dong with other 

Algonquians, appear to have used the term manitou to refer to certain manifestations of 

humans, other creatures such as animais and birds, natural objects such as the sun and 

moon, geographical locations, and even some technological objects of the Euro- 

Americans, which appeared to be s u h e d  with mystery, wonder or power. This has led 

many Euro-Amencan scholars to emphasize either the concept of spiritual beings (Vecsey 

1983), or the concept of manitou as a type of "non-particularized fonn of power" mlack- 

Rogers L 977). However, contemporary Oj ibwa scholars such as Basil Johnston (1 992:~; 

1995:xx.i) have continued to use the word "manitou" to refer to both concepts. As 

Catherine Albanese remarks in her ment  book on Nature Rdigion in Amen 
. .  . 

'ca, the 



problem occurs because scholars have tried to force Algonquian beliefs into Europem 

categories and definitions (Albanese 1990)o 

Although the major world religions also acknowledged spiritual behgs (in 

Hinduism there were many kinds of spirits such as dwm, in Islam, they were cailed 

jinnee, and in the Judeo-Christian tradition they were known as angels or devils), among 

the Anishinaabeg, and the tradition of the North American Indians genedy, these 

manitous or spirits d y  took the outer form of animals rather than humans. Neither 

Catholic nor Protestant missionaries, who worked among the Anishinaabeg during the 

early period of contact, denied the existence of such spirits, nor their powers. However, 

they were convinced that spirits "worshipped" by the Ojibwas and other Anishinaabeg, 

represented the "demonic" rather than the "angelic" forces of the Christian cosmology- 

pady at least, it couid be argued, since these latter spirits were comidered to have anUnal 

forms. Some nineteenth century Christians, such as William Warren in his preface to his 

history of the Ojibwas, compared the Ojibwa belief in spirits to spiriWsm, which he 

notes was then "making such a stir in the midst of out most edightened and civiiized 

communities (Warren [1885l 1994:27)." Many other nineteenth century Euro-Amencaus 

adopted Edward Tylor's use of the term "animismt' to label the belief of the Anishinaabe 

and other "primitive" groups in a variety of foms of spirits which "more rational" and 

"evolutionary advanced" societies had corne to reject. 

Ceaainly the Anishinaabe had a more plural and more persoaal sense of the 

universe, than the increasingly mechanistic vision of the Euro-Amerkaas with whom 



they came in contact. No less than their Eure-American neighbours, they elaborated a 

cosmology in which ail things were named and ordered. This is illustrated in c h  such 

as the one dravm by the infiorniant of William Jones in conjunction with some notes on 

the "mystic rite" ( M i d W n )  (Jones 19 19:322-323). In the accounts collected by Jones 

(1 9 19) and Bamouw (1 977:4l) the infomiants describe a multi-layered cosmos, which 

both describe as being inhabited by manitous However, as Theresa Smith has noted in 

her discussion of the subject, in this, as in many other aspects of theu world view, the 

hierarchy of layers was somewhat fluid (Smith 1995:44-47). 

In Anishinaabe cosmology, some of the manitous presided over the plants and 

animals as "masters" of the different species. Others dwelt at the four cardinal points of 

the earth and made their presence known in the form of brothers who were the Four 

Winds. In the sky above dwelt the Animikiiwag, ofien cded the Thunderers; and in the 

waters below, particularly in turbulent water, were the Mishibizhii ~isipisiwukj, the 

Undenvater Panthers and Missipkinepi, the Sea Serpen~. '~ Anishiniriibe narratives are 

full of accounts of the warfare of these two manitous; the Thunderers represented the sky, 

light and good, while the Undemater Panthers or Monsters represented the lower world, 

darkness and evil. As will be seen, observers were often quick to see this as a form of 

dualism, but the situation is not quite so simple. There was onginaliy, for instance, no 

direct equivalent to the Christian dichotomy between God and Satan. While the 

Thunderers were generally considered to be good, and the Undenvater Panthers were 

generdy considered to be evil, this was not always the case. The Thunderers couid, and 



often did exhibit their destructive tendencies, whiie the Underwater Panthers provided 

knowledge of medicinal herbs, and, as such, fùnctioned as the eariiest patrons of the 

Midewiwin Society. in the Anishinaabe cosmology, the Thunderers and the Underwater 

Panthezs represented the two sides of the whole, both of whom had to be placated so that 

things could be kept in balance. In a sense, it could be argued, that the Amimikiiwag and 

Mishibizhii were probably closer to the Taoist concepts of yin and yang, than the 

Manichean or Christian concepts of good and evil. Nevertheleu, foilowing contact with 

Christian ideas, the Anishinaabeg graduaiiy adopted an approach in which good and evil 

came to be represented by Kitchi Mmitou and Muchi Mmitou rather than the 

Amimikiiwag and Mishibizhii. 

In Anishinaabe traditions there were a number of other manitous who took on 

temfying f o m  such as Wiindigoo, the winter cannibal monster that fed on human flesh, 

and Puugak (Puhkack), the flying skeleton. W e  neither was inherently evil, they both 

played an important role in the iives of people for whom starvation was always a distinct 

possibility. Like many other North American Indians, the Anishinaabeg also believed in 

more ben@ manitous, such as the hajr dwarf spirits who dwelt among the rocks or in 

the cutbanks dong nvers. These Memegwesiwag, or little people, were sometimes 

encountered by solitary traveilers or by children, and tobacco offerings were left in places 

where they were said to dwell. 

Central to a major cycle of Anishinaabe narratives was the person of Nanabozho, 

who figures prominently in a number of matllfestations in the cosmology of various 



Aigonquiaa peoplesl' In most narratives Nmabozho was said to have been born of a 

human mother and a spirit, ofka the West or North Wiad. As a remit, he possessed 

greater powers than any human, but at the same t h e  he had ail the human fhiities. 

Nanabozho was sometimes regarded as the messenger or helper (oshkcurbewis) of the 

Great Spirit or Master of Life to the Anishinaabeg. The narratives tell of early üfe with 

his older brothers and his grandmother, Nookomis. They teil of his mariage, his d e  and 

chiltiren, of hunting, going to war-aU normal activities for a member 

of the Anisbinaabeg. They also tell of his titanic batties with his father, and the 

Underwater Panthers, bis nuvival of a great flood, and the creation of a new earth with 

the help of the muskat. StiU others teii of his capnciousness, his vain boasting, bis 

deceitful tricks, and his derings. In the original, unsanitized versions of the nanatives, 

he appears as a bawdy, lewd figure to Eum-American audiences, for there are numerous 

references to faeces, anuses, penises and other "private body parts." In actuaiity, 

Nmabozho represented the ambiguous nature of existence; he was capable of the most 

noble deeds, as weli as the most stupid, even basest of acts. As a trickster figure, 

particulariy among the more northem Anishinaabeg, he was ofien viewed as a buffoon- 

iike figure, with a mixture of amused affection and respect. However, as a transformer 

figure, he was credited with helping to teach the Anishinaabeg how to use fire, to hunt, to 

practice horticulture, use meclicinal plants, and most significantly, he was usuaiiy credited 

with bringing them the powers of the Midewiwin. 



As such, N~ll~lbozho played a much mon signifiant role in Anishinaabe 

cosmology than the much more remote figure who has corne to be hown as Kitchi 

Manitou (Great Spirit),I2 but may have k a  known to them as the "Master of Life," shce 

he was heid to be LMwn ody through his creati~ns.~ The most thomugh study of 

whether or not the concept was pre or pst contact was done by John Cooper (1978). As 

he noteci, the ideas and practices associated with the Master of Life concept conform to 

non-Christian patterns. Moreover, there was, according to his old informants, a dennite 

break at the point in time in which Christian beliefs did begin to influence Algonquian 

beliefs. Thus, they mentioned that previously tbeù ancestors had spoken of manitous, but 

after the amival of Christian missiormies, they began to speak of Kitchi Manitou instead 

of the Master of Life. Cooper's statements are corroborated to a point by those of Vernon 

Kinietz in his work on the Chippewa village of Katikitegan (Khietz 1947). Kinietz relied 

on the statements of early Eure-Arnericans such as the fin-trader Peter Grant (Masson 

1960) whose 1804 account of the Ojibwa in the Boundary Waters region dealt at some 

length with Ojibwa religious beliefs, deities and ceremonies. While Grant stated that the 

"Kirçhi Manitou" or the Master of Life was considered to be the creator of the world, he 

was a distant figure who was never worshipped. Although Grant also mentioued " Marchi 

Mimitou" whom he described as king the source of ail evil, Kinietz conectly asserts that 

this latter belief was the result of Christian influence, and does not reflect pre-contact 

beliefs. It was also ody after the advent of Christian missionaries that the idea of fiiture 

reward and punishment in a heaven and heu developed Although Cooper's archivai and 



field research was primarily concerned with the Cree, most of his conclusions apply 

e q d y  to Anishinnabe beliefs as Kinietz confj~~ned.'~ 

Like the Christian God, with whom he ofien came to be identified, the Master of 

Life or Kitchi Mi i tou  was d y  addtessed through a host of lesser manitous. 

Sometimes the physical Sua was used as a symbol of Master of Life, the four rays, 

indicating "his" univerd presence. At other Mes, the Sun and the Moon were seen as 

intermediaries between the Master of Life and the Anishinaabeg; while in stiii other 

cases, the Sun was said to be the father ofNrnabozho (Speck 191528). Aithough some 

scholars such as Sam Gill(1987) have argued agaiiist a pre-contact concept of "Mother 

Earth" among North Amezican Indians, there is some evïdence that such beliefs may have 

been found among the Ojibwa by at le& the late eighteenth century. Joha Tannefs 

captivity narrative described how songs used on occasions of "medicine hunts" were sung 

either to Nanabozho, or to ffMe-~-kum-mik-~akwi,fl the earth, whom he ternis the great- 

grandmother of aii (James 1956: 184). There are valid questions regarding James' 

translation of the term, but the possibility caanot be totally discounted, given the fluidity 

of Anishinsabe beliefs, and paucity of sources upon which to build a case either way. 

The spirituai connection amongst al1 these Living things created a universal bond, 

a kinship, which is sometimes tenned bimaadziw~d fkom the Ojibwe verb "it iives." But 

bimaadimad signifies more than simply "iiving," it also signifies that the person has 

"power." In other words, those thlligs which have power are considered to be living. 

(EUack-Rogers 1977: 143). 



Hailoweil(l960,1967), thmugh his work with Ojibwa informants near Berens 

River, worked out a complex taxonomy ofcategorks or classes which make up the 

Ojibwa world. In creating this taxonomy, he attempted as fa as possible to avoid Westem 

categorization-although even he was not completely successfii. In an effort to make 

sense of Ojibwa belief systems, Haiioweli tenned all Living things "persons," some 

human, some other-than-human; ternis which have been adopted by large nimibers of 

Ojibwa scholars. Unfortunately, since the Ojibwa themselves have no such category of 

"persons," he was forced to argue that it is not necessary for the individual Ojibwa to 

understand the pcinciples involved in creating this category. Similady, his "other-than- 

human persons" category includes what in Westem thought codd be called spintual 

beings, mythological characters and the elements-which have k e n  coasidered 

supernaturai by some other commentators-except that Halloweil did not believe that the 

Ojibwa made this distinction in their world view. Rather, as Black-Rogers (1 977:95-7) 

argued, Hdoweil created a class in his taxonomy which, while not human, was closer to 

human beings than to other parts of the universe. Unfortunately, as she goes on to 

suggest, he had to deal with numetous exceptions such as s~lc; animais, some and 

somg nones which fitted into the category of "other-than-human persons." As Black- 

Rogers argued, "he avoided imposing Westem categories ("as far as possible") by 

imposing the structure of taxonomie categorization that his Westem preconceptions 

assumed to be universal." (Black-Rogers L977:93). 



HalloweWs attempt to explain the Ojibwa world view was far more successful 

than the efforts of his predecessors, and it has now become commonly acceptai in the 

iiterature. Unfortunately, rnany scholm speak of Haiioweii's concepts of "human" and 

"other-than-human" beings as though these concepts were htrinsic to the Ojibwa world 

view, rather than as an attempt to iaterpret this world -view. Hailoweii, himseIf, was 

aware of the ciifference between emic and etic viewpoints, and stniggied to avoid the 

p i t f ' s  which face outside observers, but he was uaable to totally shed his background as 

an academicdy trained ethnologist. W e  this perspective provided him with some 

excellent insights, his description of the Ojibwa world view remab rational, lacking any 

sense of mystery, the spinnial, or the holy, since for him, the supernaturai did not exist. 

Yet, many others would argue that Ojibwa narratives are infiised with a sense of mystery, 

of the spiritual. This clash of Western world views has been debated vigorously in the 

Iiterature. lS 

In her own attempt to understand the Ojibwa world view, Black-Rogers (1977:99- 

100) points out that the "Ojibwa [have a] preoccupation with appearane, fum, and 

perceptibility ilse&. .." Outward appearance is only an incidentai attribute of being. ... " 

- .  She goes on to state that "mis is defininn.'' (The iitalics 

are Black-Rogers', the underlinhg mine) 1 wouid go even furrher to argue that the 

concept of soul or "Me force" is the central concept in Anishinaabe cosmology, and that it 

plays a sigaincant role in the Midewiwin. 



Vecsey (1984:458), for instance, has fkther argueci that ifaii living things share 

the same spiritual substance, and o u t d  appeanmce is only an incidental attri'bute of 

being, then metamorphosis is possible-and does play an important part in the 

Anishinaabe world view. Cmhues with great power, such as Nmabosho, the 

AadîzooRaunug, and individuai Anishinaabe who have nzceived power h m  a powemil 

manitou, are believed to have the power to change the outswud manifestation of their 

bodily shape while retaining their essential being. As a result the Anishinaabeg were and 

s t i i i  are invariably suspicious of strangers since there is no telling who the person might 

reaiiy be. Evil manitous and evii shamam were even said to take the shape of bears at 

night in order to wreak havoc on their victims, both living and dead (Warren 1984: 1 10- 

1 1 1 ; Hofban 189 1 :Z6; Tanner 1956:343). Because these "bearwalks" were descnbed 

by early observevers of the Midewiwin, Uiey have been commody linked to Mide beliefs 

and practices but as Huitkrantz (1987: V), Grim (1983) and others have pointed out, 

beliefs involving metamorphosis into the fonn of bears were comrnon among northem 

peoples in North America and Siberia. Howard (1 9651 1977: 12 1-1 22) noted that the 

Turtle Mountain Métis believed in RUg& (a possible corruption of the French loup 

garou) which Howard believed to be a Empean version of the "bearwalk." 

Since the Anishinasbeg bad limited control over many aspects of their lives, it 

was important for them to seek the assistance of Living creahues tbat had more power 

than they did. As Odhigun explained in a story told to Densmore: 

"The ockabewis [messenger] told them that they must fast and find out things 
by dreams and that if they paid attention to these àreams they would leam 



how to heal the sick The people listened and fasted and found in dreams 
how to teach their children and do everything. The young men were taught 
that they must regdate their iives by dreams..." (Densmore 1979:98). 

Dreams, as this quote h m  Oduiigun's story explains, were of great importance in 

the Life of individuai Anishinssibeg, since they served as the vehicle by which the 

teachings were passed on, or new teachings were re~eaied.'~ Moreover, as the story 

suggests, visions seen in dreams, and messages received therein, were regarded as 

"blessings" fiom the manitous which gave them the power to survive in the world. These 

two factors were of immense sipnincance, for they ensured that the Anishinaabe 

cosmology was an extremely flexible one wherein there was, in Christian temis, an on- 

going reveiation which was coastantiy king tested for its efficacy. 

This is not to imply that the hdamental structure of their world view was 

coostantly changing, but rather that Anishiuaabeg were open to new beliefs and practices 

as revealed to them through dreams and visions. This opemess ailowed them also to 

incorporate a variety of beliefs and practices fiom other people, including Euro- 

Americans. They borrowed, not only nom the beliefs and ceremonies of their aboriginal 

neighbours, but also fiom the beliefs and ceremonies of their Eur~~Arnencan Christian 

neighbours. Nevertheiess, the Anishinairbeg found it impossible to completely adopt the 

exclusivist views of Christian missionaiies who argued that their beliefs alone were valid, 

and thus demanded the total dismemberment of Anishinaabe cosmology. 

Instead, many Anishinaabe adopted ce- beiiefs and religious figures fiom 

Chnstianity-which were then placeci within the context of Anishinaabe cosmology. 



When challengeci, the claims of Christian missiotliuies were countered with visions of a 

segregated world view: with one set of beliefs for the Euro-Americans and another for 

the Indians. However, in attempting to protect themselves h m  the aggressive 

pmselytization of the Euro-American missionaries, the Aiiis)iinaabeg were forcd to 

relinquish a fùndamental tenet of their own world view and become, in t u .  exclusivist 

themselves. 

Children were trained in methods of securïng dreams in preparation for what has 

become known as the Vision Qwst when a young man or woman reached the age of 

puberty. At this time the young person went into isolation, fasted, and meditated, while 

waitirig for some manitou to appear in a vision. If and wben this happened, there was 

usually some kind of test which the dreamer had to undergo. If successhil, the manitou 

would explain to the person what must be done to lead a good Me. It would then serve 

throughout the person's Me as a guardian or dream spirit, a bawaagan, providing power 

when it was needed. For this reason, many Anishinaabeg kept in their possession some 

fonn of representation of the dream subject, so that the manitou could be calied upon for 

guidance, or assistance (Densmore 1979:78-79).17 

Landes (1 968:3O-3 1) noted that the Ojibwa distinguished between ordinary 

dreams and dreams in which power was conveyed. According to Schoolcraft the term 

apowa was used to specifj~ such dreams. However, Baraga defined opowa as an 

orninous, uniucky dream, and Densrnote defined it as an important personal wamhg 

received in a drearn. This may indicate that the term redy applied to an evil vision 



which migbt be unsolicited, and in which a person was "blessed" with powers which 

could bring hann to others. 

Among the Anishinaabeg, anyone had the opportunity, and was encouraged to 

seek out blessings kstowed by the manitous and most were succesaul in their quest, 

although some never s e c d  dream visions, and were thus powerless for We. It is 

notable that some Chnstian converts reporteci not having received a visit fiom a manitou 

during their vision quest, thus perhaps creating a greater williagness in them to accept the 

Christian god. Others, like Peter lacobs and Men  Salt, marked their conversion as a 

resuft of a vision in which the Christian spirit came to them, thus incorporating theû 

traditional beliefs with those of theü new religion. 

Individuai Anishinaabe who sought and received "blessings" fiom the manitous in 

the form of a dream or vision were recognized by tbek bretbren as having received 

"power" by the changes in their behaviour and ritual obligations which they acquired 

(Landes 1968~3 1 )." The power aided the individuai in king "in controi" or "self- 

sdficient" in his or her daily activities. Moreover, the blessings of some were more 

plentifid or powemil than ohers, since their bawaaganag or spirit guardians were of 

higher rank or greater in number, some exceptional individuals king granted powers 

related to hunting, warfare and curing. Other individds had received knowledge about 

which plants would aid in the cure of various illnesses, while others could use their power 

to undo any spells which might have been placed on individuals by evil shamans (Jones 

186 1 : 145-7). The vision/dream experience helped explain why some individuals were 



more powerfbi than others, and it could also serve as a means of sanctionhg and 

encoumghg actions which were used to benefit the group as a whole. 

The Ojibwa leader, Chingwauk (Shingwaukome) explained how this worked to 

the Amdcan indian Agent, Henry Schoolcraft at Mackinac in t 839: 

Chingwauk began by saying that the ancient Indians made a great 
ment of f e g  .... What a yomg man sees and experiences during these 
dreams aad f-, is adopted by him as truth, and it becornes a principle to 
regdate his future Me. If he has been much favoured in his fiists, and the 
people believe that he bas the art of looking into &mi@, his path is open to 
the highest honon. 

The prophet, he continued, begins to try bis power in secret, with oniy 
one assistant, whose testimony is necessary shouid he succeed. As he goes 
on, he puts d o m  the figures of his dreams or revelations by symbols, on bark 
or other material, . . . Ifwhat he predicts is verined, the assistant mentions it, 
and the record is then appealed to es proof of his prophetic power and skill. 
Time increases bis fame. His kekkeenowin, or records are nnally shown to 
the old people, who meet together and consult upon them, for the whole 
nation believe in these revelatiom. They, in the end, give their approval, and 
declare that he is gifted as a prophet - is inspired with wisdom, and is fit to 
lead the opinions of the nation (Schoolcraft 185 1 -57,I: 1 14). 

Nomdy,  as the above quotation indicates, individuals never spoke of their 

visions, for such actions were considered boasting, and would also cause them to lose 

their power which had been gained fiom the vision. Visions, however, did have to be 

validated by the spiritual elders, before a person's power was accepted by the community. 

Nevertheless, some Christian converts were willing to speak of their previous expenences 

before they had become Christians. Catherine Wambose, whom Schoolcraft 

(1 848 : 1 69; 1 856:39 16) termed the "prophetess of Chequoimegon" was one such 

individuai. Her story explains the role played by dreams in the acquisition of power. She 

explained in some detail to Schoolcraft's wife (in Ojibwa) how at the time of her first 



menstruation her mother helped hm build a lodge, and she blackened her face and began 

to fast M e r  several days she had a number of visions in which she was given a name, 

plus one for her fht son, as weU as instructions and songs to sing. M e r  the seventh day 

of fasting she was given the power ofseeing into the funne, whîch was to be used for her 

benefit and that of her relatives and feiiow band members. She went on to explain that 

the first time she utiiized her new powers was in response to the requests of her family 

and fiiends who were in danger of starvation and asked her assistance. The next &y the 

hunters found and killed a moose where she had said it would be. "My reputation was 

established by this success" she concluded (Schoolcraft, 1 85 1 -57 I:39 1 -4). 

Such individuais came to be recognized and were respected for the power that 

they possessed since it often aided others. However, they were also feared, for the 

Anishinaabeg believed that this power codd also be used for evil purposes. Expressed in 

western poiitical terms-it means that they were aware that power compts. The first 

French and English who encountered the Anishinaabeg made no such distinctions. They 

nomaily lumped ali such people together as "jugglers," "sorcerers," or "conjures," the 

tenus reflecting the Euro-American Christian belief that some individuais were both 

deceptive and evil, since many Christians believed that the powers of such individuals 

must have come fiom demonic forces. In other words, in the world view of Euro- 

American Chnstians, individuals who had such powers, owed their aliegiance to the 

devil, not to ksus Chria 



In the nineteenth century, Euro-Amerîcan obsewers such as Schoolcraft and 

Nicoilet made an attempt to understaad the world view of aboriginal Amenans, and 

began to use Anishinaabe terms or Engiish translations of them, to d e s c n i  Anishinaabe 

concepts and institutions to the degree that they understood them. Graduaiiy, the older 

terms for traditional heaiers began to give way to new Anishinaabe ones, whiie the 

general term "medicine men," came to be used to refer to the gmup as a whole. Most 

Euro-Americam, nevertheless, continued to disparage the role and efficacy of these 

traditional healers, ofien treating ai l  such individuais as charlataos, at bat. 

Anishinaabc Reügioas Leaders and Traditional Heakrs 

An examination of the earliest pst-contact, Euro-American primary sources 

clearly indicates that at least h m  the pend of contact, Anishinaabe society 

disthguished a number of different types of people who had received special powers 

from the manitous through a dream vision. Although the Anishinaabe themselves never 

applied a coUective noun to describe ail such types of religious leader or healer, the term 

"shaman"19 wii l  be used when speaking ofthese Anishinaabe individuais. It is hoped that 

the term shaman will avoid the negative connotations of earlier terms, while at the same 

time aiiowing one to make more generalized statements. 

Among their feilow Aaishinaabeg, shamam were viewed as cireamers, visionaries 

who used their pwer  as healers, and ceremonid leaâers who helped to keep the various 

forces of the universe in equilibrium. They were given a number of different names, 

depending upon the nature of their vision, and the types of power which they were given. 



However, such names were not meant to be m d y  exclusive since some individuals 

received more than one type of power. and couid therefore be describeci in different ways. 

Moreover, these same individuais could &O be describeci in numemus other ways, 

according to their particular skilis as hunters or war leaders, or according to their roles in 

civil society. The desire of many Euto-Americans to attempt to impose mutuaily 

exclusive categories on Anishinaabe society has, as will be seen, led to considerable 

confusion. While such rigid distinctions produce a tidy method of classification which is 

easy for the outsider to understand, they do not accurately reflect the Anishinaabe 

experience. 

Keeping in mind that individuals in Anishinaabe society were not distinguished 

primarily by their "occupation," but rather by the fact that they had received a vision in 

which they had been blessed by the manitous with varyuig amounts and diffierent kinds of 

power which could by used for good or evil, it is possible to consider a number of ways 

in which this power was obtained and used. 

The most commonly reported spirit-inspired "medicine man" or shaman singled 

out by Euro-Americans was known to the Anishinaabeg as a jissakihinini ~aasakiid).'~ 

Jaasakiids summoned their spirit helpers with whom they communicated by drumming 

and singing. The Jiisakiiwinin, or as it came to be known by Euro-Amencam, the 

"Shakhg Teat Cerernony" or "Conjucing Lodge Ceremony," has been weU documented 

by Ew-American observers among northern Algonquian p e ~ p l e s . ~ ~  While reports of this 

ceremony were mentiowd by a variety of observers going back to the tirne of Samuel de 



Champlain, one of the fiillest early descriptions mong the Anishinanbeg is by the fur 

trader, Alexander Henry the Elder, who devotes a whole chapter of his 1764 amv& to a 

description of what he ternis "Cod t ing  the GREAT TURTLE." His account will be 

quoted in some detail since it is not only one of the earliest Euro-American accounts, but 

also demonstrates many of the misconceptions which Euro-Americans had regardkg 

aboriginal religious figures and ceremonies. 

Henry was at that tune amongst some Ojibwa (as some bands of Anishinaabeg 

were beginning to be called by Em-Amencans) who had just arrived at Sault Ste. Marie, 

shortly after the fd of Michilimackinac to Indian folfowers of Pontiac in 1763. The 

occasion was an invitation by Su W i a m  Johnson to d indians who were peacefully 

disposed towards the British to meet with him at Fort Niagara. As various bands of 

Ojibwa had recently joined Pontiac in opposing the English, "the occasion was of too 

much magnitude not to c d  for more than human lmowledge and discretion; and 

preparations were accordingly made for solemnly invoking and consulting the GREAT 

TURTLE" (Henry 1969: 158). Mikanaak the turtle (as he was named by the Anishinaabe) 

acted as a messenger between the jaaakiid and the spirits or manitous. Like Nmabozho, 

Mikanuak is often portrayed as a figure of some derision, (an old gossip according to 

Schoolcraft), but at the same tirne he possessed unique powers of translation, which were 

vital to the Ojibwa, enabiing them to speak with the manitous. Perhaps it was this power 

which led them to sometixnes portray him as a sinister figure, since often he literally held 

their Iife in balance. 



Henry went on to descfibe how the ceremoay began with the preparation of the 

tent: "Five poles, or rather pillars, of five difièrent species of timber, about ten feet in 

height, and eight inches in diameter were set in a circle of about fou. feet in diameter. 

The holes made to receive them were about two feet deep ... the piiiars were bound 

together by a circular hoop, or @der. Over this edince were spread moose-skins ..." 

(Henry 1965:159). 

The ceremonies, he explained, did not begh until nightfail, when several £ires 

were kindled around the tent Once the village had assembled, the Juusakiidk amis were 

bound, and he crawled into the tent The tent began to shake and there was a cacophony 

of animai sounds emanating fiom it, foliowed by a period of silence and then the Turtle 

was heard, foiiowed by a halfhour of songs. Then the Juasakiid addressed the multitude 

and declared the spirit's readiness to answer questions. The chief then took a quantity of 

tobacco and offered it to the spirit before he asked whether or not the English were 

preparing to make war on the Indians. 

The tent Uistaatly began to shake, and a temble cry announced the departure of 

the Turtie. M e r  a quarter of an hour of silence, the voice of the aiale was heard again, 

so the Jausakiid translated. He explained that the Turile had proceeded to Fort Niagara 

where he had seen no troops, but on proceeding m e r  towards Montreai, the river was 

covered with boats fùil of soldiers, on their way up the river to make war. The Chief 

asked again if Sir Wiam Johnson would receive the Indians who came to Fort Niagara 



as fkiends. The answer was that he wodd n1l their canoes with gifts and every man 

would be able to retum home safey- 

Henry relateci that after the questions of "public interest" had been answered, 

individuais were able to ask personal questions such as concems about absent fiends. 

Although Henry made no mention of it, the Shaking Tent ceremony was also used by 

individuais as a means of asking for a cure for themselves or others, as a means of finding 

game, and as a meam of "fhding" a mate. In a sense then, the ceremony was a form of 

"divination," since the object was to gain an insight into the friture or the unknown 

through supernaturai means. However, the power of the jausakiiids extended not only to 

providing such insights, but also in infiuencing events. Given the highly unpredictable 

nature of Ojibwa Me, such ceremonies and theu practitioners were useful in helping them 

to make important decisions. 

Henry himseif took the opportunit. to ask whether he would ever revisit his native 

country, and was reassufed that he would-so he made an extra offerhg of tobacco. The 

private questions continued until about midaipht, at which time, everyone rehuned to 

their own Lodges. Henry concluded that he made every effort to "... detect the particular 

contrivances by whîch the h u d  was c&d on; but such was the ski11 displayed ... that I 

made no discovenes.. . (Henry 1965: 162). 

Henry's description p d e l s  the brief 1804 description of an Ojibwa ceremony by 

North West Company fur trader, Duncan Cameron (Masson 1960:264) at Lake Nipigon; 

the more clinical description given by the French scientist, Joseph Nicollet (1 WO:2 16- 



21 8)= of a similar Ojibwa ceiemony held at Leech Lake in 1836; and Hudson's Bay 

Company fur trader, George Nelson's more sympathetic description of a Cree ceremony 

at Lac La Ronge in 1823 (Brown & Brightman l988:39-44; 102-107). The Shaking Tent 

ceremony continwd to be describeci in some detaii by a variety of etbnographers 

throughout the latter part of the nineteenth century and weii iato die twentieth. The most 

notable of these is the monograph by Halloweii (1942) based on his work among the 

Berem River Saulteaux (Ojibwa). The work also contains an excellent overview of the 

Shaking Tent as seen through the eyes of a long h e  of Euro-Americam. 

Henry's testimony is important, both for what it tells us about the cerernony, for 

what it omits, and for what it reveals about the world view of many Euro-Americans 

during that tirne. The book was probably written years after the trader's experiences 

among the Ojibwa, but it has an immediacy which is lacking in many other travelogues 

which were intended for the growing market of readers who longed for accounts of "wild 

Indians." Henry made no attempt to understaad the world view of his Ojibwa 

companiom, but as befitting a Euro-Amencan businessman, he stuck to the practical 

details, coloured with a few vivid descriptions which illustrate just how exotic the 

ceremony must have seemed to Euro-Americans. But what intngued him, dong with 

Cameron, and Nelson, is that despite everything, no evidence of deception could be found 

in the performance; ail of these observers were forced to admit that the answers given 

were correct, though they couid not explain how they were obtained. Only the scientist 



and devout Roman Catholic, Nicoilet, was not totally convhced, although in many other 

ways he was more sympathetic to the ways of the Ojibwa than were the fur traders. 

Both Henry's and Neison's accounts not only descni some of the basic 

îngredients in the ceremony, but Henry's, in particuiar, illustrates the context, the mie that 

the ceremony played in Ojibwa society. In a sense, Henry's rough-hem account is 

appropriate, for the pmeedings were often carried out in a very nbald way, and the 

ceremony had an entertainment value as well as a serious intent. Nevertheless, as they ail 

make clear, the Ojibwa believed implicitly in the power of the Jaasakiids to do what they 

claimed to be able to do, in a way that few Christians believed in the powers of the 

Christian clergy-yet there were suspected charlatans among Jamakiids too. 

Aithough Henry did not make any attempt to explain the origin of this power, and 

in fact confùsed the messager (Mikinaak the turtie) with the manitou source of the 

power, most other Euro-Arnericam were more ceady to provide expianations. Devout 

Chnstiansy who shed  the Ojibwa belief in immatenal spiritual beings, were convinced 

that it was the devil, while more rationalkt ethnographers such as W. K.. Hoffian (1 89 1) 

attributed any appearance of "power" to the deceptive practices of the Jaasakiids. Few 

observers appear to be actually aware that the power they were witnessing could be used 

not only for good but for evii purposes, depending upon the circ~mstances.'~ 

The dramatic nature of the Jiissakiiwiwin and Jaasakiid attracted the attention of Euro- 

Amencans, but they were not the only people among the Anishinaabeg who possessed 

power to heal. individuals received a variety of different types of power in theu vision 



que- which couid be used for healing purposes. However, the ~ c u i t i e s  in classifying 

such indinduals is apparent in the c o ~ o t l  sumunding the t e w  used to describe those 

Anishinaabeg who received powers to heal. Sometimes referred to as 

MashkkiM'niniwag aad at other times as Nenaan&wiiwe$g,* they were fkquentiy 

confùsed with each other, or with Jaaakïidr, particularly since the same individuai often 

acted in several diffeïent capacities. Thus, for instance, Lahontan, as quoted in Ho- 

(1 89 1 : 15 l), refers to the practices of Algonquians who lived around the Great Lakes: 

When they are sick, they only drink Bmth, and eat sparingly; and if they have 
the good luck to fdl asleep, they think themselves cur'd: They have told me 
fiequently that sleeping and sweating wouid cure the most snibbom Diseases 
in the World. When they are so weak that they cannot get out of Bed, their 
Relations corne and dance and make merry before 'em, in order to be able to 
divert 'em. To conclude, when they are ill, they are always visited by a sort 
of Quacks, (Jongieurs); of whom 't wiU now be proper to subjoin two or three 
Words by the bye. 

A J d e w  is a sort of Physcim, or rather a Qua& who king once cur'd of 
some dangerous Distemper, has the Presumption and Foliy to fancy that he 
is immortal, and possessed of the Power of curing ail Diseases, by speaking 
to the Good and Evil Spirits (Lahontan 1703: 2:47-8). 

Lahontan then went on to describe part of the Shakîng Tent ceremony, followed by part 

of the rituals unially ascribed to the NenaandÙwiiwejig, and concludes by descnbing the 

Mmhkiki or medicines used by individuals who were tenned Ma~hkik i i~nin iwg.  

Despite king far less judgemental than Lahontan, Nicollet and Hoffian provide 

little assistance in c l m g  the problem. While Ho f i a n  (1 89 1 : 159) mentioned only 

the Mashkikiiwininiwag, whom he temis "herbalists," as examples of "non-shamanistic" 

healers, the illustration in his work is that of a N e n a ~ ~ d ~ i w e d ,  whom many Eum- 



Amencans termecl a " sucking bone doctor." Lata  (Hofkan (1 89 1 :254bSS) described a 

person whom he c d s  a Jaaakiid performing a ceremony which is attributed in most 

cases to the Nena~nd~iwejig,  dthough Densmore (1979:45-6) relates a similar incident 

in which a Jaasukiid uses sucking bones to cure a patient. Nicoiiet (lWO:218-U 1) either 

compressed the powers of both types of healers in his description of what he termed the 

Nenaanduwiiwed, or perhaps the person whom he encountered possessed both types of 

power. Baraga, in his 1853 Ojibwa dictionary, described each of them as "doctors," but 

made no distinction between them. 

Evidentiy, the Mashkikiiwininiwag were hdividuals who had received the power 
w 

to use certain herbs which could be employed in the treatment of ailments which Euro- 

Americans beiieved to be the result of "natural" causes. However, it should not be 

assumed that there was no "spiritual" aspect to the treabnent, as Hofian and most others 

seem to contend. On the contrary, the healing properties of the specific herbs king used 

had been bestowed on them by the manitous, and these powers had then k e n  revealed to 

the individuai Mmhkikiiwinini. Each healing ceremony was in a c t d  fact, also a 

"religious" ceremony. Therefore, it was dso c d d  out in conjmction with appropriate 

offerings of tobacco and songs to the manitous, dong with dances. This is Uustrated in 

the song used by Chiahba, a "celebrated Ojibbeway medicine man" as he cured a patient 

who had fden victim to "bad medicine." He began by invoking the power of black 

snakes, then he sang "Ne-man-i-to-we-tah hi-you-che-be-kun-na on-je-man-i-to-wee-yaun 

we-ug-usk" - "1 am Manito, the roots of shmbs and herbs make me Manito." He went on 



to sing that the d e s  and the Undemater Panther werp his "fiiends," while exhibithg 

his medicines (Tanner 1830: 376-78). Foiiowing such a ceremoayy giAs of food would 

be offered by the family of the iil person, in order to show pmper deference and gratitude 

to the manitous involved, 

P o w d  herbs, roots, and other mmhh'kii or medicines, could be used for 

purposes other than treating the sick Every Anishinasbe youth had a biinjigossm or 

"medicine bag" contauiing herbs, "chimns," and an "effigy' of his baawagan or guardian 

spirit which he d e d  with him, Dependhg upon what powers the individuai had 

received, his medicines might well include medicines which could be used during a Nuh- 

gitch-e-gum-me or "medicine hunt" when starvation was faced-or he might be able to 

purchase some nom someone who had them. Tanner ([l830] 1956: 164) recounted such 

an instance in which medicines were offered to be applied to the images of the aninials to 

be lcilleds6 "Love potions" were also used in a simila. way to gain the affections of some 

woman who had ignored the advances of her suitor? 

Nenaandinvviiwejig received different powers h m  the Manitous and therefore 

were able to treat difTerent types of aiirnents. Nenamdmiiwejig were what Euro- 

Americans ofien tenned "sucking bone" doctors since Euro-Americans observed that they 

cured patients by sucking through a couple of small bones in order to draw the cause of 

the illness out of the patient. This "act of deception" as Euro-Americam u d y  saw it, 

probably contributed to the Nenaandmiiwed king considered one of "the class of 

conjurors" dong with the Juasakiid and Mide, as opposed to the Marhkkiwinini who 



used medicines? The actuai purpose of this practice was that, Like many Indians in both 

Noah and South America, the Anishmaabeg beiieved that sicknesses were ofkn caused 

by a foteign object in a person's body, which may have entered by "naturai" means, or 

more often as a result of the practices of evil shamam who wished to harm the patient. In 

order to cure the patient, the cause of the illness had to be removed. 

Before attempting to cure patients, Nenadhviiwejig fasted, and having p d e d  

themselves, they then beseeched the manitous for help by rnaking a .  offering of smoke. 

'Ibis was foilowed by singing and dnunming rituais d u ~ g  which they again asked the 

manitous for help in locating the source of the illness. Once this source was located, they 

symbolicaiiy removed the offending object by using the sucking bones, and placed it on a 

dish for everyone present to see. In the meantime, the family of the individual would 

prepare gifts of food for the manitous who were behg invoked. The success of the cure, 

where "bad medicine" was involved, depended upon the respective power of the 

individual Nenaandbuiiwed and the person who had caused the illness. 

These three types of individuals were not, of course, done in having power given 

to them by the manitous, mr were these the only ceremonid occasions in Anisbinaabe 

society. By the early nineteenth century, there was an increasing number of Euro- 

American references to Mide and Wuubmo shamans, and what the writers believed to be 

their "esoteric" ceternonies. 

The Mide shamans will be discussed at some length in subsequent chapters, but 

passing reference needs to be made to the Waabmo shamans at this point, even though 



the Waubanowiwin is Wrely a post-contact ceremony. Nevertheless, Euro-American 

accounts which describe the Midewiwl'n often make refe~ence to Waabano shamans and 

the Waubmowfwin so it is important to consider die sidarities and ciifferences before 

exambing these accounts in detail. 

The Waabanowiwin was another ceremony by which the Anishinasbeg sought 

and acquireci mashkikî or powerfid "medicine" as the Em-Americans tenned it. It wodd 

appear that the Waabanowiwin arose as a teaction to the more institutionalized 

Midewiwin. Accordhg to one of Frances Densmore's informants, an elderly female 

Mide, a young Ojibwa man had wished to join the Midewiwin, but was opposed by his 

father who felt that the son did not have a sufncient appreciation for the solemu rituai. 

Therefore, the young man undertook a vision quest on bis own and he was visited by a 

manitou Born the East. Although Densmore's informant did not mention the name of the 

manitou, the slight information that exists would appear to indicate that Waubanos gained 

theù power fiom either the momingstar or the sua The young man was promised a new 

medicine by the manitou, which it was said would either c m  or kill ail those who took it. 

He and a group of young men accepted the medicine and used it in an unsc~puious 

fashion (Derismore [l929] 1979:). 

The majority of descriptions of the Waabmowiwin concentrate on the spectacular 

acts by which the Waabmo demonstrated his power, rather than on the powers 

themselves. The eariiest recorded Euro-American account was by the fur trader, David 



Thompson, who in 1798, descriid a ceremony in the region between the Lake of the 

Woods and the Red River: 

1 learned that of late a superstition had spnmg up, and was now the attention of ail 
the Natives. It appearwi that the old songs, Dances, and Ceremonies by kquent 
repetition had lost aü theK c h ,  and religious attention. . . some novelty was 
required and called for. . . . Accordingly two, or three crafty chiefs, contrived to 
dream . . . they saw a powerfid Medicine . . . they were to cail it the Wah-bin-no . 
. . (Thompson 1971 :178). 

Thompson's account would appear to agree in principle with the oral tradition recorded 

by Densmore more than a hundred years later, although some of the specincs differed. 

His account is reinforced by simi lar  accomts made at the same general time by Thomas 

McKenney and John Tanner. 

In 1826 McKemey recorded two versions of a Waabanowiwin ceremony, one 

which took place at Sault Ste. Marie, and the other at Fond du Lac. According to his 

account the ceremony began in the evening with the beating of a dnun, to which a large 

number of individuais began to dance. Suddenly, he recounted: 

". . . an unusually taii Indian with a cap of skins on, and a covering of the same, 
entered with a wild and fierce comtemance, blowing, and looking around the tent, 
and uttering at every expiration of his breath, an eh-eheh;-when presently, a 
younger Indian entered, and seized him by the arms, and king disengaged by the 
force of the other, caught at his body, as if his object was to make him surrender 
something (McKenney 1972: 170-1 7 1). 

Presently an older indian took the d m ,  and after making a round of the tent with the 

d m ,  comrnenced to make a speech. Shortiy afker he was appmached by someone else 

begging for some whiskey, which was distributed to those present. McKemey noted that 

he went to bed at midnight, but upon rising at four o'clock the next moming, found that 



the ceremony was stiU proceeding. At that point in tirne, two boiling kettles containing 

mush-üke soup had been bmught in, one of which containeci a dog. McKemey did not 

stay for the feast. 

However, he did witness another Waabmowiwin ceremony at Fond du Lac. 

Although it commenceci the same: 

"AU at once, and by throwing dirt and ashes on them, the remains of the 
6.res were extinguished, when for a moment everythurg was still. Then the 
drums kat Louder and quicker, and the song bmke out fiom a hmdred 
mouths . . . . In the mi& of this, three or four Indians went around the 
circle blowing fire fiom their mouthsy emitting thousands of sparks, and 
iighting up, by means of hem, their faces whiist their distended cheeks 
looked like lantems (McKenney 1972:265). 

McKenney's account focused on the exotic, but it captined the essential elements of the 

ceremony, as can be seen by cornparhg it with Tanner's account. 

Tanner's parents were Etuo-Americans, but he was culturally an ûttawdojibwa, 

since he had spent most of his youth and aduithood among them. On the whole his 

account is much more matter of fact, although he too, makes some judgements regarding 

the Waabanos: 

At this time the Waw-be-no was fashionable among the Ojibbeways, but it has 
ever been considered by the older and more respectable men as a fdse and 
dangerous religion. The ceremonies of the Waw-be-no dWer very essentiaiiy 
f?om those of the Metai, and are usually accompanied by much licentiousness and 
irregularity. The Ta-wae-e-gun used for a d m  in this dance, ciiffers fiom the 
Woin Ah-keek or Metikwaw-keek, used in the Me-taï, it king made of a hoop of 
bent wood like a soldier's drwn, whiie the latter is a portion of the WU& of a tree, 
hoiiowed by &, and having skin tied over it. The She-zhe-gwun, or rattie, 
Mers aiso in its construction fiom that used in the Metai. in the Waw-be-no, 
men and women dance and sing together, and there is much juggling and playing 
with fire. The initiated take coals of Çey and red hot stones in their hands, and 
sometimes in their mouths. . . Sometirnes one of the principal petformers at the 



Waw-be-no, has a kettle brought and set down before him, which is taken boiling 
f?om the fie, and before it has thne to cool, he plunges his han& to the bottom, 
and brings up the head of the dog . . . (Tanner [1830] 1994:122). 

Tarmer went on to explain that the sbamans apply the medicine from the yarrow 

plant to pmtect themselves fiom bums, but he ptovided no explanation of the purpose 

behind these ceremonies? NevertheIess, his explanatory details fill in some of the 

background lefi blank by Thompson and MeKe~ey .  Together with the oral narrative 

regarding the origin of the Waabanowiwin, they provide a bnef introduction to the 

ceremony. Whether or not it was part of pre-contact aboriginai culture is beyond the 

bounds of this study. Certainly, it would at first @ance appear to be a more recent 

developmenf although similar ceremonies were common among the Huron neighbours of 

the Anishhaabeg. It is also possible that Warren was referring to Waabanos in his 

description of the dark days at Chequamegon in the early 1800s when the Ojibwa ". . . 

feu entireiy under the power of their Satanic medicine men . . . (Warren Cl8851 

1984: 109). 

Certainly there does seem to have been a connection between the Midewiwin and 

the Waabanowiwin, in that the two ceremonies were often celebrated in conjunction with 

one another. There are fiequent references to Waabanos who were engaged in power 

stmggles with other shamans who were usually Mides. Nevertheless, there are few 

references for what purposes Waabanos used their power, although it would appear that 

they were diviners whose power to see into the future would have helped them in hunting, 

and war (Skinwr 19 15). Certainly, it is true that one of the major supporters of 



Tecumseh, the Potawatomi military leader, Main Poc, was reporteci to have been a 

Wuabano. However, it is likely that most wabamos simply used their powers for the 

same purposes as other Anishinaabe shamans. AS an informant of William Jones 

indicated: they pdormed their WaubanoWnVrn ceremonies so that they might live a long 

tirne, kili wfficient game for f& that the berries might be plentifid, and that things 

would go well (Jones 1919:3 17-3 18). 

Although it would appear h m  many of the sources that the Waabanowiwin was 

essentially a society of evii shamans, wuabanos appear to have hctioned independently 

rather tban as rnembers of a society. As will be seen, both they and Jaasakii& could, and 

did become high ranking members of the Midewiwin. And, as with most other aspects of 

Anishinaabe culture, the fact that they possessed great power appears to have been the 

reason that they were feared, since such power couid be misuseci. Nevertheless, there 

were instances in which their powers were used for good in contrat to evil Mides. As 

usual, nothing was as it seemed in the Anishinsabe world! 

While sharnans were individuals who had received extraordinary amounts of 

power fiom the manitous, every individual in Anishinaabe society had the potentiai to 

receive blessings during his or her vision quest, and almoa all Anishinsabe actions had a 

ceremonid aspect to them. From the birth and naming of a child to the ceremonies for 

the dead, individuals pleaded with the manitous for "pity," and gave thanks for any 

blessings received. Like most other North Arnerican indians, they fasted, and cleansed 

themselves in sweat lodges in order to p w  their bodies and souls, before attempting to 



any special communication with the manitous. Tobacco and music were two other 

essentiai elements in successful communication. Tobacco offerings were left when mots 

and herbs were obtained for mediches, beside certain locations which spintual beings 

were said to muent, t b w n  on the waters when harvesting wild rice, or when 

encomtering mugh waters. The tobitcco was smoked in pipes, &er kinnikinnicp had 

been added in order to malce it more pleasing to the manitous, for ceremonial purposes 

comected with divination and c h g  ceremonies, as well as more "secular" purposes 

co~ec ted  with trade and politics. Music, in the fom of d d g ,  singing and dancing 

also fomed an essential part of Anishinasbe ceremonies. Dream songs acquired during a 

dream or vision, were believed to assure the recipient of aid nom the manitous, and as 

such were used whenever communication with the manitous was desired-for instance in 

curing ceremonies or war preparations. Melody, not words, was the important element 

(although it will be seen that early observers concentrated on the words) in ensuring the 

power of these songs, and uitimately the power of the individual who owned them 

(Densmore 1910; 19 13). 

In the case of ail these Anishinaabe ceremonies, early Euro-Americm observers 

concentrated on the extemal aspects, believing them to be in many cases, deception on 

the part of charlatans, or devotions to numerous false gods. While most members of both 

societies believed in the existence of spiritual behgs, early Euro-Americans as a general 

d e  understood them only in Christian terms. Thus, they often attributed any power to 

the devil, patticularly since many of the ceremonies took place at night, to the 



accompaniment of music which they did not understand, and secretly f-d, patticdariy 

the "incessant' beat of the drum. Nor did they initialiy understand the ADishiaaabe 

ceremonid use of the pipe, or the concept of pmviding gifts to the manitous in retum for 

th& assistance?' Moreover, in a society which made tadicd distinctions between the 

responsibilities and power of the clergy and physicians, the apparent inter-relationship 

between these two was totally i~cornprehensible?~ 

In more general temis, Euro-Americam subsequently used the Anishinaabeg term 

mashkiki in order to mate an English term "Medicine Man" to refer to a range of 

practitioners who made use of specialized "medicine" powers obtained through visions. 

While Euro-Americans tended to see "medicine power" as king a single entity, 

contrasting "good and "bad" shamans, the Anishiniriibeg distinguished three major kinds 

of ntarhkikk "curing medicine," "protection medicine," and "bad medicine." Curing 

medicine helped the individual to regain control wbich had been 10% either as a result of 

an iliness, an accident, a wound, or the effects of bad medicine which had k e n  used by 

an enemy. Protection medicine, as its name hplies, was used to protect a person, 

whether nom dangers in baale, or as a defence against potential evil such as behg made 

helpless or out of control. Bad medicine was used to rendet other people helpless, or out 

of control, or to kill them." 

it might be thought that "good" medicine would be obtained only fiom "good 

manitous and vice versa, but this was not the case. The three types of medicine were 

parts of a single whole; the distinction was rnainly on how the power was used. Even so- 



calleci "ed" manitous such as the Undemater Panthers provideci power which could be 

used for good as weii as bad purposes. What each individual had to do was to ensure that 

the proper spirits were placated, and kept in balance. 

Moreover, it was o k n  difncuit to teli h m  outward appearances, whether a 

person might use power for good or eMI purposes. Individuals who were believed to be 

seEsh, uncooperative, or, who in other ways threatened the corporate Life of the 

community, were often suspected of practising bad medicine, as were strangen, or 

members of other tribal groups. This sometimes resuited in power contests between 

"good" and "evil" shamans-which usually depended upon one's perspective. In other 

instances, community sanctions including banishment and, in the most extreme cases, 

even death might be applied against the offender or offenders. In some instances, such as 

the situation at Chequamegon, described by Warren, evii practices might even take over 

an entire community for a period of time (Warren [1885] 1984: 109- 1 1 1).34 Warren 

merely suggests that the problem was resolved when the Ojibwa once again resumed theu 

migration. 

It does not seem that pre and early contact Ojibwa undertook the type of "witch 

hunts" that characterized some neighboining groups such as the Iroquois who ofien 

sought out and put to death suspected numbers of evil shamans? Wailace has argued in 

bis studies of revitakation (Wallace 1956) and religion (Wallace 1966: 177-1 87), that the 

fear of witchcraft served as a meam of ensuring a level of individual cornpliauce. This, 

in turn, ailowed leaders such as Handsome Lake to use "witch hunts" as an instrument of 



social conml in societies where the= had been a breakdown in traditional procedures 

following a period of rapid, enforced acculturation (Wailace 1966: 180-1 8 1). 

Since pre-contact Anishiiiaabeg lived in d groups or bands for the greater part 

of the year, individuals who had meiveci power, and were able to "practice medicine," 

were important to the daily Mie of the band. The successful wielding of theu power could 

mean the ciifference between starvation and plenty, particularly in times of adverse 

weather conditions. Dreams or visions experienced by individds-either unsolicited or 

as part of ceremonies such as the JissakiMtinini, were important to both individuais and 

band members as a whole. However, such power was tw~edged in A n i s b b e g  tenns, 

since individuals could practke not only curing and protective medicine, but also bad 

medicine. In such cases their power could be dimptive, even dangerous to the 

community. Rather than a dualistic universe clearly divided between good and evil as 

many Christian observers thought it to be, the Anishinaabe world was thus a more 

complex one in which good and evil were f w d  together, mering only in what form 

they took. Thus, "powerfûl" individuals were both respected and feared, since they could 

both help others to maintain their autonomy, or cause them to lose control of their lives. 

It was n a t d  then that such powerfid individuais would begin to assume leadership roles 

among thek feliow Anishinaabeg beyond the spirituai or even medical spheres. 

Anishinaabc Socio/Political Organizrition and Leadership 

At some period in the seventeenth century, prior to contact with the fïrst 

Euopeans, the Anishinaabeg lived m d y  in the area drained by Lakes Huron and 



superior? Small groups ranged h m  the area mund Georpian Bay West dong Lake 

Huron and wrth to Lake Superior and the upper peniasula of present-day Michigan. 

Around this time, the Anishinaabeg around Bowating (which the French named Sault Ste 

Marie) appear to have begun to move outside their original territory. Anishinsnbe 

narratives such as those collected and written down by Warren, Hoffmao, Densnore and 

others speak ofthe migration which has been pteviously described, but they give us Little 

idea of the actual experience of the participants. 

Scholars are generally dividecl into two schools of thought as to what 

characterized the social organïzation of these "proto-Ojibwa," as the ancestors of present 

day Ojibwa have become known to scholars. One school, represented by Hickerson 

(1962) and Bishop (1982,1989) believes that groups such as the Noquet (Bear), Awasse 

or Mmquet (Catfish), Amicoures (Beaver), and other groups noted by early French 

missionaries and traders, were clan-based groups. By clan in this context, Hickerson 

meant "a corporate unilineal descent group with a fictitious ancestor" (Hickerson [1970] 

1988:45). Hickerson based his argument on a theory that the fisheries at Bowating 

supported village Me, and on a belief that the word totem is derived nom the Ojibwa 

word odena which means village." Similady, other writers such as Cleland (1982) and 

Dawson (1983) have postulated the theory that village life could have developed in this 

area as a r e d t  of the fisheries. While Hickerson was of the opinion that these groups 

were originally egalitarian in nature, Bishop later disagreed arguing that the leaders of 

these patrilineal totemic groups were iineage chiefs, since group identity was expressed in 



relationship to other groups. He argued that "the d e  of chiefs in matters of trade is 

paramount in explainkg the origin of the patrilineal totemic clan system" (Bishop 

l989:56). 

James G. E. Smith (1 979) and Rogers (196%; 1983) disagreeà with the claim that 

new patrilineal clans emerged among the proto-historicai Ojibwa. They argued that the 

proto-Ojibwa were in f a t  composed of egalitarian, patriloçal, and patrilineal migratory 

bands, who returned to fish and plant gardens at Bowating on a seasonal basis. They 

refused to limit the proto-Ojibwa to the few named clan groups, arguing instead that they 

were part of a culturally and linguistically similar population in the Upper Great Lakes 

region. 

Callender (1962) also doubted that clans existed among the Ojibwa prior to the 

1600s. He speculated that they may have originated among the Ojibwa, Ottawa, and 

Potawatomi when they encountered the Memomini who were already established in 

sedentary villages in what is now Wisconsin. Cailender pointed out that while al i  three 

groups shared a common temiinology, the Ojibwa clans had fewer corporate feahues than 

their neighbours. Supernaaual power among the Ojibwa was an individuai possession, 

comparable to pnvate property, as were sacred bundles and sacred songs. Naming, which 

was a clan fimction among the Memomini, was carried out in connection with pnvate 

visions among the Ojibwa. 

Accordiag to Smith and Rogers, population movements ammg the proto-Ojibwa 

at the smallest social unit were common in the region of the Upper Great Lakes in the 



1600s and 1700s as a r e d t  of war with neighbouring Iroquois and Sioux and the search 

for game. These movements increased as these pro-Ojibwa encountered Euro- 

Americans and became engaged in the fur d e .  As can be expected, there was some 

fission and fusion among these bands. Nevertheless, according to Smith and Rogers, 

there was linle change in the essentiai makeup of these bands until the middle of the 

eighteenth century. 

It would seem most probable, that if clans arose, they did so around the time of 

early Ew-American contacts, as the Ojibwa moved south and west into an area of more 

diverse and abundant resources, and encountered related groups who already had a clan 

structures. The rise of alliance chiefs at this the, as Bishop suggested, would ceriainly 

have been an additional reason for clan development at this tirne. Regardless of when the 

Ojibwa clan structure arose, it certainly facilitatecl increased movement during this period 

since it provided a means of fkiendship and support fkom feliow clan members in various 

villages throughout the region. As will be seen, such movement among smail groups of 

Ojibwa was common until the period in which they were conhned to reservations, 

although they did not necessarily remain clan-based, so that the term "band" is probably a 

more accurate descriptor during much of the contact p e n d  Also, none of the above 

debates alter the generally agreed upon fact that large semi-permanent villages did 

develop at Bowathg, Chequamegon and Michilimackinac, Green Bay and elsewhere- 

probably as a result of a combination of climatic conditions and an abundance of natural 

resources. These, it is argued, served important trade and ceremonid bctions even prior 



to the coming of the Em-Amdcans, end later became "service centres" for the fur 

brigades (Waisberg 1977: 162.8). Certaidy there was an extensive pre-contact system of 

lake and river trade routes in the Upper Great Lakes region, which fwiiitated the seasonal 

migration of large numbers of people to these villages each year in the early summer. 

More recently, White (199 1) and Schlesier (1990) have argwd that the world of 

the Anishinaabeg was shattered by the twin blows of epidemics and Iroquois attacks 

beginning in the 1640s and reachhg into the 1660s. The large village centres identifïed 

by earlier scholars were in fact peopled by refugees fiom a variety of different 

Anishinaabe groups, ranghg fiom hunting bands of proto-Ojibwa, to the more sociaily 

structured Miamis, to the remnants of the once powerfid Huon confederacy. While the 

different groups of refugees maintained their separateness to some degree, cultural forms 

were borrowed fiom othet groups, and intermarrîage and adoption fostered new bonds 

between different culturai groups. The dissolution of some old social mi ts  and the birth 

of new ones made social relations extremely complicated. To make mattea even more 

difficuit for the historian, the early writings of ethnologists who shdied these tribes and 

codified them, are full of internai contradictions since they sought to fieeze and codify 

what was in a fact, a world in flux (White 199 1 : 16). 

What is important to keep in mind is that most Ojibwa continued to live in smail, 

temporary villages for most of the year. Even a semi-permanent village such as 

Bowating in the seventeenth century is estimated to have had no more than several 

hundred permanent residences, aithough it increased considerably in size during the 



summer mon* While centres such as Chequamegon and Cireen Bay may have had 

mixed populations numbering in the thousands, many of these wouid have been 

migratory as weU. Total population of the Aaisbbeg  at the time of Columbus's 

&val in the Americas is almost impossible to determine; estimates range h m  3,000 - 

4,000 up to 25,000, although Mooney (1928) doubles this latter figure. Even if one 

accepts this latter figure, it is stU a very sad l  number for the large area that they 

occupied, and îadicates a low population density?' 

The role of leaders in Anishinaabe society is an even more contentious issue than 

that of the natute of clan structure. If one accepts Smith's and Roger's thesis that the early 

Anishinaabeg formed groups of patrilineal bands, then leadership of these bands probably 

centred arouad the senior male in the group. At some tirne in the pst, these leaders 

began to be caiied ogimaas by the Anishinaabeg. When several bands came together at 

different times of the year, senior oghaa performed a nwnber of civil and ceremonial 

duties. At the t h e  of contact Em-Amencans began to apply the name chief to those 

individuais who appeared to be in charge, although the term was applied rather 

hapha~afdly?~ 

It is important to remember, however, that leadership in the Euro-American sense 

was absent fiom all Algonquian groups, with the possible exception of the s m d  group of 

Miamis. Leadership, in the Anishinaabe sense, was consensual, based largely on respect 

and reputation, so that it appeared to be almost non-existent to the hierarchically inclined 

Euro-Americaas. Moreover, well into the niwteenth century, the Anishinaabeg, or the 



Ojibwa as they were begianing to be d e d ,  still spent the majority of their t h e  in mail 

groups, coming together at @cular times of the year, or for specific purposa. This 

meant that the ratio of ogimaas wmpared to the population was large. Furthemore, their 

responsibiiities were limited since the Anishinaabeg selected other ogimaas to take 

responsibiiity for war expeditions, perhaps leading Schoolcraft, Warren and later writers 

to make a distinction between "civil chiefs" and "war chien." It is also probable that 

0th- individuals took responsibility for leadïng large hunting parties, and even for 

overseeing the hatvesting of wild rice (Vennun 1988:183-94). 

It is difncult to establish precisely when those who became known as "alliance 

chiefs," because they took responsibility for dealings with outside groups, began to 

hction., though there is considerable evidence that their role was nmily established 

during the "French Period" (Bishop 1986). Some scholars such as Keesing ([1935] 

1971 :774) argued that Anishinaabdojibwa leaders began to emulate Euro-Amencan 

models of descent in order to facilitate the tramferrd of property and status, in the 

immediate pst-contact period. While others such as Chute (1 986) argue that "native 

values were not substantiaiiy altered during the French regime ...," it would seem that the 

growth and expansion of the Ojibwa, coupled with their growing participation in the 

politics of the Great Lakes region did lead to at least an elabration of band leadership 

structures. 

There is one particular type of "fuactionary" in Ojibwa society who deserves 

M e r  attention. The roles played by the oshkaabewis, as such individuals were termed, 



included both civil and religious fûnctions. Thus, whüe Baraga ([l880] 1992:335) 

defhed the "oskhbewiis" as l'the waiter or attendant of an Indian Chief," Nicoilet 

(1 970: 1 SS-8;2 1 1) used the tenn to refer to the person who sent out invitation sticks for 

both councils of war and the Midewiwin, and ûrant (Masson 1960:354;358) termed the 

agent of Kirchi Mmimu, and the pason who served food at a feast pnceeding a warpaay, 

"Michi~wois." Kinietz (1947: 189-90) tetmed the person who carried the invitations for 

the MidewMn a " o u s K a ~ s , "  while Howard noted that among the Plains Ojibwa the 

person who conducted the MidewMrin was termed a "skabms." Skinner, in his studies 

of the Plains Ojibwa, discovered that the tenn "skaupewis" was used to denote the servant 

of the Okirchita who maintained order in camp. Kohl (LI860 ] l985:85) referred to a 

person whose dut.  it was to fili the bowls of pipes as a "skabws" or "dresseur, " as he 

explahed the Canadians called such a prson. Densmore ([1929] 1979:98), as has k e n  

seen, used the term messenger as a gloss for "ockabewzis" in her rendition of Odinigun's 

origin narrative, but she also used it to describe the Mide officiai who sent out invitations 

for the Midewiwin ceremony. 

This integration of religious and politicai temiinology and practice was a comrnon 

feature of Anishinaabe life which cmot  be ignoreda As WU be seen in the ne- 

chapter, many of the individuals who began to be noted by Euro-American observers as 

being religious leaders also were ogllnaas, who in many cases served as war chiefs in the 

battles with the Sioux, trade chiefs in their relations with fur traders, and alliance chiefs in 

their dealings with the various Euro-American govenunent officiais." 



In summary, it m u t  be reiterated that Anishinaabe f o m  of leadership bore little 

resernblance to those of the Euro-Americans whom they encountered. Rather than being 

based on the diiection of a single individuai, Anishinaabe leadership was more 

conseasual in apptoach4* Individuais who had received "blessings" fimm the manitous 

which gave them powcr, biew the namitives of their people, and had lived through 

numerous experiences in their lifetime were g e n d y  revend as   el der^"^^ whom others 

relied on for advice when important decisions conceming the entire band had to be made. 

Gatherings of all those concerned were held, the participants smoked their pipes so that 

their thoughts would mingle with those of the manitous, .and aU present were given a 

chance to speak, although weight was given to the opinions of the elders. As in other 

aspects of Anishinaabe We, rereiigious concepts and ceremonies played an integral role in 

socio-political organisration and leadership. 



1.1 have not limïted the term to a few aamed clan groups, but rather extend it to the 
larger groups of linpuisticaiiy and cuituraiîy similar people who lived in the region 
mund the Great Lakes-in otha woràs, the Anishinsirrbeg. 

2. I propose to use this term to apply to those Algonquian people who had not as yet 
begun to conceive of themselves as groups with a corporate identity of"Ojibwa," but who 
did consider themseives as Anishinsiabeg since 1 beiieve that it is more meaningful than 
the more technid term "pro to-Ojh"  It should be noted that the singuiar and 
adjectival forms are written as Anishinaabe, while the plural form is written 
Anishinaabeg. 

3. Stan Cuthand (Brown and Brightman 1988:190) provides one of the best explanations 
in ordinary English of how these concepts are al l  comected. 

4. This process of a gradual unfolcihg has been weU told fiom a personal perspective by 
Fred McTaggart, a young folklorist working among the Fox or Mesquakie in a book 
entitled Se- Pe& (Boston, Houghton M B h ,  
1976). When he had gone searching for beautiful Indian stocies, he was rebuffied becausr, 
as he was told (in a very indirect way), "ûur stories have a definite purpose; they are 
teaching stories." 
Similarly, Janet Chute, in her PhD. dissertation on w- 
(McMaster University, 1986), relates how the information she was seeking was given to 
her in piecemeal fashion. It was, as one elder explained, ike  a seed which had to go 
through a process of testing (like a pine cone goes through £Ûe) before its "power" was 
released, and growth could occur. 

5. Chibiabos also figures prominently in Potawatomi tales as the messenger to the Land 
of the Dead (Ritzenthaier 1983: 130). Among contemporary Ojibwa, he is associated with 
ghosts (his name is closely liaked tojeebaheebi, the soul which leaves the body after 
death and seeks the land of the ddsouis).  According to Johnston (199549) he taught 
the Ojibwa about dream quests, music and communicating in general with the manitous. 
Usually he is comidered to be Nanabotho's younger brother, but in this tale, he is calied 
his grandson. 

6.  Neither Schoolcraft nor Mentor Williams, the editor of this edition of Schoolcraf't's 
"hdian Legends" provide any indication as to the origin of this particular version, 
although Schoolcraft does provide a lengthy introduction to his original collection of 
" Algic Researches," and a more specinc introduction to the "Manabozho cycle." V. 
Bamouw, in his 1940s collection of W-bewa Tales, included a 



series of " Wenebojo" tales, part of which contains a passage which is rematkably simïlar 
to S c h o o l d s  tale collected in the pvious centtiry. 

7.1 am using Robert Redfield's dennition of world view as "the way a people 
characteristicaiiy look outward upon the universe." The M o r d  Dictionary defines 
cosmology as "the sicence or theory of the universe," so 1 employ these tems 
synonymously . 

8. Deasmore (1979: 14) gives o 'cÿicag' as the Ojibwa word meaning soui or spirit of a 
person, djibe as spirit, and o<ÿibtas meaning ghost or shadow. Baraga: my soulznin 
tchitchag. Nichols: my ~ p i r i ~ * ~ i c h a a g .  It is g e n d y  thought that the Ojibwa believed 
that people had two souls. The me (jeebgcheeby) at death leaves the body foiiowing a 
four day joumey to the Land of Souls. J e e h  were sometimes seen near the graves of the 
dead, particulady ifthe proper rituals had not been peifonned and the jeebi was unable to 
reach the other world. The o@tcag remained with a person's body while the person was 
alive¶ although it was fke to separate i tselfhm the body for short periods, allowing 
powemil individuals to take on different forms, to make jomeys to distant places to 
gather infotmation. 

9. Albanese, in tum, refers to Neal Salisbury's work: m o u  a Providence: In- 
E W ~  of New F a  1 500-1 643 (1982), which describes the 
eariiest encounters between groups of the Algonquian people aud early Euro-Americans. 

10. See Bnghtman (1 988: 108-1 10) for a good explmation of the various fonns that these 
figures take. 

1 1. Among some groups of Northern Ojibwa/Saulteaux, and to some extent among the 
Bungi or Plains Ojibwa, Nanabozho is known as Wisake&k. While it has k e n  
commonly believed that the figure of the rabbit had been replaceci by that of the Canada 
lay or "Whiskey Jack," Brown and Brightmaa argue that the name goes back to the 
Proto-Algonguian parent language and is unanalyzable (Brown and Brightman 1988: 125- 
126). In neither instance, however, do the Anishinaabeg Literally picture 
NanabozhoMiscfRe@ak to be an animahird for in both cases, the people idente with 
him precisely because he has so many hurnan characteristics. 

12. While the standardized spelling for this using the Nichols and Nyholm orthography 
wodd be Gichi Manidoo, 1 have chose to use the form which was and continues to be 
used by most writers. Similady, 1 have used Matchi Mmitou rather than M@i Manidoo 
to denote the Ojibwa counterpart of the devil. 

13. Brown and Brightman (1988:107) suggest that the tenn was s h e d  by the Ojbiwa and 
Cree. 



14. There is still considerable scholarly controversy as to whether or not a supreme king 
was part of the originai 
A n i s b b e  cosmology, or was an adaptation h m  Christian beliefs. Skinner, for 
instance, was wnvinced that ail such beliefs were post-contact My own belief is that 
such a figure did ex&, but has become completely ïntertwined with the concept of the 
Christian God. 

15. There axe few areas in which the clash of world views becomes as obvious as the 
question of the terms "naturail'and "supernaturai," "sacred" and "profane," or 
"transcendent" and "immanent" in desaibing concepts of d t y ,  with anthropologists 
and seholm of religion ofken taking opposing sides since their own world-views H e r .  
In this confiict of interpretations, my own view is that rather than there king an absence 
of the superaaturai in the Ojibwa worldview, or a distinction between the natural and 
supernatural, there is a continuity, with the sacred conceiveci of as -esthg itsekfin 
the natutal world as weil as transcendentiy. As Theresa Smith has remarked, such 
chanicterizations need not be seen as disparaging "for the failwe to discover the sacred in 
one's environment is iess a product of sophistication than of alienation" (Smith 199523). 
Smith goes on to note that the Ojibwa with whom she has worked on Manitoulin Island 
gave the impression that it was the white people who were the simple ones-see, for 
instance, Hultkrantz (l983:23 1-253) and Momson's (1990) response. Smith concludes 
that if we are to understand the Indian [Ojibwa] experience ofreligion, we must begin by 
using a heuristic defbition of religion whïch does more than describe the role of religion 
in society, and steers fkee of judgements regarding the content of the religious experience. 
This is what 1 have attempted to do. 

16. HaUoweil(1992:84-92) has a good description and a chart iilustrating the role of 
dreams in Ojibwa me, bas& on his work at Berens River. 

17. The Ojibwe for "1 dream," nin bawa~ige, is also the term w d  for "medicine," as is 
the terni inabundmowin, "the vision seen." However, it appears that the Ojibwa did 
make a distinction between ordinary dreams which had value as a communication link 
with the manitous, and those received duiing the vision quest. 

18. Biack (1977) in an article on the "Ojibwa Power Belief Systern" attempts to 
summarize her findings regarding contemporary Ojibwa ideas related to power and 
control. According to her, they began by speaking of the classes of bimaasdin'wad or 
"living things," then of the "manitou" or "powers" possessed by each of the different 
classes. 1 have reservations as to whether or not her complex taxoaomy is not a western- 
inspired version of Ojibwa thought processes, and if it is accurate, can it be generalized to 
other groups of Ojibwa and prticcularly to those living hundreds of years eariier? 

19. Shaman is a term which is often teserveci for those who experience dtered states of 
consciousness. The classic dennition is given in MUcea Eliade's book entitied 



-. increasingiy, sshamanism has corne to be equated with f o m  of reiigion 
which believe in spirits which cannot be known by people who remain in ordïnary states 
of conscioumess (Michael Hamer in Nicholson 1987:3-5). 

20. This temi has an unbeIievable n u m k  of spellings in Wibwe depending upon the 
orthography used, and how the noun is formed Others include: Baraga: Tchissahvin; 
Nicoliet: J i s a h ;  Schoolcraft: JessaRi4 Josseked (person); Hof3ùm: Jessakkid 
(person); Densmore: Dja'sakid @mon). Jacrak'd is the g e m d  form of the 
Jissakiiwinini, and is the form most commody used, although the spelling varies 
considerably. 

2 1. While alrnost all commentators have descri'bed versions of the Shalcing Tent 
ceremony, the moa comprehensive study is by Halioweli (1942) who provides a good 
historiographie review in addition to describing the Berens River ceremonies in some 
detail. 

More recently Brown and Brightman (1988: 146-158) have discussed the Shaking Tent 
ceremony in relation to the descriptions of George Nelson. Hultkrantz (1967:3268) 
looks at the ceremony nom a religious perspective among a number of North Amencan 
Indian groups, while Grim (1983) compares sbiia.. ceremonies among North American 
Indian and Inuit *th Siberian shamanism. 

22. Schoolcrafts description is lified almost verbatirn nom Nicollet without any 
indication as to its source. The main thing that he adds is the time and location of 
Nicollet's observation. 

23. Many Oj ibwa who became Christians contuiued to believe in the powers of j aasakids 
but like Euro4merican.s believed that the source of the manitou power was, in fact, the 
devil. The ceremony thus became the epitome of evil. (See, for example, the papea of 
Norval Momseau p. 1 1 - 12) 

24. Norval Momseau, a 20th century Ojibwa fiom the Lake Nipigon region, explained 
that if the jaasakid was asked to use the ceremony for evil purposes, and given gifk, he 
had no choice but to comply or he would lose his powers (Momseau Papers: 1 1-12. 
Glenbow Museum Archive, Calgary). 

25. Both terms are given in Baraga The first is fonned from the Ojibwe noun maskiki for 
medicine, which originally appears to have r e f d  only to dry or herbal medicines. The 
second is formed fiom the Ojibwe verb n a d m a  to take care of or administer 
medicines. Densmore refers to a practitioner as a Nenun&wiwed since she forms the title 
fiom the infinitive of the verb (in the same way as Jaasakïd is formed). 

26. As Tanner explains: "A drawing, or a little image, is made to represent the man, 
woman, or animal, on which the power of the medicine is to be trieci; then the part 
representing the heart is punctured with a sharp instrument, if the design is to cause death, 



and a littîe medicine is applied The h w i n g  or image ... is d e d  i--ne-neen." 
Tanner declined, in tbis case, since the medicine included onman, which was associated 
with "bad medicine." 

27. Hoffinan reporteci the case of a neighbouring Scandinavian who, possessed of strange 
desires conceming a young Ojibwa woman, discovend some objects under his bed, 
which he believed had Wuenceà his affections. 

28. Hofnnan (1 89 1 :25MSS),  in bis desciiption of the thùd degree Midewiwin, had a 
numbet of descriptive notes on the juarukid, including a curious description of the 
ceremony used by the nancntdawiiwewinini or "sucking bone" doctor which he attributes 
to the jaasokd- Whether he confused the two, or the people at White Earih at that t h e  
had integrated the two ceremonies, is impossible to determine. 

29. It is possible that the moraliang reflects the influence of Tanner's editor, or Tanner's 
own retrospective judgement on his past Me. 

30. This term was usually used to describe a blend of European tobaccos a d  the dried 
bark of red willows, although in at least one narrative which recounts the origin of 
tobacco, there was a distinction between bakwécpakun'gunen (which his informant 
temed wild kinaickinnick), gekzidugnugèkwukin (a sweet kinnickllinick which was 
diflicuit to fhd around Lac du Flambeau), and nemiskwbkwukin miskwabimizin (a 
kinnickinnick made h m  red bushes). (Bamouw 1977:29-30) 

3 1. While Catholics were often equally at a loss in this regard, perhaps the Catholic use of 
extemal signs such as the use of intense, and crosses, the understandhg of the Catholic 
m a s  as a reenactment of a meal, and even the old Catholic concept of paying for 
indulgences, facilitated some sort of understanding, wwhh was impossible with 
Protestants whose religious beliefs and practices focused on the Word. 

32. This is not to Say that the AnishiDaabeg must not have been equdy confused by the 
ideas and actions of their Euro-Amencan neighbours, particularly since the religious 
ideas of those Euro-Amenans who were Christian were exclusivist, and represented a 
multitude of difKerent versions of what was perceived as king the tnith, while the Ojibwa 
initiaily had no exclusivist tendencies, accepting whatsoever was proven to have power. 

3 3. Black's (1 997: 149-50) informants thus " classed" love medicine, hunting medicine and 
gambiing medicine as bad medicine since they caused others to loss their autonomy. 
Morriseau (PapersA2) uses the word "conjuring" to describe bad medicine, though by 
this, he means only those types which were used to hami people. 

34. Warren suggested that the sudden outbreak ofthese evil practices, including 
cannibalism, may have been the result of a combination of a failure of crops, and the 
inability to hunt as a result of king hemmed in by enemies. Various writers have 



specdated that the evii shsmanr were megade Mides or Wabenos. Since Warren's 
sources appear to have been his Metis ancestors, the tradition may simply be their 
interpretation of events-which wouid have been strongly coloued by a Catholic belief 
that the power of any Ojibwa shaman was a manifestation of the power of the Christian 
devil. 

35. A vivid example of these "witch hunts" occiirnd in the post-contact period in 
comection with the rise of the Handsome Lake revitalkation movement, in which 
Handsome Lake carried out a "witch-hunt" against rivais such as Red Jacket, as weii as a 
number of neighbouring Delaware Chtistians, several of whom were icüied (Wallace 
1958). Landes, in her studies of the Midewiwin (1965) and the Prairie Potawatomi 
(1 970) describeci similar situations, though the nnal outcome was not as ciramatic. It is 
interesting that the Rev. Peter Jones, who spent some of his early years living ammg the 
iroquois, devoted a section to witchcraft in his book on the Ojibwa (Jones 1861 : 145-1 5). 
Jones' account described what others have t e d  "sharnanistic duels." He attributed the 
power used by the "conjurors" as he termed them, to the evil spirit. 

36. Bishop (1989) in his paper on the question of Ojibwa clans gives a good o v e ~ e w  of 
the controversy regarding the geographicai location of the proto-Ojibwa, as does Janet 
Chute in her 1986 dissertation on Shingwaukonse. Since this is not a primary focus of 
my work, 1 have not gow into any detail on this or reiated discussions. 

37. Hickerson too readily accepts S c h o o l d s  assertion that the original Wbwe word for 
totem was doduim, sigDifying family mark or armorial bearing. This, in tum, was 
supposedly a denvative fiom odanah meaning town or village. Hence nin dodaiin redy 
meant "my townsman" or "my kindred mark." 

3 8. Population estimates during the pre-contact period rely either on archaeologicai 
evidence, attempts to reconstnict what the carrying capacity of the land would have been 
at that tirne, and what the average f d y  size rnight have ben. Population estimates 
during the French, English aad AmericadCanadian periods prior to the reservation era 
continue to be notoriously inaccurate, due in large part to the mobility of the people king 
sweyed. See Bishop's comments (1 989:49-5 1). 

39. Baraga (1992:48) gives ogirna as the name for chief, indicating that assistant or 
second chiefs were cailed anikeogimia; anike signifying hnality. A war-chief or 
captain was caiied a maiaossewinini, fiom the word Maiaosse "to mach f o m d  at the 
head of a band." Ogimoa is still used today to denote a chief, boss, or leader (Nichols, 
1995: 105). 

40. Warren (1984:99-lOO), in his discussion of the early Ojibwa occupation of 
Chequamegon, made this very point. While his intention, at this point, was to stress the 
roie of the Midewiwin in the development of nascent Ojibwa nationalism, the obvene is 



equaiiy trw-that the leading Mide pnests were aiso important potitical leaders. 

41. Shingwaukonse, in his previously quoted e x p i d o n  of how "prophets" obtained 
powers tbrough visions, concluded with the statement that "Such ... was the ancient 
custom, aad the celebrated old war-captains rose to their power in this mannef 
(Schoolcraft 1851-57 1: 1 Il). 

42. Perhaps this was a means of group regdation of those who possessed special powers 
fiom the manitous. Unfortunateiy, A n i s h b e  tales which spealc of this perïod do not 
go into details regarding their organizationai structure. 

43. I have used the English word here as it has becorne so widely used by contemporary 
Indians. Baraga (1992) gives w translation for "eider" as such, but does indicate that 
kitchi aiam refers to "grown foiks" or "great noble folks." 



Anhhiaaabe Perspectives: Midewiwia Origin Namtive 

Among foiiowers of the Midewnvin there was no question as to its origin. 

Midewiwin ongin narratives such as the one pubiished in William Warren's work, were 

(and stilI are) recited by Mide elders each tirne Midewiwin ceremonies were perfonned 

(Vennum l978:753-79 1). While such narratives Vary accordhg to tirne, place, occasion, 

and the person telling the tale-like Warren's rendition, they aii share certain common 

assumptions conceniiag the nature and purpose of He. This is not surprishg since as 

Dewdney (197523) has rightly commented: "... the central concem of the Mide oral 

tradition was with origins: the creation of the world and of man, the origin of death, the 

introduction of the Midewiwin, and the ancestrai origins of the Ojibwa people." As such, 

the Midewiwin origin narratives share similar themes and hctions with the ongin myths 

of other indigenous people throughout the world. 

Euro-American scholars have long studied such narratives, or "myths" as they are 

often tenned.' The popdar co~otation of the term myth contains the implication that 

such narratives are divorced h m  "reality." However, many twentieth century social 

scientists have been more willing to view mytbs within the context of the local 

environment and local social processes, ofien seing in them a legithktion of social 

institutions. Other scholars have used the study of myths to d y z e  the study of the 



human miad, seeing in them examples of how humans have attempted to deai with the 

ambiguities ofthe universe and m i e  Nevertheles, untii relatively recently scholan 

vvtually igwred them as sources of f m  evidence. Yet, such narratives, as the 

Afkicanist, Jan Vansina (1985) and others have shown, can o h  pmvide usefûi clues to 

the historical past, if certain precautions are taken? 

In the case of the MidewMn, since we are dealing with audizoohanag or s a c ~ d  

narratives which are not concerned with the western linear notion of t h e ,  we should not 

expect to find anything approaching a date when the Midewjwin began, nor whether or 

not the ceremonies predated contact with Eufo-Arnericans. While it may be possible to 

make connections between various allusions to what could be historical events, and thus 

date the "founding" of the M i d e M n  in this way, such connections are tenuous at best. 

First and foremost, it must be remembered that these sacred narratives were part 

of the oral tradition of the people, and as such foiiowed ceriain conventions which 

disthguished them h m  orduiary communication, and h m  the w-ritten word. Monover, 

the oral nature of the narratives had fa.-reaching r d c a t i o n s  as to how these texts were 

interpreted by the Ojibwa, and the role that they played in Ojibwa socie* The telling of 

these narratives by Ojibwa elders was fbt and foremost a "verbal art" which took place 

in a social setting. The "story-teiler," to use contemporary tenninology, was a 

"performance artist" who tiaosformed the story to meet bis and bis audience's needs, even 

wbile keeping witbin certain prescribed formats. Thus, a short version was considered 

sufncient in the training of a candidate for the nrst degree, but more elaborate narratives 

were w d  in the ceremonies related to higher degrees (Dewdney 1975:23; V e m m  
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1978:754). The primary fûnction of the narratives was a didactic one of illustrating the 

process through which the Midewiwin amse, and how it wuld benefit individuals and the 

Anishinaabe people as a whole, so exact wordhg was not essential. What was of primary 

importance was the proeess. Nevertheles, as Vecsey (1988:21) asserts, despite these 

variations, the cote elements of the narratives rrmain relatively stable. 

Most Euro-Amencan scholars agree that th= appear to be two relatively distinct 

traditions: the fitst in which the agent who brings the Midewiwin to the Anishinawbeg is a 

manitou or Nmabozho, and the second, in which the secrets of the Mid-in are 

reveaied to a human, who then passes on his knowledge to hisher fellow Anishinaabeg. 

in actual fact, the Ojibwa thernselves would not have made such distinctions since the gift 

of the Midewnvjn to the Anishinaabeg was always traced back ultimately to either Kitchi 

Manitou or Nmabozho. What changed are the details: some versions concentrated on 

the reasons the Midewiwin came into king, while others appear to have concentrated 

more on how it was transmitted to the Anisbbeg,  and who the messenger or 

oshhbewis was. 

As was iilustrated in Warren's version of the Midewiwn origin narrative, many of 

the narratives which have been written down and published, atûibute the origin to 

Nanubozho alone, or in conjunction with Kitchi Mmrilou, or some other manitou. This 

usually OCCLUS toward the end of a cycle of narratives concerning Nunabozho, a version of 

which was related in the previous chapter. To recapitulate, in these narratives, the 

Undematet Manitous kill a wolf who is Ncmc~bozho's brother (cousin, son, grandson), so 

Nanabozho seeks revenge and kills their leader.' The surviving Undenvater Manitous 
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then flood the world, but Na~bozho escapes by clirnbing a tree or building a raft, and 

sends down an animal ( d y  a muskrat) to bring back mud and re-create the world, 

afler which he creates the ~nishinsnbeg? 

It is at this point in the cycle of nanatives tbat Nmboozho usuaily becornes 

involved in founding the Midewiwin, having created the Anishiniiabeg h m  earth and 

placed them on the island which he had fiishioned fiom the mud brought up to hM by 

muskrat. In some versions Nmbozho himseif b ~ g s  the Midewiwin to the Anishinaabeg 

(Jones 1919547-559); in others the manitous meet in council and try to appease 

Nmabozho by offering him the MidewMn for the Anishinaabeg (Barnouw 1955:4143). 

In what may be the earliest extant version ckca 1800 (Tanner 1830: 185), Mkshipeshi 

(Mishibeshu), the ogintaa of the Undemater Mimitous, initiates the peaceaiaking 

gesture himself.7 ui some other versions such as Jones (1917), the fïrst humans disappear 

d e r  they have been created, so Nanabozho reaiizes that he mut ensure that the 

Anishinsabeg leam to iive with other beings in the cosmos, if they are ?O survive. In 

particular, the Anishinaabeg must leam how to seek assistance fkom the manitous, and 

how to make offerings to them. 

Two of the most widely cited versions of the Midewiwin origin narratives which 

have survived fiom the nineteenth century are the one transcribed by Warren fiom his 

informant in the 1830s or 1840s, and another transcribed by H o f i a n  in the 1890s, whose 

informant goes back to at least the 1830s. While these two versions have corne to 

represent Midewiwin origin narratives, there is no evidence that they were ever the 



dominant versions. It may weii be that they have been preserved in p ~ t  form as a m e r  

of chance. 

Warren's version is as foilows: 

While our forefiihers were living on the great sait water toward the rising 
sun, the great Megis (sea-~hell)~ showed itselfabove the surfiace of the 
great water, and the rays of the sun for a long @od were teflected h m  
its glossy back. It gave warmth and Light ta the An-ishi-in-aub-ag (Rd 
race). AU at once it sank into the deep, and for a the ou. ancestors were 
not blessed with its iight It rose to the sutface and appeared again on the 
great river which drains the water of the Greaî Lakes, and again for a long 
time it gave He to our forefitbers, and reflected back the rays of the m. 
Again it disappeared firom sight and it rose not, till it appeared to the eyes 
of the An-ish-inabau-ag on the shores of the fïrst great lake. Again it 
sank h m  sight, and death daily visiteci the wigwams of our forefathers, 
tiU it showed its back, and reflecteâ the rays of the sun once more at Bow- 
e-ting (Sault Ste. Marie). Here it remained for a long the, but once more, 
and for the last time, it disappeared, and the An-ish-ia-aub-ag was left in 
dadmess and rnisery, till it floated and once more showed its bright back at 
Mo-ning-wu-a-kaun-kg (La Pointe Island), where it has since reflected 
back the rays of the sun, and blessed our ancestors with Me, Light, and 
wisdom. Its rays reach the remotest village of the wide spread Ojibways 
(Warren 1 984:78-79). 

This tale, as the m t o r  went on to explain, traced the movement of the Ojibwa people 

£kom theu original homeland somewhere dong the shores of the Atlantic Ocean, up the 

St. Lawrence, through the Great Lakes to Bowating, and then to Chequamegon (La Pointe 

or Madeline Island). The migration is explained in the context of the Midewiwin having 

been granted to the Ojibwa in order to pmtect them f5om illness and misery. A full 

explanation of this tale is given in the quote at the beginning of the introductory chapter. 

While this is the most common explanation, there is at least one aiternate explanation 

given in Jones1 collection of Ojibwe texts. According to the editor (Tniman Michelson), 

the Midewiwin was equated with life itseLf, and the oner's path was the path of Me: each 



time a iodge was put up, he left the gifl of Mie to ali who become members (Jones 

19 l9:570-571). 

Warren's source for his version was possibly Flat Mouth, the PUager Chief from 

Leech Lake, who also provided Nicollet (and thus Schoolcraft) with much of his 

idonnation on the Midewiwtn? Flat Mouth's family origins are not lai~wn,~~ but the 

Piliagers seem to have originated h m  among the noahern bands of the Bounàary Waters 

area, who pushed south and West a g a  the Sioux, eventually occupying the area aromd 

Red Lake and Leech Lake. Although Warren and Hickerson disagree regarding the 

specifîcs, both place the Pikgers among what Warren calls the "Northem Ojibwa," 

although Warren, in his description of the major clans, Listed the Bear clan as one of those 

whom he designated as king southem. It is Iücely that the= was intermarriage between 

the two groups. At the same tirne, other bands under such leaders as B i a w a h  and his 

son, Catawbedai (Flat Mouth's contemporary), had pushed south and West fiom La Pointe 

to the regions around Fond du Lac and Smdy Lake. 

Whether or not Flat Mouth was part of the northem or southem groups, he 

nevertheless would have st i l l  seen himseifas a participant in the westward migration of 

the Ojibwa In fact, it would appear that Flatmouth and the PilIagers saw their village as 

the next stopping point of the Midewiwin, and indeed in later tellings of the tale, the last 

stopping point is Leech Lake, established by the westward moving Ojibwa Perhaps they 

even felt that they were approaching yet another p e n d  of "darkness and misery," since 

they continued to be attacked by Siow to their West and were increasingly pressed by the 

Americam to the east. The supply of big game animais had diminished, the fur trade no 
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longer pmvided them with goods that they had corne to depend upon, and epidemic 

diseases had taken a toii on their people. Many of them, inclucüng Flat Mouth himself, 

had temporariiy abandoned the teachings of the Midewiwin and embtaced the teachings 

of the Shawnee Prophet, while as Tanads narrative flanner 118301 1994:168-9) 

indicates, other minor prophets were active durhg this period. 

The prophets and their prophecies refiect the growing sense of powerlessness that 

many Ojibwa felt at the tirne-particuiarly in relation to the increasing number of E m  

Americans, and no doubt for this reason, they often incorporated portions of the Christian 

message and symbols in hopes of obtaining some of the power that was associated with 

them. Yet they were also strongiy moted witbin the ancient visioiiary tradition, and 

whatever such prophets borrowed h m  Christian sources was placed within the 

traditional Anishinaabe world view. 

The Pilîagem and other bands of western Ojibwa, despite growing pressures on 

them in the nineteenth century, were considerably more independent than moa of their 

more easterly brethren who had already borne the brunt of Euro-American advances. 

Despite the problems t&at the western bands faced, and despite some attempts to look for 

new paths to foiiow, most of them continuecl to place theu faith in the power of the 

Midewiwin and the Mide elders, at the tirne that Warren's tale was recorded. 

Warren mentioned in his book that there was another tale told by the Mide elders 

of Fond du Lac which was remarkably similar to the one mentioned, except that instead 

of the miigis, it was the otter who is said to preside over the Mide rites (Warren l984:8 1). 

The following account fiom a Midewiwin origin narrative is Sika'ssige's explanation of a 
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Mille Lac chart (Hofnnan I89l:lSS), but it is probably quite simila. ta the tale mentioned 

by Warren: 

When Mitnabo'zho descended to the earth to give to the Ani'shina'beg the 
Midew'wiwin, he left with them this chart, Midew'wigwas'. Kit'shi 
Man'ido saw that his people on earth were without the means of protecting 
themselves a g a  disease and death, so he sent Elli'nabo'zho to give to 
them the sacred giR Mi'nabo'zho appeared over the waters and whiie 
reflecting in what marner he shouid be able to commmicate with people, 
he h e d  something laugh, just as an otter sometimes cries out. He saw 
something black appear upon the waters in the west which immediately 
disappeared beneath the d a c e  again. Thea it came up at the northem 
horizon, which pleased Mi'nabo'zho, as he thought he now saw some one 
through whom he might convey the information with which he had been 
charged by Ki'tshi Man'ido. When the black object disappeared beneath 
the waters at the north to reappear in the east, Mi'nabo'zho desired it would 
come to him in the middie of the waters, but it disappeared to make its 
reappearance in the south, whm it again sank out of sight to reappear in 
the West when Mi'nabo'zho asked it to approach the center where there was 
an island, which it did. 
Then Ni'gik [the otter] asked Mitnabo'zho, "Why do you come to this 
place?" When the latter said, "1 have pity on the An'shina'beg and wish to 
give them Me; Ki'tshi Mani'ido gave me the power to confer the means of 
protecting themselves against sickness and death, and through you 1 wiil 
give them Mide'wiwin, and teach them the sacred rites." 
Then Mi'nabo'zho built a Mide'wigan in which he instniccted the Otter in 
al1 the mysteries of the Mide'wiwin. The Otter sat before the door of the 
Mide'wigan four days, sunning himself, a h  which he approached the 
entrance where his progress was amsted by seeing two bad spirits 
guarding i t  Through the powers possessed by Mil&zho he was 
enabled to pass these; when he entered the sacred lodge, the first object he 
beheld king the sacred stone against which those who were sick were to 
be seated, or laid, when undergoing the ceremonid of restoring them to 
health. He next saw a poa painted red with a green band amund the top. 
A sick man would also have to pray to the stone and to the pst, when he 
is within the Mide'wigan, because within them would be the Mide spirits 
whose help he invoked. . . . (Hofhan 1891 :175-6). 

Sika'ssige had reccived a copy of the migration chart, upon which the tale is 

based, fkom the senior Mide at Mille Lacs in 1830, when, as a young boy, he had been 



received hto the fht degree of the Midewiwid' Since the tale undoubtedly was 

originaiiy told for instruction purposes, it provides a better context than the previous tale 

about which Warren had indicated he had only traascn'bed that portion which had struck 

him most forceMy. The duect appearance of Kitchi Monitou in Sika'ssige's version 

might at first appear to indicate a later Christian influence, since Kitchi Manitou came to 

be identined with the Christian God, but this is not necessarily the case since there are 

good arguments that the concept could have been either pre-contact or pst-contact This 

is not to say that some origin narratives do not adapt some aspects of Christian theology. 

Loonfootts account to Kohl (1 985: 195-199) in the 1850s has Kitchi Manitou creathg a 

garden in which the nrst man and women eat the forbidden Mt, albeit in a uniquely 

Midewiwin context. Many later versions such as Redslry's (1972) interwove Midewiwin 

and Christian beliefs to a considerable degree. 

Nevertheless, despite their similarities, and some possible Christian influences, 

there are signifïcant interna1 ciifferences in the two versions transcribed by Warren and 

Hofian. Most obvious, as Warren (Cl8851 1984:81) noteci., is the fact that the miigzis in 

the second version was replaced by the otter. Since the miigis was symbolic of the 

MidewMin in general, whiie the otter represented the first degree, it is possible that the 

second tale was specific to the initiation ceremony for the first degree. However, 

Hofhan (1 891 : 1 84) declared that the northern bands used the Otter as their guide and the 

southem bodies believed in the niigis. Dewdney (1975: lS8), makes yet mother division. 

Taking into account some twentieth cenhuy sources, he suggested that in the southern 

Mide tradition the Otter acted as the messenger of the Midewiwin, while among 
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northemers this mle was fiiied by the more daogerous Bear. in the twentieth century 

narratives such as those reIated by Redsky ( h m  the Bomdary Waters region), 

intenningled the miigis and the ottet (nigrg), and added in the bear (mahua) as important 

figures in brhging the Midewiwin to the A n i s b b e g  (Redsky 1972: 100-106). It would 

appear that the different accounts are variations on the same theme, rather than indicating 

sipnincantly diaerent traditions. 

While Sika'ssige's version of the origin narrative appears to neglect the westward 

migration of the Midewiwin and the Ojibwa people, the migraton is spelled out in more 

detail in the migration chart which served as a mnemonic aid to the eldea who recited the 

tale. This particular migration chart simply represented the resting spots of the 

Midewiwin as dots on a line, but SWssige was able to explain to HofEnan the 

geographical locations of each of these "dots" in the westward migration of the Ojibwa 

While not totally comprehensive, Sika'ssige's commentary provides the earliest and most 

complete Listing of place names available. Sika'ssige's commentary has k e n  

corroborated and supplemented by migration charts found in the MiUe Lacs papas 

interpreted by Vemun in his article on the migration songs of the Midewiwin (Vennun 

1978:752-74). 

Red Sky's migration charr (Drawing by B. Nemeth, Courtesy of the University of 
Tomnto Press. Glenbow Museum1 



In his analysis of these and other migration c h ,  Veanum makes the point that the 

locations vary considerably since the Mide elder who compiled them invariably made his 

own village the final (western) resting point In this way, the Mide elders "establish 

certain locai manitous (spirits) as intercessors in the curiog rites as weli as endow nearby 

landmarks with sacred attributes (Vennurn 1978:762). The relative scarcity of names in 

the eastem portion of the migration no doubt reflects the faet that M, migration charts 

exist for amas to the east of La Pointe, but this should not lead us to believe, as Dewdney 

(1 977) argueci, that La Pointe was thus the actual site where the Midewiwin originated. 

Dewdney appears to have based his argument mainly on Loonfoot's chart that he had 

shown to Kohl. As Blessing (1977:107) has pointed out, other charts made it even clearer 

that La Pointe was simply seen as one stop (albeit an important one) where the 

Midewiwin was made known in the Ojibwa's westward migration. 

The relative scaniity of origin narratives among the more eastem Ojibwa may 

reflect how linle anyone knows (Euro-Amerîcan and Indian alike) about the early history 

of the Anishïnaabeg, and specifically, the people who were to become known historicaüy 

as the Ojibwa. It also may be the result of the fact that many of the more eastem Ojibwa 

(or Mississauga as they were of&n known in Upper Canada and the lower Michigan 

peninsula) foumi themselves upmted, and in msny cases were converted to Christianity 

much earlier than their western btethren. The leaders and many band members in these 

regions were adherents of one of the many Christian denominations which undertook 

missionary work among the hdiam of the Great Lakes region. At a tirne when the 
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Ojibwa of the southwest were beginning to identify themseLves as Ojibwa in the context 

of Middewiwin narratives, atives,y of the eastern Ojibwa converts nich as Jones, Copway, 

Jacobs and Salt, were in the proces of writibg about the "Ojibwa nation" withïn a 

Christian context.12 W e  the MidewMtin was di practiced by the eastem Ojibwa 

duruig the nineteenth century, its adherents no longer played a central role in the dfi i  

of most bands, as they did among those bands who lived in the Upper Michigan peninsula 

and fiuiher West. Aithough some descriptions of the Midewiwin in the former areas exïst, 

there are no transcriptions of any of thek m t i v e s ,  nor do any of their written records 

fiom the nineteenth century match those found for other areas. l3 

in another cycle of Midewiwin origin narratives, two new and seemingly 

unconnected elements are introduced into the ongin narratives. Most, although not aîi of 

these narratives, have k e n  collected in the boundary waters area of Minnesota in the 

twentieth century. This may account for some of theu variations, since both the region 

and the time are different fiom previous narratives. Certaialy, there are implicit or 

implied elements of Christianity in some of the most recent narratives. Nevertheless, the 

essential message continued to be that sickness and death wodd always be with the 

Anishinaabeg, but their effects could be mitigated through the Midewiwin, so that people 

could have a long and good Me. 

Whereas, in the earlier narratives, it was either the Miigs, or Chter who was 

responsible for bringing the MidewMtin to the Anishinaabeg, in many of these muratives 

Kitche Maniou and the Migiis ask Bear to be the messenger or Oshkrabewis. The fîrst 

pmion of these particula. narratives describes the joumey of Bear westward with the 
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mide pack stopping at various points to establish the Midewiwrn. As with the previous 

versions, the last stopping point is usually the l d t y  in which the Midewiwin is king 

perfiormed In some versions, Bear is forced to "break through" a barrier or barriers, 

prefiguring portions of the MidewnYjn ceremony as it was eoacted. Various mide 

manitous j ob  him in order to help create new mide ceremonials, and show how the 

ceremonies are to be Catried out. 

The second portion of this cycle of narratives involves a human intemediary in 

the process. Although the person is not identified in the version given to Densmore, the 

narrator does perhaps provide an exphnation as to why the= were human intemediaries 

in this cycIe: 

So the East Manido was selected to go among these Indians and teach 
them. Before he lefi the others he told them that they must get everything 
ready and decide how the Mide should be taught to the Indians. Of course 
the East manido cotdd not approach the Indians in his spirit fom, so he 
was born of an oid woman who had lived with her husband al1 her Iife but 
had no children. (Densmore 1910:21) 

In other versions of this cycle, a young boy who is usudy called Cutfoot (Reagan 

19335 16-5 17; Landes l968:9S-ll3; Redslry L972:80-8 1); or sometimes Odaemin 

(Heartberry or Strawberry according to Johnston 1 W6:8 1-84), receives instructions 

regarding the Midewiwin. In Johnston's version, for instance, he has died fiom a deadly 

disease, and has been restored to Life by Nmbozho. He is then given instructions on 

how to make use of herbai remedies for healing. Odaemh, himself, grows old, and 

passes on his power and skills to a young man so that the Anishinaabeg would always 

have the gift of Me. ln Redsky's version, the young man is taken across the ocean by 



Naru~bozho. There, the teachings are imparted to him, he retunis, and transmits his 

In most earlier versions, Cutfoot is giwn creàit for h a . g  received these 

"blessings" in a vision, and passed it on to his feiiow Mshinsabeg. One of Landes' 

versions focuses on this aspect: 

A certain Indian was the only one to be taught Earth rnidewiwin by a 
manito. [The manitou] was Shell, and he sent for [Cutfoot]. The Indian, 
then six or seven yeais old, was playing on the beach with bis elder 
brother. At night the linle boy did not retum to the lodge, so the foks 
asked the elder bmther. . . . They sought hirn many days. . . . Four years 
the old foks remained at the same place. One aftenioon they saw 
someone w a k g  down the beach. . . . They recognized him immediately. 
They fed him, of course, and asked him where had been. He said he had 
been Msitiag, but would not say where. . . . Finally his father understood 
[that the boy had a mystic experience not to be divulged], quit questionhg 
him, and told his wife to do likewise. . . . 
After a the ,  he married and told his wife where he had ken, what he 

had seen and heard And he said, "1 am going to do i t  It is cded  
midewiwin." No Indian had heard of it before. . . . 
His elder brother became ill. . . . The boy said, "Oh, we'll put him 

through midewiwin." . . . 
When he finished with him [the elder brother], the boy was up and 

around, well as ever, except for king a liale thin. 
From then on, he [the visionary] taught the old men [the shaaians] how to 

perform it. They daim that this is how midewiwin was started among 
Indians. It is a tme story. The man's name was Cutfmt. He and his 
family lived at YeUow Hammer Beach wadeline Island]. He had two 
children. (Landes 1968: 1 10-1 1) l4 

Landes described another variation wherein Bear cured a woman using the 

Midewiwin, but there was no hùit that she was the original intermediary who brought the 

Midewiwin to the Anishinaabe. Landes attributed this to the "fact" that this was because 

women generally were not visionaries, but it is more Iike1y due to regional variations in 

the narratives. It is, for instance, possible to document a number of female Midewiwin 



leaders, beginning with Schoolciaft's example of Catherine Warnbose. More recently, a 

collection of narratives h m  the 1890s inciudes a tale relatecl by Jacques LePique about a 

young orphan girl who was taken across the water by Mshi Ginabig (Big Snake), where 

she received the power of the MidewEwin fimm an old wornan and her sons who were the 

Four Win& (Kidder, 199452-54)- In yet another twentieth century version, a young man 

was taken acmss the oceau to some other land by Nmraborho where the teachings were 

imparted to h i . .  He then traosmtted his power to other AnishinsRbeg (Dewdney 

1975:3445). 

Although there aie numemus variations, ai l  of these narratives include a human 

intermediary who introduced the MidewnMn to his or her feilow Anishinaabeg. In some 

instances, the person had been sick, was physically impaired, or even dead and raised to 

life. In most, but not ail cases, the teachings and power appeared to the person in a 

vision. in most of the versions there was considerable emphasis on d e s  and regdations 

for joining the Midewiwin, instructions about the ceremony itself, and d e s  for Living a 

good Me. 

Most commentators have tended to focus on the visionary aspect that was present 

in moa of these narratives. Vecsey suggests that this group of renditions of the origin 

narrative may represent a comection between the Midewiwin and the visionary tradition 

as represented in the vision quest. In Vecsey's view, the Mide myths as he terms them, 

are "stories about the go& coming to individual Indians with the promise of guardianship 

through the Midewiwin. Uniike traditional visionary patterns, however, in the Midewiwin 

myths the visionary is able to p a s  on the gift of the vision of the Midewiwin itself to the 
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irnmediate community, and ultimately to all the Ojibwa people-" (Vecsey 1984:461-2). 

Vecsey's interpretation suggests that at some time in the past, the Midewiwin 

began to supplant visiomuy eXpenences as a means of obtaining "blessings" or power 

f?om the manitous-presumably d e n  some individual received a vision empowering him 

to pass on his knowledge to other members of the comrnunity- While in no& 

circumstances such actions were forbidden, there are other occasions when this appears to 

have happened. Thus, for instance, the Waubmo, which is sometimes considered to be 

an offshoot of the M i d ' n ,  in inme traditions, is said to have been started by a young 

man who had a dream after his father had r e M  to allow him to join the Midewiwin. 

While it is impossible to date this occinrwce, it may have been during the eighteenth 

century. SMilarly, the Dnun Dance, which appeared in the late nineteenth century at a 

time when the Midewiwin was declining in influence, mse when a young Sioux girl had 

a vision regarding the power of the drum to revitaiize the Indian people, and was taken up 

in large numbers by the Ojibwa as well-despite the fact that the Dakota were stiU their 

enemies (Vennum 1982:44-47). It would appear more likely, therefore, that visonary 

experiences continued to play an important role in Ojibwa society, and within the 

Midewiwin for that matter. 

Dewdney (1977: 157-8) has also arguecl that the introduction of the Midewiwin 

represented a reaction against an abuse of power by visionaries. Dewdney theorized that 

the practitioners of the Midewiwin attempted to hamess the power of the more dangerous 

spirits by absorbing them into Mide rites and ceremonies, thus giving themselves more 



power. However, according to Dewdney, they were too s u c c e d ,  since powerful Mide 

officials perverted Midewiwin rites by relying more on their visionary powers. Dewdney 

envisaged a situation wherein the Midewiwin among the more southerly Ojibwa became 

increasingly compteci as it moved northwards where a visioaary tradition had persisted. 

Like many other observers Dewdney subscribed to the view that there was an 

"orthodox" Midewnvin (which he believes developed out of La Pointe/Chequamegon and 

spread soutbwestward) while deviant fomis developed among other groups of Ojibwa 

Orthodoxy, however, is a concept more applicable to Euro-American religions than to 

those of the Anishinaabeg. 1 would argue that any ideas of orthodoxy only developed 

when the Midewiwin was already in deciine and had begun to adopt Christian concepts as 

a weapon which could be used by the Mides in their stmggle against M e r  assimilation 

Dewdney's explanation ignored several important aspects of the role of visionaries 

in Ojibwa society. Unlike western society in which spiritual power is often used for self- 

aggranâizement, visionaries who had had their power demonstrated and verified by the 

elders were bound to use it when asked. Since visionaries received their power fiom a 

particuiar tutelary spirit, some of whom were believed to confer the power to do both 

"good and bad medicine," they had Little choice in how this power was used if they 

accepted the guardianship of a manitou such as Mishibizhiii. T h y  they were obliged to 

use "bad medicine" when asked-even ifthey did not want to do so. If they did not, they 

nsked losing ail their powers. The two-edged nature of this "power" is indicated by the 

myth related to Kohi (1985:423425) and quoted by Smith (1995 : 109- 1 1 O), in which a 

shaman gained the power to perform marvelious cures h m  Mishibuhiii, only to have his 
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own wife and ciuldren die. It was understood as a condition of He that power gaineà 

through visions couid have both good and bad effects. 

It must also be understood that candidates for the Mfdewiwin were initially 

required to have a vision, or in the case of childrea, the sponsor would have a vision 

indicating that the manitous were open to their candidacy and would ultimately c o n .  on 

them the required power. Nicoilet (1 970: 199) noted in his discussions with Flat Mouth in 

the 1830s that this system had become open to abuses, and that Flat Mouth himseif had 

been one of those responsible for instituthg refotms-which required more than a single 

person having a vision. By the 1880s when Hoffman was doing his research, the reforms 

would appear to have been no longer in effect (Hofian 189 1 : 163-4), since Ho- 

suggested that the applicant could ask the Mide officials for permission to purchase a 

migiis, and ififthis was successful, then the procedures were the same for both types of 

candidates. In later accounts, however, there are nurnerous references to visions king 

important for anyone who wished to gain sufficient power to hct ion as a Mide shaman. 

Even in the 1930s when Landes was doing much of her field research, visions 

were considered essential if one wished to be a "genuine" Mide official. The visionary 

experiences of these Mide officials no doubt help explain some of the continuhg 

variations in both the origin narratives and ceremonial rituais. As Landes observes, "It 

seems reasomble to infer that the Ojibwa divergences from their older recorded forms 

were expedited by the people's devotion to visions . . . [even if] the Indians aiways said 

they were transferring faitMNy the teachings ofpast times" (Landes 1968:112). What 

the foregoing examples indicate is that there was an on-going creative tension between 
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the visioiiary tradition, and the formal tradition of poissiag on knowledge through the 

institution of the M i M n .  As with al1 tbings in Anishiuaabe Me, the two need not, 

and should not, be seen in dialecticai opposition. Rather they existeci side by side, 

providing complementary ways of obtaining lmowledge and ultimately, power. 

It could aiso be argued that origin narratives in which human intermediaries 

played a major role may reptesent an adaptation ofthe concept of the Christian saviourUT 

However, while there was undoubtedly a gmwing knowledge of Christian beliefs among 

the more eastedy bands of Ojibwa, it must also be remembered that the role of 

oshkoooewis as messenger was weli established in other aspects of A n i s b b e  society. 

It is more likely that Mide visions d u h g  this period occumd in the context of the vision 

experiences of the leaders of revitalkition movements such as that of the Shawnee 

Prophet. So strong was the appeal of some of these movements that even some Ojibwa 

Mide Leaders such as Flat Mouth temporarily renounced their belief in the Midewiwin and 

threw away their biinjîgoosun (personal medicine bags) in order to follow the teachings 

of one of the  prop ph et^."'^ 

A Mide ongin story coilected by Schoolcraft appears to fd into this category 

since it contains elements common both to Christian beliefs and those of several of the 

revitabtion movements: 

About this tirne, a person in the shape of a human being came down fiom 
the sb; his clothing was exceedingiy pure and white. . . . 
This divine messenger then gave to the indians laws and d e s ,  whereby 
they shouid be guided: fh t ,  to love and feat Kezha Monedo, and next that 
they must love one another. . . He then instituted the grand medicine or 

* 

metay we win dance: this ceremony was to be observai annuaiiy, and with 
due solemnity, and the Mans, said Nabinoi, experienced much good 



h m  it; but Ullfortunately the fmlish young men were cheated by Mache 
Monedo who caused them to adopt the Wabano dance. . . and this was 
£inaiiy introduced into the metay we wining (ie. medicine dance) and 
thereby corrupted it. 

(Mash-kwa-shahong - a tale cepriateci in - - 
s Wtpwam. 1848:114-115) 

The above tale, Schoolnaft tells us, was originally coiiected h m  an old Ojibwa 

chef, Nabinoi, fimm the Sault Ste. Marie (Bowating) region, by Schoolcds brother-in- 

law, George Johnsod6 in the early part of the nineteenth century. Unfortunately, no 

m e r  information is given about Nabinoi. Many of Johnson's and SchoolCTaft's 

uiformantts were Christian converts, but in this case we are not told if this was so. We 

also have no way of knowing whether it was originally related in Ojibwa, although this is 

probable suice Johnson was part Ojibwa himself, and was employed as an interpreter. 

Presumably Johnson translateci it into Engüsh, although Schoolcraft may still have altered 

the text It is almost impossibie to determine to what extent the narration was altered by 

Johnson andlor Schoo ld .  Aithough Ojibwa freely adopted Christian concepts in their 

narratives when they were felt to be usefiil, it is ciifficuit to determine when the allusions 

are Schoolcrafts glosses and when they are the work of the original story teiiers. 

Schoolcraft professed to do everything possible to maintah the structure and content of 

the original narratives, but in fact, his versions betray bis own literary aesthetics and 

philosophical beliefs (Clements IWO). 

Schoolcraft's version of the origin of the Midewhun, although it could be one of 

the earliest recorde4 is interlaced with Judeo-Christian themes. To begin with, Ojibwa 

visions usually took the fonn of aoimals, not humans, and even messengers would wt 



n o d y  be dressed in white. However, the vision had many features that were similar to 

one received by Neolin, the Delaware Prophet in 1762, particdarly its emphasis on the 

renewal of rituals. Dowd (1992: 33-34; 128), in his shdy of Neolin and several other 

prophetic leaders, makes the argument that this d for rituai renewai was because 

Indians believed that their SUfferings were the redt of their spirituai faiiures. Ritual was 

of importance precisely because, dong with visions, it made possible the assistance of the 

manitous. 

It is possible that Nabanoi had corne into contact with the Delaware Prophet's 

message, or had heard the version Eom someone who had. However, since Neolin's 

vision was weli known to Schoolcraft having been tramlated by Schoolcmft for inclusion 

in M c  R e m A s ,  his coilection of Indian legends, it is also possible that Schoolcraft 

altered Nabanoi's tale to make it codorm more closely with that of Neolin. Certainly, the 

glosses about Kesha Monedo and Machi Monedo, and the excesses of the Waabano, aU 

point to the hand of Schoolcrafi who was d o u s  to highlight what he considered to be 

the dualism of Ojibwa religion. 

There is another cycle of origin narratives, collected by Wiam Jones (1 9 l9:547- 

609) at Garden River fiom an undisclosed iaformant amund the tum of the century, 

which mers substantiialy h m  any of the ones recounted so fat". The cycle begins 

with Noncbozho and his brother creating human beings and then manitous to whom the 

Anishinaabeg could tum for help. Since the people must eventuaily die, it was decreed 

that Nanabosho's younger brother would die, so that he could look atet the souls of those 

who had died. Thus far the themes are relatively simiiar. However, the main tale centea 
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around a mythic contest of powers between Mighfy One (A Potawatomi of the Eagie 

Clan) and Black Thil of a Fish (An Ojibwa of the Bullhead clan). Mighty One, who was 

said to be one of the first humaos, received his power h m  the Underwater M i o u ,  

whiie Black Taii, was said to be an Undenvater Mmritou. In the contest, Black Tail used 

his mystic power to kill Mighry One's wife and children, but then made peace!. The 

manitous of four directions, and those of above and below, hearing of the contest, came to 

leam about the Midewiwin and gain its mediches. Coming to Black Tail, they gave him 

goods and tobacco, saying: 

"Pray, do you give us of your medicine and songs, that you may impart to 
us knowledge of everything we desire of you" 

Now said Black-Tail-of-a-Fish: "Thus shali it be as long as the world 
lasts, nom a great distance shali (the people) go to ask for medicine and 
songs, in just this way as you six have corne." 

Now, therefore, was Nanabushu nearly &y to compiete the various 
f o m  of the mystic rite that were to be . . . . 

Thereupon did Black-Tail-of-a-Fish set to work giving away the 
medicine; and in a while the kettieanim and the (bear-hide) case (for the 
drum) did he give the me& when he given them everthiag, it was then that 
he began sing to them. And when they had learned (the songs), he then 
spoke to them, saying: "You shall not go back home. You (are the ones 
who) shall go forth to cany the mystic rite [Midewiwin] into different 
places. . . . 

Truiy went they into the four directions fiom whence blow the winds, 
and to the other side of the underworld, and yonder into the sky. It was 
t h  that thence departed Black-Tail-ofk-Fish to go to where Mighty-One 
was. In a while he went into where he was. Lo, he was smiled upon by 
him. Black-Tailsf-a-Fish was told by him: No longer do you anger me. 
How could you anger me, when you really did not kill those children of 
mine? Simply to another land have they gone. Mer a while 1 shall go to 
where those chiidren of mine are. And the same thing shall happen with 
you as with me when we leave this world. In after-tirne it shd  corne to 



pass that tiil the end of the world the people wül sometimes stnve against 
one another, with their children up for a wagert' (Jones 19 l7:569-73). 

In motber tale in this cycle, Mighfyy-One ciid and, as predicted, his body became 

"magic paint," which pmvided his granddaughter with great power. She later conceived 

a boy child, to whom Bhck Fish, *fore he, too, died and became "magic paint') passed 

on the kiowledge of the Midoviwin, hcluding numerous Mide songs wbich are spelled 

out in detail. The young boy in tum grew old as a d t  of singing the songs. And he 

spoke to the people, saying: 

Such is the length of time tbat the world shaü last. O ye people! 1 too shall 
soon depart hence. Off over this way whence cornes the rnoming 
shall I (go to) harken to the people. And in furure tirne, whiie the babe is 
yet bound to the cradle-board, is when 1 shall be the first to be cded  upon 
by them that wish to perform the mystic rite. And by them whose child 
has died shall 1 be calied upon. This is all that 1 have to say to you, O ye 
people! 1 am the Red-looking-One, accordhg to the name that 1 have k e n  
given. It is now for you to go back home. This, no doubt, shall d c e  the 
people as long as the world shall last From no other place SM magic 
medicine ever be derived" (Jones 19 17:608-9). 

Perhaps the most signincant element in this particular tale, is the fact that it 

centres around a power duel between two rival shamans. Power struggles were an 

integral part of Anishinaabe We. However, they appear to have become increasingly 

common in a ritualized f o r -  towards the end of the nineteenth century and into the 

twentieth century when Ojibwa society was under stress h m  a number of dinerent 

quarters. In one part of this tale there is even a hint that the Midewiwin itself had become 

engaged in a duel with the religion of the whites. Black Tai1 explained "that whites will 

exist one day, and they WU live by manitoust directions in a way different fiom the 



Indians- If they spe& iii of Mide, making fun of it, the Thunderers wïil be angry and 

destroy towns. AU people should regard the mystic rite as manitou" (Jones 1919:571). 

However, the duel also prefigured parts of the Midewjwjn rituai itseff-for 

Mightyy-One's d e  and children die, but are reviveci into another He. And, it was through 

a similar death and redan rituai that new initiates were welcomed into the 

Midewiwin, and later demoastiated their own mystic powers. This theme of birth, death 

and re~ucrection occiirred in another form in the tale of the old man who is replaced by 

the young boy who then grows 014 and in the end of the final tale which reminds the 

listeners, that he (the old man), will retum when he is caüed upon to perfonn the "mystic 

rite" for thek newly bom or recently deceased children- Whiie it might be tempting to 

attribute this theme to Christian innuences, since some references in this cycle of 

narratives can be clearly attributed to Christian influences, it would appear much more 

likely that the theme is indigenous. Not ody is it a common theme world-wide, but it fits 

perfectly into the cyclical world-view of the A n i s b b e g ,  which penneated al1 aspects 

of theY existence. 

Although the nurnber of versions of Midewiwin origin myths is endless, most of 

them share a core narrative and a core message. AU are deeply rooted in an Anishinaabe 

worldview in which manitous and visions play an important role in providing the 

Anishinaabeg with the blessings or powers to live a long Life. Generally speabg the 

Midewiwin origin narratives form part of a larger cycle of nanatives which explain the 



creation of the world and the matures (including h m )  in it; attempt to explain the 

existence of Jiclaiess, dering and death; and explain the Midewnvin as both a guide for 

correct Living and a method of heaiing. 

üraduaiiy, over the, it is possible to trace some sigoilicant shifts in how the 

naclzltives portrayed the d e  of Specinc manitous, the concepts of good and evü, and the 

question of the afterlife, dthough none of these affected the fialamental nature of the 

Midewiwin. Nevertheless, there are a number of ambiguities in the narratives. Some of 

these, such as the great variety in comprehensiveness, are easily explainabIe. The degree 

of detail, and the focus of the tale could and did Vary depending upon the intended 

purpose of the narratives. Those connected with initiation rites for higher levels of the 

Midewiwin contained additional information not found at lower ievels. Most 

significantly, individuai visions of Mide officiais persodked the telling of the 

narratives. 

There is no denying that with the comhg of the f h t  Euro-Amencaos, the visions 

of Anishinssbeg began to change in order to take into account this new reality. When the 

Anishinaabeg first came in contact with the Wemitigoorhiwag (French), they had believed 

the newfomers possessed great power as a result of their Grearms, and their ability to 

speak across great distances with special markings. As a result they had sought aid from 

these "powerful beings," causing the French to believe that they (the French) were king 

treated as manitous or could help the Anishinaabeg aga& their enemies, Save them fiom 

iliness and provide them with food to eat (White 1991 3). Perhaps this was so, but within 

a very short tirne the Anishinaabeg had altered their initial opinion, particulatly with 
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tegard to the mekrrdavr*konayewrniniiv~g (missionarïes/ptiests) who began to appear 

among them. Never before had they encountaed people whose view of the world was so 

dinerent fiom their own-and who demanded that the Anisbinaabeg adopt their own 

beliefs and ceremoaies. While these mekadewikorulyewininiwag appeared at nst to be 

powerless, and objects of ridicule, they were also viewed as potentiai evil shamans who 

might be hiding their real identity in order to work their evil more effeîtively. 

Anishinaabe suspicions seemed to be CO-ed when people who had become iii during 

epidemics were baptised just before dying. 

Anishimabe sharnans received visions which indicated which Christian deities, 

symbols and ceremonies couid be incorporated into the Anishineabe nanatives and 

cosmology, but the Anishuiasbeg as a whole were i m p e ~ o u s  to appeals of the 

missionaries to renounce their own beliefs and practices. As a result, Christian allusions 

were incorporated into some MidewMtin narratives, but the basic belief structure of the 

Midewiwin remained intact. As thne went on and conditions worsened for the 

Anis)iinaabeg, prophets arose who had received visions, t e h g  them to renounce the 

ways of the WayaabishRiiwed (White People) and retum to their former Me style. Whiie 

there was no single revitaiization movement ammg the Anishinsabe, large numbea of 

them at least temporarily became followers of such leaders as the Delaware and Shawnee 

prophets. Even when the political expression of these movements had faüed in their goal 

of repulsing the newcomers, vestiges of their beliefs remained. Like the prophets, some 

Anishinaabeg received visions which explained that the religion of the Christians was 

meant for the Wqaabishkiiwed, while the Midewiwin was intended for the Anishinaabeg. 
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Narratives of Indian converts to Cbtistianity who had died and been r e h d  entry into the 

Christian heaven since separate heavens exïsted for Indians and Whitemen, ckdated 

widely thughout the nineteenth cen- among the ~nishinsabeg~~. 

The incorporation of new figures and beliefk (hm other Indian tribes and later 

corn Euro-Grneticans) into Anishinimbe cosmology was a weii-estabLished method of 

dealing with changelg. However, as a result of the new visions which made distinctions 

between the Anishinaabeg and Wiryaabishkiiwed, Midewiwin beliefs and practices began 

to take on a more exclusivist form which was aiien to traditional Anishinaabe cosmology. 

This growing emphasis on the exclusivist nature of the Midewiwin (which was more 

closely akin to the revitabation movements than to traditional Anishinaabe beliefs and 

practices), and the acceptance of an exclusivist Christianity by other portions of the 

Anishinaabe community, ultimately helped set the stage for the development of 

factionalism in Ojibwa society. There are other ambiguities in the Midewiwin 

narratives which have continued to perplex succeeding generations of Euro-Americans. 

Sirnply put, the origin narratives appear to imply that an institution which was established 

in order to assist the Anishinaiibeg to lead the "good Mie," was done so with the assistance 

of the forces of evil. In many versions, the narratives teil how Mishibizhii (the ogimaa of 

the Undenvater Manitous) stole the ntst humans, so that Nimabotho decided that he 

would create the Animikiig (Thunderers) in order to watch over them. However, as 

Theresa Smith (1984: 184-5) explains, in some accoimts, the f h t  humans had been 

created by the Undenvater Manitous, and in others by the Undemuter Manitous in 

conjunction with the Thunderedo. In at least one tale, (Kohl 1 985: 195) they were 
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originally f o d  Wre man, but had the d e s  of a fish. Mthough Kohl's taie has stmng 

Christian overtones (including a Garden of Eden episode), thae is no denying the 

comecfions between the Midewiwin and Underwater Manitous and other water creatures. 

In one sense* it is conceivable that the tale of the Anishinaabeg originaiiy iiving dong the 

shore of the great sait water might also fefet to t b e ~  mythic ocigins in the distant past 

when they üved in the sea. Certainly this would tie in with those oanatives in which the 

original humans had scales. There might even be, as Smith specuiates, "a rather 

unsettling kinship between the [mderwater] monsters and the Anishinaabeg" (Smith 

1995:184). This is certainly suggested in the tale about Mighry One and Bluck Fish, who 

is named &er a creature fiam the watery and is sometimes tenned an Undemater 

Manitou. 

What we have in tbese narratives is the description of a very arnbiguous 

relationship between Mishibizhii and the Underwater Manitous who were responsible for 

the death of Nmabozho's brother, and the fïrst humans, on the one haad, and the 

institution of the Midewiwin which, on the other hanci, came into existence in order to 

bring the means of Life to the A n i s b b e g .  Surely it would have been more "logical" in 

western te= for the Thunderers to have been associated with the gift of the Midewiwitz, 

since Nmabozho had created them in order to protest the Anishinaabeg fiom the 

Mishibizhii. But it is precisely this ambiguity of existence which permeates ail aspects of 

the Anishimatte world view. Nothing is what it seems at first glance: that whkh may 

help you sunive, may also result in your death, if used in the wrong way, or if used to 

excess. The evil sharnan whom everyone fears, may have the power to cure youy whüe 
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the seemingiy fnendly stranger may bring death dong with his gifts. So it is with ali 

things in We, including the Midewiwnr. 

Perhaps our inability to uderstand these ambiguities is that many 

W~aabishkiiiwd persist in seeing thlligs in dualities: us and hem, good and evil, here 

and there, now and then. Mishibrihii and the other manitous of the waters, such as 

&es, had the potentid to do e d ,  but they were not " e d  incarnate" in the same ternis 

as the Christian devil. Mishibühii cannot be c o M  with "Michi-Manitou" whom the 

Christian missionaries equated with the devil. Not oniy was he one of a nurnber of 

manitous who were considered to be "evil manitous," but, as has ken indicated, he also 

possessed the capacity for good. Nevertheless, in Smith's words, "he acted as a kind of 

cosrnic buliy" who often used his great power to disnrpt things and throw creation out of 

balance (Smith 1995: IOM), causing the Anishinaabeg to feel "out of control." They 

were then lefi with the option of "beggiag for pity" and making him offerings of tobacco, 

or of tuming to the Thunderers and begging for assistance h m  Mishibkhii's greatest foe. 

The important thing was not that one side would ever be the Victor, but that everything 

would remah in balance-and they would feel "in control." In times such as the 

pestilence which visited them in the east, the tirne of evü p d c e s  at La Pointe described 

by Warren (1984: 109-1 IO), or the tirne when they were forced to give up theV lands and 

settle on reservatioas, the world was out of balance and the A n i s b b e g  felt very much 

out of control and at risk. Nevertheless, gradually the balance always retumed, and with 

it, the Midewiwin in its positive aspects. Viewed in this way, Mishibizhii's role in the 



Mid-win from the perspective of the Anishinaabeg is not so anomaious as it may seem 

at m. 

What 1 have attempted to do up to this point is consider the Midlewiwin ûom îhe 

vantage point of the Midaviwin origin narratives in order to provide an Anishinaabe 

perspective. Seen withia the context of the Anishinaabe world view discussed in chapter 

one, there can be no question that the Midewiwin is an integrai pas of this world view 

rather than an appendage grafted h m  an aiien culture. From the perspective of these 

narratives¶ contact with the Waymbishkiiwed was important, but it was not world 

shattering-whatever the effects of disease, alcoholism and the loss of their land may have 

been. Euro-Amencans, dong with some of their go&, and some of their views, were 

gradually incorporated into the Anishinaabe world view. It is therefore not surprising to 

find that gradualiy over tirne, expl~~~~~ltions of the Midewiwin's origïn and purpose began 

to take on some accretions fkom the Wayaabishkiiwed, but these accretions never altered 

the fùndamentai Anishinaabe underpinnings of the M i d e W i n .  

Euro-American Perspectives: The Search for Certainties 

As was noted briefly in the introduction, early Euro-Amencan observers 

represented a wide variety of beliefs coaceming the nature of the world they lïved in. 

Although many of them professed to be Chnstiaus, few of them, other than the 

missionaries, practised their belins with any diligence since there were extremely few 

pnests and rninisters in the Great Lakes region up to the mid and late nineteenth century. 

Neveaheless, most Euro-Americans would have probably had a better kuowledge of 



basic Christian beiiefs than the average nominai Christian today. While these beliefs 

varied considerably, dependhg upon the nature of the denomination, most Euro- 

Americans believed in a personal God, who was ôoth creator and the source of goodness, 

and a devil, who was the source of evil. Most believed in the natural sinfbhess of 

h m ,  and the need to achieve "salvation* here on earth, so that one could reside for 

eternity in "heavent' afker death. 

Christians believed themselves to be the "People of the Book," for their beliefs 

were said to be contained in the writings of what was temed the Bible. And while aLl 

knowiedge about how to lead a good life and achieve saivation could be found in the 

Bible, there were many disputes over the correct interpretation of what had been wrïtten. 

Each group who believed themsehes to have found thetnie interpretation was anxious to 

convince all others of this "good news." Uniike Anisbinaabe religion which was open to 

a progressive revelation, and was non-proselytizing, the adherents of Merent branches of 

Christiaaity each beiieved that theirs was the only true religion, and therefore that ody 

they would be spared the eternal fires of damnation in heu. 

Upon meeting Maas in the "new" world, Euro-Americans were faced with the 

need to integrate them into their world view, just as the Anishinaabeg attempted to 

integrate the Wayaabishkiiwed into theirs. Most Euro-Amencans regarded these w w  

people as "heathens" since the Indians appeared never to have heard of the Christian 

gospel, and they appeared to be "savages" since they iived in forests which Euro- 

Amencans found fiightening, practiced customs common to t'wildmen," and appeared to 

have neither laws nor morals according to Euro-Amencan standards? With the passage 
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of tirne, many Ew-Americam began to believe that originally the Indians had possessed 

a more highly developed ciMlizati011, Some, such as William Warren, suggested they 

were part of the lost tribes of 1-1, who had been banished. For Christians, Indians 

represented a constant temitlder of the work that had yet to be accomplished in bringing 

God's word to the world, and what could bappen to those who repudiateci the gospel. But 

the task of conversion was ciifficuit, Iadian languages were unintelligible to most, so 

communication was at best, second-hand through an intepetet Those who did speak 

Indian languages were seldom interested in religious questions. It mut  also be 

remembered that Euro-Americans viewed Indians on the latters' own temtory, in an alien 

naturai environment which was potentidy dangerous, so that while they might have 

outwardly held on to a beiief in their inherent superiority, many were no doubt fkightened 

by the world in which they found themselves. 

It should not be surprising, therefore, that early Euro-Amencan descriptions of the 

Anishinaabeg and their religious ceremonies such as the Midewiwin were strongly 

coloured by theu own world Mew. They were, therefore, k d l y  accurate protrayals of 

Anishinaabeg religion and religious practices-particdarty since most were brief 

references to some external feature which may have caught the eye (or ear) of the 

observer. It would have been as dficult for Euro-Americans to comprehend the 

Midewiwin, manitou, the sweat lodge, and the Thunderers, as it was for the A n i s k b e g  

to grasp the meaning of "divine." "atonement'" "trinity," or the significance of baptism or 

communion (Hinsdale l926:2 1).* 



A major problem in using Eum-Amerïcan reports of the Midewiwin is that they 

usually referred to ody a siagie aspect of the Midewiwin ceremonies which the observer 

may have witnessed, or was particdariy impnssed with. Thus, what was described 

simply as a White Dog Feast, or a sweat lodge ceremony, may weil have been part of the 

Midewiwl'n ceremonies-or it may have been a separate ceremony, depending upon the 

context in which it occuned. Since MideMwin ceremonies usually took place over a 

period of several days, most observers would have had only bief glimpses of the total 

ceremonies. Moreover, since observers often disappmved of "Indiadl dancing and 

dnimming in particuiar, they seemed often to choose an arbitrary generic term and used it 

to cover all reported occurrences. In a number of instances, for instance, what was 

described as loud dnimming at " Waabmo" ceremonies, most iikely took place at 

Midewiwin ceremonies, siace the Mide water dnim would have carried much fiuîher than 

the hand held "tambo~e" form of drum used at Waabano ceremonies. On the other 

hand, some ceremonies were described as Midewiwin simply because a payment of fees 

occurred. However, they could weii have been Shaking Tent ceremonies since Juasakids 

were also "paid" by people who wanted their assistance in commun.icating with the 

manitous. Even more cruciai to how we use these sources is the fact that few of them 

looked beyond the extemal ceremonies they were describing in order to attempt to 

understand the Ojibwa and their neighbours were pedormiag these ceremonies." 

Clothed in the righteousness of their own beliefs, they preferred to view such ceremonies 

as representing the work of primitive min&, when, in fact, the Midewiwin was more 

cornplex in structure than many of their own Christian ceremonies. Scholars, therefore, 
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would do weli to be as criticai of Euro-American sources as they have been of 

Anishinaabe narratives when trying to understand the M i d e d a  

Was the M U &  an Indigenoas Institution? 

Writers on the subject of the MideMwin generally were not concerned as to 

whether or not it was a pffcontact or post-contact institution before the publication of a 

number of pioneering aad controved works by the ethnohistorian, Harold Hickerson. 

Kickerson believed tbat the dimptive effects of European contact were sigaincantly 

diffant than previous contacts between Abonginal peoples. The~fore, the issue of 

dating had special importance for him. Using a histonographic technique cailed 

"negative evidence," he concluded that the Midewiwin could not have existed prior to 

European contact, because it had not been mentioned in any of the earliest documents 

(Hickerson [1970] 1988:s 1). Hickerson's conclusions have been accepted by many Euro- 

American ethnohistonans-although not ail would entirely accept al1 of his arguments. 

Many Ojibwa, however, consider his theories to be culturally arrogant as weli as 

inaccurate? 

Brown and Peers (1988: ) have observed in the critical review attached to the 

revised edition of Hickerson's n e  C h i p p e m  N- that negative 

evidence ornits much and is always subject to new data. This is particuiarly tnie with 

respect to the study of the Midewiwin if one broadens the concept of data from written 

sources to indude scrolls and other artifacts. For instance, Mide d a c t s  fiom the 

Glenbow Museum strongly suggest that the Midewiwin was practiced as far West as 



Saskaskchewan durhg the nineteenth century, despite the fact that there are only 

Even in the eighteenth century when the first documents mentioned the 

Midewiiuïn by oame or implication, most Eiÿo-Amen- had little comprehension of 

what they were trying to describe, and constantly confused or conflated the various 

Ojibwa ceremonies. Moreover, Hickason was obliged to recognize that some of his 

nineteenth centmy sources such as the Rev. Boutweii were rather biased with regard to 

their views about Ojibwa ieligion (Hickenon lWO:55). It is interesting to note that even 

though Boutweii and his coiieagues üved in the middle of what has been descnbed as the 

" Midewiwin heartlmd," they made only a few references to i t  If our history of the 

Midewmtin in the nineteenth century were based solely on these sources, the ceremony 

would have received only a passing notice! Yet we know h m  Ojibwa narratives and 

Mide scroiis, as weii as other Euro-Amencan sources, that it was regularly practiced and 

formed an integrai part of their iives. 

Moreover, there is still room for M e r  interpretation of the old sources that do 

exist For instance, Hennepin (1689), in his "A Co- of the New Djsc-I' (as 

quoted in Hofian), mentioned in passing thar the people amund the Great Lakes: 

"believe that there is a Master of Life, as they caii him, but hereof they 
make various applications; some of them have a lean Raven, which they 
camy always dong with hem, and which they say is the Master of their 
Life; others have an Owl, and some again a Bone, a Sea-Sheii or some 
such thing;" (Hof5na.n 189 1 : 152) 



The miigiî, in the form ofa sea-&eu, as has been seen, played a crucial mle in both the 

oral traditions conceming the Midewiwin and the ceremonies themselves-and is not 

connected with any other Anishinsiabe cemnony, so it would seem iikely that this chance 

remadc indicates that some form of M i d m n  carnonies were king practiced at that 

timejust as a lemerk conceming a use of a bone probably ~ferred to a heaüng ceremony 

involving one of the other traditionai Ojibwa healets. Conversely, Hennepin's comments 

couid well have been refenhg to the medicine bundles used in the Midemin. The skins 

of bkds and animals were used for the dinerent degrees, and the bundles contained 

several sacred objects including bones and a miigis. 

Hennepin then went on to note that: 

"As for their Opinion conceming the Earth, they make use of a Name of a 
certain Genius, whom they c d  Micaboche, who has cover'd the whole 
Earth with water (as they imagine) and relate innumerable fabulous Taies, 
some of which have a Kind of analogy with the Universal Deluge" 
(Hofian 1 89 1 : 1 54). 

in his work on the Midewiwin, Hofhan rightly made the co~ection in this quote with 

the Midewiwin origin myths in which Nonabozho gives the Midewiwin to the 

Hickerson dwelt at length on another description (from Marquette) which 

Hoffman had quoted: 

When 1 d d  there, 1 was very glad to see a great Cross set up in the 
middle of the Village, adom'd with several White Skins, Red Girdles, 
Bows and Arrows, which that good People had offer'd to the Great 
Manitou, to return him their Thanks for the care he had taken of them 
during the Wmter, and that he granted them a prosperous Hunting. 
Manitou, is the Name they give in general to aU Spirits whom they think 
to be above the Nature of Man (Hoffian 1891:155). 



H o m  had noted ( c o d y  again) that, whiie Marquette appears to think that the cross 

was a Christian one, it really was a Midewiwin medicine pole of the fourth degree, which 

had been erected for entirely different reasons. This is discounted out of hand by 

Hickerson, who attempts to "pmve" that the cross was, in facf Christian, having been lefi 

there by previous French missionaries. The cross was later adopted by the Ojibwa as "a 

distinguishing mark for one of theu degrees . . ." (Hickeison 1988:34). Perhaps the cross 

was left by some French missionaries since it was their practice to erect them in 

prominent places, while membefs of the Midewiwin who had been initiated into one of 

the degrees, nonnally placed their medicine poles in seciuded spots hown to them. 

Nevertheless, the practice of garlanding them with s a ,  ribbons, and painting them in 

different colours, is dennitely related to al l  degtees of the Midewiwin. Moreover, there is 

another ancient tradition of erecting medicine poles beside houses in which the occupant 

had had a &am and the sttength of the vision was in him or her. In the spring the owner 

would hold a feast, and the guests who wished a long life wodd corne, bringing tobacco 

and a garment which they would tie to the pole (Densmore 1910:248). The erection of 

decorated poles, in the form of crosses, or otherwise, was hardly new to the 

Anishinaabeg. At the very least, Hickenon made far too much out of this reference; at 

the worst, he is guilty of cultural myopia 

The third reason tbat Hickerson gave for considering the Midewiwin to be a post- 

contact institution was that "the payment in gg& of w r o d u c t i o n  as fees for 

instruction aud initiation" (Hickerson 198854) was an indication that the money 

economy had influenced the conduct of the Midewiwin ceremony. This argument is 
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ceriainly in keeping with his interpretation ofthe "Feast of the Dead" that the ûjibwa 

shared with the Niipissing and Hurons for a period of time. As an economic determini$ 

Hiclcetson either ignored or made littie attempt to understand the Anis)iinaabe world 

Mew. lastead, he concentrated bis analysis on the economic significance o f  gift giving in 

the context of the fur trade. Such an int-tion completely ignores the fact that such 

gift giving was integrai to the Anishiaaabe world view prior to the contact with Euro- 

Amencans, and extended beyond the Midwhvin to al l  aspects of Aaishinaabe Me that 

involved contact with the manitous, including Shakïng Tent ceremonies. That such a 

wastefûl attitude should have shocked the more maienaiist Euro-Amenans is hardly 

surprising, but it shouid not cause us to interpret the documents in terms of "fees for 

service." While continued contact with gmwing numbea of Ew-Americans may have 

caused some Ojibwa graduaiiy to adopt some of the more hdividdstic behaviours and 

to horde material goods, there is no concrete evidence that early Mide (or other) shamans 

kept for themselves ail the presents that were presented to them. if anythuig, as we wiii 

see when we examine the ceremonies in detaii, they aliowed for a sharing of goods. The 

question of whether or not the goods were aboriginai or Euro-American is seldom 

mentioned in either Anishinaabe or Euro-Amencan sources. It would appear to bave 

been less of a concem to members of the Midewiwin than followers of the such 

revitaihtion cult leaders as the Delaware and Shawnee Prophets. 

The next reason Hickerson cited is the fact that "there were occult practices in the 

performance" (Hickerson 198854). What he precisely means by this is uncertain. 

However, he was probably refenhg to the "shootingl' and reviving of the candidate by 
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the Mide officials during the initiation portion of the ceremonies, or he may have been 

aliuding to an eadier part in the ceremonies w h  the Mide officials showed the candidate 

the contents of their medicine buadles, and explaineci the pmpertîes and merïts of the 

various articles. They then employai a couple of "tests" which demonstrated the power 

of the Mides, and assured everyone that the candidate was worthy. These tests usually 

involved a series of beads which were made to roll by themseives, as if animated, and 

small figurines were made to move by themselves, as ifpossessed of a life of their own. 

(Hofkan 1988:204-205) Even as sympathetic an observer as Hofnnaa believed the 

laner, in particdar, to involve trickery which was used to deceive regular members of the 

Midaviwin and visitors, alike. Few Ew-American observers, no matter how 

sympathetic or objective, have been willing to accept the possibility that inanimate 

objects could be possessed of a life force, or bankg that, that the actions could be taken 

as symbolic. Nevertheless, despite his feelings about this, what is puzzling is why 

Hickerson should have singled out such practices in the MideWin as evidence of outside 

infiuences since alrnost aU Anishinaabe ceternonies used similar practices to demonstrate 

the power of the manitou(s). 

Hickerson's nnal point was that "the very existence of an organized priesthood 

seems improbable as an aboriginal institution" (Hickenon 198854). Leaving aside the 

question of whether or not the Mide officials shouid be temed pzïests or shamans in 

Euro-American terminology, there was an implication that "primitive" aboriginals could 

never have "developed" to such a stage on their own. Hickerson, himself, earlier in his 

book, placed himself M y  in the evolutionary tradition of Morgan and Service which 
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classined cultures into evolutionary leveIs or stages (Hickerson 1988:23). Certainly this 

ties in with his belief that the Midewiwin occufced as a result of more cornplex forms of 

social organijration which, in tum, wete the result of the Ojibwa's central role in the fut 

trade. W e  Hickersonk "fur trade" thesis is one possible expladon of the larger, more 

sedentary concentrations of people, there are other e q d y  plausible ones which need not 

be repeated at this point since they have been dealt with in chapter one. Sufnce it to say 

at this point that the organizatiod structure ofthe Midewiwin, including the roles of 

various officiais was tightly intemoven into the fabric of Anishinaabe society and worid 

view? 

There is, of course, the considerable danger stated by Hickerson, that in using 

nineteenth century sources to understand pre-contact forms of Anishinaabe iife and world 

view, we become guilty of "upstreaming," for our sources may reflect a much changed 

institution. However, if this were to be the case, the entire stnicture of the Anishinaabe 

world view would have changed, not just the Midewiwin, since as 1 I v e  demonstrated, 

the two are so tightly interwoven, that it is di£6cult to separate one from the other. This 

is not to suggest that changes in the Midmn have not occuned, since the Anishinaabe 

world view was based on an oral tradition and visionary experiences. However, changes 

were incorporated into the basic structure; the structure was not completely altered as 

Hickerson and others would have us believe. 

The arguments of Kat1 Schlesier (1 990) and Richard White (1 99 1) c o n c e h g  the 

world of the Anishinaabeg and the Wayaabishkiiwed in the late seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries are much more convhcing than those of Hickerson. Looking at the 
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same documents as Hickerson, Schlesier and White saw in them the description of a 

society of refiigee villages under grrat stress, rathet than Hickerson's view of a strong, 

vigorous society of large, stable viilages (Hickemn 1963:72-75). The villages that the 

documents describe, they argue, were composed of a diverse gtoup of people fleeing the 

attacks of the iroqouis, or the ravages of epidemics. Their old world had been destroyed: 

most of their old hunting and f i s h g  tenitories were forfeited, nuperous of their kin had 

lost their iives, and now they were forced to seek new iives in conjuncton with strangers 

whom they neither knew nor trustai. 

While Schlesier and White may ove- their case, there is no doubt in my mind 

that the world the documents describe was closer to their version of what happened than 

the version offered by Hickerson? The period foilowing the destruction of the Huron 

Confederacy in the southern Ontario peninsula in the 1650s by the Iroquois witnessed the 

flight of the few sunriving Huron. Along with their neighbours ûom southern Michigan, 

they fled to the relative safety of northem Lake Huron, Lake Michigan and eastem Lake 

Superior. However, even the= they continueci to be b s e d  by the Iroquois. The arriva1 

of the French provided only limited protection fiom the Iroquois, and while they provided 

the Anishinaabeg with new ïmproved trade goods, they also brought a new danger. The 

epidemics which had helped to destroy the Huron nation, now threatened to wreak equal 

havoc on the refbgees h m  the Iroquois. Moreover, the new Great Lakes environment 

forced changes on the refbgees, for not only were horticulture and large scale fishing 

limited to a few locations, but the concentration of large numbers of people in these 

locations put severe strains on large game resources in the surroutlding area 
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Nevertheless, the Sauitem (Ojibwa), dong with theü Ottawa (Odawa) and Huron 

(Wyandot) neighbours did survive, and by the 1670s were actively engaged once more in 

trading furs to the French, and by the next decade they had begun to act as middlemen 

with the Sioux. 

By 1700 the tide had dennitely changed and d e r  several disastrous defeats, the 

Iroquois had been forced to sue for peace, and at least some of the refbgees had begun to 

rehun to their former lands. Neverthe1ess, historiam are now generally agreed that the 

period of the diaspora contributed to the disintegration of many of the affected tribal 

groups.= Most severeiy affected were the Huron, Winnebago, and to a lesser extent the 

Menomiaee?' Ottawa, and Potawatomi. To a large extent their traditional political and 

social structures were destroyed Although most of these groups did emerge with new 

forms of social integration, many of theu traditionai cultural institutions disintegrated. 

M e r  groups, such as the Sauk, Mascouten and Miami were more able to continue 

functioning according to traditional ways. The Ojibwa probably were least affected by 

the tremendous upheaval since their society had been the least structureci, and their 

numbers had been widely dispersed-thus giving them more flexibility in dealiog with the 

situations that faced them. Nevertheless, the experiences which they had faced, and 

wodd continue to face in the decades to corne, placed considerable strain on their society 

and the individuals in it. In some important ways, they, too, emerged fiom the experience 

a Werent people thaa before. 

If one accepts that the world which the Anishinaabeg lived in during the late 

seventeenth, and eighteenth century was tom asunder, it is tempting to look at the origin 
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of the Midewiwjn in temu of a "revitaikation movement'bs Schlesier (1990) has done, 

or as an example of a "crisis cuit" as Harrison (1984) did several yûus earlier. However, 

such definitions imply that the Anishinaabeg were not only rractiag to new and externai 

problems facing them, but that they dRw the majority of Mdewiwin beliefs and practices 

h m  outside theu own tradition. 

As wili be seen more clearly in the succeeding chapter on "Midewiwin 

Ceremonies," the essentid elements found in the Midewiwin were clearly elabrations of 

traditional Anishinaabe beliefs and practices. What seems Iürely is that the role of 

traditional healers and diviners took on a greater importance, and healing ceremonies 

became more cornplex as the Anishinaabeg attempted to deal with those forces which 

threatened their existence. ûraàually over t h e ,  the Midewiwin heahg ceremony in 

response to specific üiness of individuals was transfomed into a communal ceremony in 

which aii those who had been initiated demonstrated their power to overcome the 

increasing number of maladies which conûonted them? Through this "renewal' of theit 

powers, the Anishinaabeg were reminded of the obligations placed on them, and they 

were reassured that the powers received nom the manitous could and wodd d o w  them 

to survive any new assaults on their way of We. 

Any "revitalization" that occurred was within the context of traditional 

Anishinsisbeg beliefs, unlü<e revitakation movements such as the Delaware and 

Shawnee prophets whose teachings represented a major shift fiom traditional beliefs, 

ofien placing them in opposition to traditional religious pmctices such as the Midewiwin. 

Nevertheless, it should be noted that Mide elders also began to distinguish Anishinaabe 
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society h m  that of the W~c~obishiiRiwed in response to the increasingiy aggressive 

stance of the latter. 

Although the MidewMn, as it was described by early Em-American observers, 

had begun to lay stress on the howledge ofrituals used in obtaining power, the visionary 

aspect of obtaining power on the part of individuais continued to be an essentiai element 

of the process. There was fâr l e s  cliffierence between the role of Jaclsakii& and Mides in 

Anishiiiaabe society, than there was between that ofcatholic priests and Protestant 

miniders in Euro-American society. Whiie the difference between traditionai religious 

leaders and the leaders of revitaikation movements was more pronouaceci, even these 

figures fhctioned within the context of traditional Anishinaabe beliefs regardhg the 

transferral of knowledge and power hm the manitous to the Anishinaabeg. This is 

evident in Tanner's description of Manito-O-geezhik, a miwr Ojibwa prophet who 

preached a newly revealed message Corn the "Great Spirit." Tanner explained that, while 

he was sceptical, such messages were received with great respect by his Ojibwa and 

Ottawa coileagues. The prophet cailed upon his brethren to give up war, thievery, 

defiauding, lying and drinking alcohol, which Tanner observed, had a salutary effect on 

their conduct for several years (Tanner [1830] 1994:169). It would appear that 

contemporary observers and later scholars have both tended to emphasize what appear to 

be the ciifferences, rather than looking at how these ciifferences developed out of 

traditional beliefs which continued to serve as the basis of the Anishineiibe world view 

long afler they had appeared to adopt Euro-American beliefs and institutions. 



Before leaving the problem of the origin of the MideMn, we also need to 

consider the question of among whom and wh- the Midewiwin may have originated. 

There is alrnost unanimity among scholars that the Midewiwin originated among the 

Ojibwa or the clan-bas& groups which pnceded them. Such befiefs are based on the fact 

that the earliest Euo-American records refét to the cemony as practiced among the 

SaultedO (Ojibwa), and the fact that other Algonquian tribal groups that practiced the 

Midewiwin appear to have considered the Ojibwa as having given the rites to them. 

Nevertheleu, given the fact that at the t h e  that the Midewiwin appears to have become 

more iastitutionalized, neither the Ojibwa nor most of the other Aigonquian groups had 

strong tribal identities, it is much more lürely that the Midewiwiin was originally an 

Anishinaabe heahg ceremony. 

It is certainly possible that the establishment of the ceremony may have fht 

developed among the Saulteiirs, and spread fiom them to other Algonquians who 

considered themselves Anishinasbeg. However, we should not assume that because the 

society developed a strong tribal component to its teachings in the late eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries, that this was always the case. It is much more iikely that various 

refùgee groups which came together in large "multi-tribal" villages viewed the 

Midewiwin ceremonies as a reafEmation that together they would survive their trials? 

While each of the disparate groups of refùgees were bound together by family ties and 

social  structure,^ which differentiated them i h m  other groups, most of the groups shared a 

common language base and world view. Most of them, h m  tirne to tirne, participated in 

various forms of loose alliances, in which intermarriage was encouraged." All of them 
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had simüar belids regarding the reIationship between themselves anà other matures 

including manitous. AU of them aiso beiieved in the culture hem and trîckster figure, 

Nimuabozho (although his name and characteristics varieci somewhat), and had similar 

eh-diver narratives regardiag the cieation of the worid. Since they also shared similar 

ideas regarding the origin and cure of disease, it should not be surprising to £ïnd reports 

of the M i d e n  king practiced by the majority of these groups, plus several 

neighbouring tribes during the late seventeenth, eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. 

However, since the Midewiwin died out more rapidly arnong many of those 

groups, it is fiom the Ojibwa of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries that most of the 

surviving documents are found. Many of the Ojibwa materials (narratives, migration 

chaas, etc.) which have been collected, plus Warren's published history of the Ojibway, 

suggest that the place of origi. was Chequamegon (La Pointe). At least one modem 

scholar (Dewdney 1975: 172- 174), came to the same conclusion. Whiie Chequamegon 

certainly became an important centre in the early growth of the Midewiwin, and in what 

appears to have k e n  the gradual development of the concept of the "Ojibwa nation" 

during the latter part of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, but it cannot be 

singied out as the birthplace of the Midewnvin. In moa of the origin and migration 

narratives, the ongin of the Anishinaabe and the birth of the Midewiwin began at a point 

far to the east. Therefore, we m u t  look farther back in the Ojibwa past than their first 

settlement at Chequamegon-regardless of the pivotal role that it may have played in 

early Ojibwa history. 



In f a  it codd be aqgued that it makes little sense to look for a precise place of 

origin, or a singie historicai event which dates the origin of the Midewiwin. Whiie most 

Ojibwa origin narratives are a& that the origi. took place in the east, most make no 

attempt to locate it geographically, and note ody that it occurred "in the time of out 

Grandfathers." In other words, it must be remembaed that the origin narrative was an 

audizooKaan rather than a dibtugcralirnowïnn. As such, it dealt in etemal miths ratber than 

geographic or historicai tniths. Even though the narrative might employ geographicai or 

historical references for contexhial purposes, these changed with the telling of the 

narrative in Merent locations and at different &es. 



ENDNOTES 

1. Vecsey (1988) bas presetlted an extensive historiographicai teview of the various 
schools of thought by which a long train of scholars have approached the snidy of myths, 
and, in particular, the assumption that myths do not reflect reality. 

2. Vecsey (1988: 1-26) in his study of the mythic narratives of North Arnerican Indians, 
begins with a much more detailed swey of the way "mydis" have been employed and 
interpreted throughout the aga, although he acknowledges that he has barely begun to 
deal with the subject. 

3. in a recent article Moodie, Catchpole and Abel (1 992: 149-1 71) have demonstrated that 
Northem Athapaskan oral traditions can be transmitted for many hundreds of years, and 
still be of historical value. 

4. Bruce Greenfield (1995243-259), in a recent article on the writings of Louis 
He~epin,  explores some of these différent ways of knowing, and their implications for 
understanding the interaction between Indians and Euro-Americans. 

5. This tale is widespread among al1 the divisions ofthe Ojibwa including the northem 
bands and their Cree neighbours, where the figure of Nanubozho has been replaced by 
Wisakedzak. See the version of this tale collected by Skinner (1 9 1 1 : 1 73ff). Brightman in 
part III of me Orders of the D r e d  (Brown and Brightman 1988) provides a good 
explanation and cornparison of the Cree and Ojibwa narratives involving Nanrbozho and 
Wisakedkak. 

6. Scholars have interpreted these tales in a variety of ways. For instance, Vecsey (1988) 
provides a structuralist, and Smith (1995) provides a hermeneuticai analysis of the tales. 

7. The di£ficulty of making any definitive statements with regard to dating is iilustrated 
by the fact that the other version of an origin tale which features Mishipeshu is one 
related by Nord Momsseau in the 1960s fiom around Lake Nipigon (Momsseau 
l965:55). It appem to be similar to Tanner's circa-1800 version h m  around the 
Pembina Vailey, despite the differences in tirne and geographic location-and despite the 
fact that most of Momseau's other tales show strong Christian infiuences! 

8. The niigis or cowrie shell, as it has been termed by Hof ian  (189 1) and others, was 
one of the central symbols of the MidewMtin. While many Euro-Americau o b s e m  
made great efforts to provide a precise scientific description of it, its importance lies in 
the power which it possessed, not in its biological classification. Twentieth century 
versions of the Midewiwin provide descriptions of a wider variety of sheiis. 

9. J. Fletcher Wiiams, in his Memoir * * in the 1885 edition of 
Warren's work, speaks of the elderly Flat Mouth coming to talk with Warren, whorn he 



caiied "his grandson" (Warren 1984: 17). It is al= possible. that Warren's source was 
Pizhiki (Great Bunalo), the senior chiefat La Pointe, with whom Warren ais0 had many 
deahgs. 

10. Flat Mouth's father was Yeliow Head, which might lead one to speculate that either 
he or his grandfather were Ew-American or of mixeci ancestry. Regatdless of his 
precise background, culturaiiy Hat Mouth was definitely Ojibwa. 

1 1. H o f b m  relates that whüe Sika'ssige never advanced beyond the second degree. he 
later became a Mide official at White Earth Reservation where Hof6nan met him. Since 
his charts originated in Milie Lacs, he wodd have been part of the more southerly 
tradition. A fidi expianation of Mdewiwjn degrees is given in Chapter Five, pages 228- 
230 of tbis dissertation. 

12. Salt never published his work, but the mss. for the beginnings of his "Ojibwa History" 
cm be found in the National Archives of Canada 

13. The description of the large Midewiwin ceiemony at Walpole Island in the 1830s by 
the Methodist rnissionary, James Evaas, wodd appear to be an exception. The American 
Methodist missionary, E. H. Day (1890) and other missionaries also mention Midewiwin 
ceremonies among the Saginaw Ojibwa in lower Michigan during the nineteenth century. 

14. AU inserts are Landes' except the last, which is mine. 

1 5. Tanner ([1830] 1 994: 179-80) reported an incident in which Esh-ke-bak-ke-ho-sha, 
whom he represented as the messenger of Manitos-geezhik (a local prophet), cailed upon 
Tanner's party to throw away their medicine bags, except for the ones used for war and 
hunting, and showed them new remedies. 

16. John Johnson, George's father was an Irishman who became active in the fur trade, 
spendiag time at Mackinac Island and La Pointe on Chequamegon Bay. George 
accompanied Schoolcraft on severaï of his elrpeditions as an interpreter, and was 
simüarly employed at La Pointe and Sault Ste. Marie agencies. George's sister, Jane, 
became Schoolcrafk's d e .  

17. Johnston (1982:95-100) has the only other printed version of this tale. 

18. Berkhofer (1965: 107) describes this phenonornenon in some detail and gives 
examples fiom a wide range of tribal groups. 

19. See Axteil(1987:282) and Dowd (1992:18) who both argw that traditional Indian 
societies had a flexibility which dowed them to adopt new ceremonies and practices 
which had been bonowed in a traditionally smctioned way. 



20. While 1 arrived at these conclusions independendy, 1 later discovered that Smith 
(1 995) had expressed similer ideas in her study; except that her mode of expression was 
superior to my owa 

21. AxteU (1985) and Iae~len (1976) provide good overviews of the early attempts of 
Engiish and French cultures to corne to temis with their aborigjnai neighbours, and the 
new land in which they lived. Roderick Nash's is a 
classic exposition of the inteflectuai history of Arnerican attitudes towards nature and, by 
extension, the original inhabitants of North America. 

22.1 admit to hakg  tumed Hiasdale's quote on its head, but the implications are the 
same for both groups. 

23. Even Day, who spent several pages describing the Midewiwin, makes only passing 
reference to one of the "medicine men" who makes a speech 'about sometbhg or 
nothing," or chants a monotonou smg. . ." (Day 1890:213) Yet Day had a very capable 
Ojibwa interpreter in MarkSman, who couid have put the ceremonies into context for him. 

24. A few contemporary Euro-American scholars such as Howard (1 977: 1 3 3 - 1 34) have 
taken issue with Hickemnls arguments. Deleary (1986) is, so fat as 1 am aware, the only 
Ojibwa scholar to use Anishinaabe oral tradition to critique Hickerson's arguments. 

25. This wül be explained in some detail in the following chapter. 

26. AU historiam are forced to rely mainly on a limited number of documents such at the 
multi-volume mt R e m  (1899), plus the documents collected in the works of 
Margry (1 879), Blair (1 9 1 1 - 12), Thwaites (1 896-1 90 1) and Kellogg (1 925). 

27. Wlde neither wouid appear to M y  subscribe to White's thesis, both Cleland (1992) 
and Bieder (1 999, in their respective historical studies of Native Arnerican communities 
in Michigan and Wisconsin, describe the period as one of social disintegration for the 
groups involved. 

28. As with most aboriginal names, there are numerous variations in spelling. This is the 
spelling that appears to be used now by scholan and the Menominee themselves. 
However, both Hofian and SkiMer used the spelling "Menomini." 

29. Grim (1983:71-73) argues that the Midewiwin grew out of traditional Ojibwa healing 
rituals in respome to the crises of the late 17th century. 

29. The French term for Anishinaabe bands who Iived around Bowating. Later, a 
variation of the name (Saulteaux) was applied to the Ojibwa residing in the region which 
later became Manitoba 



3 1. Schlesier (1 990: 10) makes a .similar statement regarduig the communai binduig 
function of the Midewiwin among the disparate groups in the muiti-tn'bal villages, 
although he implies fru greater diffkences among the different groups then probably 
exi- 

32. The most common of these was the Alliance of the Three Fires which existed between 
the Ojibwes, ûttawas and Potawatomies h m  the mid-170s (FWco 1394: 1-25). 
However, there were others such as the alliance formed by the above three tribes plus the 
Wyandotts (Huron-Petuns) against the Sioux in the 17204 and the Confederacy which the 
British fomed in conjunction with Shamee* Delawares, Wyandotts, Miamis, Ojibwas, 
Ottawa, Potawatomies and others in the late l7Ws (Forsyih in Blair 19 1 1 v.2: 1 88- 192). 



DOCUMENTARY FRAGMENTS FROM EURO-AMERICAN OBSERVERS 

Written descriptions of Midewiwin ceremonies by EumAmericans were iimited 

for some tirne to brief, enigmatic references in documents. Aithough the references 

become fiiller and more muen t  in the nineteenth century, they are st i l l  no more than 

partial and disjointed fkgments, which by themselves provide only glimpses of the 

ceremonies as seen and interpreted by a range of observers. Few of these observers were 

familiar with the Ojibwa world view or language, and fewer st i l l  were disinteresteci 

observers. Nevertheless, by Mewing these fragments within their historical and social 

context, whiie at the wime time using what we already know about Ojibwa religion and 

Ojibwa sacred narratives, it is possible to piece together the various descriptions and 

ident* the essential components of the Midewiwin, whiIe pmviding some tentative 

explanations for the variations in the ceremonies described. 

An Account of the Mid- during the French Regîme 

The earliest existing in-depth description of what commody became known as the 

Midewiwin, is contained in a 1710 letter o f  Antoine Denis Raudot, Intendant of New 

France.' Shce Raudot had only second-hand knowledge of the Indiaas of the Great 

Lakes, it is generally believed that he relied on the memoirs of the soldier, Louis de la 

Porte de Louvigny for his information. Some of his letters were published by Margry in 

his pécouverte~ (1 876-86), while an English translation can be found in the appendw of 
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French audience so his descriptions were couched in temis and set in a context with 

which his audience wouid be farniliar. His description is important since both the 

language which he used to descrii the Saulteur (Ojibwa) Juggiers, and the structure of 

the ceremony which he describeci, prefigure most of the descriptions which foiiow up 

until the present &y. 

Rawlot begaa by digerentiating the Saultem fiom neigbbouring tribes: 

Besides the dreams, dances, sacrifices, and other niperstitious notions 
which these Sauiteurs have, üke the other tribes o f w W  1 have already 
spoken, they go M e r  and act iike our charlatans in France who travel 
through the towns. They distribute medicine and, so they Say, they cause 
the people who are not Enends of theirs to die by theu speiis; this is 
believed by the other hdians, for, among ai i  these tribes, there is not a 
single old Indian man or woman who does not have some secret of 
medicine, real or pretended. 
The Sauiteus leam how to make people fear them by their talk, and, to 

convince d i  others more easily, they arrange with one or more persons to 
play the part of a dying man, a dead man, and a living ruan, according to 
what may be necessary to prove their powers. 
Then they make known to the public, by a harangue, that they will dance 

the medicine dancd in the hut of such and such a person and that the 
jugglers WU show the amazing effects of theu knowledge and powers. 
Long before the time and to the sound of the d m  and with invocations to 
demons, they prepare the remedies or magic arts which they pretend to 
empioy. Then, on the appointed night, they get ready theu paraphemalia, 
consisting of a number of smaii bags or packets d e  of bark, in which 
there are powders and the bones of animals, and the skin of an otter, which 
they cause to move or jump in accordance with the movements of their 
bodies and their chichigoues [rattles]. 
When ail the people are assembled, one of the jugglers begins a great 

speech in their praise, boasting of their knowledge and their power over 
the life and death of men. The others applaud him; and to begin to prove 
what he bas said, they cast some of their powder on the persons who are 
devoted to their interests, who imrnediately f d  and throw themselves 
about Wre men possessed, foaming at the mouth and uttering cries. The 
jugglers, for their part, augment their own cries and dvow more powder 



upon them. The dying man pretends to be dead; they carry him, they tum 
him over, but he seems unconscious and motiodess. Then it is that the 
jugglers, triumphing in the surprise they see on the faces of everybody, 
shout that ît is nothing; that life and death lie in their ha&; that aithough 
they have taken his He, they are about to give it back to him with their 
remdes. During this time a dead silence îs obsenred by aii, and they 
watch intently. To effect this. they blow upon him with another medicine, 
and, invoking thnr Manito. they d upon the dead man, who is only dead 
because he is willing to be. and who, to nnish the pediomiance, graddy 
revives as he was before this ûickery. He raïses himself and then sits 
d o m  and teils the assembly tales and fables about the other world, which 
he has seen- (Kinietz 19723724 - Letter # 47) 

Raudot and his source or sources seem to have been impressed by the power that 

the Sauiteur "jugglers" enjoyed among theV own people and neighbouring tribes. While 

using "medicine" to cure or IcU would have been common among the other Indians that 

the French encountered, Raudot piaced more emphasis on the Sauiteur njugglers" than he 

did on similar religious figures in other tribes. Yet he gave no indication that their 

" medicine dance" was a new phenonomen; in fat it can be argued that since no comment 

was made as to the ceremony king a ment phenonomen, Raudot believed it to have 

existed prior to French contact4 

It shouid also be noted that Raudot in an eariier letter (#3 1) had also described 

what came to be known as a shaking tent ceremony in which he claimed "jugglers" spoke 

to the devii in order to be able to fotecast the fûture-something he reluctantly agreed that 

they sometimes did quite weli. These same "jugglets," he explaineci, were usualiy 

physicians who were much feared since they couid al- use witchcraft and speils to cause 

injury and death. We are lefi with no inàication as to the co~ection between the 

descriptions of the two types of "jugglers" though it would appear that there was no 



competition between them as is sometimes i n f d  by other observers. It is ükely that 

they CO-existeci, or, in some cases, were the same individuais using àiffieterit powers, and 

perfoimiog different des .  

The "medicine dancen ceremony that Raudot described appears to have had more 

of the characteristics of a curing ceremony intendeci to help a sick or injiued individual, 

when other fonns of curing had failed, rather than the complex communal ceremony for 

the initiation of new members as was often deScnbed by sub~e~uent observerd As such, 

the rituals that Raudot described are more limited than those found in other documents, 

1x1 fact, the description is limited even if the ceremony was a heaiing ceremony intended 

for a single individual. Densmore's description of such a ceremony, for example, 

included the administration of brewed medicine to the sick person, and emphasized the 

significance of the medicine pole which was placed in the Iodge. Such details may have 

been left out by Raudot's source, or by him, or they could reflect an earlier form of the 

ceremony, 

Nevertheiess, Raudot's descriptions are surprisiagly complete. niey include the 

"shooting, death and revivai" of the sick person or initiate-which was a central ritual of 

the Midewiwin? And Raudot's descriptions also include the use of medicine bags, 

includuig an otter skin bag which was usually employed by k t  degree M'des. It is 

dificuit to say whether Raudot's explanation of the achial "shooting" ritual described an 

earlier, less complex form, or whether this simply reflects the writer's own interpretation 

of the ritual, based on the explanations of his idormants. Two points are worthy of note: 

fïrst, the powerful ingredient in Raudot's description appears to be the medicine powder, 
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rather than the medicine bag or the miigis sheil. This would seem to place Raudot's 

version closer to the method in which powder is applied in other Ojibwa mediciDe 

cerernonies. Secondly, Raudot appears to have combined the "shooting" rituai which was 

Limitai to participation by the Mides and the patient or caadidate, with a later "duelling" 

ritual in which di membas of the Midewiwin society demonstrated the power of their 

medicine bags to kill and cure. 

Like most Ew-American observers, Raudot believed ail the participants to be 

chariatans who were attempting to deceive their feiiow Sauiteufs, so he may bave simply 

been emphasinng those aspects which appcarrd to support this interpretation. While the 

description regarding participants is unclear, it is likely tbat the only observers wouid 

have been members of the sick person's family and perhaps close clan members, since the 

ceremony (as Raudot indicates) took place in the sick person's lodge rather than in a 

large, specially constnrcted Midmviwin lodge. The "speech" by the recovered person 

foliowing the rituais would have been quite musuai. While the Ojibwa had theories 

regarding life after death, unlike Christians, their beliefs and the Midewiwin ceremonies 

were primarily concemed with Me in this world. Normdy speeches in communai 

Midewhvin ceremonies were made by a Mide official e d y  in the ceremony. He would 

explain how Nanabotbo had given the Midewiwin to the Ojibwa people so that they 

might leam how to overcome the obstacles that faced them, and live a long and 

productive Me. Since medicine ceremoaies for individuais were often held for people 

who were expected to die (and thus were intended to help the survivors and the ill person 

make the transition into the next world) speeches might weU be maâe, but they would 
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have more closely resembled Em-American heral elegies, within the context of 

Midewiwin bebelis and practices.' Thus, it wouid appear that Raudot either confused the 

two ceremonies and combined portions of both into one, and/or added elements to seme 

his own purposes. 

Certaialy, by the t h e  of Duncan Cameton's and Peter Grant's 18 W accounts 

(Masson 11889-901 1960:261-2;361), the emphasis was on the communal ceremony with 

various degrees of membership. In this fonn of the Mid-in, boboth the victory over 

death symboiized by the "shooting" ceremony, and the passing on of knowiedge of the 

healing pmperties of plants, continuecl to play a cental part in the ceremonies described 

by Euro-Americans. 

This initial description of the Midewiwin (as yet unnamed) by Raudot was written 

during a period which some writen have designated as a "golden age" for the Ojibwa. 

Iroquois forces had been repulsed at Bowating (Sault Ste. Marie) and the Ojibwa and 

their allies had signed a treaty with the hoquois in 1703. Gmups of Ojibwa andlor 

Ottawa began to re-occupy Manitouiin Island, as well as the Saginaw area around Detroit, 

and parts of southem Ontario. Previously a number of bands had retumed to the region 

southwest of the Great Lakes following an alliance with the Sioux in the mid-1680s 

which granted them access. While the Ojibwa had Iost some of their numbers to the 

wars, and many more to diseases and alcohol brought by the French, it must have 

appeared to them that the power of their spiritual leaders was indeed strong, and that 

bimaadirwin or a long Me which they sought, could st i l l  be obtained by those who 



foiiowed the precepts and obtained the powers granted them through the rituais of the 

Midewiw&. 

ChoIknges to the Ojibwa way of LiTe 

Such, of COUTS~, was not to be the case. In the foilowing years, the world of the 

Ojibwa was to Mdergo a number of dramatic changes which would challenge theu 

cosmological beliefs and practices, as they stmggled to survive as individuais and as a 

people. Hostilities again bmke out with their Algonquian neighbours, the Fox 

(Mesquakie), who wem disrupting the lucrative French trade with the Siow. The bnital 

war evenhially ended, with French assistance, in the virtual destruction of the Fox as a 

separate people some tbirty years later in 1740. There is fieeting reference, in written 

documents, to the fact that the Fox and their immediate allies, the Mascouten, dong with 

the Sauk and Miami, two other allied Algonquian groups, also practised the Midewiwin.' 

Before the end of this struggle, the truce with the Sioux was broken in the 1730s 

and hostilities renuned. Angered by the openhg of the French-Cree trade in the 

Bouodary Waters area, the Sioux murdered a son of Pierre La Ve'rendrye and a number 

of colieagws at Fort St. Charles on Lake of the Woods. In response, northern bands of 

Ojibwa joined the Cree, and began to move agaïmt northern Sioux communities such as 

Red Lake, nom ViUages on the northem shore of Lake Superior, from Rainy Lake, and 

fiom the Lake of the Woods region. While there is still disagreement among academics, 

it seems iikely that the Momni and Muskego were, in fact, Ojibwa groups allied with 

the Cree. In addition, other bands of Ojibwa had begun to spread out fiom the 



Chequamegon region to the Fond du Lac region. Foiiowing the St. Louis river, they 

attacked the Sioux in their villages in the Mille Lacs region, and they began to hunt and 

trap in the lands drained by the St Croix river which the Siow claimed as their own. 

Since the stniggle was to last well into the aineteenth century, it m e s  as an important 

backdrop for any study of the Midewnvin. Even though there are few surviving 

documents related to the Midewiwin during the eighteenth cenhiry, nineteenth century 

migration scroils provide a record of how the Ojibwa remembered these years in which 

they had gradually pushed the numericdy superior Sioux westward. 

Aithough hostiiities with the Sioux played a central d e  in the life of many 

Ojibwa who iived amund Lake Superior and the Boundary Waters, they were but one of 

the events that aEected this widely dispersed people. Other more easterly groups of 

Ojibwa in the Michigan pinsula became involved in the colonial wars of the French and 

English in the 1750s. Charles Langlade, a Métis trader h m  Michilimackhac, led 

contingents of Ottawa, Ojibwa, Pottawatomi, and Menominee into battle against English 

positions in regions ranging h m  the Ohio Valley to Upper State New York. It was in a 

losing cause, however, as the English triumphed in the end, and English traders and 

officiais began to replace some of the French, who had üved among and intermarried 

with the Ojibwa for generations. The mekalewikwanaie @la& robes) or French priests 

who had iived among the Indiaas in the region, also lefi at this the .  Although they had 

not been particularly successful in their efforts at converthg many Indians to their worid- 

view, some of their beliefs seem to have made an impression. Kurath (1959) in an article 

entitied "Blackrobe and Shaman" believes that the fact that rnost of the priests were fluent 
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in native lmguages contributeci to their success (iunited though it was), and accounts for 

the fact that even a& their de-, many of  the^ ideas continued to form part of the 

Anishinaabe world view. 

It was under these trybg circumstances that in 1762 a Delaware Indian named 

Neob h m  the village of Tuscarad had a vision whetein he joumeyed to the spirit 

world and met the Master of Life who commanded him to exhoa his people to cease the 

use of English goods, dninkemess, wars, polygamy and medicine songs. Word of his 

vision spread beyond the Delaware proper to other Algonquian groups. While few 

Ojibwa acnially took up his message directly, many of them were alienated by the state of 

cultural dimption that existed, and began actively to search for new approaches to the 

path of Me. 

Thus, when shortiy after, an Ottawa war chief named Pontiac began to rally a 

multitude of Algonquian and Iroquois tribes against the English, large numbers of Ojibwa 

joined his forces. Despite Pontiac's eventual defeat, most of the Indians in the regions of 

the Great Lakes, the Ohio Vaiiey and Upper State New York continued to resist 

intrusions by Euro-American colonists onto dieu lands.'0 During the American War of 

Independence, many of them fought as allies with the English a g a h  the revolutionists. 

In the period after the war, the influence of the Iroquois Confederacy declined, and the 

locus of power shifted to a western confederacy of Algonquian trïbes who attempted to 

forestall the advance of Euro-Americans into their temtories. The majority of Ojibwa 

were not ditectiy involved, but it would have been clear that th& lands too would soon 

be threatened. 
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Once again, in the early years of the nineteenth century, the Indians in the region 

around the Great Lakes callied around religious and poütical leaders in an attempt to stem 

the tide of Arnerican expansion. On this occasion, it was two Shawnee wbr~thers who 

provided the leade~ship.~ One ofthem, Tecumseh, was a chief who demonstrated great 

ski11 as  a politicai and military leader, inficting a series of defeats upon the Amencm 

forces. His h&brother, Lalawethüra, spent much of his Mie as an alcoholic. However, 

after experiencing a series of revelations, he gave up his old ways and adopted the new 

name of Tenskwatawa, meanhg "Open Door," dthough he became popularly knom to 

Euro-Americaus as the Shawnee Prophet. Tenskwabwa's message cded  upon all 

tndians to give up not only alcohol and EUTO-American material culture, but also their 

traditional dances and medicine bundles. At fkt he was successful in attracting large 

numbers of AlgonqWans to his new beliefs, including many of the Ojibwa among whom 

Nicollet was to Live.12 However, when Tenskwatawa attempted miütary actions against 

Amencan forces, he was defeated, and gradually his foiIowers began to drift away. 

Meanwhile, the War of 1 8 12- 1 8 14 between Britain and the United States erupted 

and Tecumseh, dong with many foliowers, took up the cause as allies of the British. The 

Ojibwa, however, found themselves dividecl, as most of the northeastem bands supported 

the British, while the more westerly bands remainecl neutrai or supported the Americans. 

The more westedy bands were more concerned about their stniggles with the Sioux than 

the battles of the Euro-Americans, while those to the east were afready beginning to face 

the influx of American settiers, and believed them to be the more important enemy. 

When the war ended, the Indian allies of the British had no m o n  to feel that they had 
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"lost" the stniggie, but they soon found themselves abandoned by their British allies, and 

powerless to stop the American juggeniaut of soldiers and settiers which was slowly 

pushing westwaid In both Upper Canada, where the British Indian Department became 

involveci in establismg reserves where Indians couid be "civilized," and the United 

States, where the movement to remove di Mans to lands west of the Mississippi was 

beginning to be ïmplemented, colonial agencies and missionary groups made vigorous 

efforts to radidy change the life style of the Ojibwa and other Indian peoples so that 

they could be assimilateci. 

Meanwhile, the struggie between the Ojibwa and the Sioux continued uaabated 

despite the efforts of Amencan authorities to broker a peace senlement. Smali bands of 

Ojibwa continued to engage the numerically Npenor Sioux in a series of skumishes. 

While they hquentiy were the victors, Me on the "hntierl' between the two Indian 

nations was particularly precarious since they had to be constantly on guard against a 

possible attack, while at the same time attempting to trap furs and feed themselves during 

a period of ever-decreasing resoutces.13 

Nineteenth Centwy Euro-American Accounb of the Midcwiivin 

It was, therefore, an unseuasenluig time for the Ojibwa who lived dong the shores and 

to the southwest of Lake Superior. They must have felt that their world was getting "out 

of control." In such a case they would have been most aavious to secure the protection of 

maaitous who would give them the power to once again attain theu goal of the "good 

Me." These concerns are clearly evident in a speech made by Flat Mouth 



(Eshkebagecoshe), the Head chief of the Piiiager band of Ojibwa, and Mide leader, to the 

French geographer, Joseph Nicollet on the occasion of the latter's visit in the 1830s. In it 

Flat Mouth gave vent to his feelings that his people were losing control of how they 

We are endlessly told to bury the war hatchet, and i fwe dig it up we are 
threatened with rods and ropes, or with being placed under the gtound, we 
the M i s ~ i i M b o , ~ ~  the Eagles, the Bears [totems], fne in our own forests. . . 
T'us the Americaus plan to treat us as they treat their black people. . - 1  am 
not an animal. 1 am not like those in the East whom they c d  their 
chïldten and whom they treat like three or six-year-olds, rod in their hand. 
They purchased their lands, and now they hold them prisoner and treat 
them as slaves (Nicollet 1970: 1 14). 

Certainiy, by the time that Nicoliet was to Iive among them in the 1830s, the 

Pillagers and neighbouring bands of Ojibwa felt threatened by an array of circumstances. 

Nevertheless, they were a resourcefhl people who in the past had proven their ability to 

balance theV military and negotiating s k i l l ~ . ~ ~  The 1825 Treaty o f  Prairie du Chien, while 

not putthg an end to hostilities with the Sioux, did recognize the Ojibwa claim to large 

sections of temtory that had been occupied by the Sioux. Although many of the Ojibwa 

were suspicious of the American promises, they had eventually agreed to sign the treaty. 

W e  the American presence was thus recognized, the Ojibwa had not yet given up hope 

that they, too, could be resisted Since it appeared that few human allies wouid corne to 

their aid (though Flat Mouth did try to get Nicollet to serve as an intermediary to the 

French,) their main hope must have been in obtaining "blesshgs" nom powerfid 

manitous which would give them the power to persevere against theu enemies. The 

Midewiwin and its component parts continued to be the principal means by which such 



power was s e c d  W e  the Midewiwin was primarily concemed with helping 

individuals achieve binuuuiiziwin, the Ojibwa also used it as a means of helping to 

strengthen their coiiective health as a people. Nicollet, for instance, noted Flat Mouth's 

invitation to Mide members to a special sweat lodge ceremony before he embarked on a 

joumey to obtain ammunition firom the British trading posts for use in their on-going 

stmggle with the Sioux. 

The prime purpose of Nicoiiet's Arnerïcan tmvels in the 1830s had been to search 

for the source of the Mississippi River, and later to cany out cartographie surveys for the 

Amencan govemment. These brought him into the middle of the territory contested by 

the Ojibwa and Sioux-and gave him the opportunity to live among them for a number of 

years. 

Educated by the Jesuits in mathematicq and a devout Catholic, Nicollet was at 

nrSt glance an unlikely individuai to take an interest in Ojibwa religious ceremonies. 

Nevertheless, he appears to have been able to nispend his intellectuai preoccupations, and 

enter into the üfe of the Ojibwa with more ease than most Euro-Americans. Martha Bray, 

the editor of Nicollet's works, has suggested that Nicollet's acceptance by the Ojibwa was 

because they recognized that he was sincere, and that perhaps they saw in him a possible 

messenger to theu old &y, the French king (Nicollet 1970:21). However, neither of 

these explanations is likely. The local missionary Wiiüam Boutweli, in a letter to the 

ABCFM secret . ,  described how Nicoliet had reported some hostile rem& made by a 

group of Ojibwa about Major Taliafero, the Indian Agent. Taliaféro corhonted Flat 

Mouth the next time he visited, and refused to give him ammunition as a result of the 
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remarks. The Ojibwa were fiinou with the missionaries whom they believed at fïrst to 

have spread the rum~ur.'~ Such an incident m o t  but have weakened Nicoiiet's relations 

with Flat Mouth, although he did maintain close personal relations with other Ojibwa 

individuals. 

Nicollet stayed for a period with Wiam Boutweii at Leech Lake where he met 

Flat Mouth. He also encountered Matchi Gabow (sometirnes called Stimng Man or Great 

Speaker) who served as Flat Mouth's attendant or oshkubewik, who was responsible for 

calling together the Pillage= for civil and religious fimctions, and who often acted as a 

spokesman in their dealings with Eruo-American~.~~ 

It appears it was also during this time that he began his friendship with Chagobay 

(Shagobai), one of the members of Flat Mouth's band. Chagobay was to serve as his 

main informant on the Midewiwin. It was quite musual for EUO-Americans to be taken 

into such confidence regardhg the Midewiwin ceremony since such knowledge was 

available only to members and candidates awaiting initiation. The appearance of 

missionaries such as Boutwell was greeted by the rnajority of Pillagers and other bands 

with considerable hosüity. ABCFM reports are full of incidents wherein members of 

the Midewiwin forced "praying Indians" to job in the ceremonies, trampled crops, and 

killed their cattle? It is not surpising therefore, that Nicollet noted that Chagobay had to 

undergo a special ceremony to be relieved of his breach of trust (Nicollet 1970: 19). The 

incident was no doubt much more senous than Nicollet implied, although Chagobay's 

discipline codd have been more severe.I9 



Nicollet's notes on the customs of the Ojibwa carry the mark of his scientific 

training, particdarly with regard to his attention to detail, and his concem regarding the 

accuracy of his tenainology. Wbile he was not a trained lhguist, and while his 

tmnsliterations were sometimes idiosyncratic, he was, nevertbeless, among the nrst Euro- 

Americans to attempt to use Ojibwa ternis, rather than Engiish or French ones when 

describing Ojibwa culture and religion.*O W1th the exception of a few brief accounts such 

as those by the Nor'wester, Peter Grant in 1804, and the bnef description and songs in 

John Tanner's captivity narrative, wwhich were fim published in 1830, Nicoiiet's extended 

study was the f a  in-depth description of the MidewMtin by a European since Raudot's 

description of the Midewwin in the early eighteenth century? 

Although Nicoliet had intendeci to publish the rpsults of his scientinc and 

ethnological research, he unfortunately died before he was able to prepare his papers for 

publication. The unedited ethaological portions were later published by his Amencan 

counterpart Henry R Schoolcraft as part of the latter's massive work on Amencan 

Mans-witb no indication as to who was the original author* it was only in 1970 that 

Nicollet's original manuscripts were edited and pubiished under his own name. As a 

result, none of the eady ethnologists who wrote on the Midewiwin refer to Nicoiiet or his 

work. This is unforninate, since the approaches of the two men were very merent, both 

in their methodology and their empathy with their subject. 

The Midewiwin ceremonies described by Nicoiiet took place over a period fiom 

ten to fourteen days? While he does aot make any clairns to havhg attended ai l  of the 

ceremonies, Shagobai, his Ojibwa informant, was usually able to place the rituals within 
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th& proper context for hi~n.~' Thus, for the fkst time, we have a document which 

describes the initiation ntuais which new candidates undement before becomuig 

members of the Midewiwin. Nicollet's description allows us to identifjr a number of 

distinct elements which can then be compareci with subsepwnt accounts in order to 

determine the extent to which the ceremony changed over tirne and fiom place to place. 

Before an initiation ceremony could be held, the prospective member had to be 

sponsored by a relative or Eend who had had a dream or vision indicating that "the 

person was not well, that something was opposing his or het existence" (Nicollet 

1970: 199).* The proposed candidate (or his surrogate in the case of the very young or 

very ili) then prepared a feast and invited four Mide officiais, stating his wish to becorne a 

member? The following three days were taken up by sweat lodge ceremonies which 

were attended by a fùrther four Mides. Ifthe individual was accepted by the Mides as a 

candidate, a date was chosen seved months hence for the ceremony proper (if the 

person's condition was not too serious), thus giving time for the individual to begin his or 

her instructions. 

Nicollet was the nrst person to take account of these sweat lodge ceremonies 

(madodiswon/m~doodiswan) which played an important part in a number of Ojibwa 

"medicine" ceremonies. He describeci the constniction of the lodge, the laying out of 

branches which serve as seats, the bringing of the hot Stones which are sprinkled with 

water. Nicollet was also aware of the religious significance of the ceremony, noting that 

the celebrants smoked, sang and prayed each time they participated in it. And each sweat 



lodge was held in conjunction with a feast which was hosted by the person who had 

called for the madodiswon? 

The second stage of the person's induction into the Midewrwin usually began in 

the spring when the Ojibwa were g a t h d  in large groups to fish and make maple sugar, 

foilowing their dispersal into small groups diiring winter to hunt for game. At this tirne 

of the year ceremonies such as the Midewiwin, Waabanownuin,Z8 and Jiisahan were 

held. These "religious" ceremonies were held in conjunction with other cerernonies, 

dances and games. While serving quite dioerent fiinctions h m  a Ewo-American 

perspective, ai l  of these activities were intimately conwcted in Ojibwa society. Mi of 

them had a "religious" aspect in ihat they were concemed with improving the chances of 

achieving bimaudin'wzit. AU had developed originaily h m  a vision or drûun, in which a 

powerfbl manitou had promised assistance to those who foiiowed the proper ways. 

Moreover, all these activities prwided a social outlet through which the Ojibwa couid 

renew old ties and forge new ones, and they oEered various meaos of redistributing 

goods, so that the strong and the skilled wodd not have a &ai. share of the goods 

required for sumival. The major way in which the Midewiwiin differed h m  other 

celebrations was that it had become a "society within a society." While some of its 

activities were open to anyone, many others were open ody to those Ojibwa (or other 

tnbes) who were members of the Midewiwin. 

During the next stage, the prospective candidate for the Midewiwin built a new 

sweat lodge, and using invitation sticks, invited eight Mide elders who would officiate at 

the ceremony, to share in the sweat lodge rituals. Two individuais were designated to be 
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responsible for conducting the ceremonies, but Nicollet doesn't provide us with any clue 

as to how they were chosen. Duting the next t h e  days, private ceremonies and ritual 

duties were perforrned in the individuals' lodges, M e  each night men, women and 

children went h m  lodge to lodge, singing aad dancing, and behg giving food to eat. On 

the fourth nighf the candidate or candidates met widi the Mides again, in order to show 

the goods which were to be "paid" to tbe officialdo and to rehearse the initiation 

ceremonies which took place the following day. Meanwhile the Midewigam 

(Midewigan) or Mide ldge was king constnicted by mùhinaweg according to 

prescribed requkments. Although Niwliet did not give a specinc description of the 

Midewigm, he did indicate that it was a large rectanguiar structure with two entrantes 

facing east and West. Nicoliet noted that inside were two f k s  and a pahted post called a 

Midewatig, both of whose sipaincance he rnissed, but which later observers have 

explained. 

The aext stage in the ceremonies was what is usually temed the initiation or 

"shootuig" rituals. Nicoilet described these in some detaii, noting that while they varied 

considerably "arnong nations," this did not alter the basic pruiciple of the celebration. 

While he did not state that this part of the ceremonies was open, it would appear fiom his 

description that at least other rnembers of the Midewiwin were present besides the 

presiding Mides. During this part of the ceremonies the candidate brought bis gifts of 

goods and food into the Mide lodge suspendeci on a pole, entering through the east 

entrance and making two revolutions around the intenor of the lodge. Then the candidate 

and the eight Mides declared "Kanagukana" and the audience answered "Na."31 Nicollet 
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then d e s c n i  severai m g s  which were sung by the Mide which spoke of the power of 

their medicine bags, which he termedpirijigoosd2 made of the skin of a bear, and which 

contained the miigis sheil that could cause or cure iUness? Nicoilet continueci: 

The candidate kneeis down on a spread-out blanket. The eight [Mides] 
rotate around the lodge passing south and saying " N i h g  nikamrg-My 
coileagues, my colleagues,"" haüiag with their hm& mtil they settle on 
the west side. Then they aim amund and face the candidate. From this 
point, the eight start a series of eight revolutions amund the lodge passing 
south, West, etc. They foflow each other in Liw. but the revolutions are 
performed especially to demonstrate the power of the medicine to kiil 
tbtough testing it on the candidate. The leader, as he starts the nrst round, 
holds his medicine bag LüEe a d e ,  marches focward threatening the 
candidate with a shot he is about to fire with the bag shouting, 
"Hohohoho! hohohoho-hoho! hoho! ho!"" The candidate îrembles, but he 
is ody wounded by this blow. Whereupon the facuity [Mides] move to 
the north end, at its appointed place, and the candidate sits d o m  before 
the faculty. . . 
Looking south and vis4-vis the faculty are singers with the drum 

n>imgwakik, and the shishigwon for accompaniment, and a Little mailet for 
beating the drum calledpagak~okwm?~ One of the eight delivers an 
oration on the power of the manitous, theu power to heal or to weaken, 
power passed d o m  to the Mide after having been transmitted fiom 
generation to generation. . . (Nicouet 1970:203-204). 

Nicollet went on to describe how the Mides continueci to take tums in leading the 

rounds in which they "shot" the candidate with their medicine bagd7 Each t h e  he was 

wounded, but when it came the tum of the eighth and final Mide, the candidate was 

The one wbo is to kill the candidate makes an oration before starting the 
eighth round: "Here is a medicine bag handed d o m  to me h m  my 
grandfather by my father. M y  father said unto me that I could never miss 
my mark when using i t  But 1 am old, my colleagues, help me that 1 may 
fïnd the strength to blow, to fire upon this man over there on his knees! 
There is a red mark upon his heart. 1 shall strike there and my medicine 
bag shall not fail me. And he begins to threaten, "Nohohoho! Hohohoho!" 
He moves graduaily toward the candidate, followed by the other seven 



members. As soon as he is within mch, he fires saying, "Ho!" and the 
candidate fds  d d  . . 
Now has come the tirne to prow by the candidate, that ifthe medicine 

has the power to weaken and kill, it can also heal and resuscitate. When 
the candidate collapses, a knzy seizes the assembly and the people. The 
singers move over to the pole and dance amund it playing the 
shishigwcmun and the dncm. Every assistant of the Mide rises to beat the 
rhythm, and the members of the faculty [Mdes] stand a m ~ d  the dead one 
covering bis body with their medicine bags. A few moments later, they try 
to iift his body carefbily, hoisting it on its feef pmctuating its graduai 
return to life with shouts, "Ya-ho! Ya-ha!" The candidate is now up on his 
feet-revivecl! So they give him some medicine to drink and there he 
stands, in perfèct health. He is now initiated. He has the power of 
medicine, a fact the remainder of the ceremony is about to prove. (Nicoliet 
l970:2O4-205) 

NicoIiet then described how the new member received his own medicine bag. 

Having thanked the Mides for havhg taken pity on him, the new member took nom the 

bag a miigis SM which he swallowed. He was seized by conwlsions, but using his new 

power, and aided by the Mides, he o v e m e  the conwlsions and restored the mügis to 

his bag. Then, he was ready to share in a feast with the eight Mide, coosuming eight 

spoonfûis of "the food of the Mide." FoIiowing this the candidate distributed his presents 

to each of the Mide, thanking them again for having had pity on him. Then it was time 

for him to dernonstrate his newly acquired power by "shooting" in turn each of the Mide 

officials and the singers who assisted in his initiation. As he was shot each Mide 

coiiapsed, but recovered instantly, thus proving the power of the new member and theu 

own power to recover. 

When all of the Mide officials had been "shotl' and recovered, there was what 

Nicoiiet described as a grand finale wherein everyone became involved: 



Inside the lodge, the whole assembly is in a turmoiL The f d t y  members 
have kept the instruments and go on siaging. In the course of this 
commotion or îhnzy, the medical body is splintered into groups, each 
group king characterized by a certain type of medicine bag. To 
accompiish this, some began by gouig -und the lodge depositing theu 
bags in a certain place on the gromd. . . Then each member stands beside 
the pile containing his bag, and the sections are now formed. . . The object 
ofthis dividing into sections in the course of the melee is to dernonstrate 
that the vanous Lin& of medicine all have the power. They now pove it 
by blowing each other out in a long-lasting and most entertainhg 
squabble. (Nicollet 1 WO:2O7) 

This portion of the ceremony was followed, in tum, by a banquet, which brought the 

public portion of the ceremony to an end. The following day the new member prepared a 

sweat lodge and invited the eight presiding Mides. OriOriginally this last part of the 

ceremony lasted eight days but could be reduced to four if two sweat lodge ceremonies 

were held daily. hrring this time the Mides chose a number of medicines and explained 

thei. properties to the aew member so that he could add them to bis bag. "Finally, the 

novice offers a banquet that WU mark the close of his medicine bag," With this act, the 

Midewiwin ceremonies came to an end. 

Nicoflet's description is a vast improvement over any previous efforts by Euro- 

Americans, and of mauy that were to follow. It was much more informative than his 

American contemporary Henry Rowe Schoolcraft's writings on the subject, and much 

more complete than the writings of his fellow traveller nom Europe, the German 

geographer, Johann Georg Kohl. Not only did it explain the sweat lodge ceremonies and 

the feast in context, but it also gave the nrst complete description of the "shooting ritual" 

and the role of the miigis shell, which together were central to the Midewiwin ceremonies. 



It is, of course, not only possible, but probable that Nicoilet's document descn'bed 

a more M y  developed ceremony than did Raudot's. if Raudot's document described 

what was basically an individuai curing ceremony, then Nicoilet's described a more 

communal ceremony in which individuai "patients" were initiated into a society. There 

was also an element of an annuai renewal ceremony since the ceremony was held in the 

spring of the year. Members of the MidmvMn gathered each s p ~ g  to initiate new 

members and renew theû own powers by which they werr able to attain bimaadzi~iin.)~ 

To what extent these changes occimed in the p e n d  following Raudot's publication is 

dificult to say for certain since the accuracy of Raudot's description is questionable. 

Nevertheless, it seems faU to say that what was happening was a graduai development of 

the Midewiwin into its present f o m  during the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. 

Despite king a great improvement over previous descriptions of the Midewiwin, 

Nicollet's description is by no means without faults. While he descnbed all the basic 

ceremonies, his descriptions pmcticdy igmred the centrai d e  played in them by music 

and dance. Although he occasionally attempted to translate a phrase or two of songs used 

in the initiation rite, Nicoiiet a p p d  to have no understanding of their integral 

importance to the ceremonies as a whole. Similady, while he noted the importance of 

tobacco to the Ojibwa, he believed it to be merely a secular habit, failing to understand its 

spiritual signiscance as a link with the manitous. Curiously, since he devoted a fair 

amount of his observations to Ojibwa "picture writing," he made no mention of any type 

of Mide scrolis or charts, although as will be seen, these also played an important role in 

Midewiwin ceremonies. It may be that his particdm infamants kept this aspect fiom him 
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since they were both secret and powerfbi medicine. However, this is unlikely since many 

of these scrolls did beeome cornmon knowledge to many Euro-Americans just a few 

years later. A similar lacm is his total lack of refecence to the content of the information 

that was passed on to the candidates. Nicoilet made no attempt to record anything of the 

speeches that were made on various occasions by Mide officials. His account contains 

nothing regarding the origin taies, or about the larger context of how the Midewiwin fitted 

into Ojibwa me. 

Nicoliet, in keeping with his scientinc profession, was best at describing those 

aspects of the Midewiwin which were subject to direct observation and precise 

description. However, dong with his romantic characterization of Indians as "noble 

savages," Nicoiiet shared the common Euro-Amencan belief that Indians were incapable 

of complex intellecd thought In another m e n t  of his notes, he makes the casual 

comment that "Wre other native nations they bave no notion of a creator, no religion, no 

notion of immortaiity" (Nicollet 1970: 255). While Nicollet was probably referring to the 

fact that Ojibwa beliefs were quite different nom the Christian ones to which he 

subscribed, it could be argued that such beliefs ultimately prevented him fiom even 

considering that the Ojibwa might have a totally difEerent way of viewing the world-and 

that the Midewiwin ceremonies that he had so laboriously described were predicated on 

this world view. 

Nicollet's American contemporary, Henry Rowe Schoolcraft, was to spend much 

of his prodigious energy on the major area that Nicollet had neglected- attempting to 

discover how and w h t  Indiam thought Born in New England in 1793, Schoolcraft 
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obtained oniy a mdimentary education before appmticing in bis fathet's glassrnaking 

factory, whïie he continued bis own seKeducation. In 18 18 he set out to achieve fame 

and fortune on the American hntier as a member of a number of e x p l o ~ g  expeditions. 

It was whiie on these that he came to the attention of Govemor Lewis Cass of Michigan, 

whose influence enableci Schoolcraft to obtain positions as Indian Agent at Sauit Ste. 

Marie, and later at Mackinac. 

While still maialy interested in work as a mineralogist, Schoolciaft used his 

position as indian agent to begin coliecting massive amounts of data on ai i  aspects of 

Indian culture and Me, fiom Indians with whom he came in contact and interviewed, and 

fiom other individuais who had Lived with and e n  about Indians. In doing this, 

Schoolcraft was following his scientific inclinations, and the example of his mentor, 

Lewis Cass, who had developed a questionnaire regarding Indians which was distributed 

to everyone working amongst them. However, Schoolcraft went far beyond answering 

Cass's elaborate questionnaire. 

In 1823 he had married Jane Jobon, the daughter of John Johnson, an Irish 

trader active in the Great Lakes fur trade, and Oshaw-guscoday-wayqua (Green Prairie 

Woman), who was herself the daughter of Waubojeeg (White Fisher), an Ojibwa ogiinaa 

(leader) fiom the Chequamegon region. Both Jane and her brother George were brought 

up speaking Ojibwe, and participated in Ojibwa ceremonies in their youth, although they 

were later educated in Christian Euro-American schools. Both assisted Schoolcraft 

extensively in his studies of Ojibwa culture and language. 



Upon Cass's request, Schooleraft twk the opportunity afliorded by his position 

and connectioris with the Johnson f d y ,  to teach himself Ojibwe, compüing a 

vocabdary, declension tables of Ojibwe verbs, and the beginniiigs of an Ojibwe 

grammar. At fkst he felt thai this would be an easy task since he considered it to be a 

simple language, correspouding to the Ojibwasl stage of development. However, 

Schoolcraft lacked a solid basis in classical Euopean Imguages and philology, so that he 

found the task much more daunting than he had anticipateci, even with the assistance of 

George and Jane Johnston. While he publicly ôoasted of his fluency in Ojibwe, and 

while many people of his day believed h .  to be fluent, Schoolctaft never did finish his 

projected works on the Ojibwa language, although he continueci to believe that the study 

of Indian languages would reveal how the "Indian mind" worked. 

Graduaily, his interests shifted h m  stnctly phiiological studies to the study of 

how Ianguage affected the "mind" of the Ojibwa and other hdians. In his introduction to 

c Res~p~ches (1 839585) Schoolcd explained why he had begun to coliect and 

publish the orai narratives of various ladian tribes: "It was found neces- to examine 

the mythology of the tnbes as a means of acquiring an insight into their mode of thinking 

and rewning, the sources of their fears and hopes, and the probable origh of their 

opinions and institutions. . . ." 

As a redt of the new focus of his m e s ,  (and probably as a result of his own 

conversion to Presbyterianism in 183 l), Schoolcraft began to stress that, "the most 

powemil source of influence, with the Red Man, is his religion" (Schoolcraft 1848:66). 

Schoolcraft argued that Indian religion had never been comprehended by Euro- 
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Americam, their ways and actions had long been misunderstood, whiie they, in tum, had 

never been able to understand why Euro-Americans thought and acted as they did. He 

beiïeved that his position as Indian agent and his famiiy comectiom gave him a unique 

opportunity to pmvide a hue pic- of Iadian culture to the Euro-American public. Both 

Cass and Schoolcraft were anxious to p k d e  an antidote to the English literary 

establishment of the Eastern United States who had created an image of blood-thilsty 

"savages." 

It was this image that Schoolcraft set out to counteract, with a "true" one based on 

firsthand Imowledge. Schoolcraft claimed that the two reasons why Indians had 

continued in their state of "barbarismVt despite their interaction with Euro-Amencaos was 

due to their false religion and false ideas of govemment ( S c h o o l d  1848:67-8; 185 1-57 

v. 1 :4 12). If they could be persuadeci to give up these ideas, they would quickly become 

assimilated into Amencan society. However, it should be noted that in some of his 

writings, he also argued that hdians thought and acted as they did as a result of their 

environment. The ideals of savage Me were based upon the "hunt and warfare," and 

therefore could not be judged by civilized standards (Schoolcrafi 185 1-57 v. 1 :Xiv). 

Whiie at first glance this would seem to contradict his belief that religion was the main 

factor, they are closely tied together since according to Schoolcraft their religion had 

grown out of their Me style. 

The most complete, although by no means systematic, discussion of the 

Midewiwin by Schoolcraft occurs in his chapter on "The intellecnial Capacity and 

Character of the Indian Race" in which he attempted to explain the nature of the three 
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major refigious ceremonies: the Meabvin (Midauiwin), the JeesuWn (Iiiasakznvin), 

and the Wabeno (Iyaubanowiwin) (Schoolcraft 185 LI857 v.1 :2S9)?9 Although he never 

provided a clear explanation of who his sources for this information were, it appears that 

they were Catherine Wambose, Chuzco, the individuais that were mentioned as 

Schoolctaft's Sonnants in Chapter ûne, plus Shawunipennais and Shingwaukonse. 

Schwlctaft claimed that aU four were membets of the Midéwiivin, but the fbt three were 

already Christian converts when they spoke to him. Shawunipennais or South-bird as 

Schoolcraft translates it, was a Baptist convert who provided Schoolcraft with some of 

his information regarding pictographic writings, and words to the songs which were sung 

to accompany them. Shingwaukonse or Chingwauk as S c h o o l ~  cded  him, was a 

prominent Ojibwa political and Mide leader who may have still been active in the 

Midewiwin when he met with Schoolcraft since Shingwaukonse only converted shortly 

before his death. It was this same Shingwaukonse whose sacred scroils Johann Kohl was 

later to try unsuccessfidiy to view since they had been destroyed at the time of 

Shingwaukonse's death. Chute (1985) argues that Shingwaukonse was a Mide and a 

Waabmo as weil as a war chief of a band of Ojibwa who originally lived in what is now 

northem Michigan near Sault Ste. Marie. It is almost ce& that his father was not 

aboriginal, although he was brought up by his motber's people. 

Since Schoolcraft was primatily concemed with mental concepts and religious 

rituals, which supported his own preconceptions, his description of the cemonies left 

much to be desired. Most of his work concemed the d e  of the Mides, and their use of 

picture writings, rather than the ceremonies themselves. Unfortunately, he did so with his 
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intended audience in min& so that he fitted his descriptions within a stnicture which 

wouid be understood by his audience, tather than one wbich reflected the Ojibwa world 

view which he claimed to portray. Nevertheless, the certain@ with which he expounded 

his opinions, and the dramatic tewr of his writings, led others to give them more 

authenticity than they deserved. 

Schoolcraft set out first to explain the distinction between the "meda priests who 

gather together in societies, [and] the 'mke-ke-win-in-eeI [mushkikiiwinfl or [Ojibwa] 

physician." According to him both made use of certain animals and plants to gain power, 

but the fornier were primariiy uiterested in supplicating spirits, rather than in teaching the 

art of healing. He argued that since there was no physical application of the minerai and 

animai matter in their medicine bags, and their power to perfonn happened at a distance 

or in secret, they were not "medicine men1' as they were sometimes termed, but more 

properly "necromancers, or medical magü or magicians" (Schoolcraft 1 85 1 -57 v.6:366). 

By this he implied that they relied on magic, rather than on any "nanual" properties of 

their mediches. Furthemore, he noted, they were caüed upon to use magic to heal the 

sick only when the mashkikiiwini had fded, indicatin& he impiied, that the Ojibwa who 

employed them had tumed to supernatural means. This desire to probe the fbture and 

influence it through the use of demons (ie. vicious spirits) is almost as old as mankind, he 

contuiued. Even during the best phases of human history societies have been "fettered 

with witchcraft, sorcery and magic;" thus, Schoolcraft suggested, it is not surprishg that 

we shouid &d these practices among [ndiatls. 



"We must cal1 thïs class of men [the Mi&s] a prkthood,fg he insisted, since "they 

. .  profess to admiaister holy or mysterious îhings-things that p a s  the ordinary 

comprehension of thek Esteners" (Schoolcraft 185 1-57 v.4:640). Their power, whether 

for good or evil, was not merely h u m a  but "spiritual," in that it was the result of a spirit, 

or manitou. The Indians believed, School& continued, that these prîests had powers to 

foretell events, cure or Mict diseases, and influence life and death, and thus all other 

Indians lived in hope and fear of the priests. Schoolcraft would appear to be the first 

person to apply the term "priestfl to Mide officiais, although he gave the term a Werent 

connotation than most writers. On the one han& he appears to have wanted to give them 

greater -tus than previous writers who had often dismissed them. However, he 

obviously wanted to picture them as dangerous adversaries who used the superstitions of 

ordinary Ojibwa in order to exercise power over them, and maintain the status quo. 

Schoolcraft provided only a sketchy description of the Midewiwin ceremonies 

despite the fact that he boasted he had observed them personally, and indeed claimed to 

have been initiated into the society itself in 1823 (Schoolcraft 185 1-57 v. 1 :861; v.571). 

Given the fact that Midewiwin members showed an extreme reluctance to allow Euro- 

Americans even to observe their ceremonies at this point in time, most commentators 

have totally rejected Schoolcraft's claims, although Waiter J. Hofian's claim later in the 

century has k e n  never contested. Janet Chute (1986: 1 10,248), in her dissertation, 

discovered that Little Pine (Shingwaukonse) and several others did demonstrate a 

mincated form of a Midewiwin ceremony in Schoolcraft's office. 



However, while he briefly mentïoned the occasion, Schoolcraft appears to have 

kept no notes of what he obmed during the visit Since Schoolcraft was aware of the 

complicated requitements which governed the acceptance of initiates, and since he knew 

how reiuctant members of the Society were to share anythiag with non-members, his own 

statement regarding his initiation may weii be a typical case of bravado to impress his 

readers as to the extent to which he had been accepteci by the Ojibwa. 

In his description of the Midewiwin, Schoolcraft dealt with the ceremonies in a 

peremptory mamer since bis main motive was to demonstrate the g e n d  principles of 

the society, in order to Wustrate how the Mides exercised their powet. According to hirn 

"the object [of the MidewnYin] is to teach the higher doctrines of spirinial existence, their 

nature and mode of existence, and the influence they exercise among men. It is an 

association of men who profess the highest knowledge knom to the tribes" (Schoolcraft 

185 1-57 ~.5:420). 

Schoolcraft declared that admissions to the Midewiwin society were always made 

in public ceremonies, though he later quaüned this by indicating that non-members could 

ody watch (the initiatory rituals) i?om the outside of the Mide lodge. He uaderstood that 

the consideration of candidates was dependent upon a dream or vision, after which if it 

"boded good," he was told to begin his preparations, and if these were approved, he was 

told to prepare a "steam-bath" where Schoolcraft correctly claimed the Mides exchanged 

objects which were said to have magical or medicinal Wtw. The candidate was, at this 

the,  also initiated in the arts of heaiing, hunting, and the power of resisting witchcraft in 

others. This latter power, Schoolcraft claimed, was known as having "the power of 
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throwing, or resisting the power to tbrow, bad medicinetN Schoolcraft appears to bave 

confused the purpose of the initial sweat lodge rituals with those at the end of the 

Midewiwin ceremony. He also appears to have confûsed the "public" initiation rites of 

the person who was applyhg for membership with the more private c u ~ g  ceremony 

which was perfomed for members of the society who were ili. W e  it is true that the 

two could be incorporated together, it is hïgbly ualikely that the type of iii person 

mentioned by Schoolcraft wodd have been well enough to have undergone the lengthy 

initiai period of instnictions that he had previously outlined. 

Schoolcraft described an elongated Mde lodge which was speciaiiy constmcted 

by assistants of the Midewiwin society from newly cut poles and foliage in an open space. 

He noted that thete was no roof on the lodge so that the heavens could be seen, since, as 

he correctly observed, fair weather was taken as a good sign for the fuhire. When the 

work was complete: 

the "master of ceremonies . . . proceeds to it, taking his drum, rattles, and 
other instruments of this art. He is met by other members of the me& 
who have k e n  invited to be present and participate in the rites. Having 
gone through some of the prelimhary ceremonies, and chanted some of 
the songs, the patient is introduced. Et00 weak to walk, the individual is 
carried in on a bed or N e t ,  and laid dom in the designated position. The 
exactness and O& which attend every movement, is one of its 
peculiarities (Schoolcraft 1851-57 v.l:360). 

Just when one would expect Schoolcraft to describe the initiation rituals in detail, 

he went off on another track and thus never did describe the "shoothg" ritual which most 

other observers judged to be central to the Midewiwin ceremonies. This is particularly 

curious, since Schoolcraft had just previously explained that the Mide lodge was built 



specifïcally "to exhibit the power of the operator, or officiating priest, in the curative art" 

(Schoolcraft 1851-57 v. 1 :360), yet he gave vimially ignored it. Nor did Schoolcraft 

mention the gifts that were made to the Mides during the ceremony, although most other 

commentators have taken this as a sign ofthe Mides' power. 

Iastead, Schwlcraft hiniecl his attention to understanding the meanhg of the 

pictography employed in what he termed the "music boards," or kekenowin (instructions), 

which were used during the Midewiwin ceremonia.* In fxt, his discussion of the 

Midewiwin, Jiisakaun and Waubunowiwin sened mainly as background to understanding 

these "Rekenowiny" for despite his staternents regarding the importance of religion, he 

appears to have still been mainly interested in the means by which people communicated. 

Accordiog to Schoolcraft, pictogmphic writing was divided into two types: kekeewin 

which were pictographs which couid be read and understood by everyone in the aibe and 

kekenowin. The first type of pictographs were commonly used by traveilers to leave 

messages, as weU as on grave markers to provide information about the dead person, and 

on rock paintiags, or as he termed them, mussinubiks. The other type of pictographs, 

kekenowin, were the teachings of the priests and prophets caiied niides. These could be 

read only by those who had learned them after paying the priests for the knowledge. 

According to Schoolcraft, kekenowin were used in a wide variety of circumstances related 

to the three ceremonies, plus hunting, love, war and the history of the tribe. 

Although these may seem at fk t  to be an unWrely combination of circumstaaces, 

with the possible exception of tribal history, they al i  involve instances in which 

individuals or groups of Ojibwa would be anxious to acquire more power in order to be 
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able influence events and thus, gain better control of their Lives. Although Schoolcraft 

rnight have agreed with the basics of such an explanation, since he did understand the d e  

of manitous in Ojibwa society, he, nevertheless, preferred to denote the acquisition and 

use ofextraordinary powers as "rnagic or prophecy." Like most of his feilow Christians 

of the tirne, he believed that any spirits that operateci outside the boundaries of Christian 

theology must be agents of the Christian devil who were engaged in magic-regardless of 

whether or not the end result was good or evil. The secretive nature of the contents of 

what Schoolcraft terxned the kekenowin, and payment of fees for the knowledge, whetted 

his interest in what appeared to him to be devilish rites which he was determined to 

expose, not attempt to understand. 

Schoolcraft had obtained what he cailed a song board fiom one of the participants 

of the Midewiwin "ceremony" who performed for him in his office. According to him, 

the mnemonic symbols on it were d e d  Nugmoomn (nugrnon) by the Ojibwa, 

rneaning songs. They reminded the singers of a paaicular song or chant, the words of 

which were fixed and not variable, as were the notes to which they were sung. Words 

had to be leamed before one would recognize one of the mnemonic symbols and know 

what to sing (Schoolcraft 185 1-57 v. l:261). Thus, while Schoolcraft recognized that the 

melodies were repeated, he virtualiy ignored the role played by the melodies, and 

concentrated on the words themselves. 

In doing this, Schoolcraft was probably speaking fiom the vievupoint of a Literate 

Protestant for whom "the word" was the essential element of religious belief. After d, 

Christians had argued for centuries over the exact wording and meaning of passages 60m 
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the Bible. However, for the Ojibwa, the melody was at least as important as the words. 

A s  Fmces  Densmore, a traïned musicologi& was later to explain, Midewiwin songs 

were the expression of religious ideas in which tbe worâs were forced to coaform with 

the melody (Densmore 19 1 0, v. 1 : 14-1 5). Demore fiuther pointeci out that many of the 

words were archaic fonns whose meaning was no longer undersfood precisely by the 

singers, dong with ejacuiations such as ho, ho, ho, used at the end of a song. Mide 

singers could readily recognize melodies of Mide songs, and translate them onto music 

boards or song scroils, which in him would be clear to other Mides who could reproduce 

the melodies and words which would express the same idea. 

Schoolcraft provided his reader with explanations of examples of Mide songs 

which the mnemonic symbols on his song boanl demonstrated. Unfortunately, the 

songboard in question is highly suspect as a Midèwiwn instruction scroll, and as an 

example of Ojibwa pictography. Subsequent writers such as Walter Hofnaan and G. 

Mallery accused Schoolcraft of adding colours to the pictographs to make them more 

drarnatic and attributhg metaphysical concepts to the symbols which could not be 

substantiated (Hoffman 189 1 :287-88). Given his ovemeenhg ambition, it is indeed 

possible that Schoolcraft may have added the colours to the illustration, and made the 

meanings of the mnemonic syrnbois more elaborate than they really were. It is also 

possible that his infotmants, having an idea of what he wanted, "created one specialiy 

for the occasion, thus avoidïng breaking the taboos associated with revealing the secrets 

of the Midewiwh He ceaaialy would not be the 1 s t  investigator to be told by abonginai 

people what he wanted to hear. 



Schoolcraft does provide a cursory explanation of each Song, sometitnes 

apparently placing them in context of the Midewiwin ceremonies, but bis main object 

appears to have been to demonstrate how they illuStrated the "strong power of 

necromancy" of the Mides. Although the ceremony wias d e d  a "medicine dance" and 

the Mide were often d e c i  "medicine men," SchwlcraA argued tbat the word "mwkeke" 

(mashkikz] dïd not appear in the cerernony, and there are few ailusions to it. The officiais 

were not "mtcpkkewininee or physicians, but MehOwininee or Medim. They assemble, 

[he concluded] not to teach the art of hpaling, but the art of supplicating spirits" 

(Schoo ld  185 1-57 v. 1 : 366). It was these Meah (Mides), plus the Jossadeedr 

(Jaasakiids), the Wabenos (waabmos), and their cornterparts in other tribes, who, 

Schoolcraft argued, had to be directly attacked. It was this class of people "who rise up in 

every tribe, with pretence of superior wisdom or skill. It is this class of impostors, who 

are too lazy to hunt, and too wicked to be usefully industrious, that keep the Indian mind 

in a turmoil . . . it is this class of men, who are mere demoniac agents of Satan . . ." 

(Schoolcraft 185 1-57 v.4: 637,640). Although it cm be argued that Schoolcraft's feelings 

regarding the Ojibwa religious leaders became more pronounced following his own 

conversion and active participation as an evangelical Christian layman, it is possible to 

see the seeds of his later beüefs in his earliest writings. 

Given his beliefs, it is not surprising that Schoolcraft made no effort to record any 

of the "speeches" of the Mides in which they explained the gift of the Midewiwin to the 

Ojibwa people. Even though Schoolcraft had been among the nrst to coilect Ojibwa 

narratives, he failed to place Mide ongin narratives in relation to the Midewiwin 
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ceremonies themselves. S c h o o l d s  goal was simply to attack the superstitions and 

deceptions of the Mides, not to attempt to understand them-no matter how much he 

rnight protest that this was his intention. Coupled with his tendency to embroider his 

hdings (whether they were narratives, instruction sctoiis, or descriptions of riniais), this 

has made his work highiy suspect to most scholars. Nevertheless, it did not prevent his 

works h m  king read and believed by a large number of Euro-Americatls durhg the 

nineteenth century. 

Schooicraft's ideas conceming Ojibwa religion and the Midewiwin were shared by 

many Euro-Abcans, including many of the increasing number of missioDanes who 

were attempting to convert the Ojibwa to Christianity. Many of hem, like Father Baraga, 

seldom bothered to de& Ojibwa religious ideas or pfactices, deerning them unworthy 

of their attention. Baraga was a multilingual Catholic priest firom Siovenia who 

established missions among the Ottawa and Ojibwa at Arbre Croche in 1832 and La 

Pointe in 1 837. Although his Ojibwa dictionary and gnimmar weze remarkable 

achievements, he made few efforts to understand anything about Anishinaabe cosmology 

since he beiieved it to be the work of the devil. ûthers, like the Rev. Boutwell, who lived 

from 1833-1846 at Leech Lake and the neighbouring mission at Pokegama as a 

representative of the Amencan Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, recounted 

only some of the more extreme examples of "charlatanism," such as the one used by 

Hickerson in his discussion of the MidewMn (Hickerson [1970] 198855). Still others, 

such as the Rev. Peter Jones who was a driving force in the Methodîst evangelization of 

the Ojibwa in southern Ontario, charged that the reason Mide leaders opposed Christian 
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missionaties was because the Mides had becorne wealthy as a remit of charging for their 

work as shamans (Jones 186 1 : 143-145). Jones, and 0 t h  Ojibwa converts h m  southern 

Ontario, resented the amount of goods that individuai Ojibwa were willing to pay in order 

to be initiated into the Midewiwin-since they believed that the people were king fooled 

by impostors, and b u s e  such actions conflicted so dramatidy with their new 

Methodist beliefs conceming the Wtues of hard work and thnft. 

Nevertheless, some missionaries were sulprisingly fhe  of the most blatant 

prejudices, dthough even their ideas often sound piejudiced to ou. ears. Among these 

was E. H. Day, who remembered his We as a Methodist missionary among the Ojibwa at 

Fond du Lac during the 1840s for a meeting of the Michigan Pioneer and Historical 

Society in 1889 (Day 1890:205-232). This places his posthg at Fond du Lac just after 

Nicollet's stay among the Pillagers band at Leech Lake, and just before Kohl's visit to the 

Ojibwa at La Pointe. Unlike his Protestant predecessoa at Fond du Lac, and his Catholic 

contemporaries who occasiondy visited there, Day evidently showed an active interest in 

the religious character of the Ojibwa at Fond du Lac, whom he termed "a very religious 

people," despite the fact that most of them were heathem, having not yet accepted 

Christianity. And the few Catholics among them, he noted, could not be distinguished 

fiom their "heathen" brethren except for the dirty beads they occasionally counted. 

These Catholics, Day might have added, were mainly kinsrnen of French- 

Canadian traders who had m d  into the Ojibwa community, and while adopting many 

feahires of Ojibwa society, coniinued to practice a diluted fom of their fathers' religion. 

In some commUlLities, such as Fond du Lac, they formed a fair portion of the total 
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community. Although Em-Americans, as yet, fonned but a tiny proportion of the 

permanent population in the Fond du Lac region, their pRsence was increasingiy felt as 

steamers regulariy visited the region, b ~ g i n g  with them Euro-Amerian fisherman, 

miners and adventurers in addition to the fur traders, goverment officials and 

missionaries. Thus, üke their kinsmen at Lee& Lake, the Ojibwa at Fond du Lac found 

their search for the path to the good üfe had become increasingiy difncdt following the 

arriva1 of large numbers of outsiders who sbared few of their values. 

Day's interpreter at the t h e  was Peter Marksman (Madwa-gwun-a-yaush), a 

yomg Ojibwa convert whose uncle had been a "conjurer" (Day l890:219)? Marksman, 

who was bom on the St. Croix River, appears to have been much more madily accepted 

into the Fond du Lac community than most missionaries, whether they were Euro- 

American or Anishinaabe. Ceriainly, he continued to demonstrate respect for his Ojibwa 

brethren at Fond du Lac and their religious beliefs and practices, even though he had 

accepted Christian beliefs hunseff, and he appears to have passed on some of this respect 

to the Rev. Day. 

in his talk, Day proceeded to give a brief description of the marner of worship in 

which the "grand medicine dance," as he t e d  the Midewiwin, was conducted. 

Accordhg to him the MidewMin was conducted wfwi a person became sick and the 

Ojibwa were not able to cure him by regular means: 

As a prelirninary, ail the prophets (we had four among us)42 must fast for 
three days, and during that time they must not close their eyes in sleep at 
night. They might sleep ai l  day, but at sundown they mut  commence 
drumming and singing, wbich must not stop on any account until &se 
next morning. The dnun was simply a hollow log . . . The drum stick 



(they had but one) was in the fonn of a cross, with which a regular tum, 
tum, was kept up, and couid be heard ail over the village. To a strauger, 
sleep was Unpossible. On the fourth moming ali the village was astir. The 
women were ail busy, bringing in long, withe-like poles, out of which a 
wigwam was to be made, pediaps sixty feet long and twelve f e  wide. 
These poles were nrmly set in the &round, and the tops bent over in the 
form of a bow and fasteneci togetber. When this was done, all but two 
ends were fastenecl with mats and blankets. Inside, in the center, near each 
end, a post was set f M y  in the ground These posts were painted with 
different colours. About four feet h m  the d s  on the inside was a path . 
. . . Ba& of the path, on either side, was the place for the seating of the 
audience. This completed the wigwam. @ay l890:2 12) 

Day went on to explain that the next "requirementt1 was a ffeast, the most 

acceptable fom of which was that of a white dog, which was cooked in a kenle near the 

Mide lodge. When this was ready, a "loud whoop," answered from ail parts of the 

viiiage, brought everyone together. Each person had his face and body painted, and were 

"naked to the loins." They came with blankets thrown over their shoulders, and a dish 

and pipe in their hands. Soon the entire lodge was full of smoke. Meanwhile the sick 

person was brought in and put on the blankets near one of the posts: 

. . . and around him are laid the offerings that he offers to the Great Spirit 
for his recovery. It may be blankets, kettles, sugar, guns, or whatever he 
may have: and 1 have known an Indian to give away the 1st thing he had 
as an o f f e ~ g .  These things, though offered to the Great Spint, becorne 
the property of the medicine men or conjurers. Everything king ready, 
the feast cooking, each one cornes, bringing with him his medicine bag in 
which he keeps his charm. The bag may be an otter sicin, or a snake skin, 
or anything that will hold his "mon-e-do [manitou]." These are . . . spiral 
shells about an inch long. The Indiam silently smoking, one of the 
medicine men arises . . . and commences a speech about anythhg or 
nothing, or chants a monotonous song for, perhaps two minutes, and with 
his medicine-bag in his hands, pointhg to the sick one ai the other post, 
starts towards him in a light trot, and with every step utters the explanation 
"who-ah! Who-ah! and as he n e m  him, suddenly b ~ g s  the bag very near 
the sick one, who falis over quivering, as though struck a severe blow, 
while the doctor trots around the patient and cornes back on the other path 



with a satlsfied gnmt of "Ho-ho." Then another takes his place . . . This 
continues untii all of the conjurers have passed ammd the sick man . . . 
when they make the nnal chaige- The sick man lies as though dead for 
some the,  but f h d y  &ses and presents, or, if unable to anse, a fiiend 
presents the offering that lay around him, to the medicine men, and the 
patient is supposed to be c d  (Day L8W:2 13) 

Day theorized that the spint in the sheli enters the sick person to grapple 6 t h  the 

disease, and with the nnal charge, the disease is driven away, so the person recovers. 

Even if the patient didn't recover, the "medicine men" kept their fees, and he noted, theù 

reputation did not appear to d e r -  

This "shooting" ritual as it is ofien designated, or "curing" rituai, as perceived by 

Day, was followed by the feast in which ail partook. Then, he suggested "the fun 

begins:" 

The d m  is brought in and one is seated by it to give the music. This 
consists of a monotonou chant, with reguiar stmkes on the d m .  Every 
Indian w w  brings forth his medicine bag, and a row stands on each side of 
the path that was made around the posts, the rows facing each other. Men, 
women and children . . . stand ready to begin the dance. . . each one with 
his medicine bag in hand. Presently one raises bis medicine bag and 
pointing it at one opposite him utters the exclamation " Wah," and at the 
same time punches it at him, when the one at whom it was pointed dmps 
as if shot and lies q u i v e ~ g  on the gmund for the space of perhaps a 
minute, and then gets up and joins the dance again, or take bis seat back of 
the dancers and takes a smoke. Meanwhile the fh waxes fiuious, . . 
Occasionally a shout is heard, untii, as day closes, wïid confusion reigns, 
and men, women and children butst h m  the wigwam and the dance is 
done. o a y  1890:214) 

Here we have yet another version of the Midewi'n ceremony. Given that close 

to nfty years had passed since Day had witnessed the ceremony and almoa as many since 

he had worked actively among the Ojibwa, Day's description was surprisingly detailed. 

W e  he used many commonly held stemtypes to describe the proceedings and 



participants, the pichne that he paints is sti l I more tepresentative than most nineteenth 

century descriptions. 

Much of what he describes is similar to Raudot's and Nicoiiet's version of events 

though some new elements have been added, and several others dropped Since the 

location is dinerent, and the ceremony took place one to two generations after 

SchoolcrafYs and Nicoiletls accounts, it couid be argueci that what we see here are 

variants. Ceitainly, since the Ojibwa were not concemed with absolute rituai 

consistency, (despite the statements of Schoolcraft and others), this might be the case. 

However, 1 wouid argue that while this may be ûue with respect to certain minor aspects, 

such as the construction of the lodge, that in most cases, the differences are the result of 

the differences in perception and understanding of the obsewers, as filtered through their 

respective informants. 

Day was probably most typical of his times in his reaction to the ceremonies, 

singling out as he did the incessant beat of the dnrm, the monotony of singing, and the 

fienzied "dancing" which foliowed the "shooting" rituai and the "orgy " of the dog feast. 

The writings of Euro-Americans during this period were full of brief references to such 

occurrences-and almost ail showed a similar misunderstanding about the role that 

drumming, singing and dancing played in the Midewiwin and other Ojibwa religious 

ceremonies. Men as widely apart as the American government official Thomas 

McKemey, in his book of a T m  to the WcKemey [1827] 1972: 170- 

173), and a remote Hudson Bay Company factor at Michipicoten on the northern shores 

of Lake Superior (EBC Archives, Michipicoten Journal, Iune 1 1, 1 83O), both commented 



on what they considered to be the i n f d  goings on of the 0jibwa41 in many cases, 

their knowledge of Ojibwa culture was limited, so they o h  confused the carnonies 

they descr ïw  and even when this was not the case, they viewed the ceremonies through 

their own cultural filters. In the back of everyone's min& was the fear that there was 

some connection between these "Medicine dances" and "war dames." Mer all, they 

reasoned, the Ojibwa, iike other groups in both the United States and Canada, were 

graduaiiy king asked to give up their lands and make significant changes to their 

üfestyle. Might not the "war chiefs" use their influence to incite the young men to drastic 

action, as some of their neighbours had done or were about to do? These fears were 

played upon by newspaper accounts of an increasing number of Indian gatherings and aii- 

night ceremonies accompanied by dnims. Just how different the viewpoims of relatively 

open observers such as Day were fiom those of the Ojibwa can be seen in the two views 

regarding the role of the Mide dnun. To Euro-Americans it was monotonous at best, and 

sinister at worst. To some members of the Midewiwin the drum beat represented the 

heartbeat of the "CreatorT"' 

Although Day was somewhat more moderate in his statements than Schoolcraft, 

he too believed that there was a connection between the religious beliefs and practices of 

the Ojibwa as exemplified in the Midewiwin, and what both considered the "savagel' 

üfestyle of the Ojibwa people. It was these aspects he tended to highlight in order to 

contrast them with those Ojibwa who had converted to his version of Chnstianity. 

The ciifferences between Day's description of the "shooting" rituais and those of 

Nicouet can probably best be attributed to the passage of time since Day had made his 
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observations-with the concurrent tendency to collapse the events descnbed However, 

bis interpretation of the rituai's meaning is also quite différent. Nicoiiet had explained 

that when the patiedinitiate was "shot" with the miigis he was injured and died, and was 

then revived through the power of the medicine bags of the Mides. According to Day, it 

was the power of the miigis which c d  the patient, As wiU be seen, simiiar 

explanations were given by subs#luent observers who explained the power of the sheii, 

as a sort of "im>culation" which caused the patient to t e m p o d y  succumb, only to rise 

again more invigorated than before. 

Day's version of the public dueUing which foiiowed the "shooting" or "initiationt1 

ritual is more common thaa the one demibed by Nicoiiet in wtiich members ofdifferent 

degrees appear to fom "teams," in order to demonstrate their different powers. While 

both men stress the "funt aspect of this portion of the ceremony, Landes (1 968: l63), in 

her detailed description of a 1930s M i d W n  cmmony, perhaps captured the spirit of 

what they were trying to express. She suggested that it had mystic overtones similar to 

that of a Catholic Carnival, noting that it allowed people to "let off neam" in a socialiy 

acceptable fashion. Certainly, the Midewiwin was a series of rituals which had 

muitifaceted fiuictions, both reiigious and sociai. 

Although Day's description of the MidewnMn continued to highlight some of its 

more sensational aspects for the benefit of his audience, there was no demonizing of the 

participants. And although he made Little attempt to undec~tafld what was happening, the 

description does give an indication that the Midewiwin was a complex senes of rituals. 

Graddy ,  and however imperfectly, some of the Ojibwa's Euro-American neighbours 
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were beginning to understand that there was much more to the MidewnYin than first 

impressions wodd have had them believe. 

It remained, however, for another Empean visitor to dig below some of these 

impressions, and write perceptively about the MidewnYin. Jobann Georg Kohl was a 

German geographer who spent six months in the latter part of 1855 among the Ojibwa 

dong the shores of Lake Superior in what is now northern Wisconsin and northem 

Michigan. Aithough he was there only a short tirne, he was a keen observer of human 

nature, with a fine eye for detaii, and he did not let his own preconceptions cloud his 

efforts to understand Ojibwa stories, ceremonies, music or p i c m  Wnting. Thus, while 

his writings took the fom of a travelogue more than that of a ethnographic report, they 

often provide insights which many of the other descriptions do not. 

One of the three locations that Kohl was to spend most of his time was at the 

village of La Pointe on Madeleine Island in Chequamegon Bay. La Pointe had long been 

an important centre for the Ojibwa; however, by the 1830s the number of Ojibwa in the 

vicinity had dropped to approximately 40 families or 200 people. Nevertheless, by the 

tÿne that Kohl visited, the community of La Pointe had become primarily a smaii trading 

community to which the Amencan govemment had attached a sub-agency of the 

Department of Indian Affairs, and Rev. Sherman Hall had established a mission (church 

and school) there which served both the Euro-Amencan community and a few Ojibwa. 

in the mid-1830s Father Baraga established a Catholic Church which primarily attracted 

mixed Ojibwa and French families, plus a growing number of Ojibwa The Ojibwa 

community at La Pointe was considerably reduced nom its peak in the late seventeenth 
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and eighteenth century, but it continued to be visited by remote bands of Ojibwa who had 

origllially corne h m  La Pointe, and now returned there each year in order to coiiect their 

annuity payments. The agency had been closed in 1850 whea the U.S. govemment 

attempted to force the bands to move to Minnesota. Close to 400 Ojibwa had perished 

whiie attempting to coiiect their annuities at Sandy Lake. The next year the govemment 

rescinded the order and muit ies were once again paid a La Pointe. For this teason, it 

still served as a na- gathering point, in much the same way that the bands had 

gathered together in earlier times to fish, gather berries or make maple syrup-and it 

allowed Kohl to meet Ojibwa fiom a number of the bands who decades earlier had 

rnigrated southwest, taking with them the Midewiwin. 

Thus, for instance, he met Mongazid &oon Foot), a chief fiom Fond du Lac, who 

had been present when Rev. Day had witnessed the Midewiwin ceremonies there, and he 

also met two Mide elders nom Leech Lake. While the latter two refùsed to provide Kohl 

with any idonnation since his "gift" of sugar had been too paltry, considering the nature 

of the information he wanted, Loon Foot and s e v d  other Mides were more 

accomrnodating. Moreover, he was able to witness a Midewjwin ceremony for himself at 

La Pointe, since the g a t h e ~ g  of Ojibwa people foiiowing the govemment payments 

proved a good time to hold the Midewiwin cerernonies. Not ody were large numbers 

gathered together, but candidates could use govemment annuities to help meet the costs 

of their initiation, 

Nevertheless, in the few years since Rev. Day had witaessed Midewiwin 

ceremonies at Fond du Lac, the position of the Ojibwa in the region had continued to 
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deteriorate. The Arnerican govenunent had established military supremacy in the region 

of the western G m t  Lakes following the defeat of the Sauk and Mesquakie under their 

leader Black Hawk in the early 1 830s. Diiring the Iate 1 830s, and eariy 1 WOs, they, 

dong with groups of Potawatomi, Menomiaee and Wmebago, were forced to cede more 

of thek lands in order to accommodate the demands of American lumbermen and 

fanners. This was followed by yet more treaties in the 1840s which called for the Ojibwa 

dong the south shore of Lake Superior, including those at La  Pointe, to give up theu 

lands. Lumberiog, mining and railway interests were increasingiy interested in exploithg 

the resources of the area, and actively campaigned to have the Ojibwa and Ottawa 

removed. Almost alone among Indians in the northeastern United States, they resisted 

removal, without resorting to anned contüct. However, they found it dficuit to adjust, 

when they were forced to take up permanent homes on reservations set aside for them by 

the American govemment (Bieder 1995:166-67):' On the northem shore of Lake 

Superior, in Canada, treaties took longer in coming, but mining interests in particular 

were becoming increasingly active. Thus many Ojibwa leaders such as Shingwaukonse, 

who had elected to take his people into Canada rather than submit to removal, were faced 

with similar ill treatment there. Some Ojibwa in the Great Lakes region refbsed to 

surrender their lands, even though it meant foregoing theu annuity payments, which since 

the decline of the fùr and fish trade, served as one of their few means of obtaioing Euro- 

American goods, upon which they had becorne dependent. They preferred to eke out a 

Living as best they could on unclaimed lands, foliowing traditional beliefs and ways. 



It is no wonder that many looked back with nostalgia to "the good tirnes gone." 

More and morr of the eastern Ojibwa or Mississauga, however reluctantly, and however 

nominally, became Christians at the same tirne as they searched for ways to survive-as a 

people, and as individuals. As Yeliowhead, the Ojibwa chief at Lake Simcoe, explained 

When we embraced this religion ~ethodism] it made us happy in our 
hearts, and we were no longer lying dnmk in the streets, but lived in 
houses Like the white men, and our women and chilcûen were cornfortable 
and happy (Pitedl90 1 : 198). 

Granting the Methodist tenor of the quote, many of YeUow Head's feliow Mississauga 

did make the decision to change their way of We. 

Since revitalization movements such as those of the Shawnee Prophet had become 

discredited, most of those who wished to keep their traditionai beliefs and ways, foilowed 

either the ways of the Midewiwin, the Waabanowiwin, or Jaaahan-or a combination of 

the t h e .  W e  it is clficuit to say precisely, it is Wrely that the majority of Ojibwa 

believed that by continuing to follow the tenets of the MideMn they would be able to 

live a good Me. Granted that some of the more northerly Ojibwa may have never 

practiced the Midewiwin, those in the Boundary Waters region definitely did, as the 

writings of Jacobs, Salt other missionaries and fintraders aU attested. Landes' (1 968 : 1 77- 

78) comments (based on her informants' information) that the Midewiwin was only 

brought to the Manitou Reserve in Ontario fiom Red Lake in the 1933, contradicts the 

reports of Peter Jacobs in particular who described the Rainy Lake area as the 



"HeadQuarters of Heathenism" in the suuounding country, where "conjuring" ceremonies 

were attendeci by Ojibwa h m  hundreds of miles away (Angel 1986:L36-140). 

While the village of La Pointe containeci Protestant and CathoLic churches which 

included a growing number of Ojibwa members, Kohl was still able to attend a 

Midewiwin ceremony about two miles h m  tom, where, as he explained, "a father 

would present his boy for reception into the order of the Mides." "Midewiwin," he went 

on, "is the Indian term for what the Canndians Cali 'la grande ddecine,' that is, the great 

fiateniity among the Indians for religious purposes. 'Midé' (Mide) is a member of the 

fraternity, whiie 'gmig' is a corruption of wigwam, aiways used in composition. Hence, 

'Midewi-gumig' may be translated 'temple wigwam' or, 'house of the bretbrenl' (Kohl 

1985: 40-4 1). Kohl went on to describe the construction of the long, rectanguiar Mide 

lodge with doors at the east and West ends, and comrnented on the fact that he recognized 

several of the Mide elders as people with whom he had become acquainted at La Pointe. 

Surrounding the initiate, who was a young baby stiil in a cradle board, were the father, 

and members of his family, all with faces painted a fiery red. He noted also the big dnim 

in the centre of the lodge, which was beaten with a little wooden "hamrner," and a large 

stone which lay in fiont of the east dwr (which one of his informants told him had been 

placed there for the Evil Spirit). At length, he continued, they were allowed to take theû 

place as spectators after having left an offering of tobacco. Kohl gave no indication 

whether he was ody  king aîlowed to witness the public element of a series of 

ceremonies which must have been going on for some days, or whether the ceremony he 

witnessed differed fiom the ones previously described-perhaps because the initiate was 
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an i n f i t  For instance, Kohl made no mention of any sweat lodge ceremonies, and his 

description of the "shoothgtt rituai in which the candidate received the powers king 

sought, appears to be different h m  either Nicoiiet's or Day's versions. 

Kohl disavowed any attempt to give a critical description of the ceremony he 

witnessed, shce it was extremely complex and he was forced to rely on interpreters. 

However, he did attempt to give some impressions: 

In the fkst place, my old prophet. . . made a speech. 1 noticed t&at he 
spoke very giibly , and now and then pointed to the heavens, and then 
fked bis eyes on the audience. He also made a movement several times 
over thev heads, as if blessing them, just as priests do in ail nations and 
churches. His speech was translated to me much in this way. He had 
addressed a prayer to the Great Spirit; then he shody explained why they 
were assembled, and that a member of the tribe wished his infant to be 
received into the order of the Mides. He concluded by welcoming ail the 
assembly, the high Mides and brothers, al l  the "aunts and uncles," the 
"sisters and cousias," and gave them his blessing. 
Mer this address a procession was formed of al l  the Mides, while the 

father of the child and the guests rose and Ieaned against the sides of the 
wigwam. The priest walked one after the other, with medicine-bag in the 
right hand. 
These medicine-bags, called "pindjigossant' in the Ojibbeway language, 

were made of the skins ofthe mos? vaiying animais . . . They were al l  
filied with valuable and sacred rnatters, of course not visible. The Indians 
image that a spirit or breath is exhaled h m  these varied contents of the 
skin-bag possessing the power to blow down and kill a person, as weli as 
to restore him to life and strength agaia (Kohl [186O] l985:43-44) 

Kohl went on to describe the "shooting riniais" noting that the French Canadians, 

who have generally best translatai the Indian temis, c d  this operation "tirer," or 

"souffler." In Kohl's description the Mides took tums shooting members of the public. 

They later used their medicine bags to revive those who were shot. At this point in the 

proceedings, the initiate was not involved. While Kohl noted that "it was a very comical 



si& and some behaved with considerabie droUery," everyone took the whole &kir very 

seriously (Kohl [l86O] l985:45). 

Afkr the conclusion of this part of the ceremony, the father presented his cbild to 

the Mide elders, makhg a short speech which was aaswered by longer ones nom the 

Mides. This was, in hna, foilowed by some dancing, and thm the entk audience was 

involved in what others have termed the "rituai duellhg" in which everyone became 

involved ushg a wide variety of medicine bags. AU this had taken place in the moming. 

That aftemoon everyone gathered again in the Mide lodge to continue the ceternonies. 

Kobl noted that there was a number of branches covered with a cloth in fiont of 

the large stone. The Mides, foiiowed by all  other members of the order, danced slowly 

around the cloth lmking at it; graddy they began to stop and he noted that they began 

to appear to have convulsions, and &er much effort, expelled some small object fkom 

their mouths. When al l  the shells had k e n  produced they appeared to recover. Later 

each person took a sheli fiom the pile and placed it in his medicine bag. The shelIs, he 

was informeci ". . . typ* the Uness and wickedness which is in man, which he is enabled 

to expel by zealous exertions, and due attention to his religious duties" (Kohl [la601 

198549). 

Foliowing this, each person took a short tum at the d m ,  singing a song which 

Kohl was told expressed his joy in king a member of the society. Meanwbile, he noted, 

the men continued to smoke their pipes, which ée explained was part of every solemn 

rite. At sunset, a huge kettie full of maize broth was brought in and the Mides received 

their presents. in tum, the Mides presented the father of the child with various medicines 
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and foods for the child which wodd "guide him through Mee" The presiding Mi& made 

a nnal speech, and the simple broth was served to aii  those present. It was, as Kohl, 

observeci, "an unpretending banquet atta a whole day's fatiguing ceremonies" &oh1 

[l86O] l985:52). 

Kohl's description of the Midewiwin ca~monies difEered fimm those of his 

predecessors in a number of ways. Like Schoolcraft and Day's descriptions, the 

ceremony appears to have taken place in a siugle &y, although it is possible that the 

rituals concerned with the sweat lodge portion could have taken place on preceding days. 

Whiie the order of some of the ntuais also varied fiom other observers, aii of the 

descriptions do contain certain common elements: the initiation or shooting rituai, 

coupied with a demonstration of the power which had been conferred which involved 

swallowing and regurgitating the miigis, the duelling ritual, the presentation of gifts, and 

final banquet. Taking into accouat the distinct possibiîity that the observers were so 

confused by the complexity of the ceremony that they later got the order mixed up, it is 

also possible that such variations were not important as long as the essential rihials were 

carried out. 

However, as almost ali observeis noted, the Ojibwa made extensive use of 

pictographs in the ceremonies which served both as training ai& for initiates, and 

memory ai& for Mide officials precisely so that the ceremony wodd foilow ceriain 

prescribed formats. Kohl, himself, made considerable efforts to obtain copies of these 

pictographs, dong with their interpretations, since he was aware of their importance to 

the ceremonies that he had described. Since the ceremony described by Kohl contained 
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individuais who no doubt had been present at the ceremonies witnessed by Schmlctaft, 

Day and possibly even Nicollet, it wodd seem tbat either the ceremonies were, in fact, 

closer in form and content than described, or that they were familiar with such variations. 

Certainly, it is possible that some of the variations may have crept in foiîowing 

new revelations by higher degree Mides. Whiie Dewdwy (1 975: 158-1 60; 1 72-1 74) has 

argued that a struggle continueci to exist between the Mide and vision traditions, it is 

more likely that they CO-existed within the Midoviwin itser. Certainly the Midewiwin 

never replaced visions as a means of communicating with the manitous, although, as we 

s h d  see, younger generatons of Mide in some communities no longer always received 

them. While the MidewMrin may not have k e n  practiced in its elaborate forms as 

widely among the northem bands of Ojibwa, the Jac~sahun (Shaking Tent) and other 

allied ceremonies continued to be reguiarly practiced in those areas where the Midewiwin 

was strongest. Observers such as Nicollet, Schoolcraft, and Kohl made as fiequent 

references to them as they do to the Midewiwin, just as Jacobs, Evans and others referred 

to the Midewiwin among notthern bands of Ojibwa. The one area where it may not have 

been practised was among the most northerly Ojibwa who iived alongside the Cree, near 

the present Manitoba/Ontario border in the vicinity of the Severn River. 

There may also have k e n  more pragmatic reasons for the changes in the duration 

and complexity of the Midewiwin ceremonies. As the Ojibwa became more closely 

integrated into the rhythms of Euto-Ametican society, the timing of muiti-band 

ceremonies became more closely tied to annuity payments which took place in the fd- 

which then could be used to purchase the goods needed for entry into higher degrees, and 
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as a means of redistributhg gwds among the c ~ m u o i t y .  While one can oniy speculate, 

it would seem that the communal aspects of the Midewiwin, ddurig tirnes such as these, 

would have becorne even more important, as the participants shared the increasingly 

meagre remutces during the long winter months. Maiiery (1974:508), at a somewhat 

later date towards the end of the nineteenth cenhiry, made an interesting observation that 

the s p ~ g  Midewiwin ceremonies welcomed the retum of the good spirits, while "those in 

the fd were in lamentation for the dep& of the beneficent and the arriva1 ofthe 

maleficent spirits." 

Kohl mentioned in his writings that the initiation of the young baby into the 

society reminded hun of Christian baptism, and it is quite possible that those Ojibwa who 

retained their traditionai beliefs felt increasingly pressured to ensure that their chiidren 

received protection of the manitous at an eady age. It is uaclear fiom Kohl and the 

remarks of others, how the Midewiwîn ceremony he desdbed tied in with long-standing 

Ojibwa naming ceremonies. Certainly it would have set them apart fiom their brethren 

who had their cbildren baptisd by Christian missionaries-at least nom the viewpoint of 

the latter. 

Nevertheless, while the Roman Catholic missionaries had begun to make some 

inroads, particularly among Ojibwa families connected by xnarriage to French-Canadian 

Catholics and theù descencbts, the success of Methodist and Presbyterian missionaries 

in making converts was at this stage in t h e  still quite negligible in al1 areas except some 

of the Ojibwa villages in southem Ontario and the Saginaw region of Michigan.46 As 

long as they remained k e ,  the majority of the Ojibwa continued to resist the cal1 of the 
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missionaries to embrace theu religion., and of government officials to embrace the H e  

style of their Eure-herican neighbom. 



ENDNOTES 

1. As we shali see in Chapter Six, there were other, though briefer accounts of the 
MideWiWiy1 ammg other Anishinaabe grous such as Jacques de Sabrevois' accomt of the 
"medelinne" among the Potawatomi. 

2. Raudot's compilation, though second-hanà, provides one of the earliest and most 
complete descriptions of Ojibwa We. His series of letiers descrii eveythmg fiom the 
homes, dress, the food they ate and how it was obtained, theu fonn of govemment, 
mamage aml momiary pi.isCtces, ,as weii as their rdigious ideas and practices. While he 
displayed most of the prejudices of his time towards Indians, his sources appear to have 
been keen observers. 

3. Whiie only a portion of the Midewiwin ceremonies were devoted to dancing, Euro- 
Amencan observers seemed to be particdarly distutbed by the appearance of dancing in 
what was supposed to be a religious ceremony-perhaps because dance was cousidered to 
be a profane activity among Christians. 

4. In an earlier letter (323), Raudot said that he would explain for his readers the dress, 
custorns and religion of the "savages," and "of the way of things before the arriva1 of the 
French in this country." (Kinietz 1972: 341) It is aiso woahy of note that in another letter 
(#40) Raudot remarked that "Feasts of the Dead" were held every three years &y various 
nations, thus indicating that the Midewiwin had not replaced the Feast of the Dead as 
Hickerson has suggested. 

5. Subsequent accounts such as Hofiinan (1896) and Densmore (1907) do make a 
distinction between public Midewiwin ceremonies which were generally held d u ~ g  
spring d o r  fd gatherings at which time individuais or their sunogates would be 
initiated into one of the degrees of the Midewiwin, and private healing ceremonies which 
were held for very iii individuais who n o d y  were already members of the Midewiwin. 

6. Note that I use the word "ceremony" to describe the Midewiwin, although in some 
senses it is doser to what might be defined as a religion since it is in many ways, all - 
encompassing. However, 1 have chosen to use the tenn ceremony since this is the term 
most commonly used when speaking of the Midauiwin, or when comparing it to the 
Wabaano, Sbaking Tent etc. 1 use the term "rituai" when r e f d g  to parts of the larger 
ceremony (such as the sweat lodge rihials, the "shooting" ntual, etc.) which appear to 
form discrete parts of the larger whole. 

7. The best description of such a ceremony is by Densrnote (1979 [1929]:74-75) in which 
she describes the Midewiwin ceremony held at the time of the irnpending death of a Mide 
elder and chief of the Piilager band of Ojibwas. This individual was the son of another 
famous chief and Mide leader of the same name. 



8. Comparïsons of these ceremonies, along with those of the Menominee, Winnebago (a 
Siouan group), and other groups who practiced the Midewnvin, wüi be made as the 
ceremony is discussed in greater detail in a foliowing chapter. 

9. Tuscarawas (not to be confused with the Iroquois site) was located just south of Lake 
Erie in the Ohio Vailey. The Delaware were an Algonquïan people who were known as 
the "Grandfather of aii Tnis," due to their supposai antiqyity. They had Mered much 
h m  wars and continuing encroachments on their lands, which had caused them to move 
several times. 

1 O. Dowd (1992) provides a good ov-w of this süuggle, including its spintuai 
underpinnings in the series of mitaüzation movements that developed in the latter half of 
the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. 

1 1. The Shawnee were a southerly group of Aigonquian speakers who had k e n  hamed 
by Amencan settlets for some the. Faced with m u e n t  moves and battles, their society 
had slowly begun to disintepte. 

12. Flat Mouth had spent part of his youth as far West as Red River, working for a t h e  as 
a member of Alexander Henry the Younger's fur trade party along the Pembina River 
before taking up residence at Leech Lake, which had been recently wrested away fiom 
the Sioux. John Tanner (Tanner [1830] 1994: l43-147), in his autobiography, writes of 
groups of Ojibwa in these regions who had taken up the teachings of the Shawnee 
Prophet. 

13. The documents of the Arnencau Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions 
contain letters fkom Ely, Boutwell and others describing raids of the Sioux on Ojibwa 
villages. 

14. The italics are those of Nicoliet "Missinabes" in this context probably refers to 
Anishinaabeg which Nicollet mis-transcribes. Flat Mouth made it clear that he believed 
that the land was theirs, and that he would not give it up at any pnce, since his people 
would then lose theu autonomy, which as has been seen, was especially important to the 
Anishinaabeg. 

15. Flat Mouth, in particular, proved to be very adept at manoeuvrhg amongst the 
vanous competing Euro-Amencan fdons .  He neither rejected nor embraced Euro- 
Amencan society outright. 

16. Letter of W.T. Boutwell to David Greene Dec 21, 1836. ABCFM MSS. 74,110.91. 

17. Matchi Gabow (various spellings) is mentioned by such diverse sources as 
Schoolcraft Boutweli and Kohl as threatening, antagonistic-an evil person who 
personified Euro-American images of a Mide shaman. He was a huge man, haci five 



wives* and was reputed by numerous sources to have killed Governor Semple during the 
Battle of Seven Oaks. 

18. See letters h m  BoutweU, Ayer and Ely in the ABCFM Mss. 

19. Mides could and did use a number of means to disciplùie those who had strayed h m  
the path of the Mide Lodge. Christian missiomries o h  related how their converts were 
king "harassedl' in di f fant  ways by Mdes. Two common methods which were reputed 
to be used were causing the victim to develop a facial distortion, or administering poison 
to the victim in order to cause death. 

20. Since Nicollet used French phonetics to transiitemte Ojibwa, 1 have chosen the more 
common spelling by which they are known. 

2 1. Grant% description was published in Masson's compilation of original documents in 
1889-90. John Tanner was a Euro-American who was r a i d  by Ottawa and Ojibwa 
families. While he had the oppomuiity to provide an insider's view, his account contains 
ody a brief description of the Midewiwin ceremoriies as such, and these show the 
editorial infiuence of Edwin James who helped prepare the manuscript for publication. 
Where Tanner is useful, is in his compilation of a number of Mide songs. There were 
numerous other briefreferences to the Midewiwin during this period by a variety of fur 
traders, missionaries and government officiais. Whether this indicates that the 
Midewiwin was becoming more active, or, as is more likely, that the number of Euro- 
Americans in the area had increased substantially, is difficult to say. 

22. While Schoolcrafi's massive multi-volume compilation of "knowledge" regarding 
North Amencan Indians is filled with un-edited hgments fiom the writings of many 
people, including an article by Wiam Warren on the Ojibwa, this appears to be the only 
instance in which Schoolcraft fails to give credit to the author. It is unclear whether 
Nicollet intended that his account be published by Schoolcraft, or whether he sent a copy 
as information and intended to publish it later himselt 

23. Nicollet notes that the ceremonies he attended were for the initiation of 
Obiygouaden's (Chief of the Laad) daughter (Nicollet 1970:80;200). Obiygouaden was 
another Pillager chief. 

24. In this he was quite unlike his Euro-American counterpart, Henry Rowe Schoolcraft, 
who claimed on a number of occasions to have been inducted into the Midewiwin 
himself. 

25. Nicollet indicated that because of abuses, Flat Mouth had reformed the system and 
required that at lest  two people have such a vision before the candidate would be 
considered. 



26. It is noteworthy that most of the Elm>-American descriptions dining the nineteenth 
century describe ceremonies in which children are initiated into the first degree of the 
Midewiwin. Later, when they were old enough to malce choices of their own, they might 
decide to advance further in their knowledge and a c q k  more powers. 

27. Nicoilet outiined a number of circuxnstances for which the dodiiswon (sweat lodge) 
ceremony was d e d  out, nrst among which was initiation into the MidewnYin. In each 
case the desired abject was to commUILicate with the manitous in order to derive power to 
be able to carry out some action, be it a desire by an individual to be cured, or the desire 
of a chief to win the approval of his people for a foray against an enemy. 

28. The Waabunowiwin, which was also quite prevalent during this period, was 
considemi by many to be a deviant offshoot of the Midewiwin, but it was also concerned 
with acquiring "blessings" h m  powerfùl manitous for its adherents. 

29. Elsewhere (Nicollet:211) he uses the term Oshkabewis to refer to the Mide elders that 
he had encomterd among the Sioux. 

30. Nicollet iadicates that the goods were comprised of blankets, fabric, kettles, rifles, 
traps, etc. in quantities large enough to make a package for each of the eight Mide eldea. 

3 1. Nicoilet does not give a translation of this term which he quoted as king w d  in 
other Ojibwa ceremonies, and it is not found in any of the accounts of Ojibwa ceremonies 
by other obsemers. "Na," accordhg to Baraga is a particle denoting interrogation - is it 
so?, wiU it be so? 

32. This is the same term used by Baraga and Kohl for medicine bags in general, but most 
other observeas have used the more specific term nidewayam to refer to the medicine 
bags used by mides. Simüar bags or b d e s  were considered sacred sources of power by 
many other abonginai groups, aithough most were owned c o m m d y  (by clans) rather 
than individually. A m e r  discussion of the topic will foliow. 

3 3. While Nicoliet does not comment on it, the use of a bear pinjigoossan was d y  a 
sign that the mide was of the fourth degree and thus was possessed of considerable power 
to do good and evil. As later commentators were to note, esch degree was distinguished 
by the bag of a dinerent animai or animals. 

34. Nikanug or N i i k a m g  (Nichols) was a ntuai term which was usually translated as 
"brothets." It was used specifïcally to designate other members of the Midewiwin, and is 
still used as such today. 

3 5. This ejacufation which most Euro-American observers found merely amusing, was, in 
fact according to Deleary (1986), an essential part of the Mldewiwin ceremony. WWe 
the word does not have any "meaning" as such, the words were believed to convey power 



h m  the person who uttered them. See also the article by Klostermaier on ne 
(1978) regardkg similar traditions mong the peoples of the Indian 

sub-continent. 

36. While Nicollet's spelling is idosyncratic according to today's standards, the Ojibwa 
words that he uses are the ona commoniy given in most accounts. The Mide or water 
drum was tenned a mitrigwakik (Miriwakik-Nichols) by Nicollet It was usually a 
hollowed out portion of a tree tniak with dcerslun at bath ends and was paaially filied 
with water so that the pitch codd be changed. ThepugaaRooRwun (baagu'rrkokwarnt- 
Nichols) was a carved mallet used to beat the dnmi and was considenxi more sacreci than 
the dnim itseif. However, according to Nichols, a baagu'crbkwm was used with a hand 
cinim. The shishiigwmr (zhilshii'm-Nichols) was a d e ,  originally made out of a 
gourd, or hoilow piece of w d  and filleci with pebbles, seeds or shot in order to create 
different pitches. Later ones were made h m  tin c m .  

37. As Nicoilet (1970:206) explaias, the Ojibwe verb which described the act of 
"blowing" or "shootingl' with the medicine bag was the same one (bimojige) used to 
describe shooting with a bow and amw. (The verb to shoot with a gun was 
pashkisige/baashkizige). Blessing (1977:114) is the only person to provide an Ojibwe 
word for the ceremony, which he gives as ah-puh-gee-TAHah-GAY which may be 
aabaakawin' (Nichols - revive, to corne to). 

38. A m d  renewal ceremonies were ptacticed by other Algonquian tnbes such as the 
Delaware whose Big House ceremonies were camed out each f d .  See, for example, Ives 
Goddard's article on the Deleware in volume 15 of the Hmdbook of North American 
hdian (1 978:Z 1-232). 

39. Schoolcraft used difZerent speiiings for these three cerpmonies, but since his spelling 
varied within his own writings, 1 have chosen to maintain my standard spelling even 
when writing about bis ideas. 

40. Baraga tisted kikendmiiwen as the verb to publish, make known, to announce, and 
kikendarsowin as the noun indicating howledge or science. He gave the word 
kikinawahkwaigan as indicating the madc on a tree used by travellers, and 
kikinawa@tchigan as any sign or mark. Given Baraga and Schoolcraft's dative 
knowledge of Ojibwe, it is probable tbat the latter was dohg a bit of creative word- 
smithing, when he claimed that the Ojibwa had specific tenns for the two types of 
pictographs. 1 have used SchoolccatYs speihg since his use of the terni is unique. 

41. John Pitezel, in his biography of MarkSman (1901), related that MarkSman had told 
him that his father was a "medicine man" (Mide) and one of the hedtary chiefs at 
Mackinac before he moved West, while his mother was a "haKbreed" amd also a 
"professor of medicine." He was trained in the rites of the Midewiwin untü the age of 
meen, but later conveiied to Christianity. 



42. Almost certainiy these included the head chief Shingoup, and Mongazid (Loon-Foot), 
a secondary chief, both ofwhom Day mentions Iater on in his addtess. The latter 
individuai was to become a main source of Monnation on the Midewiwin for Kohl in the 
1850s. They were both contemporaries of Flat Mouth and Maji Gabowi in Leech Lake, 
of Shingwaukonse h m  the area around Sault Ste. Marie, of Pizhiki (Great Buffalo) at La 
Pointe, and Gogubunuga, a Rainy Lake chief-ail of whom were prominent MÏde elders. 

43. M c K e ~ e y  was appointai a mty commissioner for the United States government, 
and was present at Fond du Lac in 1826 for the te-ailbation of the Treaty of Prairie du 
Chien. While he had actively suppotted the cause of Indians, this was bis first trip west, 
so that his daily journal provides a h t  hmd example of how they appeared to Eastern 
officiais. While he did not Wstness a Midewiwin ceremony as such, he did witness and 
describe two Wmbmo ceremonies. 

44. Blessing (197576)) and Johnston (l982:gS) both suggested that the origin of the 
name Midewiwinn, in fa* may be linked to the sound of the heart and/or d m .  

45. The papers of Sherman Hall, the Rotestant missiooary at La Pointe and later at Bad 
River Reservation provide d d s  of many ofthe suiXerings of the Lake Superior Ojibwa 
during this period (Minnesota Historical Society Research Centre, Sherman Hall Papers). 

46. The ABCFM and Methodist Society missionaries were quite firank in their reports, 
often detailing how both they and potential converts were harassed by Midewiwin 
members in order to discourage people fiom becoming Christians. While the Catholic 
missionaries were more giowing in their reports about theu success, there were large 
traditionalist factions even in such long-standing Catholic communities as Arbre Croche. 



ETENOGRAPEiIC REXORDS OF A SOCIETY UNDER SIEGE 

In the mid-nineteenth century the influx of Euro-Amencil~l lumbermen, miners 

and famers began to displace alrnost all of the Ojibwa h m  the land that they had 

occupied for varying amounts of tirne. Most of the Ojibwa in the upper Amencan 

midwest now began to fimi themselves in simiIar situations to their brethren in southem 

Ontario, Michigan and Wisconsin. So did many of the bands in northwestem Ontario and 

Manitoba, although the treaty process there was slower than in the United States. It was 

only a matter of t h e  until the remaining Ojibwa werealso be affected-aithough some 

maintaineci their isolation for a considerable length of the. American and Canadian 

govemments claimed to protect the Ojibwa fkom the abuses inflicted upon them by many 

of these new amvais through the establishment of sznaii blocks of land reserved for hem, 

while at the same t h e  placating the new arrivals by heing up formei "Indian lands" for 

exploitation by Euro-Americans. It was felt that this concentration of the Ojibwa within 

s m d  areas wodd also hasten their "civilization" since they wodd be forced to give up 

hunting and fishing and concentrate on fanning and various wage occupations. It was 

expected that they wouid also give up their "heathenf' reiigious practices and adopt 

Cbristianity. Thus, the government's efforts were supported by various missionary 

groups whose object was to bring the Christian gospel to "heathentt such as the Ojibwa. 



Sherman Hall, the Protestant missionary at La Pointe, lamented the fmt that: 

Few are desirous to leam anything of the religion of the Bible- Most 
seem to have the impression that the white man's &@on is not made for 
them. His religion, mode of We, and leaming are weU for him; but to 
them they are of no use. They would not meke them any more successful 
in hunting and fishing. TheK habits are best for them. They say they are a 
distinct race, and the Great Spirit designed them to be Merent. They live 
différent and go to a different place when they die. (ABCFM Mss. 141 
no. 122; Hall to Greene 24 On 1838) 

Initial schemes for the removal of the Ojibwa had also faiied in both Upper 

Canada and the United States. It was feared by many that if the Ojibwa continueci to live 

as they were they would soon be overwhelmed by die waves of Euro-Americans that 

were moving into the lands that they occupied Goveniment officiais and Christian 

groups alike were anxious to establish the Ojibwa on reserves and reservatiod as 

quickly as possible, since there were fears that otheMlise the Ojibwa (and other Indian 

groups) would face extinction as a people. 

The Royal Proclamation of 1763 had estabLished British recognition of the land 

rights of the Great Lakes Indians living in Bntish North America. Within a Little more 

than one hundred years these same people had surrended almost ai i  of theù land and were 

confîned to srnail reservations (Smith 1981; Schmalz 1991). The surrender of portions of 

these lands began almost immediately after the proclamation, as the British looked for 

land to compensate Loyalists, including Iroquois, who had fought for the British durhg 

the American War of Independence. 0riginal.i~ the Mississauga (Ojibwa) had accepted 

the land settlements with few qualifications, but as Smith notes, by the 1790s they 



recognll#i that the land ~ ~ r e n d e ~ ~  meant just tbat, and began to resent them-but wefe 

unable to mount any effective opposition (Smith 198 1 :74-82). Foliowing the setdement 

of the War of 1812, the British govemment no longer feh a need for their Indian allies as 

Euro-American settlers began to outnumber Indians. What they did require was more 

land for the new settiers. After a series of land surrenders in the southean regions of 

Upper Canada, an ill-fated attempt was made in the 1830s by the lieutenant-govemor, Sir 

Francis Bond Head, to move aii the Indians "away h m  the compting Muences of 

civilization" to a homeland on Manitouiin Island. Because of the opposition of the 

Wesleyan-Methodist missionaries and the Abongines' Protection Society in Engiand, the 

government was compeiled to stop its forced surrenders of land, aithough the Ojibwa in 

the southem parts of the colony continued to rehquish lands in the Saugeen peninsula 

and seek new reserves throughout the 1840s and 1850s, despite the fact that they had 

begun to estab iish themselves as successful farmers (Schrnalz 1991 : 130-146). 

The early impact of Euro-American settlers had devastating effects on the Ojibwa 

of southem Ontario, with the result that many of their leaders had been wüling to sign 

treaties with the British. In the 1820s and 1830s many Ojibwa had converted to 

Wesleyan Methodism, following the example of emerging leaders such as Peter Jones 

who became bot& a Methodist minister and a tireless advocate of Ojibwa rights. Dunng 

the next severai decades, Ojibwa such as Peter Marksman, George Copway, Peter Jacobs, 

Henry Steinhauer and Auen Salt showed considerable aptitude for western learning, and 

for defending the rïghts of theu people. They formeci a cadre of native missionaries who 

worked among the Ojibwa throughout the Great Lakes region and westward. Whüe they 
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met with varying degrees of success, the growing presence of their foilowers among 

Ojibwa communities was a sign that the seamless nature of Anishinaah society had 

begun to cnmible. The world view of members of the Christian factions differed 

radicafly h m  that of those who foilowed the teachings of the Midewrwjn, even when 

they consciously or unconsciously retained many of their former beliefs. 

These differences went beyond a simple trailsferral of aiiegiance nom the 

teachiags of Nmbozho to those of Jesus Christ The Methodist version of Chnstiaaity 

preached a gospel in which thrift, industry, discipline, punctuality, and abstinence were as 

much tenets of faith as the original ten commandments. Although the Ojibwa were not 

overly concemed with the other-worldly message of Christianity, they were concemed 

with bimaudWm, the good Me in this world. And it seemed obvious to Jacobs, Salt 

and many other converts, that while Euro-American Christians were prospering, the 

material Life of most Ojibwas was gening substantidy worse. Having seen their relatives 

and fiends succumb to aicohol, lacking the meam to survive in a world in which their 

traditional sources of subsistence were no longer available, feeling abandoned by the 

spirits which had protected them in the past, and seeing the apparent ease with which 

their Euro-Amencan wighbours prospered, many bright young Ojibwa such as Peter 

Jacobs, David Sawyer, and Peter Marksman tumeci nom their parent's religion to that of 

Methodism. 

While the Ojibwa were more indhidualistic than many of their close relations 

such as the more highly structured Menominee and Potawatomi, they had aiways lived by 

an ethic of generosity, reciprocal sharing and of consensual decision-making which was 
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closely bound togetûer by the seasonai rounds of existence, and theu close affinity to 

nature. Many, ifnot ail, of these values conflicted with the values prornoted by the 

Methodists as solutions to the problems faced by the Ojibwa. This often led to numemus 

problems between Methodist converts and so-called traditionalists who remaineci f a i W  

to the teachings of the Midewiwin. For many of the converts, the transition was too great, 

with the result that they reverted to their former Life style even ifthey did mot actuaily 

practice the Midewiwin. Many other converts became nominal Christians at best, 

accepting the material benefits and foilowing the outward rituais, while holding on to 

theu traditional ethics and values. There were other problerns too, for Angiican 

missionaries began to compte with the Methodists for Ojibwa souis, while the agrarian 

experiments proved less successful thm expected, thus lessening the early enthusiasm 

that many Ojibwa had show for the combination of "Christimity and ciMlization." 

To M e r  compound the problems, many of the newly established reserves in 

southern Ontario found themselves taking in very large numbers of Potawatomie and 

Ottawa refùgees fiom the United States who were attempting to avoid being moved West 

of the Mississippi River. Among them were a fiiir numbcr of Roman Catholic converts, 

whose arriva1 caused many of the Ojibwa communities in Ontario to become even M e r  

hgmented (Schmalz 1199 1 :200-204). Whüe groups of traditionaiists continued to exist 

on many of the eastern resenations in Ontario, most, but not all of the community leaders 

were at least nomiaally Christiao~. Traditional ceremonies, where they did exist, had 

largely been forced to go underground (Rogers and Smith 1994:368-370). It was only 

among the Ojibwa at Rainy Lake, Lake of the Woods, and in the country M e r  to the 
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north, that traditional beliefs rernaiaed dominant into the twentieth centiiry. There, 

Ojibwa leaders such as Powassan and Madopenais carrieci on a long stniggie with 

Indian agents and missionary groups over the right of the Ojibwa (as set out in Treaty #3) 

to be educated in govemment schools with no Christian religious instruction (Waisberg 

1984:258-262). They also demanded the right to practice their own religion, as E. 

McCoii, the Manitoba Inspecter of Indian Agencies noted in one of his reports: 

. . . They object to mission schools king established on their =serves, as 
they did not wish their children innuenced to forsake the religion of their 
fathers (Canadian Sessional Papers, A1 882, No.6:98). 

Further wea at Red River, hgiican missionaries had begu. to make some in- 

roads among the Cree and to a lesser extent amont the Ojibwa or Saulteawc, as they were 

known there. Like their eastern brethren they were being taught to read and &te, and to 

fann-and to renounce theu traditional religious beliefs in favour of Christian ones. 

However, the early successes of such missionaries as Georges-Antoine Bellecourt, John 

West and W ï a m  Cockran did not last, and later missionaries tumed their attention 

furthet north or West (ûrant 1984: 102-1 07). As a result, Hallowell was able to observe 

that some groups of Ojibwa such those at Roseau River Reserve "remained outright 

pagans mtil the beginning of the present century" (Hallowefi 1936:40). 

In the United States, govemment agents' efforts to force the Ojibwa to move fiom 

their traditional lands had more tragic consequences. The Ojibwa were suspicious of the 

govemment's motives and they determined to drive a hard bargain for them3elves and 

their kin. At the 1842 treaty deliberations, Shingoup, the head chef h m  Fond du Lac 

(and a high ranking Mide) m e r e d  the speech of Commissioner Stuart as foilows: 
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My fiend we now understand the pinpose you have corne for, and we 
don? want to displease you. 1 am glad there are so many people to hear 
me. 1 want to know what our great Father wiil give us for our lands. You 
mut not teli a iie, but tell us what ocir great father wiii give us for our 
lands. 1 want to ask you again, my father, 1 want to see the writing and 
who it is tbat gave our great father permission to take our minerais. . . . 1 
want to see the Treaty which authotizes Govemment to taLe away our 
minds .  (Le Ha Wheeler to David Greene, May 3,1843. Box 3. 
ABCFM. Minnesota Historicai Society Research Center, St Paul, 
Minnesota) 

White Crow (Waubishgaugauge), the elderly chief of the Lac du Flambeau band 

(southeast of La Pointe), added that: 

You told us there was nothhg wrong on paper. . . It does not appear that 
out Father wants tu buy our land except the M i n d  country. 1 have raised 
the wbreeds, and 1 want you to provide for hem, we ali eat out of the 
same dish, we are aU Like one family . . . . (Wheeler to Greene, May 3, 
1843. Box 3. ABCFM). 

Despite their suspicions, and their inability to have al l  their conditions met, moa of the 

Ojibwa did nnally and reluctantly agree to sign the treaties, seeing in them the best hope 

for their continwd existence as a people. 

The fears of leaders such as White Crow were to be reaüzed shortly, for attempts 

were made by the government to remove al l  the Ojibwa to the west of the Mississippi. It 

was a move that would be successfully resisted, but only after considerable d e r i n g  and 

many deaths. The missionary, Sherman Hall, related the tragic story of how the Ojibwa 

who had ceded theu laads were forced to travel to great distances to Sandy Lake to 

coiiect their ~llllluities in the late fd. Many refiised, while those who made the trip were 

forced to wait for the agent to obtain the money. Sichess broke out in the camps and 

many died. The swivors were then forced to use most of the payments which naally 



arriveci in December to purchase provisions to r e m  home. This meant waking 300 

miles back since their cauoes were useless in the winter (Hall to Treat, Dec 30, 1850. 

ABCFM). Although Haii had believed that the ümties were the only way to Save the 

Ojibwa as a people, he later argued strongiy against the forced removal of the Ojibwa in 

Wisconsin- 

By the 1850s, the efforts of the Amen-can govenunent had sbifted h m  an 

emphasis on removai to one of aliowing them to remain permanently, on reservations, in 

their traditional territories In Michigan, W~sconsin, and Minnesota, many of those 

Ojibwa and Ottawa who had refiised to move were accommodated in 1854 and 1855 with 

new treaties in an effort to undo some of the worst abuses of the previous era The 

treaties distinguished between the Lake Superior Ojibwa, whose resources the Arnericans 

desired, and the Mississippi bands whose laads were not immediately wanted, while the 

Red Lake and Pembina bands were ignored for the tirne being. Those Ojibwa who agreed 

to take up reservation life attempted to make it work, but they had few resources with 

which to control theV own destiny. Increasingly control was exercised by the new 

dispensers of resources: the govemment agents and missionaries. However, despite the 

determined efforts of local Methodist and Catholic missionarïes, many of the Ojibwa (and 

to a Iesser extent, Ottawa) contiaued to hold their traditional world view, foilow the 

teachings of the Midewiwin, and follow their ttaditional seasonai rounds. Many of these 

traditionalists r ehed  to accept the individual alîotments of land since they continued to 

view property as a source of resources that served the cornmon good (Cleland 1992:242). 



On the o t k  han& there was a feeling among many govemment officiais such as 

Alexander Ramsey: and missiotlzvies such as Shemian HaII: tbat uniess there was 

prompt action to protect them, the Ojibwa would face extinction as a people. Ramsey, 

Hall, and 0th- Wre them, m e d  that the Ojibwa would succumb to the evüs of alcohol 

provided by unscrupulous traders, Eutopean diseases for which they seemed to have no 

protection, and starvation, as a result of not king able to hmt and fish. Only by 

providing them with the means to fm by teaching them the *es of hard work and the 

Christian gospel, and by destroying their traditionai culture and religion, wouid they 

avoid the fate ofmany of the wild animals in the region (US. Office of the 

Comrnissioner of Wan Mairs. -1850). 

Ojibwa leaders in Minnesota were divided as to how to meet these new 

challenges. The nurnber of Em-hericans was increasing, and with them came 

epidemic diseases, land speculators, and whiskey traders, al1 of which threatened to wreak 

havoc among them, though few were able to resist the temptations of the latter. With 

them also came a new type of missionary in the person of John Johoson (Enmegahbowh), 

an Ojibwa (Mississauga), who, as a young man was initiated and educated in the 

teachings of the Midewiwin before becoming a convert to Methodism. He left his home 

in southem Ontario, in order to become one of the native missionaries who came to the 

United States in the 1830s. There he married the niece of Hole-in-the-Day the Elder and 

his brother Strong ûround, two important Ojibwa chiefs h m  Sandy Lake, thus 

establishing strong bonds with them and their bands, although he later opposed the 

confiontationist policies of Hole-in-the-Day the Younger. Unlike many of the previous 
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missionaries in the area (and unlüre some of his feiiow Ojibwa converts), Emmegahbowh 

retained bis Ojibwa ethic of generosity and mutuai sharing. in the 1850s, he transfeRed 

his degiance to the Episcopaiians, while rrtaining his influence with a large segment of 

the Mississippi Ojibwa who foiiowed him in removing to the White Earth Reservation in 

1 868. There, numemus other Ojibwa, who were aiyrious to maintain many of their 

traditionai culturai values, became Episcopalians as a d t  of Enmegahbowh's influence 

and his pmgram to establish subsistence farmitlg. In this way, they believed that they 

might be able to re+invigorate their comrnunitîes, while maintaining control of thek own 

destiny (Meyer 1 994). 

Among the Pillagers and wighbouring bands, many chose to live a traditional 

existence as fiu as they could outside the pale of the dominant culture. The majority of 

this latter group continued to practice the Midewiwin, although some turned to the Drum 

or Dream Dance, a new ceremony which was intmduced in the 1860s and 1870s: This 

ceremony was based on the visions received by a young Sioux woman, foilowing a battle 

between the Sioux and the Euro-Americaas. The cosmology nevertheless resembled 

Ojibwa beiiefs, in that the sacred dnun and the rituals aaached to it were used by 

members to petition the manitous for "blessings." Membership in the society which 

developed was open, and the ceremonies were more kquent than the Midewiwin. 

Whereas the Midewiwin existed to help iudividuals secure a healthy and a long Me, the 

Drum religion's role was broadened to include social concems including peace between 

peoples. While some Ojibwa belonged to both the Midewiwin and Drum Dance, most 

believed that the latter replaced the Midewiwin which had been compted. It was 
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believed by many traditionalists that the Dnim Dance rituais were a better meam of 

providing the strength and power needed to resist the ever-increasing advances of Euro- 

Arnerïcan society.' 

Although most of the original signatories of the treaties such as Flat Mouth and 

Loon Foot ~mained members of the MidewnYin until theu deaths, Loon Foot's sons were 

sent to Church schools whm they became Methodists. ûthers such as Great Buffalo 

W y  converted to Catholicism just before theu deaths. Shlligwaukonse became tm 

active Anglican before he died, and his sons continued their father's Anpiican tradition. 

Despite the fact that they had chosen different paths, each hoped that his way would 

ensure the suMval of their way of life in so far as it was possible. 

Most of the reserves and reservations provided for the Ojibwa were located on 

marginal land distant fkom Euto-Amencan centres of population, so that even those who 

had agreed to live on them, made efforts to retain their old style of We. However, this 

was seldom possible given the natutal resouire bases of most reservations, and the failure 

of the government to live up to theu obligations. Momver, bands with different 

histories were brought together in large, d c i d y  created reservations such as White 

Earth in the United States, while in Upper Canada, bands of Ojibwa, Ottawa and 

Pottawatomi, many of them refùgees 6om the United States, were lumped together in 

reserves. These people brought with them a variety of Metent backgrounds, feuds, and 

expectations, which in the close quarters of their new existence tended to flue up in 

factionaiism. These reservations and raenes had some similarity to the refùgee centers 

of the late 17th century since they both contained an assembly of diverse groups. 
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However, whereas the Midewiwln would have serveci as a cohesive force in the refiigee 

villages, it now heIped to accentuate the divisions, since it was but one of severai paths to 

the desired good me. 

The Ojibwa end their Métis "cousinsn had cwxisted together, and in many cases, 

resewations containeci many families who had a mixed heritage. When the Ojibwa had 

signed the treaties, they had endeavoined to secure assistance for the mùred-bloods since, 

as White Cmw had argued, they were al l  of one family. Later, however, divisions began 

to develop between those who continued to foiiow the culture and religion of their 

Ojibwa ancestors, and those who followed the Cathoiicism of theu French or English 

ancestors, and made efforts to adapt to Euro-Amencan society. Many of the Métis made 

their living as traders, whiskey peddiers or Indian Affairs officiais, wbile at the same time 

claiming the right to be added to the annuity rolls of the Ojibwa. Among those who 

formed part of this larger community was the Warren f d y ?  William Warren and 

several sisters ail continued to be associated with the Ojibwa people at several of the 

Minnesota reservations. Nevertûeless, despite his obvious syrnpathy for the plight of the 

Ojibwa, Warren and his sisters were ali Protestant Chrïstians, who also iived in the 

dominant society (Densmore Papen. Notes on the Life of Mrs. Jdia Warren Spears. 

MHSRC). 

Ethnographie Scrothy of the Midewiwin 

It was about this tirne, towards the end of the nineteenth century, that the first of a 

new breed of professiody trained edinographers began their mission to record the 

cultures and languages of the abonginal peoples in North America for posterity? In the 
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nnal years of the nineteenth and the early years of the twentieth century, a steady Stream 

of ethnologists visited a range of communïties among the ûjibwa and their Algonquian 

neighbours in O* to study thek "tradtional" beliefs and practices. Among these 

visiton was the Amencan physician, ethnologist and linpuist, Dr. Walter L HofEnaa. 

H o f i a n  had begun his -dies researching the fokiore of the Pennsylvania Gennans, but 

later joined the staff of the U.S. Bweau of Ethnology, where he becarne involved in a 

number of major field work studies of the Ojibwa and Menominee.' Hofiban began his 

work on the Ojibwa as an assistant to Colonel Garrick Maliery, who had published a 

number of articles on the picture writuig of the North Amencan indians. During 1887.88 

he spent three months on the reservations at Red Lake and White Earth, concentrating 

primarily on the pictographic records used in the Midewnvin, while Mallery was carryïng 

out similar research at Bad Rivd and Red CLiffresewations in the Chequamegon Bay 

region. The research was prompted by a desire of the Bureau of Ethoology to review the 

reüability of the work on Ojibwa pictographs c&d out by SchoolcraR 

Mallery, himself, found that his research gamered only Limited resuits which he 

attributed to the "stionger Muence of civilization" in the latter two communities. %y the 

late 1880s the members of the La Pointe band that remaineci had moved to the Bad River 

Reservation located near Od& Wisconsin at the south end of Chequamegon Bay, 

where some attempted to f m  under the tutelage of the Presbyterian missionary while 

othea worked in various small industries. Maliery was ody able to find a few elderly 

Ojibwa there who were di familiar with the Midewiwin ceremonies and had Mide c h  

that they were willing to show him.lo Since he was piimarily interested in a comparative 
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study of pictographs, it was this aspect which dominated his writings. He devoted only a 

few comments to the Midewjwin itseIf, which are a combination of commonly known 

facts and equally common misconceptions." 

Hofûnm appears to have been more fortunate in fkding a more active Midewiwin 

society fùnctioning at White Earth and Red Lake. Moreover, he apparently took a much 

broader view of his research activities, going far beyond coilecting examples of 

pictographic records. This was no doubt due to the fact that most of these records were 

provided to him by Mides-leadhg him to pumie this area of research more closely. 

While H o f i a n  provided his readers with a cwory historical background to the 

Midewiwin, plus the names and background of his informants, he devoted Little attention 

to the situation faced by the Ojibwa at the time he collected his information 

Although the situation of the Ojibwa at the two reservatiom that Hofian Msited 

was considerably dinerent fiom that at Bad River, there were also dinerences between 

Red Lake and White Earth. The reservation at White Earth, which had been created in 

1867, became the home of a number of previously autonomous and culturally distinct 

groups of Ojibwa who formed factions in the new reservation. In addition to the originai 

Mississippi River bands, the reservation later accepted a band of Pillagers, and some 

Plains Ojibwa fiom dong the Pembb River. The rnajonty of the Pillagers had settled 

on other reservations at Leech Lake, Cass Lake and Lake Winnibigoshish. The divisions 

at White Earth were exacerbated by the fact that the former had largely become 

Episcopalians, the Piliagers continued to practice the Midewiwin, and those fbm 

Pembina were mainly mixed-blood Roman Catholics (Meyer 1994: 1 1 8- 125). The 
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American govemment's practice of pmviding individual aliotments of land rather than 

dowing them to practice commuaal ownership fûrther i n d  the fhgmentation of the 

reservation, and the dienation of many of its inhabitants 

At Red Lake the the inhabitants of the reservation were much more homogeneous. 

The bands of Ojibwa who made up the population there were more closely co~ected  to 

the northem bands h m  Rainy Lake, Lake of the Woods and Pembina. Unlike other 

reservations, Red Lake was granted pemÿssion to maintain communal land ownership. 

Whiie missionaries had been workuig among them since the early nineteenth century, the 

missionaries had been effectively by the practitioners ofthe Midmiwin who 

continwd to be the dominant religious p u p  until the twentieth century.12 Among other 

things, Christian missionaries were accused of king responsible for acting as evii 

shamans or witches who used their "evil powers" to cause the pulmonary disease which 

caused a great number of deaths at Red Lake. Both Protestant and later Catholic 

rnissioDanes made unsuccessfbl attempts to estabiish schools among them. The Red Lake 

Ojibwa also steadfâstiy refused to take up agriculturai pursuits as long as they were able 

to hunt bunalo-to the dismay of the missionaries. These fators, and the relatively 

isolated location of the resewation, meant that there was far less culhiral upheaval than at 

White Earth, and f a  less assimilation of individuals than on the reservations located in 

Wisconsin and Michigan. 

Despite these ciifferences between the reserves at White Earth and Red Lake, 

those Ojibwa who wished to maint* the old ways generally feared the fuaùe, and for 

good reason. Everywhere, it seemed, they were in retreat. Their lands were being lost, 
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and with them, the abiüty to provide for themsefves, the rights of hereditary chiefs were 

king usiirped by government officiais or govemment-appointeci leaders, whiie teachers 

and rninisters had taken over many of the teachiag d e s  and ntuai fbnctions of the Mide 

eldets. hcreasingiy the Ojibwa were losing even more control of their lives to 

govertment officiais and missiodes, as both groups had begun to take steps to prohibit 

the celebration of Indian ceremonies and pfacfices of Indian "medicine men." 

In 1889 President Harrison of the United States promulgated the Dawes Act 

which demanded that Indians be absorbed into national life as American citizens, giving 

up their tribal relatiomhips and confonning to the ways of the d o h t  society. 

Traditional religious ntuais and secular amusements were sûongly discouraged by the 

Office of Indian M a i r s .  The principle of severalty redted in most of the lands which 

had been retained for the Ojibwa king sold off since speçuiators were able to convince 

individuai laadholders to sell. By the early twentieth century only 20% of the lands that 

they had been ceded stül remained. When the Siow protested the loss of their lands and 

continued to dance the Ghost Dance, the U.S. Army was caiied in, massacring over one 

hundred, including women aad children in December 1890 at Wounded Knee. 

Hoffinads conclusion to his work was thus prophetic: 

. . [the Ojibwa] tribal ties will be broken and their primitive customs and 
rites be abandoned, 
The chief Mide priests, king aware of the momentous consequences of 
such a change in their habits, and foreseeing the impracticability of much 
longer continuhg the ceremonies of so-called 'pagan rites,' became wiiiing 
to impart them to me, in order that a complete description might be made 
and preserved for the future information of their descendants." (Hoffman 
189 1 :299-300)'3 



The resulting thRe hmdred page document is the most comprehensive account 

ever produced on the Midewiwi~ .~~  The major part of the document provided detailed 

information on the preparation and initiation of candidates for the four degrees, as weil as 

idonnation on the Ghost Midewiwin. ûther sections provided background information 

on the Midewiwin in general, on the role of shamans, a description of the Mide lodge, 

plus supplementary notes on pictographs, music, dress and omaments. 

As one would expect of a trained ethnologist and linguist, Hofbm's study was at 

once comprehensive and detailed. Despite the fact that bis infomiation had been gleaned 

nom a awnber of sources and informants, he provided, for the fïrst the ,  a generd 

o v e ~ e w  of the ceremonies, the officials who conducted hem, the reiigious objects that 

were employed, and something of the teachings that were imparted. Surprisingly, 

aithough he provided meticulous translations of Mide songs h m  the original Ojibwa, in 

which he noted the archaic nature of many of the words, Hof i an  failed to supply Ojibwa 

ternis for the Mide officials, or for many of the artifacts that were used in the ceremonies. 

Although he gave both an Ojibwa oame and a scientinc name for the rnii 's  or cowrie 

shell used in the Midewiwn ceremony, he created the impression that this particular sheii 

had a vital signifïcauce, aithough other types of sheiis were used by various groups of 

Ojibwa. Similarly, he failed to explain that such objects were used by a wide variety of 

aboriginal groups in both north and south America as a powerful means of either causing 

or curing illness. 

And, despite his attempts to be "objective," Hofian was a creature of his own 

tirne, as much as any ofhis predecessors. For, while his work was relatively fiee of 
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Christian bias, he continued to view the Ojibwa as "primitives," and the Mides as 

"chariatans." Indeed, despite his claim to have been initiated into the society himself,15 in 

his introduction to the work, H o 5 a n  stated that the pinpose of the Midewiwin wes 

twofold: "first, to preserve the traditions [which he had just mentioned], and second, to 

give a certain class of ambitious men and womm sufncient inûuence thugh theu 

acknowledged power of exorcism and necrornancy to lead a cornfortabile We at the 

expense of the credulous" (Hofbaa 189 1 : 1 5 1). 

Thus, for all his academic credentids, and his participation in both the Midewiwin 

of the Ojibwa and the "Mit4~it" '~ of the Menominee, HofEmds work continued to 

exhibit a definite Euro--encan bis. Like many nineteenth century social scientists, 

Hoffman sought to class* everything he studied, ushg a combination of Euro-American 

concepts and categories, and information fiom his informants. For insuince, he followed 

Schoolcraft's depiction of three classes of shamans, one of which was the Mide. Unlike 

Schoolcraft, who saw ali classes of shamam as evil, Hoffman depicted the Jes'sakkids 

(Jriaukiids) as ""invoking and causing evil, while that of the Mide is to avert it" (Hoffman 

1 89 1 : 157-1 58). Unfortunately, the example he used of a person averting evil was that of 

a person who was usually termed a sucking-bone doctor, but whom both H o 5 a n  (in 

another section of the work Cp2541) and Densmore (1979~44-45) equate with a Jaasukiid. 

Such examples of coafusion (which occur several times throughout the work) are 

indicative of the ditnculty that Euro-Amencans experienced in attempting to make sense 

of the Ojibwa worid view. Despite their best efforts, the Ojibwa world could not be 

divided up into discreet classes and categories which were mutually exclusive. 
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In a later portion of the work (Hotnnan 1891 : l64,184n), Ho- explained that 

from his experience there was considerable variation in "the drarnatization of the rituai." 

He irnplied that some of the differences which he ewcuntered could be attributed to the 

division of the Ojibwa nation at S a d  Ste. Marie kto northern and southem divisions, 

which had limited intercourse. In addition, he explained, individual Mides operated 

independentiy, with the nsult that pictographic inscriptions on Mide charts could not 

always be interpreted by 0th- Miaes, wwhh codd and did cause erroneous 

interpretatioas to be made-as he pmceeded to illustrate with an example. While 

HotFman was no doubt correct in his expianations of some of the variations he 

encountered, he failed to address such hdamental problems as the relationship of 

Jes'kakkids (Jaaakiids) and Wabeno's (Wuabunos) to the Midwiwin, or the relationship 

of "good" manitous or Mides, and "evii" manitous or Mides. 

However, these are quibbles about a work which has allowed insight into an 

institution, and into a worid viqw which might otheMnse have been lost to posterity. 

Where his work has been invaluable is in his meticulous transcription of the words, music 

and pictographs used in the Midewiwin ceremonies. So accurate are his transcriptions of 

some of the instn~ctions, ongin and Song charts, that present day Ojibwa have tumed to 

his work in their attempts to revive the Midewiwin afkr it had ali but died out. Rather 

than attempting an in-depth analysis of Hoffhn's work, which is fat beyond the scope of 

this present work, an attempt will be made to highlight some of the major concepts which 

he brought to lïght for the first the,  and place them in contes. 



H o k  was the first observer to provide a comprehensive explanation of the 

four leveis or degrees of the Midewiwin," dong with their comsponding initiation 

ceremonies and subsequent powers. It was this hierarchical aspect of the society which 

c a w d  many Euro-Americans to assinne that the Midewiwin had been influenced by 

Freemasonyy, since it was felt that aboriginal hunters and gatberers could never have 

conceived of such a complex structure on their own. HofFman's account illustrates just 

how complex the Midewiwin was, but there are no hints of Freemasonry ideas or rihials, 

other than that both were based on a progressive acquisition of knowiedge and power, 

which was syrnbolïzed by different levels or degrees. 

As several other observers had noted, candidates for the first degree had W to 

satisfy Mide officials that their vision was legitimate and appropriate. Hotnnan 

(1 891 : 164) does seem to suggest that Uidividuals who had not received a vision could, at 

this tirne, "purchse a miigis." This would tie in with Mallees statements that visions 

were no longer common, so that some people tried to stimulate them through the use of 

alcohol. It wouid have ais0 meant that those individuals such as Jaasakiids who 

continued to have visions would have been considered even more powemil and perhaps 

more feared. 

The acceptance of a candidate was foiiowed by a sweat lodge ritual in which the 

candidate received instruction, and the Mides demonstrated their supemahiral powers by 

causing strings of beads to roll and effigy figures to move unaided. In his description of 

the initiation ceremonies, (which w m  described in some detail), Hoffman transcribed 

parts of the "Mide sermon" and a number of the songs sung by the candidate and officials. 
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FoUowing the initiation rituals and the payment of the required fees, both of which were 

similar to those described by previous observers, the new member had the power to 

remove or expel evil spirits, and to administer a limitecl number of cures using p i n c  

plants, but his or h a  power was stiii relatively limited, One important power which was 

both sought and taught was the "hmters' medicine" which has been describeci in a 

previous chapter. In addition, he noted that they were taught a few additionai magic 

remedies including one which could be used to produce p d y s i s  of the mouth in civals or 

enernies-or could be used to comtetact the evil intentions of bad Mides, Jaasakiih or 

Waahos. He mentioned that he had petsonally seen the results of this king employeci, 

and that the redting disability usualiy lasted s e v d  weeks. No satisfactory explanation 

had been found for the padysis (Hoflhan 189 1 :226-7). 

Whereas previous ohservers had made reference to the huge quantity of presents 

which candidates were requued to oser, HoBimm explained the reason for these presents, 

and the payments for knowledge or power of any sort. "This practice is not entirely based 

on mercenary motives, but it is M y  believed that when a secret or remedy has been 
. 

paid for it cannot be imparted for nothing, as then its virtue would be irnpaïred, ifnot 

entirely destroyed by the manido or guardian spirit under whose special protection it may 

be supposed to be held or controlledr' (Hof3nan 1 89 1 :22 1). 

According to Hofhan's accormt, the second, third and fourth degree ceremonies 

were mainly repetitions of the £kt He implied that the main addition was the power of 

the tutelary manitou for the particular degree ('offman 1891 :225-6). Unforhinately, 

Ho£ûnan did not indicate what manitous were comected with the second degree, but 
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other informants suggest that the Mide bag for this de* was the Sbarptailed Hawk. h 

a later portion of the work, HofEnan stated that those who had been admitted to the 

second degree (after malring the rquhd offérings, receiving the appropriate instructions 

and going through the initiation rites) acquired some additional supernaturai powers, 

aiiowing them to see into the futiire, and hear what was happening at great distances, as 

weil as to leave his or her body in order to accomplish tasks (HofEmm 189 l:236). 

Hofhan impiied that Mi'tsha Mides" or "Bad Mides", who employed these powers for 

evil purposes assumed the form of an animai (ofien a bar) in which guise the Mide rnight 

kiil his victim. Such pemm, he suggested, were d e d  witches (HofEnan 1891 : 168- 

9).18 

Few members of the Midewiwin, in Hofian's experience, ever proceeded beyond 

the second degree, paaly due to the high cost of initiation. However, those who received 

the requked instruction, made the o f f e ~ g s ,  and were initiated, received even greater 

supematural powers, under the tutelage of the bear Theu powers of exorcism 

were greater, their knowledge of medicines expanded, and they had greater powers of 

prophecy (divination). It was at this point, Hofnnan seemed to suggest, that theu powers 

became equivalent to those ofjaasakiiuk, who received their powers directly fiom a 

manitou in a vision. Hof lbn  suggests elsewhere that jaasakiids couid and sometimes 

did become members of the Midewiwin, but he provided no indication as to whether or 

not they were required to go through the three degrees or simply began at the third level. 

T'ose few who attained the fourth degrre were believed to have powers that were 

beyond belief. Hofnnan's informants suggested that their powers came close to those of 
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Nànabozho, and such individuais aime were able to comrnunicate directiy with Kitchi 

Manitou. However, these powers were two-edged for there were great temptations to use 

these powers for evil purposes or personal aggrandizement Waabtmos of this degree 

were especiaiiy feared because of their power to inflict injury, and their astounding 

performances with fire." The only time that Hofnnan mentioned a perticular tutelas, 

spirit for a specific degree was for the third degree, although the candidate for the fourth 

degree impersouated the bear manitou during the initiation rites. Malevolent spirits 

inciuding Mishibishi (Mishikhi), the panther, and Makwu, the bear, and Meshike 

(Mikinaak), the tude, guarded the Mide lodge aud attempted to resist the candidate's 

entrance during the rites for the higher degrees, and had to be driven away by good 

manitous. The appearance of these spirits would appear to add to the sense that the 

power gained by people who entered these degrees had the potential for evii as well as 

good. The fact that these spirits served both as tutelary spirits and malevolent spirits 

added to this sense of uncertainty, as did the fact that individuais who attained this rank 

couid act as jaaîrkiidr and waabanos. 

Hoflhan included a special section in his work on variations of the Midewiwin, 

including something he termed the "Ghost Lodge" or Dzhibai (Jiibay) Midewigan. 

Hofian noted that the Ghost Lodge differed h m  the regular Mide Lodge in that the 

openings were on the noah and south axis, rather than the east and West. Some observers 

have suggested that since the fourth degree lodge also had no& and south entrances (in 

addition to east and West ones), this added to its sinister reputation shce the Ojibwa 

feared the afterlife, and the spirits that the Ghost Lodge was named afler. This is the first 
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recorded use of the term "Ghost Lodge," although it would appear that variations of the 

rituais descri'bed had been present among the O j i h  for some tirne. It is tempting to try 

and comect this variation of the Midewiwin wîth the Ghost Dance revitalization 

movement which swept m s s  the mid-west in the 1890s, but there is no connection. 

Despite the simiiarity of the name, the relative proximity of the Lakota (western) Sioux to 

the Minnesota Ojibwa, and the muhial acceptance of other ceremonies, there is no 

evidence that Ghost Lodge and Ghost Dance ceremonies had anytbing in common, other 

than some shared concem. 

The Ghost Lodge Midewiwin, accordhg to HoBinan, was conducted for those 

children who had died before reaching the age of puberty, and thus were unable to be 

initiated hto the Midewiwin. Such children, Hofian expIained, had been "dedicated to 

the Midewiwin at their naming ceremony shortiy after their birth. At this ceremony a 

Mide elder had been chosen to name the child h m  a vision that he or she had received- 

If, in this vision, the elder's vision indicated that the child would become a Mide, initial 

instructions wouid begin as the chiid grew older, but the initiation ceremony only. 

occurred foiiowing puberty. If the chiid died before then, the father would announce his 

intention of acting as a substitute for the child, and becoming a member of the society. 

Such membership would ensure that the deceased child would then be fieed fiom the 

"Ghost Gambler" who held bis victims under his power in a world of shadows, and the 

deceased would then be guided on its journey to its new abode in the afterLife which was 

peopled by members of the Midewiwin (Hofhm 1891 :278-81). 



Several aspects of Hoffinan's account prwide insights into what he beiieved to be 

the graduai evolution of the Midewnvin. Most notable is his statement that its members 

were not sdmitted until puberty, although two and possibly dl thRe of the previous 

observers d e d b e d  ceremonies in which young cbildren, even infmts were sdmitted, 

with their parents serving as proxies during the initiation ceremonies. It is uncertain 

whether the young girl describecl in NicoUetls account was pre-pubertal, but the children 

in both Kohl and Day's accounts definitely were. 

It is possible that Hoffinan's account indicates a developmental change. However, 

it is more likely that Hofkm was generaüzing h m  a single incident, or misunderstood 

his informant, since this is the only record of such a prohibition Regardless, the 

development of the Ghost Midemin, and special fimeral ceremonies for members of the 

Midewiwin, does indicate a m e r  development away nom a simple curing ceremony 

into a ceremony which gave members strength to cope in both this Me and the next 

Aaishinaabe beliefs included a belief in the soul, in fact in two souls, one of which 

wandered around burial grounds and old haunts, whüe the other pursued a path which led 

to its final resting place. However, the Anishinaabeg were more interested in the Me of 

this world than in the &er Me. Belief in an afterworld which was reserved for members 

of the MideWhvin society, added an exclusivist element which was not present in the 

earliet Anishinaabe world view-and which wodd appear to be a reaction to Christian 

concepts of a "heaven" reserved for those who believed in Christian salvation. 

Another aspect of the Ghost Lodge ceremony which had practical applications for 

this world was touched upon by a Protestant missionary at Red Lake in the 1840s. David 
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Spencer, in a short description of the "Medicine Dance" at Red Lake, explained that when 

an individual died the nearest relative made up an image of the departed to which were 

added various valuables, dong with a dish, spoon and food so that the deceased would 

have sustemce on his joumey. Thus fat Spencer's accomt is standard; however, his 

next statements are very revealing: "thereafter, other valuables were added as they 

become available." Afkr a year or so, the relative would hold a Midewiwin for the 

purpose of redistributhg these valuables to the most distant relatives of the deceased 

(Minnesota Historiai Society Research Centre. Gnice Lee Nute Papen. Box 14):' 

Aithough HoffmaD made no mention of initiation by substitution for young 

children, he did for sick persons. He explained, that in cases where the patient could not 

be successfidiy treated by a Mide in the patient's own lodge, and his family could &ord 

the fees for initiation into the f b t  degree, the patient was carrieci into the specially 

coosmicted Mide Lodge. It was believed that the evil manitous could be expelled in this 

sacred structure, "at which place alone the presence of Ki'tshi Man'ido may be felt," if the 

ceremonies were performed a d  the patient promised to devote bis Me to the teachings 

and seMces of the society (Hoffhan 189 1 :28 1). Outwatdly this too would appear to be a 

response to Cbristianity, and it couid be. However, despite Hofhads language, his 

illustration of the songs employed suggest that the message of ûtter, and the power of the 

miigis shell which brought üfe and power to the patient, were presented in temm of the 

Anishinaabe world view and are comparable to regular first degree ceremonies. 

Since HofEnads account is so exhaustive, it is difncult to highlight any aspects of 

it as king particularly signifïcant Unlike previous Euro-Amencan observers who picked 
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out several aspects which appearrd important to them, Hofnrian integrated everything 

into the whole. Thus, he caremy explained the structure of the Mide Lodge, as well as 

describing the sacred posts, the sacred Stone, the pole upon which the presents are hung, 

plus the Mide d m ,  drum-stick and rattle which are used by the M i e  officials. Ho- 

describecl and illustratecl the faciai decoration of the participants, and the decoration of 

the sacred poles as used in each of the four degrees, noting the variations in colour.* 

Hoflimm was also the first observer to take the "sermons" of the Mide officials 

seriousiy. He noted how they explained the origin of the Midauiwin and how it had aided 

the Ojibwa in their migration westward. Theù oral narratives whiçh comprked these 

sermons were recorded, and the origin and migration charts were carefûlly copied and 

explained. As Dewdney (1 975) and V e m w  (1 978) were later to show in more detail, it 

was these migration charts which detailed the various migrations of different bands of 

Ojibwa westward over a period of approximately two centuries. As such, they recorded 

not only the westward progress of the MidewCwin, but Ojibwa settlements which had been 

established during this tirne. 

They also provide insight into the development of the concept of the Ojibwa as a 

people, d l 1  part of, but separate h m  other memben of the Anishinaabeg. Whereas the 

Midewiwin during the p e n d  of the refügee villages had served as a trans-tribal 

connecting force, the western gioups of Ojibwa later adopted it as theu own as they 

pushed westward- However, those Ojibwa who continueci to live in Wisconsin st i l l  

continued to participate in joint celebrations with the Menominee and other Aboriginal 

groups with whom they had close contact (cf. Chapter Six). Although the Ojibwa 
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continued to speak of themselves in tenns of local groupings, aml while there was no 

central political figure to which they owed allegiance, the existing narratives and 

migration charts of the tribal historiam or Aanawencikewinini (Vennum 1978:753) appear 

to have described a people with a common heritage and a sense of a common homeland 

won on the field of battle. It must be remembered, nevertheles, that these records refer 

to only one of several groups of Ojibwa who lived during this pend. What documentary 

sources we have, though, suggest that a sidar sense of self-awareness did exist among 

other groups as well as those saidied by Hofiinan. 

Tribai historians of the MidimiWin may have been the ones most involved at the 

local level in attempting to preserve the heritage of the Ojibwa people. Nevertheless, 

they were not aione in considering themselves responsible for preserving the herïtage of 

theu people. The m o r y  of &e O@ - 
. . 

wav Pepple by the mixed-blood, William Warren, 

and n e  T & i t ~ o ~ o r v  md C-es of 0 
. . - .  iibwav N m  by the 

Ojibwa Christian convert, George Copway, and even Rev. Peter Jones' &&gy of thr; 

Qiebwav In- are ali indicative of this gniwing sense that the Ojibwa were a distinct 

people. It would, however, be a mistake simply to equate tribal historians with the 

published historians. Not only was the latter group composed of Cbristianized and 

westemized Ojibwa writing for a largely Eino-Amencan audience, but they most likely 

were applying western socio-political concepts to the Ojibwa people whom they 

described. Thus, for instance, it is doubtfid ifthe geograpbicaily scattered bands of 

Ojibwa envisioned themselves as a unified society in any seme of the word. 

Nevertheless, together with the Mide tribal historiaas, writers such as Warren, Copway 
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and Jones serve as examples of the diffmnt ways in which individuai Ojibwa were 

definhg themselves and theu communities. It is important, however, that we realïze tbat 

they ptesented quite diaerent visions of what it meant to be Ojibwa 

As he had done with the migration c h ,  Hofnnan catefiiuy copied many of the 

Mide songs which formed part of the ceremonies, and explaineci the meanhg of the 

syrnbols which acted as memory ai& for the Mides? The Mides did not, he pointed out, 

employ mnemonic symbols which always meant the same thing as Schoolcraft had 

maintaineci. A bear, for instance, might refer to the guaidian manitou of the society, to a 

singer impersonating a bear manitou, to the exorcism of a devolent bear spirit, or to the 

desired capture of a bear. The only way to bmw was to be told by the person who owaed 

the chah Moreover, he explaineci, Mides prepared their own songs and often did not sing 

them twice in the same manner. Although he did attempt to notate several songs, he felt 

that the words were the important element, believing that the melody would be 

unrecognizable without the words. While he was later proven incorrect in this respect, by 

Francis Demmore (1 9 10-13), this does not dllninish the immense vdue of this aspect of 

his work, for his explanations have provided unique imights into the workings of the 

Midewiwin and the Anishinsabe world view. 

So inclusive is Hofian's work tbat it is easy to forget that he was describing the 

Midewiwin as it existed at a particular point in tune (the 1880s) on two Minnesota 

reservations. While several of the charts presumably went back at lest to the early 

nineteenth century, and the narratives which he recorded traced their own ongin far 

m e r  back, the Midewiwin had not been a static institution. What Ho&anls work did, 
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at least in the min& of the Euly~Americans, is fk it at a particuiar place and time. 

hadvertently, in documenting the Midewiwin so thomughly, Hotnman created an 

orthodoxy agaiiist which all 0 t h  examples have been judged. 

Yet, it is arguable to what extent Hofbim's informants were representatives of a 

"pure" form of the Midewjwin, if indeed such a concept was valid Like Nicoiiet's 

informant Chagobay, two of the informants mention4 by H o m  Sikas'sige and 

Skweko'mik, werp Lower level Mides who did not have any socio-political status in their 

communities. As such they were considerably less influential than Flat Mouth, Loon 

Foot or Shingwaukonse had been during the previous generation. Aithough this does not 

necessarily mean that their information is less diable (since Sikas'sige was able to rely 

on his fourth degree wife for backup information, and Hofnlians third informant was 

Ojibwa, a fourth degree Mide formerly ~ o m  Sandy Lake), it may indicate that the more 

powemil members of the Mdewiwin were not in favour of providing the information to 

Hoflfman. It must also be remembered that what HofEnan recorded was not the flowering 

of the strong, vibrant religion that was o b w e d  by Nicollet, Schoolcraft, Day and Kohl. 

Particularly at White Earth, but also at Red Lake, Hofanan would have encountered a 

beleaguered religion whose dwindling adherents looked back to a better past, while they 

continued to seek blessings which wouid help them to deal with an increasingly uncertain 

fiiture. 

This is not to say that the Midewiwin as it continued to be practiced at Red Lake, 

White Earth, and mounding reservations, was not more vigorous than it was in other 

Ojibwa communities which had become more ac~ulturated?~ Despite the fact that 
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Dewdney (1975) and Blessing (Blessing 1977) both argued that the most "orthodox" 

fonns of the Midewiwin could be found among adherents who lived among the Minnesota 

Ojibwa (although they disagreed as to precisely which groups), it must be remembered 

that at the time Hofban was recording his material, it was precisely these groups who 

wouid have been Mewed as being on the outer fnnges of Ojibwa society. They were 

fiutber from what they saw as the centre in Choquamegon (or perhaps Bowating), and 

also M e r  nOm those regions which had staried to becorne part of the larger Amencan 

society . 

It could be argued that it was because of this relative isolation, that they were in a 

better position to maintain a separate world view. Nevertheless, if contemporary 

scholars use the views and practices of Hofbants informants as the nom, then we risk 

judging fuhue descriptions in ternis which wouid have been antithetical to the 

Anishinaabe world view in which the Mides sought to interpret the Midewiwin to its 

members in terms of the local situation? 

Francis Den~more?~ the ethnographer whose work both complemented, and to 

some extent corrected HofEnan, made this point when she observed that rinial exactness 

was not obligatory in the Midewiwin. She explaineci that while the ceremony had a 

general ou the  which was universally foliowed, the details varied in Merent localities 

@ensmore 19 10: 13). The problem remains as to which elements of the Midewiwin were 

fundamental and which were details which might vary. 

Densmore began by stating that the chief aim of the Midewiwin was to "secure 

health and long Life to its adherents" and she added that "music fomis an essential means 
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to that end." A long Me, &e argued, was coincident with gOOdIIess, and e d  inevitebly 

reacted on the offender. There was, she wwt on, no teference to war or enemies in the 

ceremonies, and propitiation was absent h m  its teaching and practice. 

Although Densmore's description of the main aim of the Midewiwin agreed with 

Hofhan and most other observers, het understanding of the society differed in several 

fiindamental ways h m  the others. Not ody was she the nrst to understand the 

fimdamental role of music in the cerernony, and in Ojibwa society in generai, she was the 

nrst to paint a positive picture of the society and its adherents. According to her, the 

"gooà We" that its members sought was one fkee fiom evil, and, she suggested, fiom war 

and revenge. It is sigaificant, therefore, that Densmore played down any aspects of the 

Midewiwin which deait with the temptation to use their power for evil purposes that 

higher degree Mides faced, and she made a conscious decision not to include any 

examples of "bad medicine" in her descriptions. Her denial that the Midewiwin 

ceremonies were attempts to appease the manitous marked a complete hmi-about fiom 

the once popular views of Schoolcraft Since Densmore was the fkst woman to write 

extemively on the Midewiwin, and since she makes use of many female informants, it is 

tempting to attnbute her new perspective to this fact. However, the only other study of 

the Midewiwin by a woman concentrates aImost exclusively on all the aspects that 

Densmore avoided, and once more presents a picture of a society in which e d  

predominated. The views may weli be a reflection of the liberal beliefs of Densmore's 

farnily who had brought her up to accept that the neighbouring Indiam had customs 

different tban our own (Densmore l979:[p. 1 of introd by Nina M. Archabal]). Whatever 
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their origin, Demore's observations, even though they were not focuseci on the 

Midewiwin itself, represent a new levei of understanding on the part of Ewo-Arnericans. 

Born in Red Wing, Minnesota in 1867, Densmore received a tiaditional musical 

education with emphasis on piano, but became interrsted in the music of North Amcrican 

Indians through her close contact with the neighbouring Sioux and Ojibwa, and through 

reading the work of Alice C. Fletcher, a pioneer in the field of ethnomusicology. 

Although she later departed h m  Fletchls ideas about the structure of Indian music, she 

followed Fletchers idea that "music envelopes like an atmosphere, every religious, tribal, 

and social ceremony as weii as every personal e~perience."~' Early in her Life, Densmore 

decided that she m t e d  to devote her üfe to the study of Indian society, and particularly 

W a n  music. She set about educating herself by reading everything that had been 

written on them. Foilowing a 1905 visit to Grand Portage, on the no& shore of Lake 

Superior in Minnesota, where she witnessed a Midewiwin ceremony?' she becarne 

determined to describe Indian music on its own terms, rathet than arranging it to suit 

Euro-American sensibilities. Shortly afterwards she began ber work in earnest, with the 

financial assistance of the Bureau of Amerïcan Ethnology in the Smithsonian Institute. 

Twenty years had passed since Hoffman had spent t h e  with a number of 

informants at Red Lake and White Ea th  reservations, during which p e n d  the traditional 

Me style of the Ojibwa, includuig the Midewwin, was constautly under attack. 

Densmore's sources for songs were men and women singem nom the White Earth, Leach 

Lake, Red Lake and Bois Fort reservations. Despite the fact that Red Lake continued to 

be a stronghold of traditionalism (or perhaps because it was), she did not obtain any 
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Midewiwin songs h m  there. Thus, most of her songs are representative of a more 

southerly W t i o a  Her informants on other aspects of the MidewMrjn also came fiom the 

Otter Tail, Mille Lacs and Fond du Lac bands, although most of the explmations were 

given by two elderly m m  and one woman nOm White Eaab, Maidaas (Little Woif), 

Gage'win and Na'waji'bigolkwe. AU three were high degree membeR of the Midewiwin, 

though she does not make clear what their position was in socio-politid life of the 

reservation, 

Given her background and training, it is not surprishg that Demore's d y s i s  of 

the Midmviwin was, to a large extent, h m  a musical perspective. Songs, she believed, 

represented the musical expression of religious ideas. However, unlike those before her, 

for whom Ojibwa melody and harmonies were boring, Densmore argwd that rhythm and 

melody were the essential elements since they expressed the idea of the song; words were 

forced to conform with the melody (Densmore 1910:2; 1979:95). Like Ho&n before 

her, she noted that many of these words were archaic foms which were dificuit for 

contemporary Ojibwa to translate exactiy, or meaningiess syllables which filled out the 

measures of melody. She had been informeci, she explained, that the words might change 

slightiy as long as the idea remained the same. This idea was expressed in the 

transcription of the songs on birchbark Song charts-wbich could be understood by 

members of the Midewiwin (Densmore 19 10: 14- 16). Densmore tested out her theones 

conceming melody by playing a song and having members of the Midewiwin fiom a 

different reserve draw a picture to represent it, and by showing some mnemonics and 

having them play the song. 
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Densmore believed thaî music was of such importance, that the Mides exerted 

thei. power through a combination of music and medicine. For a cure to work, it was 

necessary to use both the proper mediciae and the proper song. She noted that in some of 

the Mide songs, the medicine bags (or more properly, the manitou) were sometimes 

represented as speaLiDg. It was the song which made the charm effective. Densmore 

noted that rhythmn was most peculîar in songs intended to produce "magic," including 

those which dealt with providing success in hunting and heahg (Deasmore 1979:20). 

Densmore explained that the MideWiwin was a mdti-level society which was 

open to both men and women. It had eight levels or degrees which couid be attained after 

receiving the appropriate instruction and bestowing the required gifts. She went on to 

explain that meetings were held each sprhg, and could also be held in the fd.  Shce faK 

weather was syrnbolic of hedth a d  happiness, efforts were made to begin the ceremony 

on a sunny &y. Members were required to attend one meeting a year so as to restore 

their "spirit power." Smaller gatherings could also be held in order to treat the sick 

Mide officials were members holding high degrees, and were chosen for the office at each 

meeting. 

Densmore did not go into the same detail regarding the eight degrees as Hofnnan 

had done for the four which he described, but she did provide explanations for some 

aspects that Hoffhm had neglected. Thus, she noted that when a candidate had chosen a 

Mide to lead the ceremony at which he or she was to be initiateci, they together then chose 

four others (who were nonnaliy not as high degree as the leader) to assis them. 

Although Densmore did not provide a name for the leader, Landes later described him as 
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Gitchi Webid or chief person, M e  the remaining officiais were cailed webiak or 

assistant chiefs. The fht of those chosen was the osh&aabewr's, whose duty it was to 

announce the cerernony and invite members to attend. He d e d  tobacco for them to 

smoke and annouaceci the names of the officers to the people. Throughout the remainder 

of the ceremony the oshkaabewi's acteâ as the generai director of the events. Following 

the completion of the sweat lodge ceremonies, the rernaiaing officers were chosen. These 

included the ne'mita'mam (whom Landes later terrned the ~ g b d  or Bowsmau) and the 

we'daked' (whom Landes termed the wedaged or Steeffman), both of whom played 

important roles in the initiation or shooting ritual? She also disthguished a smaii group 

of specialiy appointed singers whom she t e m ~ d  the zagimag. Whîle many Mide songs 

were sung by the candidate or other officiais as part of individual rituais, the zagimag 

were responsible for singing the nimiwug or dancing songs which were m g  at those 

points in the ceremony when anyone could get up and dance. 

Densmore went on to compare this fonn of the Midewiwin ceremony (in which 

members were initiated into various degrees), with another form which was more 

specificaily devoted to curing. According to her informants, when traditional curing 

methods fded, the Midewiwin curing ceremony was employed. As such, it was used as a 

final attempt to prolong life, and if this attempt faiied, the ceremony was used to make 

the patient's last hours more comfortabie. Densmore was fortunate in king present at 

such a ceremony for Niganibines, the hereditary chief of the Piilager band, and son of 

Flat Mouth (Densmore 19 10:s 1-55). In such cases the leader, oshkrabewis, and eight 

other Mides were selected to cary out the ceremony. A special Mide lodge was 
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coastnicted, dong with a medicine pole. The patient was carried to the lodge where mide 

ofncials, relatives and fiends gathered. Medicine songs were song, sometimes the 

patient was given a medicai brew to drink, and the Mides 'shot' theu medicine bags at 

him. If, as in the case of Niganibines, the patient died, a form of "fimeral ceremony" was 

held at which the Mdewiwin beliefs were reviewed for the benefit of the family, and the 

spirit of the deceased was given instructions to help him on his journey to the land of the 

spirits. 

This curing ceremony was contrasted with what Densmore termed the Djasakid 

(Jaasaakiid) curing ceremony- The latter name, she expiained was applied to both 

"juggiers" and doctors. Thesejaarakiids were distinguistied h m  Mides in that the latter 

obtained their supernaturd power and songs h m  a vision which had k e n  obtained 

through fastùlg. Densmore then went on to describe how the person she temed a 

Djmakid treated the patient by swallowing and then regurgitating bones. Many Euro- 

Amencan observers have treated this type of curer as a distinct class fkom the jaasakiid, 

although both used different rnethods than the Mide. The fact that almost every observer 

cornes away with a siightly different interpretation of the categories and names of the 

diffierent healer/shamans is indicative of the difticulty in arriviag at an "authentic" 

version. It is next to impossible to detennine whether these differences indicate 

misunderstandings on the part of the observers, or were simply variations on a theme. 

Densmore's description of the maui Midewiwin ceremony was fiuidarnentally the 

same as Hofhads except that she fmused more on iiiustrating the signincance of music 

and songs in the rituals. Thus, for instance, she provided numerous examples of songs 
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w d  in various Midewnvin rituais. Although Denmiore's training as a musician enabled 

her to gain new insights into the melodic structure and hct ion of Mide songs, her 

interpretation of the songs continueci to be lacking in some instances. Thomas Vemum, 

who is a trained musicologist, and linguist, attriiuted some of this to Densmore's 

difficuities in conectly ûanslating some of the Ojibwa words. Moreover, while he agreed 

with her that the melody was important, and the words wem not fixed, Vemum agreed 

with Hoffman that the meiodies of the same Mide song text could Vary with individuals. 

What was important was the & which was expressxi by the words (even tàough these 

too might vary slightly). 

In his article on the Mide origin songs, Vennum describes how both Densmore 

and Hof ian  grasped part, but not all of the signincance of the symbolism of the tree 

pictograph. T a b g  as his example some of Hohanls explanations of song pictographs 

as made by Little Frenchman, and Densmore's explanations of several songs in which the 

pictograph incorporates a tree, Vemurn takes issue with their interpretations. Although 

they were aware of the tree pictograph as representing the ûee climbed by Nmabozho 

durhg the deluge, Densmore and H o m  appear wt to have made a comection with 

other meanings. Kohl had noted that the Ojibwa ntides also saw the tree as the "path of 

Me" and made a comection with thepagaaRokwm or d m  stick. In the Mide Lodge the 

tree was represented as a degree pst. The eeeldegree post stood for the restorative 

power of the Midewiwin; planting the tree represented establishing the Mide religion as a 

way of life, the mrnk symbolipng the proper path and the branches as dead ends. At 

other times it was w d  to symbolize the spread of the Ojibwa people nom theù place of 
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origin ( V e ~ u m  1978). Vennum might have added that a tree, the white pine in 

particuiar, because of its height and straightness, had a special signiscance as  a name 

which couid give power to its holder. Shgwaukconse, the noteâ leader and Mide was 

named Pine or Little Pine. 

Thus, the tree pictograph, which is found tbroughout Ojibwa sacred scroiis in 

various fonns, and which Densmore used to illustrate several of the songs that she had 

collecte& has a number of diffeient meanings depenàing upon the context (Vemum 

1978:769-74). It is important to keep in mind the variability of meaning in Ojibwa 

symbols, songs, and narratives. Too often, observers have seùed on one interpretation 

and tried to apply it to ail occurrences. The efforts of s e v d  generations of scholars to 

unlock the meaning of the ongin and migration song charts (and words) is not just a case 

of scholarly detective work. Fmm the Ojibwa viewpoint the process of achieviog 

understanding can be seen as a case of removing the various layers of meaning so that the 

kemel or seed of the story fhally becomes apparent As the layers are removed, our 

understanding of the Midewiwin (and the Anishinaabe world view) becomes clearer, so 

that formerly meaningiess acts gradually can be put into context and a picture of what is 

happening begins to emerge. As this happens our own biases and preconceptions break 

down and we can approach the beliefs and ceremonies with a more positive attitude. 

Densmore devoted extensive notes to the context in which the song was sung, but 

Vennum argued that her interpretation of the meaning of the accompanying pictographs 

(song pictures) faüed to capture the idea that she correctly judged to be so important. 

Although Vemm may be correct that Deasmore's explanations of the song pichires 
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sometimes simply state the obvious (and at other times is lacking entirely), it mut also be 

remembered that Deasmore's work can not be consîdeted entirely authoritative in that she 

sometimes recorded the Song at one reservation and had the Song p i c m  drawn at 

another. Moreovery as she noted, the Mides themselves wouid often gather to debate the 

precise meanings of the song pictures and other sacred pictographs. 

If H o u  and to a lesser extent, Densmore believed that they were describing a 

dying ceremony, they underestimateci the Midewiwn's strength and iesilience. Almost 

forty years later, in the 1930s and 1940s in northem Michigan, near the Wisconsin 

border, the anthropologist Vernon Kinietz made the observation that at Lac Vieux Desert 

(Katülltegan) the Midewiwin was uwpposed. In fact, he noted, some of the villagers who 

had been Christians had recently joined the MidewMrin (Kinietz 1947: 175). Kinietz and 

his fellow anthropologists, Victor Bamouw, who sndied Ojibwa culture at Lac du 

Flambeau, and Robert Ritzenthaler, who carried out field work at Lac Court Oreilles, 

together provide us with yet another glimpse of the ceremony itself, and the role that it 

played in three Ojibwa communities in northern Wisconsin during the first balf of the 

twentieth century. And, they provide us with another opportmity to see how certain 

elements of the Euro-Amencan view of the Midewiwin remained remarkably constant, 

despite the increasing wiiiingness of the participants to allow outsiders to view the 

ceremonies. 

The Ojibwa in these three commulzities fonned part of the Lake Supenor 

Chippewa (Ojibwa) who had signed the 1854 Treaty with the American government. The 

Lac du Flambeau and Lac Court Oreilles bands had been allotted small areas of 
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reservation lands in regions which made the continuation of traditionai subsistence 

patterns or adaptation to the money economy equally ciifficuit. A combination of 

govemment and church-m schools attempted to teach the students Engiîsh, as weiï as 

Americaa values and vocational skiils. Most Ojibwa began to take on the outward 

characteristics of theù Euro-American neighburs, although reservation life bmught with 

it a generai deterioration of living conditions as the inhabitants stmggied unsuccessfuily 

to make a living for themselves. A combination of poor housing, alcohoiisrn and disease 

led to a health crisis which continued to grow worse with passing years. 

A minority of "traditionalistsn attempted to separate themselves into autonomous 

villages in which they continued to speak Ojibwa, and practice the Midewiwn, while 

attempting to eke out a subsistence living. At the time of the 1854 treaty, a number of 

Ojibwa at L'Anse (near Keewenaw Bay) elected to leave that relatively acculturated 

community and establish a new village (Katikitegan) at Lac Vieux Desert where they 

could continue to iive their lives as their ancestors had done. Likewise, a srnall number 

of Ojibwa at Lac Court OreiUes established a separate village (Old Village) where they 

attempted to Live according to the old ways. 

The three anthropologists, dong with A. Irving Halioweli (who spent some tirne 

among the Lac du Flambeau Ojibwa in order to compare his work at Berens River, 

Manitoba) were representative of a ww group of anthmpologists interested in studying 

the acculturation of native people.30 W e  each of them appmaced the question fkom 

somewhat different perspectives, ail of them were interested in the implications that 

acculturation had with regard to the Ojibwa wortd view. Moreover, they investigated not 
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only areas of Ojibwa life in which there Wbeen change, but also those in which there 

had been stability. As a result, they exhibiteci a special interest in those communities 

which showed elements of persistence in values and practices. Thus, Kinietz and 

Bamouw concentrateci their efforts on the geographicaiiy and socidy isolateci 

comrnunities of Katikitegan and Old Village, rather than on more acculturated Ojibwa 

communities. Fmm the perspective of  someone studying the Midewiwin, their efforts 

provide concrete evidence that despite the dire predictions of an eariier generation of 

Euro-Americans, the Midewiwin had not completely died out. 

Ritzentfialer entitled his study of the Ojibwa "Chippewa Preoccupation with 

Health." Aithough he began the work with a statement indicating that the Ojibwa were 

approximately eigthy percent acculturated at the tirne of his study, and that Cathoiicism 

had made substantial inroads into the community at Lac du Flambeau, iützenthaler 

nevertheiess maintained that they continued to demonstrate an inordinate interest in 

health and heaiing. His study concluded that this pmccupation was demonstrated in 

their ceremonies, such as the Midewiwin, their traditionai concepts of disease, the 

curative and preventative techniques empioyed by healers, and the prestige which these 

healers were accorded by other band members (Ritzenthaler 1953:228-229). 

Unfortunately, Ritzenthaier was vague as to what extent these vie- were shared by the 

acculturated members of the community. However, given the nature of his thesis, it mut 

be assumed that many of the othewise acculturated Ojibwa continued to maintain 

traditionai views regarding health and disease. Ritzenthaler found that there were many 

concrete reasons for their health concems at the time of his studies, but he argued that 
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these concems had been present among the Ojibwa for some time. In fact, he maintained 

that the Ojibwa preoccupation with health had its origins in the pre-contact period, 

dthough he did aclmowledge that the concems had intensifiecl in the post-contact period 

due to serious health problems which had arisen as a result of contact and then the 

establishment of reservations (Ritzenthaier 1953:229). Even though Ritzenthaier did not 

make it explicit, the implication was that the preoccupation with health concerns was at 

least in part a result of what Haiioweli temieci their personality structure-which caused 

them to feel responsible for their own situation. 

Ritzenthaler argued that the Midewbvin as it existed among the Ojibwa at Lac du 

Flambeau was dominated by its curative fiuictions. Not only was sickness the main pre- 

requisite for membership, but the curative fimctions employed were primarily 

supernanual rather than based on medicinai knowledge. RitzenWer contrasted this with 

the situation which had existed at Hoffman's tùne when, he argueci, the entrance into the 

Midewiwin was "a MW, routine part of a person's Me, and candidates spent a 

considerable amount of t h e  and paid huge amounts in goods in order to gain medicinal 

knowledge" (Ritzenthaler 1953 : 185). According to Ritzenthaier, the twentieth cenhiry 

Ojibwa had retained only the most essential or useful parts of the ceremony-that is, those 

parts which helped them deal with the medical problems which they faced. 

M e t z  ais0 believed that the Midewiwin had undergone many changes since 

eariier times. However, his interpretation of what had happened varied somewhat Corn 

that of Ritamthaler. According to Kinietz, many of the changes in the ceremony took 

place as a result of borrowiag nom Christiaaity, until now ". . . the native ceremony 
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[Mid&wtn] may weli be d e d  a church denomination" (Knietz 1947: 175). Kienietz 

went on to explain that at Lac Vieux Desert Ojibwa d e d  the ceremony "our church" and 

indeed a number of former Cathoiics had becorne members of the Midewiwin. Whereas 

in previous times the Midewiwin had many cbatacteristics of a secret society, at Lac 

Vieux Desert h o s t  al1 the village belonged, and only Eum-American visitoa were 

barreci. 

Nevertheless, according to both Kiaietz's informant, John Pete, and Barnouw's 

informant, Tom Badger, the main purpose of the Midewiwjn was to regain health, or to 

ensure its continuance. The miigis continued to play a central d e  in both their venions 

of the Midewiwin ceremony, but a new element had been added to the ceiemonies at Lac 

Vieux Desert and Lac Court Oreilles. When other remedies failed to heal a sick person, 

the sharnan fastened a miigis on the patient (calied "borrowing Miet'), indicating that a 

Midewiwin ceremony would have to be held before a cure could "clear up the acco~nt."~' 

No doubt, it was this aspect of the ceremony which led Ritzenthaier to beiieve that 

at Lac du Flambeau the "old ritual, meaning, and accoutrements of the Midewiwni had 

been sloughed off within the 1st fi@ years, and in this condensation process the religion 

has withdrawn into and seized upon the curative aspect as the important one ..." 

(Ritzenthaler 1953: 185). However, the more detailed accounts of the Midewiwir at the 

neighbouring communities of Lac Court Oreilles and Lac Vieux Desert suggest that the 

fiinctions of the ceternonies remained broder than Ribenthaler (or Bamouw and Kinietz) 

believed them to be. As wiU be seen, many of the ntuals varied more in form than in 

substance. 



The main ceremony itselç partidatly those parts which involved the miigis, was 

much closer to the cerernonies descriibcd by earlier observers than Ritzenthaier believed. 

However, Kinietz and Barnouw (tbtough their infonnants) do provide some examples of 

how some of the rihials in the ceremony were evolving. As Kinietz observed: "Formerly, 

people were able to swallow and disgorge them [miigis], but now they only hold them in 

their mouths-during four circuits ofthe loàge. Then each puts his miigis away in his 

medicine skid' (Kinietz 1947: 196). The the swallowing and regurgitation of the miigis 

may have been replaced by the simple placing of the m i i ,  in the participant's mouth, 

but, the power attributed to the nifgiis remained. 

The "shooting ceremony," in which the officials threw their "medicine skins" at a 

point (shouider, elbow, knee) in order to strengthen if remained fùndamentaüy the same, 

although there were some minot variations. In Bmouw's account, any part of the body 

might be marked with coloured pigment and shot with medicine bundles, rather than the 

specified areas that othei accounts mentioned. Whereas eariier accounts had employed 

the image (and vocabulary) of shooting arrows, the officials now "loaded their guns" with 

miigis shefls (Bamouw 1960:92). Both observers related how, at another point in the 

ceremony, when the miigis was placed in the candidate's mouth, he feu over as if dead, 

until he was revived by the power of the shaman's medicine bundle. As Tom Badger 

explained, when descnbing the public duelling: "If you had a hide pointed at you, you 

would get sick and die. The only way you could get weii then would be to join the 

Midewiwin. It's dangerous, when they're pointing their hides" (Bamouw 1960 :97). Thus, 

while the Midewiwin may have taken on the outward appearance of just another religious 
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denomination, its members were weii a- that Mide shamans continueci to possess 

powers which made them both respecîed and f e d .  

M e r  essentid aspects of the Midewiwin also remaineci the same. Kinietz 

recorded the use of the sacred phrases "Ho! Ho! Ho! on several occasions during the 

ceremony, but principally in connecdion with the shooting rituals? The staging of a 

Midewiwin continued to require a considerable accumulation of goods, including food 

and alcoholic druik for severai fessts, in addition to payment to the Mide officials and the 

assistants responsible for erecting the lodge. Kinietz (1947: 173) implied that the 

introduction of alcohol in the ceremonies was new, but Mdery (1972:203) and H o 5 a n  

(1 89 1 : 164) had both noted this in their accounts in the nineteenth cenhiry. Both 

Bamouw's and Kinietz's accounts a h  d e h b e d  the teaching that occurred during the 

ceremony in which the candidate was given instructions regarding the ceremony itselfas 

well as the ongins of the Midewiwin. While the medium of instruction appeared to have 

changed fiom pictographs drawn on birchbark scrolis and boaais to pictographs cùawn in 

sand or dia, in every instance, the intention rernained to provide memory aids for the 

participants. As Bamouw explained: 

The naganit explains the meaning of  the marks in a heap of earth to the 
wamidewit [candidate].)' He t e k  him that if he doesn't Men, he wiil go 
off on the top road . . . if he goes off on that road, he won't live long. But 
he says that if the wamidewit Mens carefbiîy, he will go dong the path to 
the point where your hait starts to tum white. (Barnouw 1 96O:87) 

h this bnef speech of the naganit (leader), the fiuictions of the Midewiwin were clearly 

broder than that of a simple curing ceremony for a specific Uness, for what is king 

expounded upon is the necessity of keeping to the path of M e  set out by the Midewiwin in 



order to live to old age. Once again, it would appear that EUTO-Amencan observers 

focused on almost entirely on the curing rituals, to the exclusion of the teachings of the 

Midewiwin, 

Nevertheles, despite the many similarities *th older versions of the Midewiwin, 

it is equdy clear that entry into the MidewnMn had lost much of its early rigour. 

Candidates were no longer required to have a vision before applying for admission, nor 

were they (and Mide officials) rquired to undergo cleansing in a sweat lodge at the 

beginnuig of the cerem~ny.~ Tom Badger, Bamouw's main informant, explained that he 

had never been visited by a guardian spirit during bis vision quest-a fiict he attributed to 

his mother giving him food to eat during his fast! This, he claimed, accounted for his 

limited powers as a shaman @arnouw 1960:84;87; 106). 

A number of aspects of the ceremonies themselves also changed. Kinietz 

(1 947: 18) singled out the lack of secrecy as one of the most important changes, but it 

would appear that the practice at Katikitegan was the exception rather than the de. The 

medicine stone and the midewatig or posts in the lodge appear to be no longer used, 

although they were refened to in the ceremonies. Another innovation at Katikitegan was 

that medicine bundles were inherited or sold, rather than king buried at the death of a 

Mide (Kinietz 1947:208-209). Sweat lodge rituais were no longer part of the ceremony, 

and fimeral ceremonies did not take place within the Midewigan. However, the Mide 

water d m  and rattle contininued to be used. 

The number of Mide officials was srnaller than formerly since the pool of trained 

people was limited, and as might be expected, arguments regarding the accurate details of 
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merent rituals were intense. However, h m  Bamouw's description (1960:78-82) it 

would appear that the fimctions of the offkiak were more specialued than previously 

recorded Although instructions continued to be given during the ceremony, the series of 

teaching sessions before the ceremony was no longer carrieci out, and the description of 

the origin myth within the ceremony had been wnsiderably shortened. However, 

Barnouw's collection of myths does indicate that the cycle of myths continued to exist in 

the same basic format. 

Whereas instruction in medicines had previously been a vital part of a candidate's 

instruction, the inforniam indicated that this knowledge was no longer passed on to the 

same extent within the context of the Midewiwin. They maintained that even at the 

higher degrees, medicines were used only to cure minor ailrnents, and were never used to 

cause iiinesses. Kinietz indicated that the people continued to believe that physical 

ailments were mainly the result of supematural causes, which required the aid of shamans 

who possessed supernaturai gifts that aüowed them to eEect cures. It wouid seem that 

although many people b e w  the medicinal value of a number of herbs and roots, only 

Mide shamans were able to draw upon this extra supernaturai assistance. 

Both Kinietz's and Barnouw's informants appear to have been anxious to 

rninimize the role of the MidewMrin as a place for individuals to gain Imowtedge, power, 

and prestige. Except for Tom Badger's bnef remarks regarding the power of the medicine 

bags to actuaUy kill, there was Little indication that such power c d e d  with it the 

potentid to do both good and evil. If the powers of the Mide shamans to do good or evü 

were more limited than in previous times, it would have ken  naturai that the prestige of 
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the Mdes in their communities diminished. This certatily appears to have been the case, 

for even in the traditionai villages, the Mide S~~IMUS did not play leading d e s  in the Life 

of the community. However, it may also be that these groups of Ojibwa had leamed to be 

more cautious in revealing the tnie nature of their ceremonies to outsiders, given the 

increased efforts of church and govemment officiais to suppress the practice of abriginai 

religions. Finally, the descriptions may indicate the particular perspective of the 

observers themselves, since they were specifically interested in the curing aspects of the 

Midewiwin. 

Certainly the preceding accounts vary considerably h m  the work of Ruth Landes 

amoag the Ojibwa of the Cass Lake reservation in Minnesota and the Manitou Reserve 

near Elmo, Ontario during early 1930s. Years later, Landes was to put together much of 

her e d e r  field studies hto what bas become the modem classic version of the 

Midewiwin (Landes 1968). The first msuits of this field work had redted in the 

publication of pubwa Soci&gy . . 
(1937) and m b w a  Womu -. (1938), in which she 

dealt with what she termed the highly individualistic nature of the Ojibwa hunting and 

gathering society, and the personalities in it. Like Schoolcraft before her, Landes 

believed that the Ojibwa were shaped by their environment. She painted a bleak picture 

of a Lonely hunter who "felt himselfa sou1 at bay, against cosmic forces personalized as 

cynical or temrizing. . . life is a battle with the manitos for meat and blanket; and a battie 

one must fight ai l  alone, desperately, for mere survival" (Landes 1968:7-8). Landes' 

vision of Ojibwa society was one in whkh suspicion, fear and conflict predominated. 

Quarrels, duels, blood feuds, forms of sexual aggression, and psychic disorders were, 
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according to her, part of the Ojibwa character. It was within this context that Landes 

appmached the study of the Midewiwin, which evea more than in the isolated 

cornmunïties just examineci, conthued to play an importaut d e  in Ojibwa Mie. 

Predictably, her expianation faoused on the sorcery practiced by evii shamans who used 

their powers p r h d y  for evil purposes. WïiI Rogers (Hole-in-the-Sky), h m  Cass Lake, 

who served as het primary Sonnant, she suggested had a alarming repute as an evil 

shamaq but was fïnaiiy bested in combat and ended bis days in a mental hospital. 

Landes painted a picture of a boastfid man who both threatened and channed those 

around him. The other idormaat, Maggie Wilson, though part Cree, and a nominal 

Christian, was a well-kwwn visionary who appears to have served as a counter-poise to 

Rogers. Yet even Wilson could hardly be considered to have been a "good sharnan" 

given the way that she was desmibed (Landes 1968:16-20). 

aven  her understanding of Ojibwa society as individdstic or "atomistic," it is 

not surprishg that that she should raise the question as to why the Midewiwin society 

should have flourished among them. She answered her own question by explaining that 

"rampant individualism also operated here too" (Landes l968:7 1). This, she explained, 

was the reason that Wi Rogers had agreed to teach her without first consulting his Mide 

colleagues. According to her, each sharnan's public status rested on his private visionary 

accomplishments, but was given public acknowledgeme~t in "munial challenges and 

covert duels" in which they engaged. The excitment in every Midewiwin ceremony was 

generated as much by the shaman's pefiormance as the cure itself (Landes 1968:72). 



Landes acknowledged that the Mide origin tales spoke of the Midewiwin bbringing 

"life" for the Ojibwa Howevet, she intetpreted this as a blessing which resolved the 

contiict between good and evil among the Manitous. Wide public Mide teaciiings might 

stress positive virtues and inspire hop, the shamans, she argued, were traditionally the 

enemies of the people who indoctriaated them in fear and aggression, and used sorcery to 

terrorize the people by causing illness or even death. She went on to argw that the 

Ojibwa notion of "terrorize"cou1d be equated with our notion of "respect," and dieu 

notion of "evil" could best be equated with "unscrupulous" or "highly skilied" (Landes 

1 968:45). 

The main events of the Midewiwin ceremony, as described by Landes, outwatdly 

resemble the nineteenth century ceremonies fat more than they resemble the ceremonies 

described by Kuiietz and Bamouw. To begin with, they lasted seven to eight days and 

were closed to non-members except for the final &y which the public could attend. 

Persona1 visions, though not required of ai l  applicants for membersbip, played an 

important part in the Midewiwin obsewed by Landes (1968:56). Sweat lodges were also 

an essential part of the Midewiwin, and sweat rituals were used at several points during 

the ceremony. Landes classed members into three groups: 1) cured patients, 2) rihial 

officers, 3) curing shamans or Mide doctors (Landes 1968:76-77). This differed nom 

Hofian (1 89 1: 151 :52) who made no distinctions among MiBewiwin members. îhe 

curing shamans or Mide doctors, she suggested, were set apart since they "merged with 

the Supematuals and addressed one another as "manito" (Landes 1968:44). 



According to Landes, patient m e m b  could not automatidy becorne either 

riniai officers or curing shamans, regdess of the degree tbat they might hoid (Laudes 

196576-7). Special iashiction was rrq, for those who wished to be rinial officers or 

curing shamans, and n o d y  visions were required of them in order for them to be able 

to demonstrate their superior power. These offices generaiiy ran in bilateral family lines 

(and included both sexes), since family members were able to receive instruction at 

reduced rates and shared in the fees paid by candidates. This, at times, causeà tensions 

between family and non - fdy  members, regarding what Landes termed "nepotism." 

The Midewiwin describeci by Landes was structurai as four Eaah grades foliowed 

by four S i q  grades, although she noted that few people ever proceeded beyond the third 

grade, because the fees increased madredly with each grade. Landes noted, as HotFman 

had observed earlier, that those who went through the highest grades inevitably found that 

the power they acquired was "increasingly open to abuse," with the result these shamans 

were both respected and feared. In Landes' understanding, "good" shamans ranked below 

" evil" ones, and were much less respected (Landes 1968:9). 

Perhaps due to the f m  that she had paid for a lengthy series of instructions fbm 

Will Rogers, Landes' account of the actuai ceremonies vus, if anything, more detailed 

than Ho5mds had ben. Landes described the different rituais that were conducted on 

each succeeding &y, and she provided names and explanations of the duties of the 

presiding Mide ceremonid officiais. Although her explanation was at times confusing or 

confuse& it was much more focused than Hofnnan's which was interspersed with side 

explanations which came fiom a variety of Ojibwa and non-Ojibwa sources. 
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Nevertheles, Landes' work described a generic ceremony, while Hoffman proMded 

details of the ceremonies for each of the 6rst four grades or degrees. 

In contrast to HofEnan's description of the Md-PZ, Landes' work provides a 

more personai flavour. Not only were Wiil Rogers' (Hole) and Everwind's (another Mide) 

activities d e s c r i i  in such a way that they became individuai human beings, but Laades 

inserted herseifinto the pmcess so that there is less of a feeling of subject and object in 

her work. Thus, for instance, she d d b e d  the weeks she spent transcribing Mide 

narratives and pictographs h m  Holefs scroll in order to understaud them. Her 

description of the discussions of the Mide sixurmu also revealed a very digerent side to 

îhem: 

There was no f h  limit to the number of elaboratioas about the midé d e .  
Hole and others, Like Everwind's circle revealed that imaginative men like 
to speculate on ethical, philosophic, therapeutic, and even novelistic 
implications hidden in the taie. . . . Hole would waik miles to tak 
midéwiwin with his colleague, Everwind. (Landes 1968 : 109) 

It is hard to believe that these are the same men whom she claimed regularly engaged in 

quarrels, blood feuds, various fomis of se& aggression, md who d e r e d  fkom psychic 

disorciers, although it is not impossible that she was describing two sides of the same 

Landes, herself, made few comments about these apparent contradictions but she 

did find signiscant ciifferences between the Midewiwin that HolTinan had observed, and 

the ones presided over by Hole and EveMrind. Ifanything, she believed that the ones that 

she had observed were closer to the Menominee form of the Midewiwin describe by 

Hoffmaa, pParcdarly with regard to the ongin nanatives (Landes 1968: 1 12). 
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Untii this point our description has focused on the Mid&in as it was practiced 

by the Ojibwa, but in order to put it in proper perspective, some attention needs to be paid 

to the Midewiwin among neighbouriag peoples with whom the Ojibwa shared rnany of 

their beliefs and ceremonies. 



1. The tenn reserve is the one generaiiy used in Canada whüe reservation is used in the 
United States. I wiil foUow this ptactice in referring to Indian lands in the two countries. 

2. Ramsey served some time as the Superintendent of Indian AffairS for duit  was then 
termed the 'Worthwest" country, and was Govemor of the new state of Minnesota. 

3. Hall was in charge ofthe American Board of Foreign Commissioners' mission h m  
183 1 to 1853, nrst at La Pointe and later at Bad River when most of the band moved 
there. Altbough his skills in Ojibwa were f a  lcss than those of Fr. Bataga, he was 
e q d y  committed to the weii-king of those t h  he coasidered to be his flock, and 
fought vigomusly for their rights. 

4. In addition to Hoffman's and DeIISrnorels writings on the subject, S. A. Barrett has 
written a book on the Dream Dance among Ojibwa and Menominee, and George and 
Louise Spindler devoted considerable attention to it in thek book on the Menominee. 
Barrett aiso compares the Dream Dance and Ghost Dance movements, and while 
admitting there are some similarities, argues that they were separate developments. 

5. HoffmaD (1 892-93 : 157-16 1) provideci a brief sketch of "the Dreamers'' among the 
hlenominee in which his iaformant explaineci that Kitehe Mmito had become aagry at the 
corruption of the Mirawai (MideMn) ,  and thus gave them the d m  dance. While he 
never mentioned its appearance among the Minnesota Ojibwas, Bieder (1995: 170) notes 
that it was practiced by traditioaalists in the Lac du Flambeau region of Wisconsin, where 
it had k e n  introduced by the Menomiaee or the Potawatomi. 

6. The Warren f d y  cannot, of course, be classed dong with the normal m of "mixed- 
blood" traders. Nevertheless, Lyman Warren, William Warren's father had ken the 
American Fur Trade Company's agent at La Pointe mtil he was replaced in 1838 for 
alieged mismanagement (Crooks O Halsey, Sept 20,1838. Amencan Fur Company 
Papers. MHSRC, St Paul). Following this he engaged in many atternpts to clear his 
name and gain compensation. He was one of the "mixed-blood traders who claimed and 
received compensation for Indian debts at the very treaty for which bis son William acted 
as interpreter (Crooks to Halsey, Sept. 6, 1839; Report h m  Bomp, Lapointe, Sept. 15, 
1839. AFC. MHSRC). 

7. Since Hinsley (198 1) and Bieder (1986) have covered the early work of Amencan 
ethnologists and the Smithsonian hstitute thoroughly, 1 have not attempted to give 
anything more than a brief overview of the significance of this work. 

8. Hofnnan died at the age of 53 in 1899, following a two year period as the American 
Consul in Mannheim, Gennany, during which the  he studied Europem collections and 
records of American Abonginals. 



9. The Bad River Resewation was made up of Indians h m  their commmïty at La Pointe 
on Madeiine Island who had moved to the msinland near the present town of Ashland 
since the local Protestant missionary, Rev. Leonard Wheeier, believed the soi1 on 
MadeLine Island was unsuitable for extensive agriculture. 

10. Mallery (1972 v.11203) made an interesting comment that one elderly informant, 
Kitche-sh-abads, who possessed a chart simiiar to the one set out at length in Hofban"s 
work, agreed to b ~ g  together some men Who would pedionn some of the songs and 
dances-if Mallery would provide them with some whiskey, which at that time Indians 
were forbidden to pwhase. Mallery observeci thaî they were obviously planning a 
dninken orgy, and whiie he couldat oblige, the old man was correct. "The ceremonid 
chants could be advantageously pronouncecl only under inspiration, which was of old 
obtained by a tedious fonn of intoxication, now ercpedited by alcohol." 

11.  MaUery did make brief mention of the Midewiivh in his work which was published 
by the Bureau of Ethnology as part of their Tenth Annual report (Reprint 1972 v.2508). 
in it, he comments bnefiy that the "medicine dance" was preceded by four days and 
nights of drwnming. He adds, that after the dance, which lasted a &y, a sweat lodge 
ceremony wes held. Mdery also implied tbat the candidates who "passed" the initiation 
rite did so because they possessed the strength of mhd and body to endure. This wouid 
lead one to believe that Mallery actuaUy never witnesxd a Midewiwiin ceremony himself, 
but was simply providing second hand information given to him by his informaats. This 
is probably the case, since as he himself achwledged, the Midewiwin was no longer 
practised at Bad River. 

12. Even the missionaries were forced to tone âown their usual enthusiasm regarding 
their efforts and speak of the "graduai" changes that had taken place. In a series of letters 
that were later published in the 1849 0- J. P. BardweU spoke mainly of 
f d g  successes, but noted that the Indisu1s seldom adopted English modes of dress, and 
were indinerent to havhg their chüdren attend schwl. The chmh had only nine or ten 
converts after several decades ofefforts, although the Ojibwa continued to observe the 
Mitewe (Midewiwin) quite frequently (J. P. Bardweil to Henry Cowles, July 30, 1849. 
Grace Lee Nute Papers. Box 14. MHSRC, St Paul). 

13. HofZnan had earlier indicated that the Mides that he had spoken to admitted that 
much of the information regarding the Midewiiwin had been lost as a resdt of the death of 
the Mide priests, and the lack of younger candidates to whom they could pass on theû 
knowledge, since moa of the latter had adopted Christian beliefs (Hoffinan 189 1 : 167). 

14. H o m  later published another extensive work on the Menominee which included a 
signincant portion on the Mitmet Society, as Hofian termed the Menominee form of 
the Midewiwin. 



15. According to the 1889-90 report (p-xxvii) Dr. Hofiban, ". . . had been initiateci into 
the mysteries of the four degrees of the society, by which he was able to record its 
ceremonials. . . ." and Hoffmao du&d to this hirnseifin the 1892-93 report which 
included his study of the Menominee indians (HotFman 1892-93 :7O). 

16. M ' t  was the spehg adopted by Hoffman, ahhough subsequent scholars such as 
Skinner believed that the correct term was Mitm'n. 

17. Why HofEnan's infocmants limiteci theu explanations to four degrees is w t  known, 
since Warren, writhg in the 1850s had noted that the Midewiwin, as it had exîsted ui the 
golden days of Chequamegon, had eight degrees, while David Spencer, a missionary at 
Red Lake in 1848, quotes an origin story which suggests eight degrees. Similady, one of 
Kohl's pictographs shows a reptesentation of a Mide Lodge with eight steps ninning 
through it. Frances Densmore, writing in 19 10, also noted that the Midewiwin had eight 
degrees, though she gave no details regarding the Iast four degrees. 

It remaineci for Landes (1968: 1 14fQ to p h d e  a more detailed description of the four 
"earth grades," and the four "sky grades," which were used when the fourth degree 
initiation failed to achieve a cure. In the latter degrees, the Great Spirit replaced the 
Miigs manitou, and the Eagle replaced the Bear manitou 

Dewdney (19751 1 1-14) also addtessed the problem. He noted that Red Sky's scrolls, 
which have a Plains infiuence, were the only ones which provided instruction for the last 
four degrees. According to him, those who qiialified for the sky degrees had perverted 
ambitions, for the Mide master of the fourth degree was supposed to have reached the 
apex of Manitou power. While the instructions and rituais were relatively simple (mainly 
repetitions of the nrSt four degrees), the fees were exorbitant. 

18. At fïrst glance both the concept and term "witch" might be considered to be Euro- 
Amencan. However, the concept was aiso present among Algonquian societies, where 
witches (evil shamans) were believed to be indicative of the work of evil spirits who were 
intent on destroying the Society. Thus, for instance, Tenskwatawa (the Shawnee 
Prophet) canied on a campaign against "Christian witches" arnong the Shawnee and the 
Wyandots whom he felt were ûying to destroy traditional society (Edmmds). Warren's 
description of the evil spint at Chequamegon prior to the Ojibway dispetsal, is another 
example of this phenonomen (Warren 1984: 10% 1 10). It could be argued that similar 
situations existed in some communities during the twentieth century foliowing the 
breakdown of Ojibwa society in the pst-tesetvation period. 

19. Normally the bear was associated with the fouah degree in other descriptions of the 
Midewiwin. The manitou associated with the t h ~ d  degree was u d y  the snowy owl. 

20. Waubanos were generally coasidered to be a deviant off-shoot of the Midewiwin 
society, but could also h o m e  members of it. 



21. Spencer was Wnting an article on the Midewiwin for the . . 1848: 
v.3:23-24. (Grace Lee Nute P m .  Box 14) While he might have been somewhat 
confused in that the "relatives" were probably Mide "rituai bmthersl' (who might weil be 
relatives), the quote is a good example of the d s t n i v e  fhctioos of the Midewiwin. 

22. This is based on the statement ofojibwa, his informant fiom Sandy Lake (Hofnnan 
l89lA8l). 

23. Little F r e n c h  aad Leading Feather, two Mides h m  Red Lake, were Hofnaan's 
main sources for this information ( H o b  189 1 : 1 9 1 ;290). Although he didn't give any 
indication as to their status in the Mdewiwin, he did note that the song charts were 
"imperfectiy interpreted" by them, and implied that this was because the songs were not 
their own, so that they were not certain of the tme meaning of the pictographs. 

24. Among other Aigonquian tn%d gmups, this deterioration of Midewiwin practices can 
be seen, if one compares Hofnmans study of the M i t m l  ceremony among the 
Menomhee. Even though the time Nad of the two studies was aimost identical, and 
the two tribes were clorly related and situated, the descriptions show two quite difEerent 
developments. 

25. If, for instance, Hofian had included the Ojibwa at Manitou Rapids and Fort 
Frances (Rainy Lake) as part of his study, he rnight have expanded the range of 
documents on the Midewiwin. The MideWMtin had been a powemit force there at l es t  
until the 1860s (Angel l985), and while acculturation gradually occurred, the Midewiwin 
continued to be practiced weil into the twentieth century. 

Similariy, Shingwaukonse and his relatives embraced Christianity, but the Midewiwin 
which he had been involved with continued to be practiced at Garden River in the early 
twentieth centuy when the American ethwlogist, Jones coilected his Midewiwin 
narratives there. 

Since the Midewfwn developed somewhat merently in locations such as these, the 
tendency has been to term hem "deviant" fonns which have developed outside the region 
fiom which most of the Euro-Amencan materials were coilected. 

26. While Densmore's published work falls in the twentieth century, 1 beiieve that it is 
closer to that of Hoffmaa than that of those who foilowed her. Certainly, the changes in 
Ojibwa society separating HofFmaa and Densnore were relatively minor. By the time 
that succeeding ethnologists such as Kinietz, Landes, and Howard carried out their work, 
Ojibwa society had changed considerably and the Midewiwin with it. 

27. As quoted in Nina M. Archabal's introduction to Çhjppewa C w  (Minnesota 
Historical Society Press, 1979p.p.) 

28. Deasmore published an article on her experience in the 
New Series 9:443 (April-June, 1 907). 



29. Baraga de- the wedrhd as a steersman or pilot, and the ~ g & d  as "he that is 
foremost," overseer, boss. 

30. Haiioweil argued that the Lac du Flambeau Ojibwa were stül Ojibwa in personality, 
even though they had looked and outwardiy üved iike their Eure-Americaa neighbours. 
For Halloweil, as for Barnouw this meant that Ojibwa society contiaued to be "atomistic" 
since "it hctioned in terms of intenialized controls; the individuai felt the fidi brunt of 
responsibility for bis own acts" (as quoted in Dauziger 1979: 15 1). 

3 1. This practice of the sick person wearing a m i i ,  sheîi around the neck appears to 
have been common to the Mideiwiwin as it was practiced in 1 ttuee Wisconsin 
comrnmities. 

32. Bamouw describecl the p h  as "he' he' he'!" It would appear that this was just a 
case of his rendition of the phrase, although he does also record a number of other phrases 
which do not appear in other documents concerning the Midewiwin. 

33. Barnouw explained that nagair was the Ojibwa term for the "leadern of the 
Midauiwin ceremony. He indicated that the leader did not have to be a Mide "priest" 
aithough the duties would have demanded someone with a considerable degree of 
knowledge. He went on to explain that the candidate was caiied the wmidewit, while the 
wedunikagmaget (one who speaks for another) took the place of gici manido (Kitchi 
Manitou) in the ceremonies (Bamouw 1960:78-82). The skawbewis (oshkaabems) 
invited people to the ceremony, Wed their pipe bowls with tobacco, and their food bowls 
with food. 

34. John Pete, the chief Mide at Lac v i e k ~ e s e r t ,  never specincaiiy noted that visions 
were required in order to join the Midewiwin, but in his description of a curing ceremony, 
he did allude to them as ihough they were stiil commody sought and received (Kinietz 
1947: 169). However, Kinietz indicated that the only things required to join the society 
were "the desire and the price" (Kinietz 1947:206). 



CHAPTERSIX 

MIDEWWIN aREMONIES: A MULTI-TRIBAL PERSPECTIVE 

The Midcniwin among the PLiar Ojibwa and Plains Cree 

Our examination of the MidewiwrLn has been based, so ffiit, primarily on 

documents and studies desrribing the Anishinaabe people Who were to become known as 

the Ojibwa. The majority ofthese studies have concentratecl on those Ojibwa who have 

often been categorized as the Southwestem Ojibwa by Euio-Amencan scholars. It wodd 

be wrong, however, to suggest, as some scholan have done, that the Midewiwin was 

confioed essentially to this group of Ojibwal Usudy such statements are based on the 

early documents, which were examined previously in diis work. Often these statements 

are contrasted with later documents which appear to indicate that the Midewiiwin was 

introduced more recently, and had died out, or been dtastically altered, among those 

Ojibwa who were calied the Plains Ojibwa or Bungi, and among those ofken designated 

as Northem Saulteaux? Although there were some culturai diffkrences between the 

Southwestem Ojibwa and otber groups of Ojibwa, these differences were not significant 

with respect to the practice of the Midewiwin. indeed, as will be seen, with few 

exceptions, Merent practices withul groups were often fat more pronounced than 

between groups. 

The f b t  major ethnological report which dedt with the Midewiwin among the 

Plains Ojibwa was by Alanson Skinner in his study of the groups who iived mainly in 

southem Manitoba and North Dakota3 Noting that the separation of the Plains Ojibwa 



£iom the Ojibwa proper had taken place in relatively ment times, he contended that by 

theu own account they had intermarried to some extent with the Cree, Ojibwa, 

Assiniboine and Ottawa, and more ncently had associated with l d  bands of Sioux who 

had fled no& to Canada h m  Minnesota in the late nineteenth cenniry. He mi@ have 

also noted that Ojibwa also fkequently inter-marzied with French and Métis in the area. 

Skinner's brief expianation was amplifieci and expandeci, fîrst by James Howard in his 

follow-up study of the Plains Ojibwa in 1977, and more recentiy by L a m  Peers' more 

comprehensive history of m w a  of W e m m  in 19944 

As Miiloy (1 988) and Peers (1994), have pointed out, the adaptations of Cree and 

Ojibwa migrants to Plains culture can not be seen simply in terms of environmental 

determinism. The changes that took place were the result of complex reasons, including 

inter-tribal connections, which developed at least partly in response to the advent of the 

European fur trade, and which, in turn, were comected to both the spread of European 

diseases, and the decline of the vast herds of buffiaio upon which so much depended. in 

this new and rapidly changing world, the Ojibwa were numeridy srdi, and it can be 

argued, played a relatively secondary role. Certainiy, the of trade was Cree 

or Cree-based, and Plains Crees beiieved Plains Ojibwa to be their idenors.' And yet, 

the early statements of traders throughout the prairie region during this period, ofien 

made reference to how members of other tribal groups f e d  and respected the superior 

power of Ojibwa ~hamans.~ This has led some writers such as Hugh Dempsey (1984: l7), 

in his biography of Big Bear, to suggest that this reputation led to the ready acceptance of 

the Ojibwa by other tribal groups on the plains. Big Bear, who was to figure prominently 
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as a powemil "Cree" leader in the 1885 Rebeiiion, had been raiseci as Cree, but his father, 

at least, was an Ojibwa member of a mixed Cree and Ojibwa band. It was natural for 

members to participate in each other's ceremonies, and to adopt some aspects of each 

other's value system.' At the same time both the Cree and Ojibwa were in the process of 

adapting to Life in the parklands and on the plains and adopting sorne of the practices and 

values of other Plains groups who had preceded them there. Pem (1994:45) has fùrther 

speculated that the Ojibwa's reputation may have been directly related to the Midwiwin 

ceremonies and the powers which were gained during these ceremonies. While it is more 

iikely that the reputation was extendeci to all Ojibwa shamanr, some of the Midewiwin 

rituais did innuence their neighbours. Some of the M i d ' i n  artifacts that have been 

coilected in western Canada have been identïfïed as Cree. We also lcnow that at Ieast 

some Cree leaders such as Starblanket were not only members but Mide officials (Letter 

of E. Ahenakew to Dr. Paul Wallace. Paul Wallace Papers. American Philosophical 

Society Library, Philadelphia). Nevertheless, given the faft that among many Plains 

Ojibwa the Sun Dance ceremonies replaced the Midewiwin, it is probable that the Ojibwa 

were more influenced by their Plains neighbours than vice versa 

Although the religious beiîefs of different tribal gmups may have differed, they 

were similar in a number of hdamental ways, including their understanding of the 

concept of power. Thus, neighbouring Cree or Assiniboine would have understood the 

concept of Ojibwa shamans receiving power h m  manitous. They would have both 

appreciated the capacity of Ojibwa shamans to use this power to heal, and feared their 

abiiity to use this power to maim or kill. Not only would these Ojibwa shamans have 
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been sought out to use their poweis, but members of other tribal p u p s  would bave 

welcomed the chance to shan in these powers by participating in Ojibwa ceremonies 

such as the Midewiwin. 

Despite the relative paucity of detailed early reports concerning the ptactice of the 

Midewiwin in these parts, there is no reason to doubt that it was as well estabüshed there 

as among the Ojibwa of Minnesota, Alexander Henry the Younger (1897:212), David 

Thompson (1 97 1 : 178-1 8O), George Nelson (1 988:82) and John Tanner (Cl830 ] 

1994: 100; 122) ai l  made bnef references to Midlewiwin and Waabmowin ceremonies in 

the early 1800s.' A. M g  Hdiowell provideci a good historical overview of some of 

these observations in what he termed a "pst-mortem record of a ceremony which once 

was of major importance in the native culture of the Sauiteaw Indiam of the Lake 

Winnipeg Country" (Hallowell 1936:32). While adding his voice to the litany of a long 

iine of ethnologists who atmounced its demise, Haiioweli correlated a considerable 

amount of othenvise unavaiiable information regarding its practice. Although his own 

focus of interest was Berens River and bands residing on the east shore of Lake 

Winnipeg, much of his research dealt with the practice of the Midewiwin among groups 

to the south, including many who considered themselves Plains Ojibwa. 

According to Haiioweii's data, the Midewiwin had been held in a number of 

locations before treaties were signed and the Ojibwa consigned to reservations. He 

mentioned Tannets refemce to such a ceremony at a location south of Riding Mountain 

and West of Lake Manitoba in the eariy 1800s. Hallowell was told that the Midewiwin 

had been held on Garden Island at the northern end of Lake Manitoba, during the 
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nineteenth century, and this would appear ta be comborated by George Nelson's 

reference to a Midewiwin ceremony at Jack Head in 1 8 190 Various observers, beginnuig 

with Henry in the early 1800s, have commented on the MdewMrin which was held near 

the confluence of the Roseau Kver and the Red River- Hdioweil also mentioned J.J. 

Hargrave's reference to "dog feasts" near Lower Fort Gairy which sound Wre Midewiwin 

ceremonies, and to Rev. Cockraa's 1832 refetence to what may have been a Midewiwnt 

ceremony at Netley Creek. Coupled with Peter lacobs' reference to a Midewiwin 

ceremony near Fort Alexander in 1852, and the previous refmnce to MideWin 

ceremonies on the Broken Head River, one can dely  conclude that the ceremony was of 

major importance to the Plains Ojibwa throughout the nineteenth century at the very 

leasi. 

However, by the t h e  that Skinner arrivai to do his field research in the early 

twentieth century the Midewkwin was no Longer a dominant force in the lives of most 

Plains Ojibwa. Several factors appear to have been involved in its graduai decline. 

Among those Ojibwa who elected to maintain their traditional religion, many had turned 

to the Sun Dance ceremonies which they adopted h m  their plains neighbours. Others, 

such as many members of the St. Peteis band, elected to become Christians. Later, 

governrnent officiais joined forces with Christian missionaries in an effort to "vigorously 

suppress" alî forms of aborigioal ieligious ceremonies. The principal tool by which this 

was accomplished was Section 1 14 of the indian Act in 1895. Although the regdations 

did not forbid ceremonies such as the Sun Dance and Midewhuin, the Department adopted 

specific tactics such as applying the p a s  system to prevent individuals fiom attending 
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gatherings at other =serves, withholding agency food rations which were required to feed 

those present at gatherings, and impeding the sale of d e  goods for use in the 

ceremonies. As Katherine Pettipas has commented in her book on the government 

repression of indigenous religious ceremonies on the prairies, "the Indian Department 

regarded consemative ttaditionai ritual leaders as major impediments to the assimilation 

process. Consequently, officiais were committed to using every possible means to divest 

them of their spirinial and seculer power" (Pettipas 1994: 1 15). Under these 

ck-ces, it is not sucprising that mernbers of the Long Plains band were extremely 

reluctant to discuss the practice of the Midewiwin with visiting ethnologists. 

Nevertheless, Skinner did present some "meagre data" on the Midewiwin as 

practiced by the Plains Ojibwa in his 1920 comparative study of what he termed the 

Medicine Ceremony. From what he was able to leam, the ceremony "cliffers Little fiom 

that of the Ojibwa proper, with whom they somethes corne in contact. A dog feast is 

comected with the ceremony" (Skinner 1920:3 1 1). Individuals who became sick during 

the winter, brought blankets, calicos aad other gifb at the appropriate tirne (in the spring) 

in order to purchase information* They were instnrcted and given a medicine bag wbich 

contained miigis sheiis and certain paints and medicines. Four degrees were recognized, 

though only a few attained the rank of fourth degree. S b e r  was able to obtain two 

bùch bark charts, one of which gave instructions conceming the "Jipai" or Ghost 

Midewiwin. When the birch bark roll was transfened to Skinner, "[the informant] 

claimed that it was the oldest and greatest of rolis, and "descended," through copying, 



fkom the original di which first was made to contain the directions and ritual of the four 

degrees" (Skinner 19203 18). 

Skinner's chief Sonnant regarding the MdewMtin was Ogimauwiniai (Chief of 

Men), an elderly man, who had becorne a third degree Mde. As a youth he had 

participated in the "Okitcita," a formal corncil of "strong-hearted men" who maintaineci 

order in camp, reguiated the buEdo hunts and took part in forays against enemy forces 

before they had been confined to the Long Plains Reservation. Skinner noted that 

Ogimauwinini had received his training in the Midewiwin h m  "Naigisl' (Someone 

Shaking) h m  Broken Head Reseme. Haliowell, in his article on "The Passing of the 

Mid'ewiwin" mentioned that the inhabitants of Broken Head River (I.R.4) had remained 

Pagan for years, and that their head man, "Nenagis" was the most widely known Mide 

south of Lake WIllllj.peg (HalloweU l936:42-43). 

Ogimauwinini provided Skinner with a bnef o v e ~ e w  of the Midewiwin 

ceremony but was unwilling to give him detaüed explanations of the rolls, or the names 

of the manitous involved, since these things were too s a c d  to share even with feiiow 

Mides. From the explanation, however, it is clear that the celebrants asked the manitous 

for help in their quest for long He. However, nothing was included in Skinner's 

description regardhg the "initiation rite" nor the public duelling-no doubt since these 

rituais not only contained the essence of the ceremony, but also because these were the 

practices most likely to bring on M e r  repression on the part of the Canadian 

govemment. 



During the 1950s James Howard camed out field work among the Plains Ojibwa, 

so it is possible to determine the changes that had taken place since the 1920s and 1930s 

when Skinner and Hdowell produceci theu brief reports.10 What is immediately apparent 

is that despite the predictions that the M i d ' n  would die out, ceternonia were di 

being canied out-even though the number of adherents would appear to have been 

reduced, and the ceremonies took place on only a few reserves." Nevertheless, the 

attempts by govemment and church groups to ban ceremonies such as the M i d ' n  and 

Sun Dance does not appear to have greatiy a f f d  the world view of the Plains Ojibwa 

Even those who were not actively involved in the Midewiwj~ or the Sun Dance continued 

to understand the world in terms of manitous, who could confer blessings, or cause evil. 

An interesting sidelight is the extent to which the world view of the Plains Ojibwa 

continued to incorporate maay of the concepts and manitous of more northerly Ojibwa 

Thus, for instance, the Wihtigokmiak (wiindigoo) or cannibaiistic ice monsters continued 

to play an important d e .  And even more t e b g  was Howard's discovery that the culture 

hero was known both as N m q u s  (Nmabozho) as in the case of other southem Ojibwa, 

and also as Wisakdzak as he was lmown to the more northerly Ojibwa and Cree. 

According to Howard's interpretation, the Ojibwa world was a dualistic one in 

which the "good" Thunderbirds and the "evii" Underwater Panthers were constantiy at 

war. Since humans were felt to have both qualities within them, it was necessary to keep 

the forces in balance. Yet, as we have seen, the situation was more complicated than 

Howard suggested. Even he realited that the Underwater Panthers imparted some of their 

knowledge of medicines (which were mainly obtained nom plants) to humans as part of 
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the Micl;ewiwin. These medicines were still cornmon on most Ojibwa resemations, and 

members of the Midewiwin were renomed for their knowledge of them (Howard 1977: 

1 13-1 15; 120-12 1). 

Howard, üke Ritzenthaler before hirn (1953: las), believed that for the Ojibwa 

(including the Plains Ojibwa) the Midewiwin was primariiy a rrsponse to their concems 

about health and the threats to health represented by individual shamans. According to 

Howard, "by incorporating the tribal shamans into an orgaaized group, where their 

medicinal and supernaturai knowledge confimed great prestige, and even wedth, and at 

the same time m a h g  membership in this group open to non-shamans, the threat to the 

community fiom evü magic was minimized and the positive aspect of sharnanistic lore 

tunied to best account" (Howard 1977:133-134). 

Certainly Tsisakids (jaasakids) remahed few in number and often were members 

of the Midewiwin, so it could perhaps be argued that the Midewiwin was successful. 

Most accounts such as those by Ho&m (1 89 l), Densmore (1 9 10-1 3), Kinietz (1 94 1 ), 

and Bamouw (1960) wouid appear to confirm this. However, if Landes (1968) and 

Blessing (1977) are to be believed, then the problem of evil shamans (who caused illness 

and even death) contiawd to exist within the Midewiwin itself. The underlying problem 

was that with increased power came the temptation to use it in ways which caused harm 

to others. 

It is interesting to note that while Joseph Greatwaker, who was Howard's 

informant at Waywayseecappo reserve, and a member of the Midewiwin, informed 

Howard that the sole purpose of the Midewiwin was "the promotion of health and 
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longevity," Greatwaiker's Grst action on enterhg the encampment was to pwhase some 

"swarnp root medicine" in order to ward off the purposefui machinations of "baâ 

medicine men1' who might "shoot" them while they were there (Howard 119651 

1977:135-36). What Howard was witnessing was an example of the on-going tension 

between &ose aspects of the Midloviwin which a p p d  to stress the positive teachings 

and practices which would lead to health and longevity, and the ever present possibility 

that those with power could use it for purposes that wouid adversely affect one's health 

and even cause prernature death. 

Even though Howard added his voice to the Litany of those predicting the final 

death of the MidewMTn, his description of the ceremony which he attended hardly 

appears to be the final rites of a dying society. Much of Howard's description of the 

actual ceremony bars an uncanay resemblance to the first complete description rendered 

by Nicoiiet. Like Nicollet before him, Howard began by explahhg how the rites were 

conducted by an official cailed the shbewis (oshhabeewis). He proceeded through the 

presentation of the gifts to the Leading of the songs by the oshkaubewis. Howard reported 

that on the third day of the ceremony, the "shooting" of the candidates took place. The 

ritual as described by Howard is b a s i d y  the same as reported by other observers. 

Although Howard was unable to stay for the remahder of the ceremonies, he noted that 

his informants had explained to him that another part of it involved a ritual vomiting (in 

which the sheli was ~gurgitated) induced by herbal medicines, and a "shooting" 

(duehg) rite and dance in which new candidates and obsewers alike were 

indiscriminately " shot. " 
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Howard went on to expiain that the sheiis which were in the medicine bags were 

believed to k the scales of the Underwater Panther, who had taught the rites to 

Nonabozho as related in the origin myth. In the shooting, the shells Iefi the bag and 

entered the body ofthe person king shot This belief, Howard explained, was an ancient 

and widespread custom in the northern part of the hemisphere, widely associated with 

witches and shamans, which had been ritualized and regulated in the Midewwin 

ceremony in order to pmtect its members h m  attack by shamans outside the order 

(Howard 119651 1977: Ml). The belief tbat the intrusion of a foreign object is the cause 

of pain, iilness, or even death, is an integral part of the world view of many aborigioal 

groups and in tum, may explain their willingness to incorporate the Mldewiwin into their 

belief system. 

The Notthern Saultearu and Lowland Creeu 

As in the case of the Plains Ojibwa, neither schoiars, nor the people themselves 

are agreed upon the ternis or geographic boundaries of these two groups. For the 

purposes of this section, the terni Northem Saulteaux includes the p u p s  de- as such 

by Skinner; that i s  those groups who lived primarily to the east of Lake W i p e g  and 

the watershed that drained into it, aad those who Lived north of Lake Supenor dong the 

Severn River and Albany River watersheds which drain into Hudson Bay. Yet, as Bmwn 

(1 986; 1 992), Lytwwyn (1993), and others have explaineci, the names and composition of 

the groups that iived in these regions have been subject to vigorous debate. Generally 

speaking it now appears that groups of Ojibwa gradually moved west and north into 



portions of the Hudson Bay Lowlands throughout the eighteenth century or even earlier 

(Lytwyn l993:lL2-141). The Lowland (Swampy) Cree whom they encountered were 

distantly relatecl, and shared many beliefs and customs. By the beginning of the 

nineteenth century there was considerable overlap in the two groupst territories, and Euro- 

Amenans noted that many of them spoke a mixed dialect, thus indicating that here too a 

composite culture was beginning to develop. W e  both gmups were involved in the fur 

trade, many scholars tended to minimize the amount of activiîy that actually took place in 

this region, since it was cut off h m  the Great North, to the north and west of Lake 

Winnipeg-where most fur trade activity took place. Lytwyn (198 1 :29), however, has 

demonsttated that the region was the scene of intensive fur trade activity fiom the latier 

haif of the seventeenth century. Nevertheless, other Euro-Amencan inauences, 

particdarly the influence of missionaries and govemment officiais, were much slower in 

coming, and had Iess of an impact, than arnong the people covered thus far. 

The first extended study of the Northern Saulteaux was d e d  out by Alanson 

Skiaoet in 1909 for the A m e h  Museum of Nannal History in conjunction with a 

related study of what he termed the "Eastern Cree."I3 He explained in his work that since 

the main purpose of the study was to look at the material culhue of the people, "very Little 

attempt was made to secure information in regard to sban i sm and the midewiwin, or 

medicine lodge society" (Skinner 191 1: 152). Nevertheless, he did make some attempt to 

coliect basic information, although he tended to mix up descriptions of the ceremonid 

practices among the more southerly Ojibwa with bis observations concerning the 

Northem Saulteaux-thus throwing into question the validity of many of his findings. 
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Thus, for instance, Skinner based his scanty information on the Midmiwin among 

the Northern Saulteaux on a report by Jabez Williams, the HBC f&or at Osnaburgh 

House, who had attendeci a MidewnYin ceremony at the no&-west angle of Lake of the 

WoodsgM Aithough Osnaburgh House f& within the nortbem region, the Ojibwa in the 

Lake of the Woods region are g e n d y  considered today to have been more closely 

related to the Lake Winnipeg Sauiteaux, the Ojibwa of Red Lake, or even to the Plains 

Ojibwa of Pembina. Skinner went on to state tbat at the time he did his field work the 

Midewiwin was not practiced north of Lac Seul, dthough in former times it had been 

practiced as far norih as Fort Hope, among the people d y  teferred to today as the 

Northem Ojibwa. However, he provided Linle evidence to support this latter claim other 

than the testimony of a "conjurer" at Fort Hope who would appear to have been a 

J a d d ,  raîher than a Mide." 

Nevertheless, Skinner did describe a ceremony among the northem Cree which 

somewhat resembled the Midewiwin of the 0jibwa.16 In fact, the same name was used by 

the Albany Cree who were in close contact with the Ojibwa While it no longer existed 

as an organized body at the time of Skinner's Wit, Christian beliefs having almost totally 

replaced aboriginal ones, some of the elders were apparently able to provide him with 

some information. Skinner noted that there were four degrees among the Moose and 

Albany Cree, although only two were common among the Eastmain Cree. Membership 

was only open to those who had received a dream or vision which led the person to 

believe that they were to be a shaman. The main ceremonies were held in the fali after 

the f h t  snow fd, although they were occasiody also held in the spring. 
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According to Skinner, the ceremony closely ~sembled the Midewiwin among the 

southern Ojibwa: 

The ceremonies opened with the singing ofsongs, after which the 
shaman twk his medicine bag which is usualLy made of otterskin . . . he 
began to go about the lodge holding the otter in h n t  of h h  . . . Whea the 
shaman appmached the novice it was pushed dirrctly at the yotmg man 
until its nose touched him, and as it did so it made a noise. The novice 
immediately feu d o m  and lay unconscious. Durhg this tirne, the 
medicine power of the otter was passed into his body. When at length, he 
came to, the shinnan inquimi of him ifhe undetstood what the otter had 
said The novice invariably replied, "No." The shaman answered, "1 wiil 
teii you what the otter said to you. Death is on you, but you wiil be dive 
again." When the young man had M y  recovered he knew as much as 
possibly could be taught to him by any human king, because the power 
had passed into bis body whüe he lay unconscious (Skinner 191 1 :61-62). 

In order to validate his account, since it appeared to contradict cornmon 

assumptions, Skinner included an extensive passage fiom the nineteenth century French 

missionary E d e  Petitôt regardmg the Meîwi ceremony among the Cree which appeared 

to corroborate and elaborate on Skinner's account. Certain key passages deserve quoting: 

At the approach of the vernal and autumnal equinoxes, the oldest and 
most powemil jugglen, the Sokaskew, convoke all the Crees in the 
neighbourhood to the ceremony of the Mitwei, sending messengers, linle 
presents of tobacco. 
When all the Crees are gathered at a place designateci by the delegates, 
they build an oblong and conical house or shed, with an opening at each 
end. This the Mitewi tent. The medicine men and magicians now enter, 
Maskikiy-Iyiniwok (magic-men) led by the grand priest of Sokaskew. 
They cany in their hands the skin of the animai which is their totem . . . 
they carry into the corncil ldge ail the medicina1 mots and herbs which 
have been plucked and cuiled by the medicine men during the heart of the 
summer. 
The novices havhg been brought into the lodge . . . each medicine man 
points . . . the invisible arrows of their power manitous at the stomach of 
the novice [who] immediately fds  to the earth . . . . The initiate king 
dead, the problem is to resuscitate him. . . They breathe towards the heart 



of the dead man to recall him to Iife. (Petitot as quoted in Skinner 
19 1 1 54-65) 

W e  Petitot did not indicafe the l d t y  where the ceremony took place, Skinner 

suggested that it pbably occurred on the lower Saskatche~~~~l-some distance h m  the 

Swampy Cree, but still among Woodland Cree who wouid have b e e ~  in close proximity 

to the Ojibwa Slrinner noted that the m e r  one pmgressed h m  Ojibwa boundaries, the 

Less important the Mime appeared to be arnong the Cree. 

Skinner's account regarding the Northern Ojibwa and Cree is supplemented, and 

to a certain extent, contradicteci by John M. Cooper (1934; 1936) and A Inruig Hailoweli 

(1 936). Cooper's most extended study, which included both field work and original 

source materials, dealt with the concept of the "supreme kingt' among the norihem 

Algonquians. W e  his study thus concentrated on a very limited concept and was 

concerned primarily with the Cree, Cooper did spend some t h e  dealing with possible 

Ojibwa influences. He acknowledged the close association of the Cree and inland 

Ojibwa, particularly dong the upper Albany. One of his Albany inforrnants, old 

Jeannette, believed that the term "munitu" was of recent Ojibwa origin, but none of them 

were farniliar at that time with any characteristics of the Mid-h. They aii maintained 

that there was only one type of shaman whom they termed the "miteo," but which they 

said referred to a practitioner of the Shaking Tent. This led Cooper to believe that 

Skinner's informants were either Ojibwa descendants living among the Cree, or visiting 

Woodland Cree (Skinner 1934:76-77). While this is probable, it is also entirely possible 

that Skinner's informants were, in fact, descnbing a situation which existed prior to the 



1850s when Chnstianity was introduced. Skinner's informants stül would have had 

mernories of  this period in a way that could well have been lost by the time that Cooper 

appeared on the scene. The Cree use of the term miteo, in itself, would suggest some 

comection. 

A shorter article by Cooper was based on a brief, fly-in visit to the Lake of the 

Woods and Rainy Lake regions-south ofthe region Skinner had described. However, 

Cooper's informants did note that the Midewiwin was st i l l  being practiced in the Kenora 

and Rainy Lake regions, whiie the Wabamowh was ptacticed M e r  north at Lac Seul, 

Wabigoon and Eagle Lake. 

Halloweil's previously-mentioned article provided considerable information 

regardhg the practice of the Midewiwin in the region to the east of Lake He 

identified a number of locations and Mide leaders, beginning with Black Island where the 

Mide leader was Sekaiiakéwgabau (The one who reaches the sb). Following the signing 

of the treaty, the Hollow Water Reserve (I& IO) was organized on the adjoining 

mainland near the mouth of the river by that name. Kagiéwbit, who died in 1 9 19, and 

Wabammg, who died in 1932 were said to have been the last leaders of the Midewiwin 

there (Haüowell 1936:4l4-45). Further no& at the namws, the Midewiwin was 

practiced on both sides of Lake Winnipeg for many Yeats. The earliest Midewiwin 

ceremonies in this region, according to Hdoweli's infamants, were held at Dog Head on 

the western side of the lake, and Jack Head on the eastem side. Yellow Legs, the paternai 

great grand-father of Chief William Berens of Berens River, was apparently the fim Mide 

leader in this region before taking up residence at Berens River. Later a Mide leader 
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caiied Sagatciweas (Peter Stoney), who had corne originaily h m  St. Peter's Reserve on 

the Red River, assumeci the role." On his death, the ceremonies were ody held at Jack 

Head by Waasan (Lightning). 

Accordbg to Haiiowell, B e r e ~  Rivet marked the noaéernmost point that the 

Midewiwin was held on the eastem side of Lake Winnipeg, for he was unable to find any 

evidence of it ever having been practiced at Island Lake, Deer Lake or Sandy Lake, 

dthough Saulteawc people were found in these communities. The Midewiwin, however, 

was practiced occasionally on the Upper Berens River at Little Grand Rapids and at 

Poplar Narrows, where Tetabaiyabin (Daylight al i  mund the Sky) was a very influentid 

leader (Hailowell1936:450). However, it was not practiced afkt his death in 1922. 

F d e r  up the river at Pekaugikum (Pikangikum) it was practiced u d  1920 when the 

Mide leader, PindandakWan moved to Lac Seul. Haiiowell M e r  pointed out that there 

was an informa1 comection amongst the various Mide leaders in the region, since al1 of 

them belonged to the Sturgeon clan and were relateci. 

Hailoweil ended his articie with a note regarding the connections between the 

Mides on the eastem shore of Lake Whpeg and Lac Seul, where some of them obtained 

their medicines. He suggested that the Midewiwin may weii have been "disserninated ail 

the way nom the Lac Seul Ojibwa to the Ojibwa (Saulteaux) on the western shore of 

Lake Winnipeg and perhaps beyondl' (Hallowell l936.:S 1). This is a plausible 

explmation, particularly since connections have been demonstnited in the genealogies of 

the regions. However, an e q d y  valid argument could be made for influences 

disseminating fiom the Ojibwa (Saulteaux) commmities near Red River, who in tum 
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couid weli have been infiuenced by the bands of Ojibwa and Ottawa who had ernigrated 

nom Minnesota and Wisconsin to the woodi~ds and plains of southeni Manitoba 

Both Skinner (191 1) and HaUoweU (1936:49) made refeience to another 

description of the MidewCwin as it was practised at Berens River. In it, James Stewart, an 

HBC empioyee, provideci w h t  Hailoweil coasidered to have been a description of the 

last Midewiwin pedomed at Bmas River in the 1850s." As such it wodd ~ l ~ o ~ p  to be 

one of the earliest extendeci descriptions of the Midewnvjn-anywhere. Stewart explahed 

that : 

The m e  of the feast is "Metawin" or "feast of long Mie." The head- 
centre lodge, or tent, was estabfished in the east by some of the diMnities . 
. . The centre lodge remains in the e s t .  . . but on account of the 
migrations of the Indians, they received power and instructions to establish 
subordinate lodges . . . 

Each lodge had its Grand Master of Medicine, a Master ofceiemonies, 
and other minor officers. Each member of the lodge had in bis possession 
the bag of Me. This bag coasisted of the skin of a certain bkd or animal . . 
. and containcd medicine of the most select kind. (Stewart 1904:94) 

Stewart went on to explain that through the intercession of the local HBC clerk, M.. 

Cummings, and "a liberal quantity of tobacco, tea and sugar fkom myself," he was 

permitted to enter the Mide lodge where the ceremonies took place. Having been told to 

deposit bis o f f e ~ g s  in fiont of some wooden images of deities, he was invited to partake 

in a feast of boiled sturgeon. Stewart's account included a relatively detailed expianation 

of the ongin of the Midewiwin which was given by a Mide whom Stewart calied Bear.19 

Unless one knew otherrwise, this document could be taken as a more or less 

accurate description of the Midewiwin at Berens River in the 1850s. Seeming anomalies 

could be accounted for by the fact that James Stewart was presumabiy recounting events 



which had taken place almost fifty years earlier. However, the tefance to an identifiable 

person (Bear), does lend crecübility to the account. Nevertheless, the account was 

acnially a composite ofpersonal experience, and a series of articles written by James 

Settee, Jr., a Christian Cree whose father had been an Anglican missionary. Stewart had 

spent two years with the Hudson's Bay Company in Norway House and Berens River in 

the early 1850s, but subsequently moved to Red River where he had a varied career 

including some time as a newspaperman in the 1880s. While editor of the &&i& 

Becor4 he published a series of articles by Settee -or& June 3, 10,17, 

1887).20 

The references to Bear, and tenns such as "Grand Master" (Stewart was an active 

member of the Masons and a Presbyterian) were undoubtedly his, and it is possible that 

Stewart codd have witnessed part of a Midewiwin ceremony at Berens River in the 

1850s. However, the fact that other passages were copied fiom Settee raises doubts about 

the validity of the entire account. 

There are, for -ce, what appear to be anomalies in his account of the origin 

narrative. The fkt  paragraph reads like a Christian creation account with the Great Spirit 

(God) creating the firrt man and woman. The second paragraph then rnakes a sharp break 

to teli the story of two snakes: a rattlesnake and a natawa. A chief, whose son had been 

killed by the nutawa, was visited by an enormous snake at the grave site, where the snake 

addressed him as "Old man of the plaiil" Later, d e r  the snake had turned into an old, 

white-haired man, he taught the chef the pipe ceremony, before teaching him the 

ceremonies and rites of "the tent of long Me" (Stewart 1904:95-97). Selwyn Dewdney 
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appears not to have ken awaie ofStewartls account, but one of the s d e  scrolls that he 

d y z e â  was h m  Berens River- Dewdney speculated that these scrolls reflected an 

aiternate tradition which originated in the Leech Lake area (Dewdney 1975:142-44)? 

Foiiowing his explanation ofthe origin tale, Stewart then proceeded to give an 

explanation of the ceremonies as they were perfouned. He explaineci that the feast was 

amomced by sending out a portion of tobacco to ali members of the lodge. Mer the 

Mide lodge had been etected, aU the members, led by the "Cirand Master'' and "Master of 

Ceremonies" marched around it three times, foiiowing which the "Grand Master" 

addressed the Company: 

The Great Spirit, who dweiieth in the heavens, bless you ali and send you 
long We. The white haired man brings with him M e  and has given me We 
which I give to ai l  my brothers and sisters. Our forefathers left us this tent 
to teach our children, and your Me depends upon the secrets of your own 
breast. Prepare your magic beads and medicine skins of the tent of We, to 
cast your beads on the sick and dying men who may be placed before you 
to restore me. Your magic beads SM pierce the rocks, the spirits who 
preside over our secret couacils s h d  bless your efforts to restore health 
and long We. The path of out ancestors teaching us the use of countless 
herbs and roots growing in this our world will sing the Song of 
enchantment, when each member will off= with gratitude to his teacher, 
the offerings he may have brought with him to speak and receive long Me- 
(Stewart 1 9O4:98) 

The above passage, other than Stewart's introduction in which he used Masonic-üke 

terms to describe the Mide officials, appears to be taken fiom Settee's original article. 

This would explain the "Biblical" language and concepts which were used. 

Stewart then went on to explain the by now f d a r  "initiation ritual" in wbich 

the Mide officials took hims "shootingl1 the candidate, w b  thereupcm coiiapsed as though 

he had been shot. The candidate was then revived by the officials blowing upon him and 



placing their medicine bags upon him. Foiiowiag this the MÏde officiais demonstrated 

their power by Swallowing a miigis sheii which "magically* appeared in their medicine 

bags. Tbis was foiiowed in turn by the distribution of the tiade goods, which each 

candidate had brought as payment, to the officials. AAer the initiation rite wss 

completed, the "pubiic duehg rituain cornmenced. Stewart noted that throughout this 

the ,  a number of the women were employed gathering fish for the ongoing feast, whiie 

any dog that entered the lodge was Wed and added to the pot. 

In the nnal analysis, it is dificuit to make a judgement as to where or when 

Stewart or Settee obtained their Information regarding the Midewiwin which they 

described. The best that we can say is that the result is a curious amalgam of Masonic 

and Christian accretions to some Mide account h d  yet, the p i c m  that it presents is 

surprisingly sympathetic fiom men who would otherwise have been thought to be 

unsympathetic. This is particularly me, when it is compared to the more negative 

accounts of missionaries such as James Evans or Peter Jacobs. Ironically, it showed 

fewer Christian influences than the accounts of twentieth century Ojibwa such as James 

Redsb and Norval Momseau who have written about the Midewiwin. 

James Redsky (Esquekesik, Last Man in the Sky), was born at Rice Bay, on Lake 

of the Woods, in 1899, and was educated at mission schools at Shoal Lake and Kenora. 

However. he ignored the Christian religion, and followed the Midewiwin teachings of his 

uncle, evenhially becoming the leading Mide in the Lake of the Woods region. Whiie he 

lived at the very edge of where the shield began to merge into the plains, Redsky's 

traditions, as narrated in the book edited by James Stevens (1972) are concemed with the 
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Ojibwa of Lac Seul, Lake Nipigon, Wabigon and Lake of the Woods, and their efforts to 

fend off the maiaucihg Siow. Redsky's book centreci around the exploits of a "foik-hem" 

of the local Ojibwa named Mis-quoanaqyeb. AmoDg the taies are those conceming Mis- 

quoanaqueb's initiation into the MidewnYjin. Various namatives recount the creation of 

the world, mankind, and the Midewiwin, îhe way of Life according to the Midewiwin, and 

an account of the migration story of the Ojibwa and the MïdewMrin. In a sense, Reddcy's 

narratives fbctioned as a means ofteachiog the mrthç of the Midewiwin. The foliowing 

extracts provide an indication of how Christianity had affected the articulation of 

traditional Anishinaabe religion: 

The Ojibways who belong to the Mide-wi-win believe that God made the 
world and that we, his childten, rnight Live the everlasting Me. . . . 
When God created the world, in the be$inniog He set aside a path of We. . 
.. 
There are a lot of tasks to perfomi to follow the way of life of the Mide- 
wi-Win. As the important saying goes: "Love thy neighbour as thyseKW 
(Redsky l972:90-9 1) 

Redsky explained that after an Ojibwa had dreamed about the Midewiwin it was 

necessary for him to have a sweat bath before he could enter the Mide lodge. The next 

day, after the sweat bath, the "Mide-winini" was ready to enter the Mide lodge and 

proceed with the initiation. He went on to explain that during the initiation ceremony, the 

miigis were placed on the initiate's body according to the degree into which the person 

was king initiated. Birchbark m l l s  were used in order to ensure that ail the procedures 

were carried out correctly (Redsky 1972: 107-1 08). In fact, Selwyn Dewdney, in his book 

.O 

on w d  Scrplls of So-bway (1975) spent a substantial portion of the 

book analyzing Redsky's origh, migration and master scroils. Dewdney attempted to 



provide interpretations of Re-s and other scrolls, and also to use the scroiis to help 

understand more about the Midiewiwin its& Although he did corne up with a number of 

very creative interpretations which have some g e n d  applications, he became too 

enmeshed in trying to explain the fine points of individuai charis, which were meant to be 

specificaily used as mnemomic records of local Micewiwin ceremonies. 

Dewdney (1975:131-144) and Fred Blessiag (1977), on whose work he based 

some of bis ideas, both believed that there were orthodox and deviant traditions in the 

MideMn. This would appear to be p d y  the result of tallring to Mides in the 

Minnesota triangle which Blessing considered the bastion of orthodoxy. Although 

debates (and perhaps duels) took place between rivai Mides, notions regarding orthodoxy 

and deviancy were dependent to a large extent upon the perception of the individuals 

involved in the dispute. 

Redsky's versions of Midewiwin narratives were heady overlaid with Christian 

terminology and some Christian concepts, although the underlying structure and 

functions of the Midowiwin ceremonies remaineci hdamentally the same. Candidates 

continued to seek the means to obtain a long life and the ability to protect themselves 

fiom evil forces. However, Kitche M i o u  and Machi Manitou have begun to share a 

role with the Thunder Birds and Michipuheu in king the forces behind good and evil. 

As a result, there was more emphasis on the duality of good and evil, and the Christian 

concept of sin, which maaifested itself in the doing of eMI, was becoming evident. 

These concepts became even more pronounced in the writings of Norvai 

Momsseau (Copper Thunderbird), an Ojibwa fiom the Lake Nipigon region in 
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northwestem Ontario who was bom in 193 1. Located just thirty miles north of Lake 

Superior, the Lake had seïved as the point of depamne for the fur brigades heading into 

the Little North since the eighteenth century, so that aboriginal people were positioned on 

a well travelled mutey despite their seemingly isolated location (Lytwyn 18 1 :24). 

Although Momsseau becarne fm betm known as one of the fïrst Ojibwa arrists to gain an 

international reputation, his artistic works deriveâ their inspiration h m  sharnaaic scrolls, 

and the sacred narratives of his people. W e  he had only elementary schoolingy with the 

assistance of Selwyn Dewdney, he set Qwn many of these narratives in print, dong with 

some of his pemnal observations. 

Momsseau's narratives reflect the dual heritage of his grandfather who had been a 

Mide shaman and his grandmother who was a devout Roman Catholic. While he 

considered b e l f  to be a Christian, he believed that "we must never forget our great 

legends, traditions, and folklore . . . (Morrisseau Ms. p.22. Glenbow Museum Archive, 

Calgary). Nevertheless, by the time Morrisseau came to &te d o m  his thoughts, it 

would appear that the practice of the Midewiwin was a distant reality, for his description 

of it is considerably less detaiied than his description of the Shaking Tent and Sweat 

Lodge ceremonies. Morrisseau's descriptions are also illutrative of how Midewiwin 

ceremonies and other traditional ceremonies were viewed in light of Christian beliefs-not 

merely among Euro-Americans, but particularly among members of the aboriginal 

community themselves. 

According to Momsseau, a Midmin Nidewiwin) society had existed in the Lake 

Nipigon area. New members had to pay a great amount of goods, and pass tests in order 
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to become members of the society and be given a medicine bag containing great powers. 

He explained tbat in the Mide lodge there were two tables of food, one containhg good 

food, and another containing p d y  cooked dog m a t  and broth. Candidates were made to 

eat the latter in order to pass the tests, and were also made to m d o w  live snakes whose 

tails had been cut off. During the MidlewMtin ceremony the medicine bags, which were 

made of Mixent kinds of hide, seemed to corne alive - "the bear skin began to growl, 

and the fox skins began to bark. . . ." New members were asked to point their bags at 

other new members, and out of the bag wouid shoot forthmagic powers so that the M a n  

would fd to the ground spitting blood and dying. However, he would be revived again 

as if nothing had happened (Morrisseau Mss. p. 17. GMA). 

Momsseau went on to explain that his grandfatfier had dreamed ofa bar,  who 

becarne his guardian and provided him with the power to do good. One time, however, 

his grandfiather had got into a fight with a couple of conjurers and gave them a good 

"licking." As a resuit they used bad medicine in order to make km sick, and although he 

had gone to another Mide in order to have him suck out the bad medicine, though he 

recovered for a while, he died about a year later. 

Even though Morrisseauts description of the Midewwin revealed a number of 

details which were no doubt the result of his Christian upbringing, these had served ody 

to strengthen his belief in the power of "conjurors," as he termed them. Further on in his 

material he made tbis connection explicit when he stated that "a lot of Ojibwa who tumed 

devoted Christians of the Catholic faith believe it is the devil hirnseif who gives power to 

al1 conjurors. . . If the devil came to you in a dream and told you that you will be 
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powerful in rem for your sou1 you would not accept that offer. But, ifthe devil appears 

in a medicine dmm in the shape of an angel or in a different way iike a thunderbird or 

some demi-god he will tell the same thing and you would accept because you wouid not 

know he is the devil himseif." However, he went on, "aii the c o n j m  who use theù 

powers for evil no matter what good intentions, one has to pay latet" (Momsseau Ms. 

p.21. GMA). 

Momsseau was hardly alone in his experience in combining beliefs h m  both the 

Midewiwin and Christian traditions. Edward Rogers and Garth Taylor (1 994) both assert 

that by the 1930s most Ojibwa and Cree were at least nominai Christians, although they 

continwd to retain some aspects of their traditional belief system, particularly the concept 

of "power." While Shaking Tent ceremonies and Waabmowin ceremonies continued to 

be practised in a few places, the Midewiwjn appcars to have died out almost completely, 

although a few Mide shamans continue to be mentioned in a few reports.* 

The Mideniuin Among the Menominee 

The Menominee in pre-contact times inhabited the area bounded by Lake Superior 

and the Green Bay region of Lake Michigan, where they were in close contact with 

groups of Ojibwa and Wiebago people, with whom they often inter-married W e  

they spoke an Algonquian language, it did not have a parricularly close relationship to 

other allied groups. While the Menomiwe were spared h m  direct Iroquois attacks, and 

while there were few forced changes to their way of Me during the periods of French and 

English innuence, they remained relatively small in numbers. During this period, the 



Menoninee were able to adapt successfÜIly to the new arrivais and the new commercial, 

politicai and reiigious influences. Any adjustments tbat were made were accomplished 

with a minimum of societal straia W~th the coming of massive numbers of Americaas, 

the situation changed dramaticaily, for their iives were hdamentaiiy altered when they 

were forced to sign treaties and moved to reservations. Graduaiiy their lands were ceded 

and in the 1850s they were cordhed to a srnd reservation at Keshena in northeastern 

Wisconsin, when they refllsed to take accept a resmation near Crow Wmg, Minnesota, 

Their new home was relatively close to s e v d  Ojibwa reservations with whom they kept 

in contact. Like the lands of their Ojibwa aeighbours, the tesemation land was too poor 

to farm and t m  s m d  to engage in theh traditional subsistence patterns of hunting and 

fishing. Members of the band d e r e d  greatly fiom physicd disease, including the 

effects of alcoholism. The population declined, and traditional societal structures began 

to disintegrate among both those who considered themselves "traditionalists" and those 

who had accepted Christianity and many of the facets of "White" culture? 

Like their Ojibwa neighbours the Menominee's traditioiial world view was based 

to a Iarge extent on their concept of "po~er."~' Among the Menominee, the term had 

three comotatio11~: that which is strong or powerful to be of sound health, and spiritual 

power. Power to live was conferred on individuais during a drearn or vision experience. 

UnWce many other groups, this method of securing a guardia. spirit has remained a part 

of Menomhee religious experience until relatively recent times. Not mrpnsingly, since 

power played a central role in the Menomime world view, their concepts of power helped 



to shape their understaadiag of religious leadership, and detennined the nature of their 

reiigious ceremonies. 

Many of the types of s h a n s  were W a r  to those of the Ojibwa, although, in 

some cases their names show linle or no simifarity- Thus, praaicioners of shaking tent 

rituais were termed ce'sahbws, while wabanows comsponded to wabaanos among the 

Ojibwa. The Metmie society, which was describeci in some deta& nrst by W.I. 

Hoffmm in 1 896, and later by Alaason Skinner in 1 92 1 ,x was the oldest and most 

elaborate of Menominee teligious institutions. 

Hofijnan's study forms part of an ethnographie study of the Menominee Indiam 

published in the 14th A ~ u a l  Report of the Bureau of Ethnology in 1896. Hofian 

explained that as a result of his work on the Midewiwin of the Ojibwa, he was approached 

by Ni~'pet,~' a Menominee chief and Mita leader to visit their reservation at Keshena, 

Wisconsin so that he couid attend a Metawin ceremony and preserve it for fuhue 

generations. Ho- made five visits in ai i  to Keshena, and ended up studying all  

aspects of Menornime Me, and according to his account, behg inducted into the 

Metawin. Why he should want to claim the latter is somewhat surprising, since he had 

earlier denounced Schoolcraft for making a similar daim with regard to king initiated 

into the Midewiwin of the Ojibwa It is interesthg to note that S b e r  explained that he 

had been formaliy adopted by the shamaD who had pmvided him with his version of the 

Metuwin, and had attended ai l  the rituals, but was considered an unaccepted Meta since 

he had not purchased the actual initiation. 



H o m  felt obliged to contrast the Metmvin ceremonies with those of the 

Midewiwin. The former, he believeâ, was a pale imitation ofthe latter, since much of the 

ancient rituai had been 10% although the ceremony continueci to be conducted in an 

archaic language mixed with ûjibwa2' It is probably me that the Menominee at this 

time more closely resembied the Ojibwa at Bad River than at Red Lake or even White 

Earth where Hofnnan haâ done his research on the Midewiwin. However, Hofaiian's and 

Skinner's reseac~h on the Met& reveai only a few signifiant differences in the 

ceremonies which had nothing to do with the degree of assimilation. Members of the two 

tribal groups, dong with mernbers of the Potawatomi, shared each other's ceremonies on 

various occasions, noted the language and ceremonid ciifferences, but do not have 

appeared to consider one version "right" or even better than the other. 

Accordhg to Hoffman, the Midawin (Metmuin), as the Midewiwin, consisted of 

two distinct functions: the initiation of new members, and a feast of the dead designed to 

release the "shadow" and let it depart to the land of mysteries. Among the Menominee, 

the initiation was done either directly or by proxy. Candidates were oeen chosen to 

replace someone in a family which had recently lost one of its members. The ceremony 

began with a consultation between the @ver of the ceremony and the Meta shamans at 

which t h e  sets of four shamans each were chosen. The candidate or his sponsor then 

provided both a large number of gifts to presiding Metawin officials, and a feast. 

Following this the mita'wWIko'rnik or Medicine Lodge was erected by women, and gifts of 

the candidate or his sponsor were suspended fiom poles in the lodge. The ceremony itself 



n o d y  was held Sahnday evening and night, and aii day Sunday since by that tirne the 

Menomiwe were following the Eure-American work week. 

Usually the ceremony began with a feast and speeches near the grave of the 

person who had recently died. Hofnnan's example of the initial speech by the chief Meta 

provides a good illustration of the fact that the Menomiwe people and the followers of 

the Metmuin, in particuiar, felt themseIves under the same pressures as the Ojibwa: 

My grandson will now be placed on the correct path. It gives me pleasw 
to see the goods before me, which have been brought here as evidence of 
the gwd will of my grandson, and his desire to become insmicted in the 
way to go through Mie. 1 caa hear beneath the p u n d  the approach of our 
enemies, the ana'rnaqki~,~~ who destroyed the bmther of Manabush, and 
who now wouid wish to oppose our pmeediags, but Manabush said: 
'Whenever you are in trouble, place some tobacco aside for me, and when 
the oàor of your smoke ascencis 1 shall help y o d  Therefore, we have 
before us some tobacco to be offered to Manabush, that he may be present 
at the meeting and fiil us with contentment." ( H o m  1892-93:78) 

Later in the ceremony, when the assembly had moved into the Medicine Lodge, this same 

theme was taken up by a n o t k  Meta official who spoke to the xnembers present: 

Long ago the m d  medicine was observai with more care and reverence 
than it is now. The sun was bright when the whitehedO assembled, but 
now it is dark, and I can not see the reason. (Hofnnan 1892-93:80) 

Again and again this theme that the s i q ~  was light when the people were following the 

teachings of the forefathers, and that it has now becorne dark echoes throughout the 

ceremony. H o m  explained that this was because it had started to min throughout the 

ceremony, but this would have been a confimation, not a cause of the sentiments. 



StiU later in the ceremony the story of how MLII~Q~US~ bmught the Metmvin to the 

Menoninee was narrated by the chief Meta shaman named Shua'ien. He explaineci how 

the gifts of the Met& were given: 

T'en h m  the east came Owasse, the Bear, who entered the mitawikomik 
and said to Manabush, "My brother, 1 come to you to offet you my 
strength, that you may be able to withstand the power of the amnqkiu," . 
. . Then Wabon, the Daylight, ais0 came in k m  the east . . . . [foilowed 
by a variety of other deities] 
From the south then came Mikek, the Otter, who said to Manabush, "My 
brother, 1 come to give you the konapamik [miigLp]; you will k d  it in a 
rock in the waters of the lake" . . . Then Ke'so, the Sun, came h m  the 
south and said, "1 too, my btother will appear above you when you all 
gathec in the mitawiko'mik and as 1 go westwerd you will see my path, 
which you will, in time, foilow*" 
From the west came the Ina'maqki'u, the Thunderers; [and] The North 
Wmd then came . . . [and said] "1 will grant you one Cgift] which wiil 
surpass them d; 1 wiil give them the North Wiid so that sickness di not 
affect them." (Hofiinan 1 892-93 :9 1 -92) 

At the conclusion of the origin narrative and the story of the Menominee genesis, an 

explanation of the tree of Mie and the joumey that each person had to take was given. 

The d d g  and singing by the shamans continued ail night. The next &y, 

after Lunch, a group of what H o 5 a n  termed "jugglers" gathered to impress ail those 

present with their powea, by a performance of a numbet of "tricks." Following this, an 

initiation or "shooting" rituai took place which was siniilar to the rituals in Ojibwa 

Midewiwin ceremonies. Meta shamans took tums breathing on their medicine bags and 

then thnisting them at the candidate with a loud exclamation "Ho!" The candidate 

graduaiiy succwnbed until by the thne the fourth Meta had "shott' him, the candidate feii 

d o m  as if dead. According to HofGnan, the power had been transfened nom the shaman 

(who had previously swdowed a kona@umik (miigis sheil) to the bag and henceforth into 



the fandidate's heart. The shamans then gathered around the body and revived the 

candidate by laying their bags on him. As they did so, a sheil dmppeà b m  the 

candidate's mouth, he took it into his band, and whiie dancing, and chanting "Ho!, Ho!, 

Ho!, Ho!, exhibiteci the shell to those present. 

The candidate then received his otter skin medicine bag, and began to try his 

newly acquired power oit ottiers as he made his way around the enclosure. Those thus 

"shot," would fd, gradualiy recover, and then follow the candidate, while periodically 

"shooting" others. Soon the entire lodge erupted into a general "melee," as H o h a n  

described the general shooting rihial. M e r  about an hour of this, the t h e  came to 

distribute the presents to Meta officais, who, in tum, distributed some of them to those 

who had been engaged in the building of the lodge and the preparing o f  the feast. With 

thaî, the ceremony came to a close. 

Hoffmants descriptions of subsequent meetings of the Metmin noted few 

substantial Merences with the description provided, although the ongin narratives did 

vary among the different Meta leaders. In addition, he did provide an interesting detail, 

which iilustrated how intimately comected religious cerernonies and games were among 

the Menominee (and no doubt the world view of all Anishinaabe). Hoffman explained 

that when a Meta felt that he had not Lived up to the injmctions and precepts of the 

Met&, or if someone wished to make an offering when a family member was sick, he 

was obliged to give a bail game. From the description, the game would appear to have 

been lacrossesimilar to that played by the Ojibwa The person giving the game (at 

which a feast would be provided) began by selecting the captains of the two opposing 
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sides, who in n ~ n  selected theïr team, b d  sticks and an iduential mita who was 

responsible for ensuring the safety of the baii sticks (HotThan 1 892-93 : 1 27- 129). 

Approxhately thùty years later, Aianson Skinner's description of the Metawin 

ceremony did not Vary substantively h m  H o ~ ~ s ,  although he did iden- a number 

of errors made by HoBnnan, and he did fili in some major lacunae. Like Hoffinaa, 

Skinner describeci the telling of the origin namatives at the beginaing of the ceremonies 

and the initiation rituals. The only difference in the accounts was that Skinner used 

Menominee names for many ofthe deities and ceremonhi leaders of the Metawin. 

However, he then proceeded to identify a second hc t ion  of the lodge which was to 

provide a private or public memorid ceremonfl for the rest of the soul of the deceased 

(whorn the new candidate had been chosen to replace). The soul of the deceased was 

invited to a feast, and was believed to take residence in a specidy appointed person of 

the same sex and age. At the conclusion of the ceremonies the soul was dismissed and 

returned to the other world. The implication was that the soul could thus be satisfied and 

no longer bother the living. It could be taken as indicative of the importance of beliefs 

and rituais concerned with death arnong the Menominee that they should have 

incorporated these rituais into the practice of Metawin. Keesing, in his study of the 

Menominee, based on field work carrieci out ten years fier Skinwts work, ceaainly 

noted that beliefs and customs concemed with death were "among the most temcious 

elements of the old culture" (Keesiag 197 1 :5 1). However, this "mernorial" service, for 

which Skinwr gives no Menominee name, is very similar to the Ojibwa Ghost 

Midewiwin, which was described by a host of early and more recent observers. 
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A tbYd function associateci with the M e t a n  that Skinner identified was the 

Yat-n or Reinstatement Ceremony. This ceremony was held when members of the 

Metawin believed that they had been negiigent in the$ duties regardhg the Metmin, and 

as a result, underwent a second initiation ceremony. The ceremony was basidy the 

same except that the movements within the lodge were conducteci in reverse order. Four 

such reinstatements were considered possible among the Menominee, although few 

individuals ever went beyond two. Each reinstatement or degree was represented by a 

diffierent medicine bag, metent facial colourings, and different coloured Konabmik or 

rnii's (Skinner 1984: 163-164). Thus, it would appear arnong the Menominee that 

progressive reiastatements played the same role as degrees in the Ojibwa ceremony. 

In the latter part of the nineteenth century when Hoffman was doing his research, 

the influence of the Metmvin had aiready begun to decline among the Menominee. This 

process was accentuated around 1880 when neighbouring Potawatomi and Ojibwa 

brought the D m  Dance, "Peace Dance or Dream Dance" as it was known variously 

arnong its adherents. Catholic Indiaos attempted to break up the meetings and a 

detachment of U.S. troops were caiied in to restore order. In the aftennath of the air 

divisons developed not only between ttaditionalists and Christians, but also between 

those traditionalists who believed the new dance was merely an adjunct to the Metmvin, 

and others who argued that it superseded traditionai ceternonies such as the Metmin. 

Many members ofthe Metawin moved to a densely forested area of the 

reservation, and began to associate more with bands of Ojibwa, Potawatomi and 

Wiebago  who held similar viewpoints, than with their feilow Menominee (Bureau of 
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Indian M a V s  Report as quoted in Keesing 1971 :l82). Gtaduaily the Met& was 

replaced in influence by the Dieam Dance which had a relatively open membership and 

provided easier access to sacreci knowledge and power. By the t h e  the Spindlers were 

doing their field work among the Menominee in the 1950s and 1960~~ the M e t m n  

ceremonies were seldom practiced by those Menominee who continued to hold traditional 

beliefs since the= were few reniaining elders who knew the complicated rituais (Spindler 

197 1 54). 

Cleariy the Metawin of the Menominee and the Midewiwin of the Ojibwa were 

one and the same ceremony. The minor variations which did occur, other than with 

regard to language, were no greater than among diffierent groups of Ojibwa Certainiy the 

Ojibwa made greater use of pictographic mnemonïc ai& than other groups and the 

southwestern Ojibwa created elaborate migration scrolis? However, the differences are 

mainly a matter of degree. 

The one area where the Midewiwin among the Ojibwa appears to have been 

different fiom groups such as the Meno- was the latte=' hereditary membership, 

although even here, some Ojibwa, such as the Lake Winnipeg Sauiteaux, came close to 

such a practice. While it is not possible to analyze the Midewiwin as it existed among 

other closely ailied groups in the same detail, the information that does exist leads to 

similar conclusions. 



The Mid- among the Ottawa and Potawatomi 

Io his famous migration accoiint, Wamn related how the Ojibwa, the ûttawa and 

the Potawatomi had separateci at the Straits of Mîchitimackiaac. He went on to expiain 

that the Ottawa had remainecl there for a number ofyears, serving as midciiemen between 

the Fmch traders (and Hurons) and the tnaes to the West, thus gaining them the name of 

Or-tah-w4y or "trader" (l984:8 1-82). While Warren simplifieci the situation somewhat, 

as we have seen, his brief description does set the stage for much Ottawa activity during 

both the French and Anglo-American perïods. While they played a role far greater in 

importance than their relatively smaü numbers would suggesf they never established 

centres of population on their own, except fot the regions mund Arbre Croche and 

Grand River in Michigan. During the nineteenth century bands of Ottawa continued to 

range far and wide, both before and after the U.S. government's attempt at removal. 

Their members could be found h m  the region around Red River in the West, to 

Manitoulin Island and Walpole Island in Ontario, while a composite band of Ottawa, 

Ojibwa and Potawatomi were removed by the American government to Iowa and and 

later to Kansas. It was among the Ottawa at Arbre Croche that Rev. Baraga began his 

Christian missions in America, and h m  which other observers such as Schoolcrafi and 

Kohl drew many of their observations regarding " Indiad' religious practices. 

Nevenheless, there is very little specifically written about ûttawa beliefs and 

practices concerning Ottawa religion, lest of ali the Midewiwin. No doubt this is 

because of the degree of interaction between the ûttawas and their neighbours. Later, in 

the nineteenth century when Euro-Americans began to take an interest in the Midewiwin, 
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they failed to sirff?ciently distinguish the Ottawa h m  the Ojibwa since their idormants 

either came h m  mixed viUages in the Upper Michigan Peainsula, or were members of 

mixed bands of Ojibwa and Ottawa traders in the Red River and Pembina regions. Later 

students of the ûttawa carried out field work at a time when most of the ûttawa had 

become Cbristians. 

Several brief quotations by eady J d t s  provide an idea of how closeiy connected 

Ottawa and Ojibwa beliefs were? Allouez wmte that the Ottawa païd worship and 

veneration to spirits they caiied manitos. He added that they believed that "the evü spirit 

is in adders, dragons, and other momters." Rasles, another Jesuit, indicated that the 

Ottawa caiied the great manitou of ail animais Otcssakita, whiie the evil spirit was said to 

be caüed Michibichi. Jean Penot, the early French trader in the region, considered their 

principal deity to be the Great Hare, which would appear to be equivalent to the Ojibwa 

Nanabozho, particularly since he figured in an Earth-Diver narrative which is similar to 

those told about Narubotho. 

Although the early presence of the French Jemits does not appear to have had 

much effect on ûttawa beliefs, some scholars have suggested that the concept of the 

Great Spirit developed during this time, and iink the departme of the Jesuits with the rise 

and elabration of the Mireowin ~erernonies.~ According to Gertrude Kurath, who is one 

of the few scholars to have m e n  on Onawa religious practices, these Midewiwiin 

ceremonies continwd to operate independently even after the arriva1 of Catholic and 

Methodist missionaries during the mid-nineteenth century. She suggested that the 1st 

Midewiwin ceremony among ûttawa conservatives was held around the turn of the 
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centmy. Thereafter, traditional @ces eitber incorporatecl Christian features, or were 

gradually amalgamated with Cathotic festivals (I 9S9:2 12). Nevertheless, Kurath 

suggested that many of the Onawa coatiniecl to express a teverence for grandmother 

earth, Nokomis and Ni-, the Thunderers. She also suggested that this transition period 

was one in which the old shamans were repiaced by sofcere~~ whom she calleci "bear- 

walkers," who had maligaant powers. Since the information is very scanty, it is diflicult 

to make any dennitive statements, but Kurath's latter statement wodd appear to indicate 

that the Ottawa during the latter part ofthe nineteenth century may have k e n  undergohg 

a simiiar pmcess of cultural disintegration to the one described by Landes among the 

Ojibwa and later among the Potawatomi. 

Like the Ojibwa and Ottawa, the Potawatomi believed that at one time they shared 

a common language and culture, but sometïme prior to the coming of the Euro- 

Americans, the three groups sepanited at the Straits of Mackinac, and the Potawatomi 

moved southward into Michigan?' In the mid-seventeenth cenhicy they moved to the 

Green Bay area on the western side of Lake Michigan in order to escape Imquois attacks. 

There they came into contact with a variety of other groups of Algonquian refugees, often 

acting as arbiters for their neighbours. Nevertheless, the various Potawatomi groups 

continwd to maintain contact and intermarry. Until well iato the nineteenth century they 

considered themselves a separate and distinct people, and were acknowledged as such by 

Euro-Amencans. They established friendly relations with the French, and later piayed an 

important role in the wars against the Fox, the Iroquois, and the British colonies. 



During this period the Potawatomi figirred pminently in the Wtitings of French 

observers. Jacques de Sabrevois' statement, while serving as the Commandant of Detroit 

in 1714 that: "OAen the old men dance the medelinne, they look like a band of sorcerers" 

(WHC 16:367) is often taken to be the earliest survïving reference to the Midewiwin 

among any indian group, although as I have noted earlier, there were numemus earlier 

references that did not explicitly use the term. Y& there were few references to the 

Midewiwin among the Potawatomi in the years that foiioweci, even though we know that 

the Potawatomi, dong with other tribes, d e r e d  heavily fbm epidemics during this 

period and thenore could be expected to have been heaviiy involved in the Midewiwin? 

Unfortunately however, most of the information regarding the reiigious ideas and 

practices of the Potawatomi during this time consisteci of references to their idolatry, 

while many of the ment  accounts rely solely on upsaeaming techniques, or simply apply 

descriptions of Ojibwa practices? Nevertheless, it would seem safe to accept that the 

Potawatomi at that time had a corporate clan system, more similar in structure to the 

Miami than the Ojibwa As Skinner (1924-7), Cdender (1962), and Ciifton (1978) ail 

suggest, it was the clans that owned the ancestral names and the powers that were 

associated with hem, including the vision powers of their members. Thus, they were less 

individualistic than such close neighbours as the Ojibwa and Onawa. 

We also know that in the upheavals that foliowed many among the Potawatomi 

embraced a variety of other religious movements. Some Listened to the Delaware 

Prophet's message as put into action by Pontiac, later during the eariy 1800s many 

becarne followers of the Shawnee Prophet and hû brother Tecumseh, while other factions 
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foiiowed the Wmbmio leader Main Poque. By the 1830s, when the Potawatomi, dong 

with neighbouring tribes were forceci to sign treaties with the Americans, the once U e d  

tnbe became separated both geographically and culnirally into distinct factom. 

Aithough many of those with Métis ties were accuitumtd, others continued to resist 

Eure-American influences. In the diaspora that followed the Americm governulent's 

policy of forcd removal, several gmups, which included some Ojibwa and Ottawa, 

eventually found themselves in Iowa, Kansas and later Oklahoma, while many other 

Pottawatomi moved to southern Ontario where they joiwd groups of Ottawa, both of 

whom graduaiiy became incorporateci into Ojibwa reserves since they held no lands of 

their own. A third gmup of Potawatomi remained in upper Michigan and northem 

Wisconsin. 

It is from the first group, or Prairie Potawatomi, as they have generaiiy become 

known, that we have leamed most of the information concerning the MidewCwin or 

MidaWin (Mystic Doings), as it was known by the Potawatomi. Wonnation was 

gathered by Alanson Skinner in the mid 1920s and particularly by Ruth Landes in the mid 

1930d8 As Skioner and Landes, and subsequent researchers have recognized, the Prairie 

Potawatomi were hatdly a homogeneous group. Not only did they include some Ojibwa 

and Ottawa, but some members haà intermarried with French-Canadian traders. The 

latter were Chnstians who opposed traditional religious practices and common ownership 

of land. 

While it would seem probable that any observations of this group would reveal 

syncretic beliefs and practices that had developed in isolation to the groups previously 
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studies, in f3ict, there were many common features. Despite the fact that the Potawatomi 

lived in scattered wmmUILities in thme corntries, they continued to maintain a degree of 

contan However, the degree of s i m i l e  could also be partiy due to the fact that the 

same tesearchers were involved. It is not Siirpnsing, for instance, in Landes1 work that 

the dominant theme is one of sorcery in which shamans temrized the community and 

often exerciseû total sexual conttol over their vi~tims.3~ 

Landes reported that when she began work on the reservation, and word was 

received that she had been traineà in the Ojibwa Midewiwin, severai people offered to be 

her inforrnants "expecting that the association wouid reveal to them this once-premier 

sorcery of which Ojibwa men were considered masters" (Landes 1971 :2@. Although 

Skinner observed that bundles during the 1920s were often owned by clans, accordïng to 

Landes, bundles were owned by individuals, who ofkn formed themselves into societies, 

among which she mentioned the " Wubeno" society, and the "M'da1' society. Shamaas 

fiom these groups were feared for their ability to "blow rotten stutr' on theu victims or 

mix "poisons" which wouid be mixed in their victims' food at group ceremonies. Thus, 

guests carried "preventers" in order to protect themselves (Landes 1971 :50-5 1). Certainiy 

most o t k  observers mention4 similar beliefs and practices, but did not give them the 

same level of signifïcance that Laades did. Either she was attributing too much to her 

idormants' statements, or her coileagues were not atîributing enough. 

Far less has been written about the Potawatomi who migrated into southem 

Ontario during the nineteenth century." Although they evennially settled on a number of 

reserves mnging Born Waipole Island, to Manitouiin Island, to Parry Island, unlike theu 
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brethrea in the United States, most quickly assimilated into the more dominant Ojibwa 

culture. 

Thus. for instance, Freùerïck Johnson reported tbat whüe over halfof the 

individuals on Pany Island were Potawatomi who had migrated there fimm Christian 

Island (Ontario) and h m  Wisconsin over fifty years pteviously, the Potawatomi now 

spoke Ojibwa While Johnson u n c o v d  some traces of Potawatomi material culture, he 

found it difficuit to discover anything coneming traditiod digous practices of either 

group owing to the "profound iduence of goveniment officials and the Mediodist 

missionary." His informant explaineci that the last t h e  the "midewin" had beea 

performed was about thirty years previously ( J o h n  1929). 

Yeats later, however, another Canadian ethnographer, Diamond Jenwss, 

produced a volume on the Indians of Parry Island in which he demibed the activities of 

both Mide and Waubano siiamans, although no actual ceremonies were observed (Jenness 

193 5). Interestingly enough, whereas in the descriptions of most observers it was the 

Mide shamans who were the dominant group, and the Waabmo shamans who were in the 

minority, Jenness described a situation in which the reverse was the case. Furthemore, 

his descriptions closely approximate those of Landes, in that the shamans were involved 

in power duels which involved sorcery and engendered considerable fear in the 

community. Unfortunate1y he did not provide sufncient information for us to determine 

whether or not th= was a speciai sipnincance to this. 



The Meàicine Ceremonies of the Winnebago and Wahpeton Dakota 

So far our discussion ofthe Mid-n and its variants has dealt with Mgonquian 

speaking peoples, but variants of the M i r ' n  cm also be found among a few Siouan 

speaking groups. Given that some p u p s  of Ojibwa who had becorne plains dwellers 

had adopted a version of the Sun dance, it is not altogether surpising that some Siouan 

groups should have adopted a version of the Midewïwin. 

One of the earliest accounts of a "Medicine Dance" ammg the Sioux was a 

ceremony which Jonathan Carver describeci in the 1760s (Carvet 1770). Jonathan Carver 

claimed to have witnessed the ceremony near Lake Supsior and west of the Mississippi, 

during bis travels among the Siow and the Ojibwa during the 1760s (Carver 1778). 

Although Carver's general reputation as a reliable source has been chailenged, there is 

Little reason to question the basic accuracy of his description in this case. Previous 

descriptions of the Medicine Dance did not exist in English, although Carver implied that 

the French traders had been familar with it for some the.  hdeed, he even suggested that 

it was beginning to die out in areas close to European Settlements. 

The particuiar ceremony that Carver described was defhtely Siouan. He 

mentioned that it was perfiormed among the Naudowessies, as he calied the Sioux, and 

that the dance was called the Puwwaw or Black Dance, while the society was caüed the 

Wakon-Kirhewah, or the "Friendly Society of the Spirit." Carver appears to bave 

codated Siouan and Ojibwa words, whüe his translation is at best liberal, but many 

aspects of the description which foliowed are recognizabIe, even if they were often 



embellished with extranesus descriptions designeci to appeal to his Englïsh audience. He 

noted that: 

About twelve o'clock they began to assemble; when the sun shone 
bright, which they considered as a good omen, for they never by choice 
hold any public meetings unless they be clear and unclouded . . . . When 
the assembly was seated, and silence proclaimeci, one of the principal 
chiefs amse, and in a short but masterly speech informeci his audience of 
the occasion of their meeting. He acquainted them t b t  one of their young 
men wished to be admitteci into their society . . . . No objection king 
made, the young candidate was placed in the center and four of the chiefs 
tmk their stations close to him. . . . the chief that stood before the kneeling 
candidate began to speak to hirn in an audible voice. He told him diat he 
himseifwas now agitateci by the same spint which he should in a few 
moments communicate to hirn; that it would strike him dead, but that he 
would instantly be restored again to life . . . . At this juncture he threw 
something that appeared both in shape and color like a smail bean at the 
young man, which seemed to enter his mouth, and he instaotiy feu as as 
motiodess as if he had beea shot 
The candidate lay several minutes without sense or motion; but at length, 

after receiving many violent blows, he began to discover some symptoms 
of renuning Me. These, however, were attended with strong convuisions, 
and an apparent obstruction in his throat, But they soon appeared at an 
end; for having discharged h m  his mouth the ban, or whatever it was 
that the chief had thrown at h. . . he soon after appeared to be tolerably 
recovered. (Carver 1 7783271-275) 

Following this description of the initiation ritual, Carver explained that the 

candidate was then outfïtted in new clothes, given some advice, and presented to the 

members. A d m  began to sound and everyone then began to dance. Some, he noted, 

carried in their han& an otter or marten's skin which they squeezed so that it made a 

noise when they thnist it in the face of another person. The person thus attacked wouid 

f d  d o m  lifeless, only to mise again later and continue the dance. M e r  some tirne a 

feast was given, of which the main course was dog flesh (Carver 1778: 276-279). 



Whether or not Carver's description was of the Wahpeton Dakota, the Winnebago, 

or some other Siouan group, a form of Medicine Dance was evidently practiced by them. 

Not only were the initiation and general shooting rituals clearly describeâ, but clothing of 

the candidate in new clothes was not an Algonquian practice. 

Aimost one hundred years later, in 1848, JE. Fletcher, who was the Indiau sub- 

agent among the Wmebago, descnaed a similar ceremony in a report to Henry R. 

Schoolcraft, and his account made its way into Schoolcraft's multi-volume compendium 

on Indian tnbes (Schoolcraft 1851-57: 286-288). Fletcher noted that the ceremony which 

was sometimes called the Medicine Dance, was d e d  out by members of a secret 

society who charged candidates heavy fees to join. The ceremony, he explained, was 

composed not only of a feast (of dog's flesh) and a dance, but also instructions and 

initiation rites. The latter included both fasting, a aeating process, and a shooting rituai. 

Fletcher described the latter in the foliowing manner: 

Before the candidates are bmught forward, the grouud through the center 
of the bower is carpeteci with blankets and broadcloth laid over the 
blankets. The candidates are then brought forward and placed on their 
knees upon the carpet. . . Some eight to ten medicine men then march in 
single file round the bower with their medical bags in theu hm&. . . they 
then form a circle and lay their medicine bags on the carpet . . . deposit 
fkom their mouths a small white sea-shell about the size of a bean; this 
they c d  the medicine Stone. These Stones they put in the mouth oftheir 
medicine bags, and take their position at the end of the bower opposite to 
and facing the candidates. They then advance in line . . . holding theù 
medicine bags before hem with both hands, they dance forward, slowly at 
first, and increasing in energy, until with a violent "Ough!" they thnist 
their medicine bags at their breasts. Instantly, as if struck with an electric 
shock, the candidates fa11 prostrate on their faces . . . . Blaakets are now 
throm over them, and they are suffered to lie thus a few moments. As 
soon as they show signs of recovering fiom the shock, they are assisted to 
theV feet and led forward. Medicine bags are then put in their hands and 



medicine Stones in their mouths; they are now medicine men or women, as 
the case may be, in fidi communion and fellowship. (Schoolcraft 185 1 - 
57:286-288) 

Fletcher went on to explain in passing that although he had obsewed the 

ceremony for six years, he had been unable to detect anything which wouid make him 

beiieve that the ceremony was practiced by charlataas. The participants tnily believed 

that the shamans possessed great power, and he was willing to grant that it had no doubt 

been practiced for centuries by their ancestors. Indeeci, he did not even make any 

comection to the Medicine Dance he had witnessed and the MidewnYin wbich was 

practiced by the Winnebagos' neighbours. 

Aithough the Winnebago spoke a dialect of Sioux, they had broken off fiom the 

Sioux proper long ago, and iived in relative harmony with most of their A n i s b b e  

neighbours in the Green Bay region of Wisconsin, at the time of the f h t  French contacts 

in the early seventeenth century. Initialiy they appear to have been a single unined group 

with a relatively complex social structure analagous to such Algonquian gmups as the 

Miami and Potawatomi. Around this tirne, a disastrous war with the Illinois forced them 

to inter-marry with many of these neighbom in order to recoup their population losses. 

In the process of doing this, they adopted many Anishinaabe social customs, including a 

similar clan strucnire~' and no doubt it was about this time that they also came into 

contact with the religious practices of their Anishinaabe neighbours. Later, during the 

eighteenth century, probably as a result of their participation in the fur trade, they began 

to disperse into srnalier, independent Settlements, although most remained in the Green 

Bay region, close to the Menomime. At the time of treaty negotiations with the 
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American govemment in the nineteenth century, two fdons mse among the 

Wmebago. One group elected to abide by the treaties and allowed themselves to be 

moved to Nebraska, where they attempted to becorne fanaers. However, most of their 

lands soon passeci out of their hands, and they entemi a period of social disintegration. A 

second group resisted the moves and remained in Wisconsin, where they were eventually 

able to obtain home- on very matguial lands. There they attempted to eke out a 

Living. 

In the early twentieth century the ethnologist Paul Radin began to do field work 

among the more acculturated Nebraska Wïinwbago. One of the best known and most 

influentid ethnologists during the fïrst haif of the twentieth century, Radin's work 

encompassed a wide variety of indigenous people including the Ojibwa, but it was for his 

studies of the Winnebago that he is best known? Over the next several decades he 

reîumed to study and write numerous works about their religious beiiefs and ceremonies 

(Radin 1923, 1945, 1950). Along the way he spent considerable time collecting and 

analyzing a nch collection of Wmebago narratives that dealt widi the role of the 

Winnebago version of the Midewiwin, and th& world view in general. Just as the 

Anishinaabeg had sought ways by which they could lead a fidl and long me, while 

dealing with the confiicting tensions of gmd and evil, the Wiebago people posed 

similar questions. In Radin's words, they asked: "how are we to meet the two aspects of 

1Xe and of reality with which we are king contindy confkonted, the pmtective, 

constructive and positive, and the repehg, destructive and negative?" (Radin 194552). 

Winnebago shamans, like their Anishinaabe counterparts, fùnctioned both as healers and 
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as diviners. 'Iaeir powm could be used to cure, or to assist hunten or warriofs-but they 

codd also be used for evil purposes. People who used their powers in these ways were 

Literally known as npoisoneis." The fear of being coasidered a poisoner or witch helped 

to reiaforce positive values of generosity and sharing (Lurie 1978:696). 

However, Radin, Müke many EUIO-American obse~ers, did not attribute the 

Winnebago concept of power to some form of "magic." According to Radin, this 

misconception was due to the fact the Euro-Americans have insisted on the presence of 

corporeality as a test of reality, while for the Wmebago. the test for reality was based on 

the final sign or result. In other words, spirits demonstrated their existence by the fact 

that the blessings they bestowed on a person enabled that petson to be successful. 

Relationships between spirits and humam were fostered through fasting, prayers, 

offerings and sacrifices-and as Radin argue& especiaily through mental concentration 

upon the spirits (Radin 1923 : 280-3 1 1). 

The concept of evil among the Winnebago during the period of Radin's field work 

was evidently less pervasive than amoag the Ojibwa. Although Radin reported that evil 

spirits were supposed to exist, he could h d  no concrete notion of who they were. 

Whether it was the case that such ideas belonged to an earlier period in Wimebago 

history, as Radin suggested, or whether they simply represented a ductance to discuss 

such topics is impossible to detennine. Certainly, the very existence of witches in 

Winoebago society indicates that some concept of evil did exist, although it does not 

appear that the Winnebago were overly preoccupied with it. 



Radin went on to descrii  Wmebago concepts of death and afterlife. According 

to him, they saw death as a "stumblhg" after which the individuai goes on as before 

except that he no longer has a corporeal body or desires. Communications could and did 

continue between the living and the dead, and there was a fear of ghosts among many 

people. There was also a belief in reincamation. in fact, a c c o ~ g  to Radin, the desire to 

live again was general amoag the Wmebago, and many of theù niigious swieties, 

including the Medicine Lodge, made promises of reincarnation for their members (Radin 

1923:313-313). 

Radin's study of the Medicine Dance (Lodge) Society among the Winnebago was 

conducted within the context of his wider study of Wiebago society and aboriginal 

society in general." As such, it gws fat beyond the mere description of isolated rihials 

of a single group, athough he relied primatily on contemporary accounts and sources. 

According to Radin, the most important reiigious hct ion of the Medicine 

Dance was the passing on of the "blessings" for the pater benefit of the host and his 

guests. New candidates to the society could join either by requesting admission or by 

taking the place of a deceased relative, the latter case king the most common. There 

appears to have been no requirement that new applicants had received a vision fkom a 

guardian spirit, as was usually the case in the Midewiwin. In both forms of admission the 

candidate or his sponsor were required to pay considerable arnounts in the form of goods 

as an entnuice fee. In the Medicine Dance these goods were then distributed to the 

presiding officials, who in tum distributed them to other officials and assistants. 



Membership in the society consisteci of five bands which, for the ceremony, were 

known as the "Ancestof s host band," and the east, north, west and south bands. ïhe  nrst 

represented the ancestor of the Wmebago, while the others typified the four spirits 

visited by Hare in the Wmebago ongin myth. During the ceremony each of the baaâs 

was represented by a leader, two assistants and the rest of the members. Men, women 

and cbildren couid ail be members of the society, although their privileges differed, and 

children did not possess the power to wield otter skias. 

The ceremony itself, which was comprised of severai days of preparations, sweat 

lodge rituais, and the ceremony proper, took place over a number of days and nights. 

During the first days of preparation, the narratives of the origin and dissemination of the 

Medicine Dance among the Winnebago was recounted by one of the presiding shamans. 

The narrative, as related by Blowsnake, Radin's Sonnant, contained elements of both 

Anishinssbe and Christian mythology, dong with elements which were distinctly Siouan. 

The narrative begm with the creation of the world, and of maakind. The latter 

were weak and pitiful, so Na'una (Earthmaker) made four extra powerful spirits to help 

them, and the last of these was H m .  The fïrst three were unable to help, so Earthmaker 

said: "Hare, what 1 am doing, you ais0 will be able to accomplish. Try with ali your 

power. If(the evil spirits) injure my creation, it will not be good on eaab, Life will not be 

good. Try and overcome these (evil spirits)" (Radin 1923:350). So Hare went to earth 

where he entered the body of a young woman, and having killed off the evil spirits, he 

told bis "Grandmotber" that humans would now be the same as him. But his 



grandmother explained that this wouid not happen since death was nece- lest the 

earh becorne o v e m w d d  However, Earthmaker tmk pity on him and told b: 

Now that theU i ives may be benefited, a holy teaching you are to take 
back to them . . . . You are to go back th= (to earth) and put this 
(ceremony) before them. . . . and ifone of your unc1es and aunts [the 
Wiebago] pediorms everythiDg properiy he WU have more than one He. 
1 wïU always keep the door open to him. When he becornes reincarnated 
he can Live wherever he wishes. (Radin 1923:355) 

Even taking hto account extemal influences and the difficuities oftranslation, it 

would appear that while the Winnebago, iike their Anishinnabe neighbours, were 

concerned with the ultimate questions of Mie, there were significant Merences. 

Whereas, for the Anishinaiibe the main concem was achieving a long and good Me on 

earth and secondarily to ensure the d e  passage of the soul hto the next world (ie. the 

Ghost Midewmin), for the Winnebago, the prime bct ion of the Medicine Dance was to 

provide a means of escaping the bonds of death. As Radin explained, "to Live agah is the 

greatest desire of the Winnebago, and practicaiiy every secret society holds this out as the 

lure to the outsider. Ifyou join the Medicine Lodge you will become reincatnated, they 

In the Winnebago version of the ceremony, the narratives were foiiowed by a late 

night feast. Foliowing this, the candidate was taken h m  the lodge out iato the brush 

where the elders preached to him, showing him the sacred sheiis explaining to him how 

they would be shot at him, and how he in tum was to shoot them. Then the leader of the 

East band made a road for the candidate to foliow, which was symboiic of the path of He. 

This was foiiowed by teaching the candidate about swaiiowing the shell, and the recovery 



h m  its effects. Finally they h s e d  him in a new suit and led him back into the 

Medicine Lodge, where the initiation ritual took place the following moming. 

The initiation ritual, as d e s c n i  by Radin's informsults, was b a s i d y  the same as 

other versions already discussed. As one ofthern reported: 

Those who were initiating me then spread upon the pund  the things 
which had been brought. Then the leader sp~ke. He told me that he 
wouid put me on the medicinedance road. They sat me dom there and 
shot me. Then the clothes that 1 had on were taken off and 1 was given 
other clothes. 1 was now told that 1 was standing on the medicinedance 
road. Afier that they danced aU &y. In the evening they stopped. 

(Radin 1923:378) 

While there were diBeremes in the specifïcs of how the shooting was done by the 

shamans, the location of where the candidate was shot, and how it was regurpitated, the 

essential elements remained the same. Ceriainly the exchange of clothes was an added 

feature, but served only to fiirther accent the concept of the candidate having taken up a 

new We. 

Nevertheless, it is unclear how central to the ceremony the shooting rituai was 

among the Winnebago. Certainly, Radin believed that it was penpheral; an intrusion into 

the basic ritual. To Radlli, what was essential was the passing on of the blessings, which 

were associated with the speeches, songs and actions of the band elders. He argued that 

in the Medicine Society and in other Wiebago societies such as the Buffalo, Ghost and 

Night societies there was a cornmon ritual which had similar hctions. In ail cases, he 

argued, the purpose of the ritual was the strengthening of powers obtained in a vision. 

While he made no attempt to explain the purpose of the initiation ritual, Radin suggested 



that it had ken bomwed h m  "the Central Algonkin Midewiwin" (Radin 1910-1 1: 183-1 85). 

Certainly Radin's analysis has much to wmmend it-both its cornparison of the 

Midewnvin and Medicine Society, and for its anaiysis of the MidewMin itself. As w i i l  be 

seen, he applied a similar analysis to simiiar societies ammg other Siouan groups. 

Nevertheles, tbat not only the initiation rituai, but almost aii the rituaüstic elements of 

the Medicine Dance ceremony shared common featwes with the MidewiwIewiwIin, as dîd the 

nanatives upon which they are based. While the most extensive accounts of medicine 

ceremonies are available for the Wmebago, simiiar ceremonies were also camed out 

among other Siouan groups. These accounts provide some clue as to which aspects of the 

ceremonies were commoniy bomwed, aad thus presumably were considered important. 

A description of the Medicine Dance Society as it existed among the Wahpeton 

Dakota who Lwed near Sisseton, South Dakota was proMded by Alanson Skinner in the 

early twentieth century. His informants at that t h e  were elderly band members who 

explallied that the last ceremonies had been performed many yean previously when they 

were very young. 

The Wahpeton Dakota, along with other bands of Santee, or "Eastern Sioux," had 

o r i g i d y  iived in north central Minnesota near Mille Lacs, where they hunted, fished, 

and cultivated large garden plots alongside permanent ~ i l l ages .~  Gradually, they were 

pushed westward by the advancing Ojibwa, so that by the end of the eighteenth cenhiry 

they were found mainly along the headwaters of the St. Peter's (Minnesota) and Red 

Rivers near Lake Traverse. 



They were stiil in this Mcinity when Joseph Nicollet encountered them during his 

visit to the area in the 1830s. While Nicollet's observations primarily concerned the 

Ojibwa, he also made some regarding the Sioux, as he termed them. Thus, for instance, 

he comparai the character of the Medicine ceremonies of the two groups, contrasting the 

"barbarity" of the Sioux ceremony with the more tefïned and intelligent ceremony of the 

Ojibwa (Nicollet 1970:208-209). Although Nicollet did not single out the Wahpeton 

band specifically, he did mention attending a Medicine ceremony of over tbree hundred 

Mdewakanton in February 1837. It wuouid appear that the ceremony had previously k e n  

practiced by membea of the Santee division at a tirne in which they were in close contact 

with the Ojibwa-even though much of this contact would have been in the form of 

warfare. The ceremony among the Santee Dakota could conceivably go as far back as the 

1680s to the 1730s when the two groups were at Face. Or, it couid also have been 

adopted nom the Menominee, the Miami, Sauk?* or some other Algonquian group, or it 

couid have corne fiom the Wmebago who were distant relatives of the Santee. 

Much was to happen though to the Wahpeton Dakota before Skinner was to work 

among them. In 1851 they had been forced to sign treaties giving up most of their lands 

in exchange for tiny reservations on which they were given individual allotments of land. 

During the next decade theù attempts at mbsisting by farrning were unsuccessful, so that 

in 1862, when theù annuity payments were held up and local traders failed to give credit 

for supplies, they attacked the Indian agency and killed some Euro-Amencan colonists. 

Retaliation by the U.S. govemment was swift. Wahpeton Dakota dong with other bands 

of Santee were removed to a new reserve near Sisseton in the northeastern corner of 
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South Dakota. Others fled northward into Canada where a smali band of them still live 

just outside Prince Albert, Saskatchewan. Those who were forced to iive in South Dakota 

found themselves subjected to increasing efforts of govetnment agents and missionaries 

to give up their traditionai beliefs and cefernonies. In 1890 the massacre of close to 150 

men, women and cbildren of a Teton Dakota band at Wounded Knee by the U.S. cavalry 

signaled the end of outward resisbnce of ail gfoups of Dakota to the process of enforced 

acculturation. Once again, some fled to Caaada, while most gave up, or c d e d  out 

traditionai ntuals in secret until there were graduai relaxations of the restrictions. 

As with other Medicine Dance societies among Siouan groups, the W a h  Wacipi, 

as described by Skinner, showed some strong similanties to the Midewiwin, whiie at the 

same time it contained some (but not aii) elements which were much more in keeping 

with 0 t h  Siouan societies. Likewise, some elements of the origin narrative and the 

rituais had begun to show some evidence of Christian concepts. 

As with most other Siouan groups, the W a h  Wacipi, as described by Skinner, 

was divided into four groups or bands. New candidates applied to join a particular band, 

ofien the same band to which their parents belonged. It would appear that an application 

for membership n o d y  followed a personal vision, as amoag the Ojibwa. However, 

individuais could also be given the medicine bag of a deceased member of the same sex, 

and asked to take his place in the society. According to Skinner, ceremonies for both 

types of new members were similar, except that the latter did not have to pay the 

initiation fees (Skinner 1 984:29 1)? 



When a candidate wished to join the society, he first hosted a fesst for the four 

band leaders, foilowed by a sweat lodge ceremony and a pipe ceremony. This was 

carried out four times- When the candidate had gathered a sufncient number of goods to 

pay the baad leaders, and s e c d  food for a feast, then a rrctangular medicine lodge was 

constmcted, with three to four feet high badc or canvas walls, but an open ceiling. In this 

respect the lodge resembled more closely the lodge of some Ojibwa since moa 

Menominee, Potawatomi or Wmebago normdy had closed in lodges. The lodge fiiced 

east and west, with one door at the eastern end, which was guarded by akicim (members 

of "soldier societies" who both acted as police, and cooked the feast). At the western end 

of the lodge a tipi was erected Inside, the host of the ceremony sat by the open door, 

while the heads of the other clans were seated dong the sides. 

The night before the ceremony pmper, the candidate was taken into the sweat 

lodge-rather than into the bush as had been the case arnong the Wibago-for nnal 

instructions. The instructions included the origin myth of the society, md what were 

termed the "ten d e s  of Me." In the origin myth, Wakmtanh (Great Spirit) descended to 

the sea where he created Unktehi (underwater monsters) h m  his ribs, before returning to 

heavea The Unktehi caused muskrat to dive down and bring up some mud so that eaah 

could be fonned. They then established the Medicine Lodge Society with the assistance 

of a variety of birds, animais and fishes. These birds, animals and fishes later appeared to 

individuais in dreams and instnicted them in the medicine dance ceremonies. 

The ten d e s  were a combination of a code of conduct and rituai obligations 

which members had to observe in order to gain long Lves. Moa related to abonginai 
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beliefs regatding hospitaüty, sbariag and duties regarding the dead, although there was a 

Christian influence in the injunction to "love your neighbotmn and in the very idea of ten 

des .  In addition, the candidate was instniccted in herbs and medicines, and the sacred 

songs which accompanied each herb or root Similady each medicine bag had its own 

sacred song which members sang before enterhg the lodge. 

The main ceremony among the Wahpeton Dakota resembled that of the 

Wmebago to a considerable degree. At dawn the candidate was led into the lodge, and 

seated at the West end. Four elders were selected to make circuits of the lodge, before 

stopping in h n t  of four blankets. Each knelt, spread his otter skin before him, and 

vomited forth the sacred sheU on the otter skiB. Then each in twa took the sheU in bis 

left hand and ceremonially displayed it to those assembled as he circled the lodge. The 

candidate was then brought forward and the four took tums shoothg a shell fiom their 

otter mediciw bags into the mouth of the candidate. M e r  the last shot he collapsed, and 

was covered with a blanket. The four members then revived him by singiag, blowing on 

him, and wiphg a sacred root over him. When he recoveied the akicita brought in the 

sacred dnun stick which they gave the new member so that he could take the drum and 

begh the dance. 

First, however, he sang a Song which referred to the [undenvater] panther 

(unktehi) for power. Then he was presented with a cane which represented the bulnish, 

and symbolized a long Life through the medicine lodge. He was told that the Medicine 

Dance was supposed to be held under water, where the u n e h i  dwell, and that if he is 

ever in danger he need only gresp the bulnish. Skinner's idonnant explained that the 
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candidate had to 4 c e  dogs at the entrance of the lodge in order to remaui in the good 

graces of the imkehi (Skinner 1984:287-290). 

It wouid appear that, siniilar to the many Algonquian versions of the MidewrWin, 

there was a tension between good and evil in the Wahpeton Dakota version of the 

medicine dance. On the one hand the medicine dance ceremony had been given to them 

to promote long Life and help them deal with mess. On the other han& the society's 

benefactor was the Undemater Panther, and the sacred mots were said to symboîize 

serpents. Thus new members were given power which had the potential to be used for 

good or evil. Life was ambigrious, not duaiistic. 

Foilowing the singing of his Song, the candidate addressed those present: "My 

fiiends, be mercifd to me, for 1 am now about to take part in this ceremony which 1 have 

observed" (Skinner 1984:290). He then took his medicine bag in his hand, expeiied the 

sheil which he displayed to those present, and sang another sacred song. At this point in 

the proceedlligs the candidate had gained fûil membership in the society, and his 

payments were divided up among the four band leaders. W e  Skinner doesn't mention 

it in his account, the cermony continued with the public duelling rinial which was a 

common feature of medicine dances among other groups (Neill 1885:269-271). 

The accounts of the Medicine Dance among the Winnebago and the Santee 

Dakota wouid suggest that the ceremonies were both ancient and that they contained 

elements of both Mgonquian and Siouan culture. Although Radin argues othenvise, it 

would appear more likely that, as with the Midewiwin among the al on qui an^^ the 

Medicine Dance Society and ceremonies refiected both shamanistic rituals to obtain 
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power which could be used for good and evil purposes, and teachings which set foah 

d e s  for members to follow in order to obtain a long Me. 

[t wouid appear that as the medicine ceremony moved m e r  afield h m  the 

Ojibwa it took on more characteristics of Siouan society, whiie only a few core elements 

of the original c m o n y  remained, This meant that there was more of an emphasis on 

the corporate aspects of belongïng to band which shed knowledge relateci to living a 

long and fidl Me, and less on the curing aspects which relied on individuai shamanistic 

powers. Even the shooting ritual was remembered more as a matter of rituai form, than 

as a continueci beiief in the t d e r  of power which could be used for good or evil 

purposes. The general disappearance of the requirement that initiates must f h t  have a 

vision, coupled with a decline in the beiief in the efficacy of the sheil, corresponded with 

a m e r  lessening in beliefs regardhg the shamanistic powers of members. 



ENDNOTES 

1. See, for example, Hickerson's argument that the growth of the Mdewiwjn was a 
fuuction of the developrnent of large, sedentary villages in this region-which contrasted 
with the m a i l  hunting and gatherhg clam which iived f i d e r  north (Hickason 
1964; 1988). 

2. At the same the, the ûjibwa who came to d e  in the Rad River Vaiiey and fiirther 
north to Berens River came to be kaown, and in some cases stiLL refer to themselves as 
Saulteaux or Soto. See ais0 the map in the Ap~eadix- 

3. Skinner's informants came mainly h m  the Long Plains Reserve near Portage La 
Prairie and Turtle Mounain Resemation in North Dakota, with a few references to 
Cowesses and Sakirnay Reserves in Saskatchewan- Howard's foliow up study 
concentrated mainly on Tuale Mountain band, although his description of a Midewiwin 
ceremony is fkom Waywayseecappo Resave in Manitoba Neither report mentions the 
band at Roseau River, where Henry noted the Midewiwin was held a u n d y  in the eariy 
1800s. Hailowell(1936:39-41) mentions that the Roseau River band rrmained "pagan 
until weii into the twentieth cenhiry." 

4. Skinner himseif wrote a comparative study of the Midewiwin among a number of 
Algonquian and Siouan groups in 1920, amongst which were the Plains Ojibwa. In it he 
acknowledged that he had used informafion coilected in 1913 for his information on the 
Plains Ojibwa. 

5. Peter Erasmus, a Métis interpreter during the 1870 treaty negotiations, as quoted by 
Peers (1 994: 120). 

6. See, for example, the Joumals Y o m -  
edited by Elliott Coues (1 96S), David Thompsoa edited by Hopwood (1971 : 1 %), and the 
Manuscript Papers of John McLoughh in the Public Archives of Manitoba 

7. The Glenbow Museum collection inciudes M i e  medicine bags, birchbark song scroUs, 
and Mide drums, fiom Nut Lake, Kinistino and Poor Man's Reserves in Saskatchewan. 
Most are Ojibwa, but a number are also Cree. Some of the artifacts date back to the 
nineteenth cenniry, but others are more ment, the most ment  having been used in a 
Midewiwin Ceremony in Nut Lake in 1973. Tapes h m  the Cree Oral History Project 
M e r  substantiate that some Cree did practice the Midewiwin. 

8. Their descriptions contradict the statements of Skinner's infamants that the Wuabano 
had never been practiced among the Plains Ojibwa. 

9. As quoted in Peers (1994:81). 



10. Howard also briefly mentioned the Wc14bc11u)wi.n which, he explaineci, no longer 
existed among the Plains Ojibwa though its bad reputation remained. He also mentioned 
that the T&sakawin (Jiakuan) was practipractically extiact, but a few people contuiued to 
practice traditional heaiing as N i o i w e w i d  ( N e n a d i w e j i g ) .  

1 1. Howard contrasted the decike of the MidewiwR, to the flowïshing of the Sun Dance 
which continueci to be perfiormed on aii Plains Ojibwa reserves with the exception of 
Peguis and Roseau River. 

12. The term "Northem Saulteaux," as used by Skinner does not correspond to 
contemporary descriptions of either the Northem Ojibwa (Rogers 198 1 :23 1-2) or the 
Sauiteaux of Lake Wepeg (Steinberg 198 t :244-5), but takes in portions of both. 1 
have used the tenn Lowland (Swarnpy) Cree to apply to the Cree who resided in the 
Hudson's Bay Lowlands although 1 realue this is not a piecise designation, and that some 
of Skinner's examples fd outside this region. 

13. Skinner at the time was 23 years of age, and this was his first extended piece of 
fieldwork. 

14. Bishop suggested that the practice of the Midewjwin at Osnabutgh House disappeared 
aromd the 1 870s when missionary activities were intensined (Bishop lWk89). 

15. Rogers (1981:23 1) believed that the wrthernmost groups of the Ojibwa, whom he 
cded  the Northern Ojibwa, lacked certain culturai traits found among their southem and 
western Ojibwa neighbom. Chief among these, he included the Midewiwin 

16. Long, in an article on the "Manitu, Power, Books and Witikow: some factors in the 
adoption of Christianity by nineteenth century Western James Bay Cree," m v e  S m  
Revïew, 3/l(l987): 1-30, noted that some Cree individuais who received additional 
powers from mikimk (turtle, the chief spirit of the Shaking Tent) were called mitews 
(which he translateci as shamans, or conjurors) and their activities were referred to as 
mitewin, aithough he made no comection to the Midewiwin of the Ojibwa. Although 
there is no direct proof, one couid infer that, even more tban among the Ojibwa, the two 
ceremonies had becorne intertwined. 

17. Halloweii elaborated on this incident in subsequent works, providing Sagatciweas' 
full English name, and explahhg that he was a leader of the Midewiwin h m  the 
Bloodvein River region who never became a Christian convert. Stoney opposed William 
Berens "for the chieAaiaship in 1875," and although Stoney was considered very 
powemil, Bereas won, epitomiziag "the acculturative idunce that anticipated friture 
developments" (Hdowell l992:36). 

18. Although Stewart provided no dates as to when he observed the ceremony, Halloweii 
was able to draw bis conclusions k m  the fact that the KBC official, whom Stewart 



identifiai as his interpreter, was in charge at Berens River in the 1850s (Hallowell 
1936:49). 

19. Hailoweli leamed h m  descendants that this was "Masque (Mauhva or Bear in 
English)," the son of Yeliow Legs, who had succeeded bis father at Berens River as the 
chief Mi& (Haiioweli l936:49). 

21. This information was m c o v d  by Hugh Dempsey in the course of doing research 
for an edited version of Stewart's personal mernoir, "Life in Rupertsland." 

21. Warren (11 8851 198493) stated that the names Nmd-0-WO-see-wg, which was 
sometimes applied to the Dakotas (Sioux), and Nd&waig, to the Iroquois, meant 
"adders." The catalogue of plants and animais at the end of Tanner translated na-to-way 
(natmu) as a type of rattler (Tanner [1830] 1956:303). Both &es are native to the 
plains rather than the Sbield, which wodd suggest some sort of comection between the 
ceremony at Berens River and those of the Plains Ojibwa. 

. 22. As quoted in Rogers and Smith's --O: Pe r sph  t *  'ves on t h ~  
(1994). Rogers also mentioned the persistence of the WabaanowMtin 

among Ojibwa in southem Ontario. While he acknowledged that the Midewiwin had 
existed there, he indicated that there was little INTitten about it. See also Paul Radin's 
article on Ojibwa religion in the Ontario Historicd Society (1 9??: 
2 10-2 18) and Diammd lenness's mention of both the Wabuanowiwin and Midewiwjn in 

* * his work on ne Qibwa of P a  (1987: 103-106). 

24. Among the Menominee, as among the Ojibwa, many early factional disputes in tribal 
councils occurred between "mixed-bloods" who had become largely assimilated but 
wanted to share in annuity payments, and "fùil-bloods" who wanted to maintain theu 
traditional mode of living as fat as possible. 

. . 
25. See George and Louise Spider  Dreagls-ower: the -. 
(Holt, Rinehart and W~iston: 1971), for a good general introduction to the Menominee 
concept of power, which, as will be seen was very similar to that of the Ojibwa 

26. Skinner, in bis study of the Mitawin concludes that Hofnnan had given the incorrect 
spebg for a number of tenns, including this one. According to Skinner, MitMt refers 
to the candidate for admission, not the ceremony itseK 

27. Edwin James (the editor of John Tanner's autobiography) wrote an account of the 
M i t d n  in 1826, but it was never published. See Sylvia S. Kasprycki's "A lover of ail 
knowledge: Edwin James and Menominee Ethaography," w v e  S w  
4/1 l(199O): 1-9. 3.G. Kohl included one of the few existing examples of Menominee 

* * 
pictography fiom a Miîawin ceremony and provided an interpretation of it in G a  
(1 98S:291-296) which was originally published in 1860. 



28. Niofpet (Neopit) was a m e m k  of the Bear clan aud the son of Oshkosh, the nrst head 
chef of the tribe ta be so recognized by American officiais. Niofpet was elected chief 
after the conviction and impisonment of bis eldet bcother. Although a senior m e m k  of 
the Mitawrn, and a Ieaàer of the traditionalist f d o n  ofthe Menominee, according to 
HO~EMII, he urged his children to adopt Christianity. 

29. The term "manido," for instance is not a Menominee expression, Skinner claimed 
that the Menorniai tenn for creator is M i c  HizwatuA; not Masha Mmido, the temi 
Hofnnan reported fkm his infamants. Eisewhere in his selection of vocabuiary, 
however, Hoffinan does define God as Hiaftrk. 

29. According to the ongin narratives iecounted at the M t m h  ceremony, the 
una'maqkiu were underwater creatures who killed Mmcaburh's brother. As such, they 
corresponded to the Undemater Monstem of Ojibwa narratives. 

3 1. According to the orïgin aarrative which was recounted at the MitaWin ceremony, 
Wqishkelapu (white-hair) is chief of those who have charge of the entrance to the se. 
32. The pnvate ceremony was held for rnembers of the immediate family, while the 
public was held only for prominent Mita shamans. 

33. Kohl (1 985:29l-296) pmvided an illustration and detailed eqlanation of a song chart 
which was given to him by a Menominee, but few other examples have survived. 

34. The quotations are nom a brief ovewiew of the Ottawa in Kinietz's of the 
Great J I -  (1 96S:284-297). 

35. Keesing (1939: 124) as quoted in Kurath (M9:2 12). H o f i a n  (1892-93:304) gave 
this spelhg as the Ottawa version of the Ojibwa word. 

36. Clifton's (1971:30-32) analysis of the Potawatomi demonstrates that whüe such 
accouats express certain hdamentai tniths, they cannot be used to substantiate exact 
histoncal events. He argues that the s imi ldes  in their language and culture certainly 
point to a common heritage, but that the original split twk place far earlier than the tribal 
history suggests. 

37. Certaidy we have reports of the Midewiwin and Mide shamans among other 
Algonquian groups including the Miami, during this period (White 199 1 : 1 1 7-2 1 9). Once 
again, we are forced to rely upon the chance remarks of individual Euro-Americaas. 

3 8. See, for instance Clifion (1 977: 122-1 23). 

39. Although the book by Landes, as with her book on the Midewiwin, was not pubiished 
until years later. 



40. Indian officials at the thne certainly klieved that her emphasis was undue, believing 
these teports to be the work of various individuals who exaggerated theù stones in order 
to see just how much she would accept (Landes 1970:27). While she argueâ that other 
researchers had found a similar state of &kirs, she is the only one to make this the 
dominant feature of the society under observation. 

41. See, for instance, Rogers and Smith's overview ofthe Anishinaabe in Ontario (1994). 

42. It is an inteEesting side-light that amoag the Wmebago, the Bear clan operated as a 
police force with juridiction over intemai &&--a hction which bas made its way into 
contemporary Ojibwa descriptions of the MideWin, aithough it is never mentioned in 
any of the accounts concemhg the Ojibwa examineci in this study. 

43. His "autobiography" of Crashing Thunder, a Wirltlebago shamnn. became a classic in 
its tirne, while his study of the trickster in Wmebago mythology laid the groundwork for 
many subsequent studies of the indigenous myth cycles. 

44. There are two major and often overlappuig sources for Radin's discussion of the 
Medicine Dance: bis chapter on Religion in his monographie study of the Wiebago in 
the Thirty-seventh mual report of the Bureau of Ethnology (Washington: 1923), and an 
article in the 191 1 LQIILPaI of -. There is aiso a brief description of 
Rolling Thunder's initiation into the society in another issue of the same journal. 

45. There is no indication at what point ifany the Santee Dakota, including the 
Wapheton, broke away nom the Winnebago, but there are few references to relationships 
between the two groups by the first Em-American observers. Therefore, it is open to 
speculation whether or not the Wapheton Medicine Dance originateci with the 
Winnebago, with the Ojibwa, or some otûer Algonquian group. 

46. Skinner mentioned that the f h t  of the four bands which compriseci the W a b  Wucipi 
was named the Sauk, from whom the Wapheton ceremony was deprived. The Sauk were 
close relatives of the Fox Indians. 

47. Skinner's account contained an excerpt fiom the --ofid ~~~ 
(Vol 1 :269tt) which described the initiation of a candidate who was replacing a deceased 
member. 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

CONCLUSION 

Aimost without exception, Aboriginal "explanations" of the Midewmin in any of 

its numerous menifestations have been expexiential, whether they have been ia the form 

of narratives which expIained the origin of the world and the place of the MideWin in it, 

or the sacred scrolls which told of the migration of the Ojibwa and the rituals to be 

foliowed in the ceremonies. This does not mean that the Ojibwa were not reflective. As 

pmtitioners or potential practitioners of the Midewiwiny they shared a cornmon world 

view. 

OriginaUy knowledge regardhg the Midewiwin was oral, although pictographic 

mnemonics were employed as memory aids. Despite the publishing and recording of 

some narratives, songs, and rituals by outsiders, the Midewiwin has remained until 

recently, basicaily oral in nature. M'des may gather together to argue over the accuracy 

of particular versions of narratives, songs or rituals, but they do so within the context of 

the oral tradition, not some definitive set of t e a .  

Euro-Arnerican explanations have, by their very nature, been the work of "outside 

observea" who have describecl the ceremony and its teaching for a variety of reasons. 

Writers have sought to explain the Midewiwin to their feliow Euro-Americans, to engage 

in polernics with its teachings, and to preserve the teachings and rituais for posterity. 

Only a few have been proficient in the language, and despite the fact that several have 

claimed to have been initiated into the ceremony, none have been practitioners. As a 



remit, EUTO-American scholars have employed a number of diffant methodologies in an 

effort to better understand the Mdewiwin. Early writers concentrated on the externa1 

characteristics wWe others have sought to explain the philosopid or mügious 

conceptions upon which it was based through an analysis of specinc texts and the 

structure of the language. ~ t i i l  o h m  have attempted to place it within the context of 

broader religious, psychologicai, socio-economical or historicaî patterns. Members of the 

Midewiwin have been variously described as agents of the devil, charlatans, wurotics and 

psychotics, shamans, n a d  philosophers, m e m b  of a crisis cult, and pawns of 

economic forces. In one seme the study of the Midmiivin has becorne a duel between 

competing world views and methodologies. On the other hanci, these debates can afso be 

viewed as parts of a continuhg dialogue which gradMy work towaràs improving 

knowledge and appreciation for the Midewiwin. 

Early French and later English writers on the subject of Ojibwa religion were 

usualiy highly literate individuais writing for fiterate audiences. There were few, if any, 

unvamished accounts written by ordinary people, and hhn Tanner's account, although 

edited, stands alone as one of the few by an "insider." Most accounts attempted, with 

limited success, to fit the Ojibwa belief system into Western structures of thought. 

However, in doing so, they had great difficulty in comprehending a cosmology in which 

their own separate categones of the transcendent (God) and the immanent (powemil, 

holy) were subsumed into the single word "manitou," or where it appeared that the 

transcendent figure could be both singular and multiple in form and nature. It was 

perhaps for this reason that many accomts concentrated on extemals and rituals which 



wodd have been easier for their audiences to comprehend since this kind of information 

appeared to be more snaighfomard. 

With the writings of Schoolciaft and his contempotaries, there was a perceptible 

shift in empbasis, as hcfeasing numbers of Ameticans moved into regions which had 

previousiy been occupied by uidians and only a few Euro-Americans. Schwlcraft's 

particular purpose was to expose what he considered to be the fdsehoods of the 

traditionai Indian religious healers such as the Mides, whom he believed were preventing 

assimilation of the Ojibwa into American society. Nevertheless, Schoolcraft, Nicoiiet, 

and Kohl were the fk t  Ew-Americam to begin to seriously examine the beiiefs of 

Indians in an effort to understand their world view. Theu writings mark the beginning of 

an attempt to systematicaiiy describe the Midewiwin, even though they failed in theV 

efforts, and to a considerable extent m e r  perpetuated faulty images of the Midewiwin. 

At approximately the same tirne, a nurnber of acculturated Ojibwa and mixed- 

blood individuals including Peter Jones, George Copway and William Warren published 

works on the Ojibwa in an effort to b ~ g  theV history, culture and impending doom to 

the notice of Euro-Amencans. Although on the one hand they were able to provide an 

"insiders" perspective, on the other, their acceptace of Ew-American beiiefs and values 

colored their perspectives to varying degrees. One cm question the extent to which even 

Warren's work truiy represents the traditional Ojibwa perspective that he was attempting 

to portray. 

The works of H o h a n  and Densmore and their successors, mark another 

important shift in emphasis h m  the recorded observations of dedicated amateurs, to the 



detailed writings of professional ethnographers which were based on extended field work 

using Abonginal infamants. Their efforts to preserve the cultural records of Amerka's 

Aboriginal peoples before it was too late coincideci with a sMilar desire on the part of 

some traditional Ojibwa healers. As a dt, these practitionets were willing to pass on 

to them detailed descriptions and explanations. 

The detailed explanations of HoEhn, and the ïnsights off& by Demuore, 

added significantly to an understanding of the Midewjwin, despite the f a t  that Hoffmaa, 

in particda., continued to view the ceremonies tbrough the fiitered lem of his own worid 

view. Despite this, his work on the Midewiwjn bas somtimes taken on a canonical statu, 

and has become the rneasure by which other descriptions are judged to be orthodox or 

deviant. Unfomuiaely, although we lmow that other cornmudies continwd to practice 

the Midewiwin, there were no similar descriptions with which it can be compared until 

some time later. 

Nevertheless, during the twentieth cenhny there have been a number of relatively 

detailed accounts collected by trained ethwgraphers and dedicated amateurs. In addition, 

Mide narratives and scrolls have ben coiiected fkom an even wider number of 

commurÛties. It is possible, thetefore, to fonn a better idea of the geographical and 

historical variations in the Midewiwin, taking hto account the problems in translatiog and 

transcribing materials, and the world views of the individuais providing the descriptions. 

One of my original objectives was to use this information in order to provide a m e r  

composite p i c m  of the Midewiiwin as it has existed in the past 



Despite the fact that early obmers,  and some contempory ones, have argued that 

one of the objectives of the Mdewnvin was to provide a fonun in which the Mides gaiwd 

control over their foliowers, 1 couid find littie bask for this view. Certainiy Mides were 

involved in passing on the teachings of the Midlewiwin, and when faced with evangeiistic 

efforts of Christian missionaries, they used a vatiety of meam to oppose these efforts. 

T ~ U S ,  they not only countered the arguments of the missionaries, but sometïmes engaged 

in physical intimidation of potentiai converts. Midewiwin beliefs sometimes fomed the 

basis of the arguments used by Ojibwa (and other) ogimuas who were engaged in Treaty 

negotiations. This was particuiarly tme among those bands who wished to follow 

traclitional beiïefs and practices, although in some cases Mide leaders represented all 

factions, including Christians. Nevertheless, it would appear that the growing 

exclusivism of the Midewiwin was equally due to the conviction that their existence as a 

people was dependent upon their ability to physically separate themselves. 

Midewiwin documents and some Euro-Arnerican accouats would appear to 

indicate that the twin objectives of the Midewiwin were to promote a long M e  and access 

to the manitous who couid bestow power to accomplish this goal. These two aspects 

have often been separated by observers who have seen the initiation and public duelling 

rituais as shamanistic feat~ues, or as part ofa curing riaial, in contrast to the broader, 

ethical and social concerns with which the rest of the ceremony was concemed. 

However, 1 beliwe that the two were intimately comected. Mides were blessed 

by the Mide Manitous with the power of the miigis, as well as with the power of specific 

plants and herbs, both of which became part of their medicine bags. In both cases Mide 



officials helped the new candidates, but the manitous, not the officials, were responsible 

for the transfer of power. To be blessed with these powers meant that the odds of 

survivhg to old age wouid be irnproved. However, some accounts did observe that 

people with "too much power" which tended to be used inappmpriate1y, o k n  died at the 

han& of other even more powaful shamaas. 

A third objective of the Midewiwin, although it was not explicitly stated 

anywhere, appears to have been to help fostet ~e~knowledge and a sense of identity for 

members. The origin and other narratives recounted during the training sessions, and the 

rituais of the ceremony itseIf, helped the members place themselves @th persody, and 

as a people) within a familiar cosmos ia which everything was personally comected. The 

ceremony offered the opportunity for members to dramatically and rituaily experience 

their beliefs. Thus, for instance, the Mide officials as they entered the Mide lodge became 

Bear breaking thtough the barriers in order to bring the Midewiwin to the Anishinaabe, 

they took the initiate on a dance procession which tau@ him or her the road of üfe that 

was to be followed, while the gift of goods to the Mide officiais was a public 

acknowledgement of the power's worth, and the respect that was accorded it. Even the 

combination of danger and enteaainment in the public duelling rinial reminded the 

people of the ambiguity of life in much the same way as did the stories of Nanabozho as 

culture hero and üickster. 

Many commentators on the Midewiwin, whether or not they have done actual field 

research, bave emphasized the distinction between the two means of obtainllig power 

which existed among the Anishinaabe; t b u g h  visions, and through the passing on of 



leamed knowledge. There is d y  at least an implication that the process is an 

evolutionary one with the remît tbat the Midewiwin is of?en seen as an indication of the 

growing complexity of Ojibwa society. 

There is no doubt tbat the Midewiwin did pmvide another way of obtaining 

power, even for those who lacked a visionary experience. However, nineteenth century 

accounts do not indicate that there was a replacement, or even a confiïct between these 

two types of power. In fact most indicate that the methods cco-xisted AU but a few 

twentieth century accounts indicate that candidates for the Midewiwin (or their spomots) 

were still required to have had a visionary experience before king considered for 

admission to the MidewMrin. The digerence was that in the Midaviwin, howledge and 

thus the access to power was shared and passed on. In theory this dowed more 

individuals to gain access to a greater amount of power, although the progressively higher 

fees precluded this, as shown by the fact that only a few people becam members of the 

higher degrees. 

Another aspect of the Midewiwin that is o k n  taken as a sign of evolutionary 

development is the fact that the Midewiwin was a secret society made up of many 

members in conoast to other types of traditional healers such as the Jaasakiiidr who 

operated independently. Although scholars such as Hickerson maintained that this 

indicated a greater seme of coilectivity had developed among the Ojibwa, this may not be 

entirely borne out in practice. It is difficult to determine the exact organhtional 

structure of the Midewiwin before Hoffmaa's account in the late nineteenth century, but 

what Little information is available indicates that there was no permanent set of officials. 



Rather, they were chosen h m  a pool of pow& Mides for each ceremony-probably 

this done mainly on the basis of the kinsbip connecti011~ of the person bnng initiated 

Certainiy by the second haifof the nineteenth century, and into the twentieth centwy, the 

picture that emerges is of Mides who corne together briefly during Midewiwnt 

ceremonies, but who hctioned independently, sometimes in opposition to one another. 

It must be remembmd tbat among the Ojibwa in particdar, medicine bundles 

were a personai possession, rather than a clan or band possession as was cornmon among 

some neighbouring groups. This meant that the power resided with the individuai, not 

the collective. Moreover, with some possible exceptions, the bundles and scrolls were 

not passed on or sold. Unlike the Sioux who practiced a form of the Medicine Dance, 

members of the Midemin  were not divided up into bands with specific responsibilities. 

Nthough Landes did make a distinction between Mide officiais and the general 

membership, she also noted that these roles were dependent upon their individuai, not 

their collective powers. 

Another aspect of the Midewiwin which attracted notice very early on, and 

continues to draw the attention of commentators, is the question of how the Anishinaabeg 

dealt with the problem of evil. Warren's ([1885] 1984: 108-1 12) graphic description of 

the evil times at Chequamegon illustrates what might be cailed the systemic version of 

evil, in which whole segments of the cornmunity were believed to have succumbed to a 

form of behaviour which has k e n  described as everyihiag nom merely anti-social, to 

being an indication of bearwalkers or witchcraft, to resulting fiom some type! of cosmic 

imbalance. 



Beaxwaikers, though not specincaily connecteci to the Midauiwin, are mentioned 

by a variety of nineteenth and twentieth century dters on the subject of the Midewiwin, 

since many Ojibwa believed them to be e d  shamans who had transformed themselves in 

order to cause h m  at night. Whether or not they were originally part of the 

Anishinaslbe world view, they continue to be part of the world view of both foiiowers of 

the Midewiwin and Catholics in some Ojibwa communities such as those on Manitoulin 

Island (Smith 1995). 

At other other times the way that dering or evil is dealt with has been in ternis 

of duels between "good" and "bad" sharnans. In much of the literature this takes the form 

of "good" Mides and "bad" Waabmos or Jamakiith, but sometime the situation is 

reversed. Such was the case, for instance, at Parry Island (Jemess 1935). Some 

commentators have seen these duels as expressions of kin and clan feuds, or as examples 

of factionalism between Midewiwin followen and Christians. Certauily there is some 

evidence that the "badness" of a particdar sheman depended to a large extent on the 

perspective of the idonnant However, the literature also includes examples of 

individuais whose actions could be considered nasty by anybody's standard such as the 

Potawatomi leader, Main Poc (Poque), a powemil Waabmu, who was noted for his use 

of poison to kill nvals, as well as for his violent temper, drunkeness, and &quent 

violence towards women (Edmunds l985:26 1-2). 

However, this does not imply that the AnishinnRbe were or are dualistic as some 

commentators have stated. Rather, as 1 argued earlier, and as Smith points out in her 

commentary on the paintings of several young Ojibwa artists depicting the stmggle 





changes in tutetary spirits, appear to have been the resuit of new visions. Others, such as 

the changes which were r e d e d  during the twentieth century at a time when the 

MidewMTn was very much uader siege by Christian missionaries and govemment 

officials were forced on practitioners h m  outside. Thus, for instance, bans on 

intertribai and even inter-commmity gatherings, and the adoption of the six day wotk 

week, temporarily forceci communities to hold d e r ,  local gatherings, and sirnpiify the 

ceremonies. Some rituals, notably the sweat lodge ceremonies, were dropped in some 

commuaities, as young men no longer wanted make the effort, while the tirne devoted to 

teaching the narratives and the medicines was ofien reduced, as oid Mide leaders died, 

and younger ones with the proper knowledge could not be found to replace them. Young 

people who had been forced to attend residential schools ofien retumed to their reserves 

and reservations with linle or no knowledge of their traditional beliefs, whereas in earlier 

days, young people had ofien been initiated into the Midewiwin and were quite familar 

with its teachings and rituals before they had reached what we would consider adulthood. 

Nevertheless, what is remarkable is that despite everythiog, a few individuais such 

as Dan Raincloud, h m  Red Lake Reservation, were able to leam the ways of the 

Midewiwin, and continued to fhction as traditional healers (Black-Rogers 1989). Ofien 

this was done in the face of scepticism fimm theV own community and the derision of the 

non-native commun@. Other Ojibwa, including some who were ostensibly Christians, 

worked out a variety of ways by which they could live in the larger Euro-American 

community while at the same time maintahhg their Anishinaabe identity. 



The question of Christian influences in the Mir'dewnvin has been addressed by a 

number of commentators including Hickerson ([197O] l987:60-6 1) who based part of his 

argument for post-contact origin on the fact tbat the fourth de- of the Midewiwin used 

a cross as one of its symbois. Although Hickerson's argument is rather tenuous, since it is 

based on his interpretation of a single documentary source, there is do doubt that 

Christian deities and some Christian concepts were iacorporated into the Anishinaabe 

world view in many Ojibwa commupities over the last two hundred years. 

The extent to which this has the practice of the Midèwiwin is open to 

question. Some changes, such as the addition of the Muchi Mmitou to the Anishinaabe 

cosmology, appear to have evolved in reaction to Christian missionaries. While the term 

appears to have been adopted in most communities, many influences are not as pervasive, 

varing fiom region to region and even community to commUILity. Thus, for instance, 

Kinietz's description of the Midewiwin at Katikitegan showed a ceremony which was 

quite influenced by Christianity-at least in its outward manifestations, while the 

ceremonies at the neighbouriog community of Lac du Flambeau exhibited few Christian 

Wuences W e t z  1947; Barnouw 1960). 

It must also be remembered that Christian influences were not the only ones that 

followers of the Midewiwin encountered. The Ojibwa and other Anishinaabe who moved 

westward on to the plains intennhgied with a variety of othet Abonginal groups. As a 

result, the Midewiwin of the Plains Ojibwa, as weil as ammg the Northem Saulteaux, was 

influenced in some ways by the people they encountered. In retrospect, it is this 

diversity that one finds in the Midewiwin, both historicaiiy and geographicaiiy, during 



similar time periods, that has to be seen as one of the main characteristics of the 

Midewiwi~ Society. Given the vast m a  in which the Ojibwa lived, the different 

historical circumstances in which they have found theznselves, and the nature of Ojibwa 

society, this is not surprising. However, it is a diversity which ercists within the generai 

context of the basic elemeats of the MideRn which Warren deliwated in the opening 

passage of this work. There may have been cornpethg visions but to the extent that 1 

have been able to understand if the underlying world view ofits members has remained 

the same. 
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